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Introduction: the limits of the explanatory
potential of the alienability contrast
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Abstract: This introductory article outlines the central topic of the present special
issue, viz. the contrast between alienable and inalienable possession, and how this
contrast is reflected in the grammars and lexicons of natural languages. It sketches
the historical background of the alienability contrast in the linguistic literature and
points to a number of biases that need to be overcome in order to (1) advance our
understanding of the contrast and (2) face the limits of its explanatory potential.
Specifically, the present introduction, as well as the contributions to the present
issue, proposes to move beyond prototypical possessive relationships (ownership,
part-whole, and kinship relations), prototypical possessor categories (human pos-
sessors) aswell as prototypical possessee categories (artifacts, body-parts and kin). In
addition, the issue contains three contributions dealing with Amazonian languages,
thus filling in an important gap in previous crosslinguistic studies on possession. The
data presented in the special issue show thatmanymorphosyntactic phenomena that
have been explained in terms of the alienability contrast – or are amenable to such
explanations – cannot be reduced to it, and are sometimes even better described
without recourse to alienability at all. The present article thus concludes that the
alienability contrast is at best regarded as a heuristic tool in exploring linguistic data,
and cautions that, if used as the only explanatory principle, it could actually hamper
an adequate description of the data.

Keywords: adnominal possession; alienability; body parts; kinship terms; noun
classes

1 Introduction

The present special issue deals with a topic where cognition and grammar inter-
twine, i.e., the concept of alienability, and hones in on how the contrast between
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inalienable and alienable possession is reflected in grammar and the lexicon. It
brings together contributions that, on the basis offirst-hand data collected in thefield
or crosslinguistic sample work, critically address the alienability contrast as a
functional explanation for linguistic facts, such as, for example, the different coding
strategies in adnominal possessive constructions, i.e., noun phrases consisting of the
expression of both a possessor and a possessee (also known as attributive possession).
Example (1) from the West Papuan language Abun illustrates a coding split in this
grammatical environment. Whereas Abun uses simple juxtaposition of possessor and
item possessed (henceforth possessee) for the body-part term ‘arm’ in (1a), it uses a
construction with a linker for the term ‘garden’ in (1b).

(1) a. ji syim
1SG arm
‘my arm’

b. ji bi nggwe
1SG POSS garden
‘my garden’
(Abun; Berry and Berry 1999: 77–78)

Berry and Berry (1999: 77–78) explain the difference in morphosyntactic marking
between (1a) and (1b) in terms of alienability, with juxtaposition being used for
inalienable possession (1a) and the linker construction for alienable possession (1b).
They define alienable possession as a type of possessive relationship in which the
possessee has “only a temporary or non-essential dependence on the possessor”,
whereas inalienable possession involves “a permanent or necessary relationship”
between possessee and possessor (Berry and Berry 1999: 77). These definitions
illustrate a semantic view of alienability.

While the alienability contrast serves very well to account for the adnominal
possession data in Abun, the articles in the current special issue in fact point to the
limits of the alienability contrast as a principle motivating lexico-grammatical
patterning.Most contributions focus on unrelated individual languages fromvarious
parts of the world, often on the basis of first-hand data collected in the field.
The languages studied in detail are presented in Table 1. In addition to these
language-specific studies, two articles take a crosslinguistic approach. The article by
Chousou-Polydouri et al. is based on a sample of 120 genetically and areally diverse
languages, and the one by Cristofaro is based on data from about 50 languages.

The remainder of this introductory article is organized as follows. Section 2 will
give a (necessarily non-exhaustive) overviewof how the alienability contrast entered
the linguistic scene as a semantic notion and how it has been invoked as a functional
motivation for grammatical organization in a wide variety of languages for more
than a century. In some accounts, the alienability contrast has also been interpreted
as a binary pattern of linguistic organization, and hence been treated as an
explanandum itself rather than as an explanation. Section 3 will discuss the research
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questions addressed by the articles in the issue, and Section 4 details how the articles
advance our current understanding of the alienability contrast, among others by
taking into account sets of data that have hitherto been overlooked or deemed
irrelevant. Specifically, Section 4 will present the collective highlights of the issue
(Section 4.1), as well as summarize the individual contributions (Section 4.2).

2 The alienability contrast in the literature

Before discussing the treatment of the distinction between alienable and inalienable
possession in the literature, we briefly want to address the concept of possession
itself. Possession has been defined extensionally in the literature as comprising three
prototypical possessive relations: ownership, kinship, and part/whole relationships
(e.g., Haspelmath 2017; Langacker 1995). This goes back to Seiler (1981: 6), whose
narrow definition of possession involves “the relationship between a human being
and [their] kinsmen, [their] body parts, [their] material belongings, [their] cultural
and intellectual products” and whose extended definition also encompasses part/
whole relationships. Heine (1997: 39), in turn, defines possession in terms of its pro-
totypical properties: (i) the possessor is a human being; (ii) the possessee is a concrete
item; (iii) the possessor has the right to make use of the possessee; (iv) possessor and
possessee are in spatial proximity; and (v) possession has no conceivable temporal
limit. One attempt to define possession intensionally is Creissels’ (2006: 143):
possession relates to “the notion of participation of an entity (commonly referred to
as the possessee) in the personal sphere of an individual (commonly referred to as
the possessor)”.1 We adhere to this last definition but extend it even further so as to
also include non-human possessors.

Table : Individual languages focused on in the special issue.

Language Glottocode Family Macro-area
(Hammarström et al. )

Article in the
present issue

Mandinka mand Mande Africa Creissels
Negidal negi Tungusic Eurasia Aralova and Pakendorf
Zuanga-Yuanga yuag Austronesian Papunesia Bril
Harakmbut amar Harakmbut South America Van linden
Mojeño Trinitario trin Arawakan South America Rose
Piaroa piar Jodï-Sáliban South America Rosés Labrada

1 This is our translation of the French original: “la notion de participation d’une entité (com-
munément désignée comme possédé) à la sphère personnelle d’un individu (communément désigné
comme possesseur)” (Creissels 2006: 143).
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The distinction between alienable and inalienable possession dates back to the
early twentieth century, when Lévy-Bruhl (1914: 96) observed that structures
expressing adnominal possession such as ‘my head’ and ‘my garment’ are coded
differently in Oceanic languages, and explained this in terms of the conceptually
different types of possession they involve, viz. inalienable possession (‘my head’)
versus alienable possession (‘my garment’). On the other side of the world, the
distinction had also been noted around the same time in North American languages
for the same grammatical environment (e.g., Uhlenbeck [1916], and Sapir’s [1917]
review of the latter), but under different labels, e.g., inherent versus accidental
(Dixon 1910; see Nichols [1988: 561] for an overview). Languages were thus found to
formally indicate the fact that entities like garments can easily shift possessors, while
entities like heads cannot, i.e., to formally encode a semantic distinction between
alienable and inalienable possession. Inalienable possession is assumed to involve
“either inextricable, essential or unchangeable relations” between possessor and
possessee (Chappell and McGregor 1996a: 4). Alienable possession, by contrast, in-
volves associations between possessor and possessee that are of a less permanent
and inherent type (Chappell and McGregor 1989: 25).2

In the literature on the alienability contrast, the status of the concept as a
semantic notion or as a structural contrast has been variable (cf. Nichols 1988: 561),
and at times it is not made explicit. On the one hand, some accounts consider it to be
fundamentally a semantic distinction, in line with Lévy-Bruhl (1914).3 Ever since the
alienability contrast was put forward, it has been invoked as a semantic explanation
for the differences in the morphosyntactic marking of adnominal possession, as
illustrated in relation to Example (1). The scope of the explanatory potential of the
concept has also widened considerably, not just to other phrase-level phenomena
like proprietive markers (Tsunoda 1996), but also to phenomena at the word and

2 Note that the definitions of inalienable versus alienable possession are not symmetrical. Specif-
ically, their conceptualizations differ in terms of scalarity (cf. Paradis 2001). For inalienable
possession, the relation between possessor and possessee is conceptualized in terms of ‘either-or’,
that is, the relation is unchangeable. Inalienable possession hence is a non-scalar category.While this
conceptualization implies a complementary (contradictory) mode of oppositeness with alienable
possession, what we note in the definition of the latter is a scalar conceptualization: the relations
between possessor and possessee are “of a less permanent and inherent type” (Chappell and
McGregor 1996a: 4, emphasis ours). The same asymmetry has been noted with respect to inalienable
versus alienable noun classes. Nichols (1988) asserts that while inalienable nouns form a closed set
and show semantic coherence, alienable ones do neither.
3 Seiler (1981: 8–9) coined the terms ‘inherent’ versus ‘established’ possession to refer to this se-
mantic contrast in order to avoid terminological confusion, as he was aware that within a single
language, “a possessive relation to one and the same object (e.g., a kinsman) can be represented as
either ‘inalienable’ or ‘alienable’.”
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clause levels. Examples of such phenomena are given below (based on Chappell and
McGregor 1996a).
(i) Word level:

– Noun classes
– Binominal lexeme constructions
– Incorporation of (body-part) nouns into adjective roots

(ii) Phrase level:
– Adnominal possession
– Proprietive/privative markers

(iii) Clause level:
– External possession
– Double subject constructions
– Noun incorporation
– Predicative possession
– Double non-subject (object/locative/dative) constructions
– Quasi-passive

Within these linguistic phenomena, the semantic concept of alienability has mostly
served as a functional explanation for adnominal possessive constructions (from
Lévy-Bruhl 1914 to Haspelmath 2017), and for external possession (from Bally 1926 to
Payne and Barshi 1999), illustrated in the Middle Dutch sentence in (2).

(2) Doen querteleerde ic hem ende ondecte
then trepanned I him:ACC and uncovered
hem dat hersenbecken
him:DAT the cranium:ACC
‘Then I trepanned him and uncovered his cranium (lit. uncovered him the
cranium).’
(Middle Dutch; Burridge 1996: 681)

The second clause in (2) features a structure in which a possessive relation is
expressed with the possessor (hem) and the possessee (dat hersenbecken) expressed
in different constituents (dative- vs. accusative-marked noun phrases respectively),
and the possessor being a core argument of the predicate – all defining properties of
external possession. However, some authors have pointed out the limits of such an
explanation, such as Burridge (1996) herself, and Mithun (2001: 308), who noted that
so-called external possession constructions are not primarily used “to specify
possession or even inalienability, but the significant affectedness of a participant.”

On the other hand, alienable/inalienable possession have often been taken as
terms expressing a formal distinction. As Nichols (1988: 568) puts it, in that respect,
there are twomajor uses of the terms: either for classes of nouns or for constructions,
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the latter also known as alienability splits. Nichols (1988) herself uses the terms as
lexical categories for noun classes, which could be taken to be the equivalent of
valence on nouns (see also Queixalós 2005, 2016 for this idea). Nichols considers that
inalienable nouns always form a closed set, and relates the existence of this formal
distinction with head-marking languages. Other common terms for this lexical
distinction are (i) relational, bound, and obligatorily possessed for inalienable nouns;
and (ii) absolute, free, and optionally possessed for alienable nouns (Haspelmath
2017; Nichols 1988). In relation to adnominal possessive constructions, Dahl and
Koptjevskaja-Tamm (1998: 38–39) state that “[t]he choice between inalienable and
alienable constructions is seldom predictable from such general definitions” as the
ones cited at the beginning of this section, and that in language-specific accounts the
alienability distinction often means “that a set of inalienable nouns are singled out
for special treatment”, i.e., kin terms and/or body-part terms. They thus argue that
the alienability contrast should be regarded as a structural contrast (see also
Chappell and McGregor 1989; Nichols 1992: 117). In the same vein, Haspelmath (2017:
198–199) notes that “in general the difference between alienable and inalienable
possession [as in (1a) vs. (1b), FR & AVL] is simply a constructional split, with no
clear semantic implications, not unlike the split between pronouns in English (which
make a nominative/accusative distinction) and nouns (which do not)”. Based on
earlier crosslinguistic work, he formulates a number of universals, like the following:
“Possessive constructions with inalienable nouns tend to show zero coding, short
coding, bound coding, and/or obligatoriness, while possessive constructions
with alienable nouns tend to show overt coding, long coding, free coding, and/or
impossessibility” (Haspelmath 2017: 218).4

In addition to notes on the variable use of the term alienability in the literature,
some comments are in order with respect to the areal distribution of the manifes-
tations of the alienability contrast. Initially, the alienability contrast was noticed as
being particularly significant for the understanding of adnominal possession in
Oceanic languages (Lévy-Bruhl 1914; Lichtenberk 2009) and North American lan-
guages (Nichols 1988). More recently, Nichols and Bickel (2013) have asserted that the
binary pattern of alienable versus inalienable possession is “fairly common every-
where except Eurasia”; however, Koptjevskaja-Tamm (2002) and Stolz et al. (2008)
present some examples that contradict this claim. Of course, the alienability contrast
in European languages has been discussed more often in relation to predicative
possession (see articles in Baron et al. 2001), and dative of involvement constructions

4 While the term “impossessibility”might be used to refer to the fact that nouns cannot be possessed
at all (see Aikhenvald 2012), it is often used for nouns that cannot enter the basic possessive con-
struction of an individual language. To avoid ambiguity, some authors suggest using the term
“non-directly possessible” for the latter meaning (see Krasnoukhova [2012: 58] and Rose the present
issue).
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(Bally 1926) or more generally external possession (Haspelmath 1999; König and
Haspelmath 1998), illustrated in (2). But what we found particularly striking in
perusing the general linguistics literature on possession and alienability is the little
attention given to South American languages – one notable exception is Velázquez
Castillo’s (1999) article on Spanish and Guarani in Payne and Barshi (1999).5 Never-
theless, some area-specific studies on possession have been published recently, like
Krasnoukhova (2011, 2012) and van der Voort (2009). In Krasnoukhova’s (2011: 96)
survey, only a minor subset of the languages under investigation shows an
alienability-based constructional split (18/55 languages); in most of these (14/18 lan-
guages), predictably, “inalienable possession involves less morphological marking
than alienable possession”. Turning to noun classes, Bickel and Nichols (2013) found
that South American languages, just like North American ones, commonly show a
class of obligatorily possessed nouns. Specifically, either these nouns obligatorily
take a pronominal or a lexical possessor, as in Tupi-Guarani languages (Jensen 1999:
162), or they are obligatorily inflected for their possessor (whether they have a lexical
possessor or not), as in some Arawakan languages (Rose, in this issue). Another
interesting coding strategy attested in South American languages is that of possessive
classifiers (Aikhenvald 2012: 165–167, see also Section 3).

Finally, we want to touch on a long-standing debate relating to the possible
explanations of alienability phenomena and their diachronic origins. In relation to
adnominal possession, there is consensus that the encoding of inalienable posses-
sion, which involves less morphosyntactic marking, is generally older than that of
alienable possession, which involves more (complex) morphosyntactic machinery
(Nichols 1988: 579). Much ink has been spilled over how and why alienability splits
arise. Nichols’ (1988: 579) original explanation dealt with the relative frequency of
occurrence of nouns as possessed: nouns that most often occur as possessed will
enter the ‘inalienable’ (i.e., more tightly encoded) possessive construction. By
contrast, Haiman offers an explanation in terms of iconicity, i.e., the principle that
“[t]he linguistic distance between expressions corresponds to the conceptual dis-
tance between them” (Haiman 1983: 782). Applied to adnominal possession, this
means that the formal distance between the itemdenoting the possessor and the item
denoting the possessee reflects the conceptual distance between the possessor and
the possessee – “there is a closer conceptual link between a possessor and an
inalienably possessed object than between a possessor and an alienably possessed

5 Nichols (1988) focuses on North American languages and Stolz et al. (2008) on European languages.
In pan-areaworks on possession, SouthAmerica is not represented in Chappell andMcGregor (1996b)
nor in Baron et al. (2001). There is one chapter onNanti (Michael 2012), a South American language, in
Aikhenvald and Dixon (2012), and one on North-Western Amazonian languages (van der Voort 2009)
inMcGregor (2009), but these do not embrace the alienability concept. Indigenous languages of South
America are extremely underrepresented in Heine’s (1997) work.
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object” (Haiman 1983: 783). Within grammaticalization theory, Heine (1997: 174), in
turn, explains the formal characteristics of adnominal possessive constructions on
the basis of the cognitive source structures they originate in. Newpossessive patterns
more likely emerge “in contexts where it is least obvious that a possessive relation
exists”, i.e., not in contexts of inalienable possession. In the same vein, Dahl and
Koptjevskaja-Tamm (1998) speak of a need for ‘disambiguation’ for nouns that can
enter multiple relations with other entities. More recently, Haspelmath builds on
Nichols’ original explanation that the alienability contrast is best predicted “due to the
higher relative frequency of possessed occurrences of inalienable nouns” (2017: 193).

3 Our research questions on the alienability
contrast

In relation to the alienability contrast and the distinct levels of analysis listed in
Section 2, as well as the topics considered in the existing literature discussed above,
the current special issue aims to answer seven research questions, presented in (a) to
(f ) below.

(a) How does the alienability contrast surface in the lexicon?

Question (a) relates to alienability phenomena surfacing at the word level. It in-
vestigates whether the nouns that are grammatically treated in a distinct way from
other nouns in a particular grammatical environment, such as adnominal posses-
sion, come froma specific semantic domain. For the Pala dialect of Patpatar (Oceanic,
PapuaNewGuinea), for instance, Peekel (1909: 68, cited in Lévy-Bruhl 1914: 101) notes
that kinship terms for siblings are treated as inalienable in adnominal possession,
whereas terms for husband/wife and in-laws are treated as alienable; in the context
of the present issue, these two sets of kinship terms would be analyzed as belonging
to distinct possessive (noun) classes (see also Nichols and Bickel 2013 on possessive
classification). While Nichols (1988: 572) proposes an implicational hierarchy for
membership of the inalienable class ((i) kin terms and/or body parts; (ii) part-whole
and/or spatial relations [i.e., relational terms]; (iii) culturally basic possessed items
[e.g., arrows, domestic animals]), Chappell andMcGregor (1989, 1996a) insist that the
three core domains of inalienably possessed items, i.e., kinship terms, body-part
terms, and spatial relations, are treated so differently in individual languages that
any attempt to propose a crosslinguistically valid hierarchy is futile. Interestingly, to
the usual suspects listed above, Heine (1997: 10–16) adds less prototypical conceptual
domains that are also likely to be treated as inalienable, viz. physical and mental
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states, like ‘strength’, or ‘fear’ (cf. Lichtenberk 1985: 105), as well as nominalizations
where the possessee is a deverbal noun, for instance ‘her sleeping’ or ‘his catching of
fish’. In the current issue, we want to open up these non-prototypical possessees for
closer examination. For languages that have noun classes, in turn, this research
question urges the analyst to verify whether the members of these classes are
semantically homogeneous and motivated by the alienability contrast. For example,
Dalabon (non-Pama-Nyungan, Australia) shows six possessive noun classes, which
can be identified as more or less inalienable (Ponsonnet 2015). Beyond language
description, it would be interesting to learn to what extent it is culture that de-
termines which items are grammatically treated as inalienably possessed. This
question bears on the theoretical status of alienability as a purely lexical property of
nouns, a universal, or a culturally determined phenomenon.

(b) What types of semantic relation can be coded by an adnominal possessive
construction in the language under study?

This question tackles the definition of the notion of possession, taking as a point of
departure a grammatical environment coding the notion ‘par excellence’, i.e., adnominal
possession. As mentioned in Section 2, possession has often been defined in terms of
ownership, kinship, and part/whole relationships, but in the special issue we aim to
broaden the concept to cover any participation of an entity (the possessee) in the
personal sphere of an individual (the possessor) (Creissels 2006: 143), with the pro-
viso that the possessor need not be human. The question is best answered on the
basis of close analysis of spontaneously produced speech that allows for careful
tracking of the referents of the possessor and the possessee featuring in an adno-
minal possessive construction; the analyst should also take extralinguistic infor-
mation into account.

(c) If a language shows a split system in adnominal possession, is it necessarily an
alienability split?

This question takes a closer look at differential coding for adnominal possession and
investigates whether the pattern observed rates as an alienability split or not.
Alienability splits are determined by the possessee, but there are also other pos-
sessive splits based on the possessor (possessee-governed vs. possessor-governed
splits, cf. Haspelmath 2017). So, if a language shows a possessive split that is deter-
mined by the possessee, is it motivated by the conceptual distinction between
alienable and inalienable possession (see Section 2)? Or is the split perhaps deter-
mined by the animacy of the possessor? And then, within the class of animate
possessors, do animal possessors pattern differently from human ones?
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In possessee-governed split systems, Bickel and Nichols (2013) also discuss an
additional structure found in languages in which some nouns cannot bear any
possessive inflection: “most of these languages have nouns conventionalized or
grammatically specialized for use in apposition to the possessed noun and bearing
the inflectional possessive marking which the head noun cannot bear”. These nouns
are called “possessive” nouns. They can be either semantically generic, as -wa in (3)
from Katukina (Queixalós 2016), or specialized, as -iba in (4) from Teko, a Tupi-
Guarani language; languages of this family generally make use of a possessive noun
for pets (Rose 2011: 164–167). If in a language there is a “small and closed set of nouns
grammaticalized for such usage and their semantics amounts to classification of
possessive relations”, these can be considered possessive classifiers6 (Bickel and
Nichols 2013). Example (5) shows the use of four possessive nouns in Paamese
(Crowley 1982: 60), classifying in four different manners the possessive relationship
involving the same possessee, a coconut, and the same possessor (first person
singular).

(3) a-wa poako itowun
3-GRN paddle DEM

‘This is his paddle.’
(Katukina; Queixalós 2016: 149)

(4) o-ekaɾ o-iba puɾeɾu
3-search 3COREF-pet toad
‘He looks for his toad (lit. his pet toad)’
(Teko; Rose 2011: 166)

(5) a. ani ma-k
coconut POSS.POT-1SG.POSS
‘my green coconut’ (speaker intends to drink the juice)

b. ani aa-k
coconut POSS.ED-1SG.POSS
‘my green coconut’ (speaker intends to eat the meat)

c. ani sa-k
coconut POSS.LEG-1SG.POSS
‘my green coconut’ (e.g., growing in speaker’s plantation)

d. ani ona-k
coconut POSS.MAN-1SG.POSS

6 Possessive classifiers are often called “relational classifiers” in the literature on Oceanic languages
(see Lichtenberk 1983). They have also been called “genitive classifiers” by Carlson and Payne (1989)
and Grinevald (2000).
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‘my green coconut’ (speaker will use it as an implement, e.g., to flatten
something) (Paamese; Bickel and Nichols 2013, based on Crowley 1982: 60)

The examples above illustrate that possessive nouns and classifiers also need to be
taken into account as coding strategies for adnominal possession. In investigating
these strategies, the analyst is also encouraged to verify whether there is an asym-
metry in the coding strategies and whether this is in line with the prediction
formulated in Haspelmath’s (2017) universal (see Section 2).

(d) Is the morphosyntactic encoding of the alienability contrast limited to adno-
minal possession or are there also differences in noun incorporation, bino-
minal lexeme constructions, external possession, or other phenomena?

Question (d) seeks to inventory where the alienability contrast surfaces in the
architecture of the grammar of a specific language at different levels of organization
(see Section 2). If it is observed to turn up in different grammatical environments,
does it do so in a consistent way? These questions push the analyst to investigate
whether the different environments show a distinct behavior of the same semantic
classes of nouns. If that were the case, this would mean that such a language would
show several systems of noun categorization, rather than a two-class system as
expected from the alienability contrast. That is, semantically inconsistent distribu-
tion of sets of nouns across possession-related phenomena in a single language
considerably weakens the explanatory potential of the alienability contrast.

(e) What can the etymology of possessive markers tell us about how possessive
splits arise?

Heine (1997: 182–183) states that “‘inalienability’ refers to a number of different
phenomena, and that trying to understand and explain its crosslinguistic meaning
without reference to time is unlikely to yield meaningful results: which shape
‘inalienability’ exactly takes in a given language is to a large extent dependent on the
pragmatics of its genesis and further evolution.” This is a strong incentive to look for
the source construction(s) at the origin of an adnominal possessive construction, as it
may explain not only its particular structural aspects but also the semantic type of
possessees, possessors, or possessive relationships it associates with.

(f ) How can we compare the manifestations of the alienability contrast across
languages? Is the distribution across the languages of the world biased by
genealogical and areal factors?
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As the alienability contrast potentially has a very wide scope in terms of linguistic
domains (see Section 2), and in view of the vast amount of languages in the world,
there is little hope that any study will be able to answer the questions in
(f ) exhaustively. More realistically, new advances could come from either crosslin-
guistic studies focusing on a particular linguistic domain (on a crosslinguistic
worldwide or regional scale) or comprehensive studies on alienability phenomena in
a particular language or language family.

4 Contribution of the issue: re-assessing the
alienability contrast

4.1 Highlights of the issue

The contributions to the present special issue re-assess the explanatory power of the
alienability contrast by pushing the boundaries of the types of possessive situations
to be studied, specifically by widening the scope of relevant data in three respects.
First, they pay attention to a wider variety of possessive relationships. As mentioned
in Section 2, studies on possession traditionally focus on the canonical relations of
ownership, part-whole and kinship relations, while possession as a grammatical
concept encompasses many more relation types. The articles in the special issue will
not limit themselves to these canonical possessive relationships, but also address,
among others, associative possession, social relationships, and participants-in-event
relations (e.g., the articles by Aralova and Pakendorf, Bril, Creissels, Rose, Van
linden). Second, the articles take into account diverse types of possessors, while the
literature is often restricted to human possessors only. This bias towards human
possessors is apparent from most definitions of possession. Hollmann and Siewier-
ska’s (2007: 410) definition is a case in point: “Inalienable possession is generally seen
as involving a fairly stable relation over which possessors have little or no control,
alienable possession as comprising a variety of less permanent, more controlled
relationships” (emphasis added). As inanimate possessors do not show variability in
terms of more or less control, these have often been overlooked. In their description,
the analysts will move beyond this anthropocentric bias in the literature on
possession and extend their attention to non-human possessors (e.g., Rose, Rosés
Labrada, Van linden). This is actually crucial for having a complete view of the
expression of possession in individual languages. Rosés Labrada, for example, shows
that in Piaroa inanimate possessors make use of a fully distinct possessive con-
struction from the ones recruited by animate possessors. Third, we are not limiting
ourselves to canonical possessees either, and include for example ‘intentional parts’
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(e.g., ‘soul’), cultural aspects of life (e.g., ‘job’), and event-denoting nouns as possible
possessees (e.g., Bril, Creissels, Van linden).

The present special issue also differs from previous studies with a crosslinguistic
approach by including three studies on South American languages, one from amajor
and well-studied family, the Arawakan family (Rose), one from a small family,
Jodï-Sáliban (Rosés Labrada) and, third, an unclassified language, Harakmbut
(Van linden). In doing so, it fosters further reflection on possessive classifiers,
derivation among possessive noun classes (i.e., lexical classes of nouns depending on
their behavior regarding possession), and the behavior of various noun classes in
compounding and noun incorporation.

The articles in the issue discuss the manifestations of the alienability contrast at
different levels: (i) the word level with the question of possessive noun classes
(Aralova and Pakendorf, Bril, Chousou-Polydouri et al., Rose, Rosés Labrada, and Van
linden), compounding (Van linden), and proprietive markers (Aralova and Pak-
endorf), (ii) the phrase level with the major question of adnominal possessive con-
structions (Aralova and Pakendorf, Bril, Chousou-Polydouri et al., Creissels, Rose,
Rosés Labrada, and Van linden) but also that of non-possessive adnominal modifiers
(Van linden), (iii) the clause level with questions regarding noun incorporation (Van
linden), and (iv) the sentence level, with complex sentences featuring possessed
modal nouns taking complement clauses (Bril). In fact, several contributions to the
issue (Aralova and Pakendorf, Bril, Chousou-Polydouri et al., Rose, Rosés Labrada,
and Van linden) build their analyses of the expression of possession on drawing a
clear line between possessive noun classes and adnominal possessive constructions
(i.e., the word and the phrase level).

One word-level phenomenon that will be addressed in several articles is that of
noun classes; common nouns fall into distinct classes depending on how they behave
morphosyntactically in adnominal possessive constructions and in unpossessed
contexts. Some languages discussed in the present special issue showmore than two
possessive noun classes, including at least bound nouns, or obligatorily possessed
nouns, and two sets of independent nouns, viz. those that are optionally possessed
nouns, and those that cannot directly carry possessive personalmarkers (often called
non-possessible or non-directly possessible nouns, see Footnote 4), as in the articles
by Aralova and Pakendorf, Bril, Rose, and Rosés Labrada. The binary alienability
contrast only sets the first class apart from the remaining ones. This first class
typically includes nouns that are – in conceptual terms – inalienably possessed.
Interestingly, this class often includes items that have inanimate possessors, like ‘(the
tree’s) leaf’, ‘(the landscape’s) river’, and ‘(the path’s) half’. The remaining classes, in
turn, typically comprise nouns that are alienably possessed or non-directly posses-
sible, but the alienability contrast leaves the distinctions among them unexplained
unless a gradable view of alienability is adopted. As the definition of alienability is
highly abstract, semantic analyses in terms of the alienability contrast are difficult to
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evaluate, which is further aggravated by the circumstance that variable treatment of
individual items as alienable or inalienable is often dismissed as being culturally
specific. Overall, the contributions thus tend to support Nichols’ (1988: 574) view of
alienability as a lexical property of nouns, but at the same time also show that
possessive classes need not be limited to two in a single language.

At the phrase level, the articles of the issue illustrate two types of split in
adnominal possession, governed by either the possessee or the possessor. Interest-
ingly, in three languages a superficial look at the data suggests an analysis in terms of
an alienability split, lexically constrained by the possessee, but the bigger picture
points to a split conditioned by the animacy of the possessor (Creissels, Rosés Lab-
rada, and Van linden). In one of these languages, the animacy of the possessor plays a
role for one noun class only (Van linden), while in the other two, the possessor-
determined split takes precedence over a possessee-determined split (Creissels, and
Rosés Labrada).

Focusing on possession-determined coding splits, the articles largely confirm
Haspelmath’s (2017) universal presented in Section 2, although Cristofaro’s article
presents counterexamples to it. It should also be noted that languages that show
more than two possessive noun classes somewhat spoil the picture. In some such
languages, nouns that cannot be directly possessed can nevertheless enter some
possessive constructions. These constructions then show more morphological
marking than the basic possessive construction (by including for instance deriva-
tional marking, generic possessive nouns, possessive classifiers, or non-canonical
possession marking). Being more marked morphologically than obligatorily
possessed nouns, they thus verify again the alienability contrast when compared to
the latter. But at the same time, the alienability contrast does not account for the
distinction between the nouns that cannot be directly possessed and those that can
(but do not have to), as they both include referents that are semantically possessible
but for which possession is marked differently.

Interestingly, the word-level and phrase-level phenomena discussed in the
previous paragraphs (possessive noun classes and adnominal possessive con-
structions) are usually “explained” on the basis of the alienability contrast. What
is remarkable is that some languages investigated in the current issue, for
example, Piaroa (Rosés Labrada), Zuanga-Yuanga (Bril), Negidal (Aralova and
Pakendorf) and Mojeño Trinitario (Rose), require a distinction between the word
level (noun classes) and the phrase level (adnominal possession) because there is
no one-to-one correspondence between the categorization at these two levels.
Consequently, the explanatory power of the alienability contrast is weakened by
being used ad hoc for two phenomena that do not coincide. The articles by Aralova
and Pakendorf, and Rose even go one step further and propose accounts in which
alienability is, at best, epiphenomenal and in any case marginal. These
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contributions propose alternative accounts to the traditional analysis of the
expression of possession in specific language families, viz. in Arawakan and
Tungusic respectively, that could be fruitfully extended to other languages of
those families.

As language-specific work on the alienability contrast often deals with various
levels of organization, as detailed above, crosslinguistic comparison of adnominal
possessive constructions is not straightforward. For instance, one could choose to
compare the semantic categories picked out by alienability contrasts, or rather focus
on their morphosyntactic patterns. The matter of crosslinguistic comparison is
addressed in the issue by Chousou-Polydouri et al. They use a specially designed
database to look at alienability phenomena from multiple perspectives, considering
noun possession classes and adnominal possessive constructions independently of
each other. Their methodology also allows for the inclusion of languages with
non-possessible noun classes and multiple non-default possession classes alongside
languages with a more traditional inalienable/alienable noun class distinction.

Finally, the present issue approaches the questions of the functional motivation
for alienability splits and their emergence. At the synchronic level, the article by Rose
offers a quantitative survey of the distribution of Mojeño Trinitario nouns of
different possessive noun classes as possessed or not in discourse, following the
method used in Haspelmath (2017) for Biblical Hebrew, Ancient Greek, and English
(three languages which are known not to show an alienability contrast). Even though
there is a general association between possessive noun classes and frequency of use
in possessive constructions, the results show that nouns cannot be successfully
predicted to belong to one class or another depending on the relative frequency of
their possessed occurrences in discourse. At the diachronic level, the articles by
Creissels and Cristofaro investigate the semantic distinctions that may have played a
role in the constructions at the origin of possessive coding splits, going against
explanations in terms of iconicity (Haiman 1983) and predictability or frequency
(Haspelmath 2017). All of these articles thus contribute to the special issue’s
conclusion that possessive splits are a multi-factorial phenomenon and that an
all-encompassing explanation is, and will likely remain, elusive.

All the contributions to the present issue therefore concur in showing that the
explanatory power of the alienability contrast is not sufficient to explain the
complexity of the data. At best, it can be regarded as a heuristic tool for exploring
the data. In other words, if used as the only explanatory principle, the alienability
contrast could actually hamper an adequate description of the data, which are
sometimes even better described without recourse to alienability at all. The data
presented in the issue show that noun classes and all morphosyntactic phenomena
often explained in terms of the alienability contrast cannot be reduced to it; other
factors also come into play, such as specific semantic characteristics of the possessee
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(whether it is edible, for example), of the possessor (animacy, for example), or of the
possessive relationship (such as different kinship relations), as well as language
contact and diachrony. As hinted at in several places above, we believe that some of
the limits and problems of the alienability contrast stem from an ill-defined concept
of possession. While many accounts focus on some ‘canonical’ possessive situations
(very often the possession of a body part by a human possessor), the articles in the
issue reveal that the reality of grammatical possession is much wider in the pro-
duction of speakers of various languages.

4.2 Summaries of the contributions

We start the special issue with a crosslinguistic survey of differential adnominal
possession by Chousou-Polydouri, Inman, Huber and Bickel. The article first
carefully describes the methodology used for the survey, namely a questionnaire
forming the structure of a detailed multi-level and relational database. This ques-
tionnaire investigates both the word and phrase levels, distinguishing possessive
noun classes and adnominal possessive constructions. Each noun class is lexically
defined by having a uniqueway of being possessed andnot possessed (i.e., by its noun
valency and valency-changing mechanisms). The semantic domains covered by each
class in individual languages are also surveyed. The article then offers the first
results of this approach applied to an areally and genetically diverse sample of 120
languages. Important results of the survey include that about half of the languages
have several possession classes, and these are mostly semantically coherent. Classes
of conceptually inalienable nouns are rather frequent (but only about a third consist
of obligatorily possessed nouns), while classes of conceptually non-possessible nouns
are rare. Furthermore, the findings on the semantics of nouns thatmake up different
possessive noun classes, analyzed as semantic networks, confirm the existence of a
universal semantic core for the classes of inalienable nouns (precisely kinship and
body parts) and non-possessible ones (essentially animals). However, the existence of
lexical possessive classes is not universal, as half of the languages have no possessive
noun class distinction.

The next six contributions address the role of the alienability contrast in the
analysis of individual languages. Bril’s article goes back to the roots of the alien-
ability contrast, studying adnominal possession in a number of Oceanic languages in
the footsteps of Lévy-Bruhl (1914). However, the data from Zuanga-Yuanga and other
northern Kanak languages of New Caledonia prove too diversified to be meaning-
fully captured by the binary contrast, both at the word and phrase level. Bril shows
that the possessive noun classes are not based on the alienability contrast. For
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instance, nouns from a single semantic domain (e.g., kin terms and body parts) are
spread across different noun classes. There are four main possessive noun classes
(indirectly possessed free nouns, nouns possessed with classifiers, directly possessed
bound nouns, and directly possessed free nouns) and a fifth small class of
non-possessibles; these classes are determined by their members’ access to both
possession and non-possession constructions. In addition, there is a set of nouns
denoting parts of wholes – not distinguished as a separate noun class by Bril – that
behave differently: they have access to three distinct possessive constructions
depending on the semantic type of part-whole relation expressed, from more
inherent to more temporary or contingent. The article thus also addresses the
question of what types of semantic relations can be coded by adnominal possessive
constructions. In addition to the prototypical relationships, including different kinds
of part-whole relations, the data point to participants-in-event relations for deverbal-
noun possessees and to that of modal agents (Verstraete 2005: 1402) for modal-noun
possessees like ‘duty’ or ‘will’.

The issue then crosses the Pacific, presenting three contributions on South
American languages, which have often been neglected in earlier work on alien-
ability. First, Rosés Labrada analyzes the mismatch between possessive noun
classes and adnominal possessive constructions in Piaroa (Jodï-Sáliban, Venezuela
and Colombia). In this language, there is a possessor-determined split: only animate
possessors are indexed on the possessee via affixation; inanimate possessors occur in
a juxtaposition construction with their possessees. In constructions with animate
possessors, two different possessee-determined splits – and therefore, Rosés Labrada
argues, four possessive classes – can be identified in Piaroa. One split relies on a
contrast between obligatorily-possessed nouns (kinship and body-part terms) and
optionally-possessed ones (other semantic categories), and thus can be said to be
motivated by the alienability contrast. The other split is dependent on the type of
possessive construction, namely, direct versus indirect possession, a given possessee
noun can occur in. All obligatorily-possessed (“inalienable”) nouns and some
optionally-possessed (“alienable”) nouns occur in the direct construction. Other
alienable nouns, such as those denoting food and drinks, by contrast, occur in the
indirect construction, which features possessive (or genitive) classifiers. Impor-
tantly, the alienability contrast cannot account for the distribution of possessees
across the different Piaroa possessive constructions: alienability yields two classes
that only partially overlap with the two classes that stem from the contrast between
direct and indirect possession. Rosés Labrada therefore concludes that two con-
current systems of possessive classification must be posited to account for the data.

The second contribution on South American languages, by Rose, focuses on
Mojeño Trinitario (Bolivia) but has implications for the whole Arawakan family.
While existing accounts propose that the alienability contrast is at work in Arawakan
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languages at the word level, distinguishing between alienable and inalienable noun
classes, and at the phrase level, through the competition between two adnominal
possessive constructions, Rose breaks radically from this tradition, by bringing also a
third class of non-(directly) possessible nouns into the picture and by attributing a
central role to derivation among noun classes. Applying her account to the whole
family would leavemost Arawakan languageswithout a class of optionally possessed
(or “alienable”) nouns, as these would be stems derived from non-directly posses-
sible noun roots. With respect to the class of obligatorily prefixed (or “inalienable”)
nouns in Mojeño Trinitario, Rose finds that it is a large class, semantically more
heterogeneous than the class of optionally prefixed (or “alienable”) nouns and that it
is receptive to loans, characteristics that go against Nichols’ (1988) generalizations
(see Section 2). More generally, Rose identifies as the main theoretical problem
behind investigating the explanatory power of the alienability contrast that it is
unclear to which levels of linguistic organization it should apply a priori. At any level
considered, its explanatory potential in Mojeño Trinitario – and by extension
Arawakan languages – is weak.

The last South American language reported on is Harakmbut (unclassified;
Peru). Van linden offers a detailed description of two noun classes (independent and
bound) and two adnominal possessive constructions (one-word vs. two-word). At the
word level, the distinction between bound and independent (or free) nouns is rather
well accounted for by the alienability contrast, with most bound nouns being
semantically inalienably possessed and independent nouns being construed as
alienable. Interestingly, this article also brings into the discussion the behavior of
deverbal nouns, which do not neatly behave as either bound or independent nouns.
At the phrase level, while at first sight, the distinction between the two adnominal
possessive constructions could also look like a perfect illustration of the binary
contrast of alienability, the intricate interplay between the noun classes and the
possessive constructions leads to a much more complex picture of possession in
Harakmbut. Furthermore, the distribution of the two noun classes also differs in
contexts other than adnominal possession, such as in noun-noun compounding at the
word level, with interrogative, demonstrative, or quantifyingmodifiers at the phrase
level, and noun incorporation at the clause level. The alienability contrast does not
satisfactorily explain the distinct morphosyntactic behavior of the two noun classes,
neither in adnominal possession nor in the other morphosyntactic contexts.

The next article moves to Eurasia, and is also fieldwork-based; Aralova and
Pakendorf draw on a large corpus of oral speech of Upper Negidal (Tungusic, Far
East of the Russian Federation). Their contribution goes against traditional accounts
of differential possession marking in Tungusic, according to which the suffix -ŋ(V)
marks alienable possession, e.g., on body parts belonging to a non-inherent
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possessor. Distinguishing three possessive classes, they argue instead that the suffix
-ŋ(V) signals non-canonical possession. It is found on members of two classes only,
viz. on obligatorily possessed body-part terms (yielding an “alienable” interpreta-
tion), and on non-possessible items. The latter class is argued to not only include
nouns denoting entities like humans, wild animals, plants and substances, but also
non-nominal items (e.g., numerals, demonstratives, adjectives and participles).
Importantly, what all of these share is that they require the suffix -ŋ(V) to accept
possessive suffixes in adnominal possession or the proprietive suffix in predicative
possession. The types of semantic relation coded by adnominal possessive con-
structions, with or without the suffix -ŋ(V), include associative possession, which
establishes a relation of salience between two discourse participants. A semantic
relation found with -ŋ(V)-marked constructions only is that of particularization,
which delimits amass quantity (e.g., ‘yourwater’ for ‘thewater you need in the house
for washing and drinking’). Aralova and Pakendorf also extend their analysis to a
cognate suffix found only on possessors and build the case that both of them (when
formally distinct in individual languages) flag non-canonical possession across the
Tungusic family. The alienability account in prior literature, by contrast, would leave
the majority of occurrences of -ŋ(V) unexplained.

A similar conclusion is arrived at for Mandinka (Mande, Gambia, Senegal, and
Guinea Bissau) in Creissels’ article, which represents the African macro-area in the
present issue. The language shows no noun classes but has a coding split in adno-
minal possession.While the differential possessivemarking for body parts, kin terms
and artifacts may look as if conditioned by alienability, extending the scope to
non-prototypical possessive relations (privileged relationships of any kind) bears out
that the split for ordinary nouns is governed by animacy. That is, inanimate pos-
sessors by default require the direct possessive construction (juxtaposition), whereas
animate possessors require the indirect possessive construction (with linker), except
for body parts or (a set of) kin terms. These exceptions are accounted for by the
etymology of the possessive marker lá, according to which the indirect construction
originally meant ‘the Y located near X’, and for kin terms also by specific cultural
practices. Extending the scope to non-prototypical possessees, viz. deverbal nouns,
the article further argues against an alienability split: the split between the two
possessive constructions is determined by the syntactic role of the possessor in the
corresponding clause (notional objects use the direct construction, while notional
subjects use the indirect one). All in all, the data show that the Mandinka coding split
is possessor-governed and that semantic features such as animacy and control may
play an important role in the genesis of possessive splits.

The issue concludes with Cristofaro’s article, which concentrates on the
alienability contrast as an explanandum itself and discusses data on the genesis of
possessive splits. By investigating the diachronic development of overt markers
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involved in adnominal possession splits in a great variety of languages, this contri-
bution shows that the usual explanation of these splits by the alienability contrast is
inconsistent with these diachronic processes. The origin of these markers goes back
to some use in constructions for which the alienability contrast was irrelevant, such
as localization, for example, as is the case forMandinka (Creissels, the present issue).
Moreover, the synchronic distribution of these markers is best explained by the
semantic properties of their source constructions, rather than by some general
functional explanation that would apply a posteriori to the result of unrelated his-
torical developments. Cristofaro’s conclusions thus seriously challenge the idea that
possessive splits reflect general preferences for the use of overt marking for alien-
able possession.
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Abbreviations

1 first person
ACC accusative
COREF coreferential
DEM demonstrative
ED edible
GEN genitive
GRN generic relational noun
LEG legally constituted ownership
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MAN manipulable
POSS possessive marker
POT potable
SG singular
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Abstract: In this work we are presenting a database structure to encode the phe-
nomenon of differential possession across languages, considering noun possession
classes and possessive constructions as independent but linked. We show how this
structure can be used to study different dimensions of possession: semantics, noun
valence, and possessive constructions. We present preliminary survey results from a
global sample of 120 languages and show that there is a universal semantic core in both
inalienable and non-possessible noun classes. Inalienables are centered on body parts
and kinship.Non-possessibles are centered onanimals, humans, andnatural elements.

Keywords: database; inalienable; methodology; non-possessible; possession

1 Introduction

The phenomenon of possession, and especially differential possession, has a lengthy
pedigree of linguistic investigation. One of the earliest mentions of the phenomenon
is in Lévy-Bruhl’s (1914) description of possession inMelanesian languages, where he
associates different possessive strategies with different constructional or lexical
semantics. Distinctions among noun possession classes have enjoyed a sustained
period of linguistic interest ever since, both in language description and in theo-
retical and typological studies (Bickel and Nichols 2013; Bugaeva et al. 2021; Chappell
andMcGregor 1989; Haspelmath 2017; Nichols 1988; Seiler 1983; Stolz et al. 2008). This
line of investigation into possessive splits is complemented by more general typol-
ogies of possessive morphosyntax (Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2008).
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There is however a descriptive gap in framing differential possession as an issue
of (in)alienability, driven especially by data from the Americas, namely the existence
in some languages of non-possessible nouns (Bickel and Nichols 2013). For example,
in K’iche’ (Mayan), in addition tomultiple inalienable classes, there is a class of nouns
expressing natural elements which cannot be directly possessed, but must be
possessed through a metaphorical (and inalienable) kin relation.

(1) q-ati’t iik’
1PL-grandmother moon
‘our grandmother moon’ (our moon)
(López Ixcoy 1997: 104, glossing added) (K’iche’, Mayan)

The addition of a third member to the traditional alienable-versus-inalienable
distinction is reason enough to revisit the typologization of possession. It is becoming
clear that any full account of differential possession should also include the opposite
of inalienables: super-alienables or “non-possessibles” that are in some way syn-
tactically or semantically “difficult” to possess (Haspelmath 2017), the same way that
inalienable nouns are “easy” to possess (or “difficult” to unpossess).

Even though alienability distinctions are a highly researched area of linguistic
study, we see two issues of comparability when reviewing prior typological work. The
first is that researchers often investigate different aspects of possession, and in a way
thatmakes their results not easy to compare or synthesize. The seconddifficulty,which
is less serious on its ownbut compounds thefirst, is that researchers oftenuse the same
terminology, explicitly or implicitly, to describe different grammatical phenomena.

One way to approach possession is to study the morphosyntactic permissibility
and possibility of adnominal possession, i.e., whether particular nouns are obliga-
torily possessed, optionally possessed, or non-possessible (Bickel and Nichols 2013;
Bugaeva et al. 2021). Another approach investigates the syntactic differentiation
between a lexically open or default class of nouns and one ormore lexically specified
classes of nouns (often assumed to involve “inalienable” semantics, as in Seiler 1983).
These two views are related, as a category of obligatorily possessed nouns is virtually
guaranteed to be a non-default category. However, possession type is not always
directly associated with a class being default or non-default. A default class could be
non-possessible or optionally possessed. A non-default class, on the other hand, could
fall into any of the three morphosyntactic categories.

A typological paper on differential possession which pre-supposes a semantic
component to the split (Haspelmath 2017), a paper investigating different morpho-
syntactic constructions of possession regardless of the presence of an alienability
split (Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2008), and a paper investigating the (dis)obligation of
adnominal possession (Bugaeva et al. 2021) are intuitively all looking at “the same
phenomenon.”However, because they approach it fromdifferent angles, it is difficult
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to directly compare what these researchers have discovered and to appreciate the
typological variation of possession expressions.

The second issue is the implicit definitions present behind terms like “inalienable”
and “alienable”. Researchers investigating other aspects of possession often take the
meanings of these terms to be already established (Barker 2011; Bickel and Nichols 2013;
Bugaevaetal. 2021; Chappell andMcGregor 1989).Nichols (1988)makes this explicit, stating
that, for her sample, there is “never any doubt as to which member […] will be called
inalienable and which will be called alienable.” As with concepts like “transitive subject”
and “object”, this assumption is made not because it would be impossible to precisely
ground them, but because it is not always the most relevant matter in a given research
program, and the definitions can be taken as established elsewhere in linguistic science.
Most typically for typologicalwork, the inalienable class is implicitly assumed tohaveboth
semantic and syntactic features: semantically to include the notion of “inherent” posses-
sion, and syntactically to acquire special, non-default possessive marking.

Instead of an implicit definition, Haspelmath (2017) explicitly defines the
inalienable category as that which includes kinship terms, body parts, or both. There
are still other uses of the terms in which the inalienable nouns are taken to be
equivalent to obligatorily possessed nouns, or sometimes to carry a different kind of
lexical valence or argument structure (Alexiadou 2003).

This suite of definitions, both implicit and explicit, means that the “alienable” and
“inalienable” terminology is used in different ways in different grammars or
descriptive traditions. Some writers discuss alienability even when a language lacks
any grammatical correlates for the distinction (as one finds occasionally in descriptive
work, e.g., McGregor 1990: 253). Other authors make statements such as “no alienable
and inalienable distinction is made” (in a particular language) (Walsh 1976: 281).
Though not always made clear, there are two possible interpretations of such state-
ments, whichwebelieve are insufficiently distinguished: (1) that conceptual possessive
distinctions exist in all languages, but whether they are grammatically encoded or not
depends on the particularities of the language; and (2) that the conceptualization of
possession itself varies between languages. Though these two views might be practi-
cally equivalent when describing a language’s grammar, moving between different
notions of (in)alienability can conceal presuppositions about the universality versus
particularity of such distinctions. It is worthwhile, in our view, to make explicit the
semantic and/or syntactic components of (in)alienability.

1.1 Scope

Though the focus of the present study is differential possession and not possession in
a broader sense, we will nevertheless begin with a brief discussion delimiting the
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phenomenon of “possession”, an issue at least as vexed in the literature as the
definition of “alienable” and “inalienable.” From a strictly semantic perspective,
Heine (1997) delimits seven semantic possessive notions. From a much more syn-
tactic perspective, Lehmann (1998) notes that the possession relationship is asym-
metric (i.e., X poss Y ≠ Y poss X) while being essentially semantically empty,
i.e., lacking lexical specification, and thus open to many semantic interpretations.

For our present investigation, we take Lehmann’s definition of possession as an
asymmetric relationship between a head and a dependent noun, with the added
requirement that both nouns involved be referential. This excludes constructions
such as English “palm tree”, where the first noun refers to a kind, not a referent, and
also excludes the expression of semantic attribution via a possessive construction.1

We have not, however, followed Lehmann in requiring an empathy hierarchy for the
possessor and possessed noun or the notion of a prototype.We furthermore limit our
study to possession constructions in the adnominal domain and possession differ-
ences that are lexically constrained by the possessed (or un-possessed) noun.

With the theoretical scope defined, there are still many potential ways to typolog-
ically compare adnominal possession. Adnominal possession itself ismulti-dimensional,
relating a possessor to a possessed noun (sometimes of a particular semantic category)
by means of a particular grammatical construction. Our database is structured so that,
rather than choosingwhich point of comparisonwewould like tomake in advance, all of
these relationships canbe capturedat onceandmultiple comparisons canbemadeusing
the same database, following the principle of “late aggregation” (Witzlack-Makarevich
et al. 2021). To capture the association between grammatical constructions and (un-)
possessed nouns, we use the concept of a (noun) possession class, a collection of nouns
which share a constructional profile, or in other words have access to the exact same set
of possession (and un-possession) constructions. Appeal to a constructional profile is
necessary because it may be the case that two nouns have access to the same possession
construction, but are differentiated by their access to a second construction.

A theoretical example is given in Table 1, where two possession constructions
can be used for a total of six nouns. In this situation there are three different
constructional profiles (while only two possessive constructions): one group of nouns
(represented by ‘mother’, ‘father’) has access to both constructions, while a second

1 An example of such a construction can be found in Belhare as in (1), where the grammatical
possessor is in fact attributively describing the possessed noun.

(i) khim u-choũwat (or u-choũwat khim)
house 3S.POSS-new
‘(a/the) new house’
(Bickel 2003: 563) (Belhare, Sino-Tibetan)

This phenomenon is explored typologically in Rießler (2016).
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group (‘dog’, ‘house’) only has access to the genitive construction, and a third (‘hand’,
‘foot’) only has access to the juxtaposition construction.

In addition to possession constructions, we capture un-possession constructions,
or how a noun appears when there is no possessor. In the majority of cases this is
simply the bare noun. Another theoretical example is given in Table 2, which includes
un-possession constructions (the bare noun and the nounmarked by ha-) and shows a
case where there are fewer possession classes (two) than possession constructions
(three). One set of nouns (‘hand’, ‘foot’) has access to one possession construction and
one un-possession construction, while another set (‘mother’, ‘father’, ‘dog’, ‘house’) has
access to two possession constructions and one un-possession construction.

These examples show a potentially many-to-many relationship between
possession constructions and target nouns. Instead of listing every noun affiliated
with a possession construction, we construct noun possession classes, and for each
construction list which possession classes have access to it as a possessed noun. Thus,
lexical information about the possession class and morphosyntactic information
about the construction are cataloged independently. Though it is possible to define a
possession class statistically – that is, a set of nouns may have a demonstrable
preference for one construction over another, but be grammatically acceptable for
both – we will only consider categorical possession classes in this paper.

1.1.1 Constructions

In our database we list all possessive constructions resulting in a noun phrase, with
overt nominal possessors (as opposed to pronominal possessors), and headed by the
possessed noun. This excludes predicative possession constructions (like “she owns a
house”) and external possession (like “she slapped me on the back”), which can

Table : Theoretical example .

Construction (Un-)possessed nouns

PSSR-GEN PSSD mother, father, dog, house
PSSR-GEN AGR-PSSD mother, father, dog, house
PSSR PSSD hand, foot
NOUN mother, father, dog, house
ha-NOUN hand, foot

Table : Theoretical example .

Construction Possessed nouns

PSSR-GEN PSSD mother, father, dog, house
PSSR PSSD mother, father, hand, foot
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behave differently from adnominal possesssion in regard to their splits (Stolz et al.
2008: 483).2 Pronominal possession constructions are only included in two cases: (1) if
nominal possessive constructions are not described or exemplified in the resources
available; or (2) if two or more possession classes are distinguished only through
pronominal possession (i.e., the distinction is neutralized in nominal possession).3

The above constraintsmean that in English the constructions [PSSR=s PSSD] (e.g.,
Mary’s car) and [PSSD of PSSR] (e.g., the car of Mary) are within scope for our study.
However, the construction [POSS.DET=PSSD] (e.g., her car) is out of scope, as the
possessor is only indicated by a pronominal determiner. The construction [PSSD COP
POSS.PRO] (e.g., the car is hers) is also out of scope, since it is predicative and cannot
function as an NP. It is not necessarily the case though that the possession must be
expressed within one noun phrase. For example, in some languages there are nouns
that cannot be possessed directly, but only periphrastically within a subordinate
phrase (e.g., the land which Mary owns) or using an appositive phrase containing a
possessive classifier4 (e.g., the dog, Mary’s pet). In these cases, the end result is still an
NP, and therefore is within scope for our study.

In addition to possession constructions, we also code un-possession constructions
which are grammatically required when a noun is un-possessed. In some languages,
the only difference between possession classes is that one set of nouns have special
morphology when they are not possessed. Like the possession constructions, the un-
possession constructions available to a noun are part of its constructional profile.

A consequent limitation of our current database is that an (in)alienability
distinction is not captured if it is notmanifested inNP constructions. In fact, there are
languages, where an (in)alienability distinction is only visible in a possession con-
struction that is outside of our scope, such as possessor raising (as can be seen in
many Eurasian languages), or predicative possession. Our database design is easily
extensible to include such constructions if needed.

2 Other constructions beyond the NP are also out of scope. One example is the possessive locational
prefixing of Nakara (Maningrida), in which certain prefixes are only permitted with body parts and
indicate both possession and location (thus resulting in an adpositional phrase), as in ‘on your head’
or ‘at (under) her arm’ (Eather 2011: 120–121). Another example is Galo (Sino-Tibetan), in which body
parts and inalienable properties can enter into a type of topicalization construction where the
possessor is the topic and the possessed noun is the subject (Post 2007: 711).
3 For example, in Gooniyandi (Bunaban), all nouns can be possessed either by marking the overt
possessor with dative case, or by using an oblique free pronoun. However, kinship terms have access
to an additional constructionwhen the possessor is not overt: a set of person suffixes can attach to the
kinship term (McGregor 1990). Within our sample of 120 languages we found only three languages
apart from Gooniyandi that also have possession classes that can only be distinguished through
pronominal possession: Berta (isolate), Bilua (isolate), and Georgian (Kartvelian).
4 Note that in a languagewithmultiple possessive classifiers, we encode a single possessive classifier
construction with a classifier slot (as opposed to a separate construction for each classifier).
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1.1.2 Possession classes

Possessionclassesare lexically specifiedsetsofnounswithauniqueconstructionalprofile.
Because of this definition,we sometimesdistinguishmore or less possession classes thana
traditional linguistic descriptionwould provide. Teko (Tupian) is a good example of such a
case.5 The grammarofTeko recognizes threenoun classes: dependentnouns, autonomous
nouns, and absolute nouns (Rose 2011). The criterion for this distinction is essentially
syntactic valence (something we will return to in Section 1.2.2): dependent nouns are
obligatorily possessed, autonomous nouns are optionally possessed, and absolute nouns
are non-possessible. However, there are two different constructions to un-possess
dependent nouns and each noun seems to have access to either one or the other. At the
same time, among absolute nouns, only animals can be possessed through a classifier
construction. According to our criterion of a unique constructional profile, we therefore
distinguishfivepossession classes inTeko: twoofdependentnouns (differentiatedby their
un-possession construction), one of autonomous nouns, and two of absolute nouns (one
possessible through the classifier construction and the other absolutely non-possessible).

A possession class must also be lexically specified. This means that we do not
include possession classes that are phonologically conditioned. However, in our
database a possession class may or may not be semantically coherent.6 There are of
course idiosyncrasies to how languages split up their nouns (e.g., for some languages
“house” or “bow” are inalienable, while for others they are alienable), sowe consider a
class semantically coherent when nearly all members of the class fall within one or a
few semantic categories (see Section 2.1.1.1) and thosemembers comprise a substantial
number of the lexical items belonging to that semantic category. A small number of
additional and exceptional nouns can be included (nouns belonging to the possession
class that do not fall within the semantic category). If there are a few members from
many semantic categories, we consider the class semantically non-coherent.

Even though in the vast majority of cases semantic generalizations can be made,
there are languageswith possession classes that are highly arbitrary froma semantic
point of view (e.g., see Highland Oaxaca Chontal in the Supplementary Materials).

Another scope limitation regarding possession classes is that we only take into
account how nouns are categorized when they are the head of a possessive NP. There
are languages where different nouns have access to different constructionswhen they
are the possessor of a possessive NP. Such distinctions are noted in the remarks of the
relevant constructions, but we have not explicitly coded for possessor classes, though
such an extension of our methodology is possible.

5 For another example of our process, see Apurinã in the Supplementary Materials.
6 For examples of languages with semantically coherent possession classes, see Negidal and
Amarakaeri in the Supplementary Materials.
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In some languages, it is not the case that different nouns have access to different
possessive constructions, but rather that the construction choice changes the
meaning of the possessive relationship. In such cases, it is common that the grammar
uses “alienable” and “inalienable” to refer to different constructions. An example of
such a language is Krongo (Kadugli-Krongo), where e.g., alienably possessed meat
(using a possessive marker) means “my meat that I bought” and inalienably
possessed meat (using a genitive marker) means “my flesh, meat of my body” (2).

(2) a. úudà kà-káaw
meat POSS-person
‘The person’s meat (bought, to be eaten)’

b. úudà má-káaw
meat GEN-person
‘The person’s flesh (part of their own body)’
(Reh 1985: 317)

c. òofò kà-níŋ
grave POSS-3
‘his grave (that he owns)’

d. òofò m-íˀìŋ
grave GEN-3
‘his grave (in which he lies)’
(Reh 1985: 317) (Krongo, Kadugli-Krongo)

This is not a difference driven by possession classes (as there are no different
constructional profiles across possessed nouns), but a difference in the semantics of
the construction. However, a relatively common but restricted distinction of this
kind is observed in many languages where body parts are inalienable: if body parts
are possessed alienably, it means that they are detached from their inherent
possessor. For example, “his inalienable head (still attached)” contrasts with “his
alienable head (of the animal that he killed)”. In such cases, where only body parts
can be used as both inalienable and alienable with a distinction in meaning,7 we
have only taken into account the behavior of body parts when possessed by their
inherent possessor in terms of construction access, but we have noted the more
“exceptional” use as a comment (for an example, see Negidal in the Supplementary
Materials). However, in cases where this pattern is broader, as in Krongo, we
indicate that both constructions are accessible to all nouns with a difference in
meaning, but we do not consider the language as having possession classes.

7 We have not encountered a case where such a semantic distinction is present for another
restricted semantic category, apart from body parts.
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1.2 Different comparanda of possession

We have already illustrated that there is more than one way to approach possession,
depending on what one is investigating. A partial list of the grammatical properties
one could target for comparison is:
– The construction(s) used to express possession
– The construction(s) used to express un-possession
– The grammatical properties of the possessed noun: definiteness, specificity,

gender, mass versus count, etc.
– The grammatical properties of the possessor noun: definiteness, specificity,

person, gender, etc.
– The lexical class of the possessed noun
– The semantic class of the possessed noun
– The obligation (or optionality) of expressing a possessor

Using data in the form of separate sets of constructions and possession classes, we
can derivemost of these comparisons.We illustrate this with a few of the commonest
ways of comparing possession.

1.2.1 Possession constructions

It is possible to compare languages based on the structure and type of their possession
constructions. There is not a single way to compare these, as a single construction has
many components. One point of comparison is the locus of possession marking in the
possession construction (in the sense of head- and dependent-marking, Nichols 1986).
Looking just at the locus of marking, some languages have possession constructions
that work by simple juxtaposition (as in 3), some mark the possessed noun (as in 4),
somemark the possessor, sometimeswith a genitive case (as in 5), and somemark both
the possessor and possessed noun, as in (6).

(3) yirtyip ŋatan wanaŋgal ŋayi
cat brother doctor 1SG
‘My doctor’s brother’s cat’
(Walsh 1976: 282) (Murriny Patha, Southern Daly)

(4) Peter ’-tul
Peter 3-boat
‘Peter’s boat’
(Leavitt 1996: 7) (Malecite-Passamaquoddy, Algic)
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(5) pali-eno kala
garden-POSS fence
‘The garden’s fence’
(Schlatter 2003: 216) (Tabo, isolate)

(6) sitti-n tinn-issi-n buru
lady-GEN 3.POSS-sister-GEN girl
‘The lady’s sister’s daughter’
(Armbruster 1965: 42) (Kenuzi, Nubian)

One can go into more detail about constructions, such as the presence and type of
agreement and the use of different nominal cases (Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2008 gives an
in-depth example of this kind of study), or the relative quantity of morphological
material in different constructions (as investigated in Nichols 1988).

Further comparisons of constructions can be made by possession class. A
claim that inalienable possession involves constructions with less morphological
material compares possession constructions by possession classes. However, in
this case a definition of alienable and inalienable must first be made using outside
criteria.

1.2.2 Syntactic nominal valence

Another way of approaching possession is to ask whether nouns can accept a
possessor as a direct modifier. Rather than grouping nouns by constructional profile,
this approach is only concerned with the relative obligation of syntactic possession:
whether a noun must, may, or cannot have a syntactic possessor.

We will use the term (syntactic) valence to describe this approach, keeping it
distinct from lexical valence or semantic argument structure. By argument struc-
ture we mean the lexically specified semantic roles of a verb or noun, while syn-
tactic valence strictly refers to constraints on the syntactic expression of those
arguments. In the verbal domain, a word may have a lexically specified semantic
role of agent or goal, while having a syntactic expression of subject and object. The
semantic argument structure and the syntactic fulfillment of valence have a rela-
tionship, but they are not necessarily perfectly aligned (e.g., passivization may
change a verb’s valence, but it does not change its semantic arguments).8

8 All syntactic frameworks make this distinction somehow, but our formulation here is similar to
that seen in formalisms like Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG), Lexical-Functional
Grammar (LFG), and Role and Reference Grammar (RRG), which have an explicit separation between
semantic arguments (a semantic and lexical category) and syntactic valence (a syntactic category)
(Bresnan et al. 2015; Pollard and Sag 1994; Van Valin 2005).
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Possession from the perspective of argument structure leads to a binary
distinction between nouns that have a possessor as a semantic argument and those
that do not. In this view, nouns that lack a possessor as an argument may still have a
syntactic possessor, but in this case it is an adjunct (Alexiadou 2003). This distinction
in argument structuremay ormay not be reflected in the grammar through different
possession classes, making it difficult to ascertain, and could be driven only by
semantics. We therefore will only deal with syntactic valence, since it is definition-
ally always visible in syntactic constructions.

We extend and adapt our view from Bugaeva et al. (2021), who describe nominal
valence chiefly from the perspective of head-marked possession. They describe
nouns which always require marking – either indexing a possessor or signaling that
no possessor is present (i.e., a marker of un-possession) – as obligatorily possessed,
while they describe nouns that never have direct head marking as non-possessible.
For example, while most languages would simply omit the possession or person
markers to express that the noun is not possessed, Garifuna (Arawakan) nouns of this
class require a special non-possession construction in order to be possessor-free, as
in (7).

(7) a. n-anága-n
1.SG-back-POSS
‘my back’

b. anága-ni
back-UNPOSS9

‘back’ (Haurholm-Larsen 2016: 54) (Garifuna, Arawakan)

There is good reason to generalize the view in Bugaeva et al. (2021) to dependent
marking. Languages such as Amarakaeri (Harakmbut) have obligatorily
possessed nouns which receive no direct marking, but must have a genitive
possessor (8).10

9 We use UNPOSS as a gloss for a marker of un-possession.
10 That themarker -edn is a genitive andnot head-marking on the possessednoun canbe seenbelow,
where ndoʔ-edn means ‘mine’. Example taken from Van linden (personal communication).

(i) a. mbeʔ-edn ỹã-tã-ẽ in kuwa ?
who-GEN 3SG.DUB-APPL-be PROX dog
‘Whose is this dog?’

b. ndoʔ-edn mẽ-tã-ẽ-nẽ
1SG-GEN 3SG>1/2SG.IND-APPL-be-IND
‘It is mine.’
(Van linden, pers. comm.) (Amarakaeri, Harakmbut)
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(8) a. wa-ndik
UNPOSS-name
‘name’

b. ndoʔ-edn-ndik
1SG-GEN-name
‘my name’
(Van linden 2021: 2) (Amarakaeri, Harakmbut)

Similarly, in languages like Teko (Tupian) a juxtaposed (compounded) possessor is
required. As in Amarakaeri, this is not a head-marking construction.

(9) kunumi-zeburupa am
Kunumi-friend here
‘Kunumi’s friend is here.’
(Rose 2011: 186) (Teko, Tupian)

When classifying the valence of nouns, we consider whether they can, must,
or cannot take an adnominal possessor, without the addition of an intervening
morphosyntactic head. By an adnominal possessor, we mean that the possessor
must be a noun phrase which is a direct syntactic sister of the possessed noun.
By a morphosyntactic head, we mean morphemes which project their own node
in the syntax, either because they trigger or are the target of agreement, or
because they clearly exhibit the properties of an independent verb or noun
outside of the possession construction. Such elements could also be defined as
non-inflectional (in the sense of Bickel and Nichols 2007), i.e., basic building
blocks of syntactic phrases rather than mere reflexes of them. Therefore,
possession that is expressed by a relative clause lacks an adnominal possessor
in our definition because the possessor functions as the syntactic argument of
the subordinated verb, i.e., an intervening head. Likewise, possession that is
expressed by possessing a stand-in classifier lacks an adnominal possessor if
the classifier serves as a nominal head in the syntax.

1.2.2.1 Optionally possessed
Nouns that may optionally have an adnominal possessor can be viewed as having a
valence slot for a possessor which is itself optional.11 Empirically, optionally
possessed nouns are by far themost common, as can be seen with the noun n̓uw̓iiqsu
‘father’ in Nuuchahnulth (10).

11 It is important to note that this optionality only refers to the availability of an adnominal
possessor. It is hypothetically possible for a noun to have an optional valence slot, but to have a
grammatical requirement that the possessor is expressed somehow (e.g., in a relative clause).
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(10) a. čuu waa=!aƛ n̓uw̓iiqsu=ʔi
okay say-NOW father=ARTL
‘“Okay,’ said the father.”
(Inman, fieldwork notes)

b. n̓amił-šiƛ=!aqƛ=s waa=!at ʔiiqḥuk n̓uw̓iiqsu=ʔak=ʔi
try-PF=FUT=1SG.STRG say=PASS tell.DUR father=POSS=ARTL
‘“I will try,’ he told his father.”
(Inman, fieldwork notes) (Nuuchahnulth, Wakashan)

1.2.2.2 Obligatorily possessed
Nouns that must have an adnominal possessor are obligatorily possessed. The
valence slot of the possessor could be suppressed by the addition of a specific
morpheme marking the noun as un-possessed. The noun in this case still has a
required valence slot for a possessor, as can be seen by the necessity for overt
morphology to suppress it. An example can be seen in Teko, where a prefix t- is added
when some obligatorily possessed nouns appear without a possessor (11a). Another
way for such nouns to appear un-possessed is with a default possessor which does
not indicate a specific person. An example can be seen again in Teko, which uses both
strategies to unpossess obligatorily possessed nouns (11b).

(11) a. kob t-apid͡ʒ d͡ʒuriba-we-ʔe
COP UNPOSS-house staircase-also-INTENS
‘There is a house and a staircase.’
(Rose 2011: 189)

b. mɨn-a-we zo-ɨpɨ o-pa
long.ago-REF-too INDET.II-ancestor 3.I-be. finished
‘Long time ago, the elderly died.’
(Rose 2011: 60) (Teko, Tupian)

1.2.2.3 Non-possessible
The third possibility is a noun that cannot have an adnominal possessor: there is no
valence slot for a possessor. A non-possessible noun can only be possessed within a
noun phrase by using a subordinate clause (as in Hokkaido Ainu, 12) or classifier
construction (as in Ayoreo, 13), if it is even possible to possess it at all.

(12) ku-kor-kur ku-tura Aspet ta arki-as
1SG-have-man 1SG-with NAME to go-1PL
‘My husband and I went to Ashibetsu.’
(Shibatani 1999: 36) (Hokkaido Ainu, Ainu)
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(13) j-a-tɕ͡idi tamoko
1-THEMATIC.VOWEL-CL:PET dog
‘my dog’
(Ciucci and Bertinetto 2017: 286) (Ayoreo, Zamucoan)

As with the other categories (optionally possessed and obligatorily possessed), this is
a strictly formal definition, and is not directly related to whether or not it is possible
to express ownership. This is only a consideration of the syntactic possibility of
adnominal possession.

Syntactic nominal valence is a particular way of interpreting a noun’s
constructional profile, but is not the same as a possession class defined by differing
constructional profiles. A language may have multiple possession classes which
share the same valence type: e.g., a languagemay have two possessive classes that are
both optionally possessed but with different possession constructions (as is the case
for Nuuchahnulth), or a language may have multiple possessive classes that are
obligatorily possessed but with different un-possession constructions (as is the case
for Apurinã). A noun’s valence can always be retrieved from its constructional
profile, so long as information about the constructions is sufficiently detailed.

1.2.3 Nominal semantics

Another point of comparison for possession is the semantics of nouns that form
different possession classes. Possession classes, though defined by their construc-
tional profile, can be compared to each other independently from which con-
structions they have access to. In the most complete (and in some ways ideal) case,
the semantic content of a possession class can be exhaustively defined with a
complete list of every nounwhich belongs to it. These groups can then be abstracted
over to various degrees: a set of nouns like ‘father’, ‘mother’, ‘child’, and ‘sibling’
can be collected into an abstract category “nuclear kin”, which could in turn be
abstracted into a larger group of “kin”, and so on finally, perhaps, to a category
“inalienable”. However, each level of abstraction introduces difficulties for typo-
logical comparison. Two languages may differ with respect to whether ‘spouse’
groups together with “nuclear kin” or not. At the highest level, a very abstract
“inalienable” class could have radically different (and even non-overlapping)
members from one language to another. Every additional semantic abstraction
becomes harder to use as a comparandum. However, if there is a universal
semantic content behind categories like “inalienable” or “non-possessible”
(as suggested in Haspelmath 2017; Nichols 1988), we expect these abstractions to be
emergent from finer-grained semantic categories, and ultimately from the entire
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collection of nouns in the set. In this case one would expect “inalienable” and “non-
possessible” to have fuzzy boundaries and be clustered around prototypes.

These three different comparanda for possession – constructions, valence class
(the syntactic obligation of a possessor), and semantic content of possession classes –
represent different dimensions or views of the possession phenomenon. By inde-
pendently tracking constructions and possession classes in sufficient detail, we can
reconstruct all of these views from the same database.

2 Data and methodology

2.1 Database overview

Our database contains two distinct types of entries per language: possession classes
and constructions. There can be multiple possession classes and multiple construc-
tions for a given language, but we assume that there is always at least one of each
(i.e., there is minimally one class of nouns that are all possessed through the same
construction). Possession classes and constructions are listed in separate tables with
their respective metadata. The two tables are linked with a many-to-many rela-
tionship: each construction may be accessible to one or more possession classes, and
each possession class may have access to one ormore constructions. Each possession
class has an ID which is used in the construction table to link an individual con-
struction to the possession class(es) that have access to it. In addition to the
possession class table and the construction table, there is also a language table listing
the languages and their associated metadata. This language table is linked with the
other two tables through a one-to-many relationship using a language ID. The tables
and their relationships are described in an associated json file. This database
structure follows the CLDF format (Forkel et al. 2018).

2.1.1 Possession Class Table

In the Possession Class Table, each row describes a single possession class of a
particular language (see the simplified example in Table 3). The Possession.Class
column gives a name for the possession class which is unique for each language. It is
used to correlate this table with the Construction Table (see Section 2.1.2), and is not
used as an otherwise meaningful label. The Semantic.Categories column lists the
categories of nouns present within that particular class, if the class is semantically
coherent. Any additional data is provided in the Remarks column, and detailed
references are added in the Source column (see Table 3).
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2.1.1.1 Semantic categories
Possible semantic categories are drawn from an extensible list, initially populated
with the semantic categories present in the AUTOTYP database (Bickel et al. 2021).
Though there are more categories in our ontology, the semantic categories
currently present in our database, as well as their definitions, are listed in Table 4.
All semantic categories except the categories default and mixed have more or less
the same content across languages and are therefore comparable. However, some
of the categories have looser memberships than others. An extreme example is
intimate_property, which may contain articles of clothing (including ornaments),
tools (including weapons), and one’s own home. The exact set of property terms
may differ by language (e.g., whether house or hammer or clothing is included), and
so this category is not as narrowly comparable as one like animals. The pseudo-
categories default and mixed mark possession classes that are not semantically
coherent. The category default is used for the unique, open, most inclusive
possession class of each language. It represents the remainder of the semantic
space for a language, when all specially possessed semantic categories have been
removed. Its contents can therefore be different across languages. For example, in
English, only the category default is used, since there is only one class of nouns with
regards to possession.12 In a language with an inalienable class encompassing body
parts and kinship terms, the default category encompasses all nouns except body
parts and kinship terms. The categorymixed is used for possession classes that are
closed, but not semantically coherent. A language may have more than one mixed
possession class, but only one default class.

2.1.2 Construction Table

In the Construction Table, each row describes a construction in a particular lan-
guage (see the simplified example in Table 5). The Construction.Form column
contains a relatively abstract representation of the construction. It has some
standard slot representations, such as PSSR and PSSD for “possessor” and
“possessed”, as well as language-specific material, such as the form or gloss of
specific morphemes. For example, the genitive construction in English could be
represented as [PSSR=s PSSD] or [PSSR=GEN PSSD]. The main purpose of the con-
struction form is to facilitate recognition of the construction when consulting

12 A reviewer points out that there exists literature on possessive differences in English, such as
Taylor (1989) and Börjars et al. (2013). However, these observations are dependent on both clinical
grammatical acceptability and constructions beyond adnominal possession. Since we restrict our-
selves to categorical differences in adnominal possession, we consider English to have a single
possession class.
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resources for the language. The construction form abstraction level is not stan-
dardized and is not used further in the database or our analyses. The Con-
struction.Type column is a fine-grained classification of possessive constructions
and will be described further in Section 2.1.2.1. Any automatic treatment of our

Table : Semantic categories used in this study.

Semantic
category

Definition

animalsa animals, wild or domesticated
wild_animals wild animals only
bodyb body parts in a broad sense, possibly includingmental faculties, feelings, name, etc.,

as well as (some) body functions, excreta, footprints, etc.
body_internal internal body parts only
humans human or higher animate (divine or supernatural beings, etc.)
kin a kin relation
blood_kin a kin related by blood (not marriage)
nature_inanimate rocks, mountains, celestial objects, etc.
nuclear_kin only parents, siblings, and children
owner ‘master’, ‘owner’, etc.
part the part in part-whole relations; spatial relations nouns, locatives, etc.; subsetting

terms like ‘group’, ‘part’, etc.
plant_part plant parts (root, leaf, branch, etc.)
place_rel native land, village, etc.c

plants whole plants and types of plants
intimate_property furniture, tools, weapons, clothes, ornaments
names person and place names
mass_noun all uncountable nouns
mixed a lexically specified class with no semantic cohesion
default the default set of nouns, membership in which is determined once all other se-

mantic categories are subtractedd

aOf the  languages that list animals among their non-possessible nouns, only one source for Bororo (Bororoan) specifies
that these are domesticated animals (Crowell ). However, we do not believe that the non-possessibility of domestic
animals entails thatwild animals are possessible.We think it farmore plausible that in Bororo all animals are non-possessible,
and that possessionalmost always indicates domestication. This analysis is strengthenedwith data fromTeko (Tupian), where
the classifier constructionused to possess animals canbeused for typicallydomesticatedanimals (chickens, dogs) and forwild
animals that are exceptionally held as pets (frog, tapir, Rose , Rose p.c.). Similarly in Kakua (Kakua-Nukak), the default
possessive construction is acceptablewith animals only if raisedas pets or captured as prey (Bolaños ).Wehave therefore
not considered domesticated animals as one of our semantic categories. However, we have included wild animals as a
semantic category, since when grammars specify that wild animals are non-possessible, it is very possible that domesticated
animals are treated differently, e.g., according to the default possession strategy.
bInitially, we had a body and a body_extended category, but we found essentially no language that didn’t have at least some
“extended” terms, such as feelings, human attributes, name, spirit, etc., so we ended upmerging them.Many grammars do not
explicitly describe thebehavior of suchnouns, so this is a category that couldbeunderrepresented inour study, if it was separate.
cThe noun “house” is commonly encountered as a member of the inalienable class, and it could be conceptually categorized as
place_rel or intimate_property. We have categorized it on a language-by-language basis depending on what other nouns are
present in the same possession class.
dIn some cases, this category may include a body part possessed not by its inherent possessor.
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construction data is based on the construction type,13 which is highly standardized.
The Possession.Class column lists the possession class(es) that have access to the
construction as a possessed noun. Finally, there is a Remarks column for additional
information, and a Source column with detailed references.

2.1.2.1 Construction Types
Constructions in the Construction Table are assigned to different types according to a
combination of criteria: the syntactic relationship between possessor and possessed
noun, presence and locus of marking, and presence and patterns of agreement.14

Excluding agreement, we recognize the following hierarchy of types:
– Aggregate type DIRECT: the possessor is strictly adnominal, i.e., without inter-

vening syntactic heads:
– Type JUXT: the possessor and the possessed noun are juxtaposed or

compounded.15

– Type MARKER: there is at least one inflectional marker that encodes a posses-
sion relationship in addition to the two nouns.

– Subtype PSSR: marking occurs on the possessor only.
– Subtype PSSD: marking occurs on the possessed noun only.
– Subtype PSSR+PSSD: marking occurs on both the possessor and possessed noun.
– Subtype LINKER: Neither possessor nor possessed noun are marked, but there

is an inflectional linker which does not clearly form a syntactic constituent
with only the possessor or only the possessed noun.

– Aggregate type INDIRECT: the possessor can be expressed adnominally only by
adding an intervening head, i.e., an independent, non-inflectional, and/or open-
choice, lexical element to the construction:
– Type CLASS: there is a nominal classifier as intervening syntactic head and it is

necessary for expressing possession.
– Type CLAUSE: there is a subordinate verb as an intervening head and it is

necessary for expressing possession.

These main construction types are refined further with the addition of information
about agreement patterns, as in example (14) fromBurushaski (isolate). In Burushaski,
for inalienable nouns, both possessor and possessed noun are marked. Also, both

13 Exceptions here are the special POSSESSION and UNPOSSESSION constructions that have [NULL] for their
construction form. See Section 2.1.2.2 for more details.
14 In this paper, we use the term “agreement” in a loose sense, without necessarily assuming an
overt noun with which the morpheme agrees. Our separation of locus of marking and agreement is
exactly analogous to the separation of marking and indexing described in Evans and Fenwick (2013).
15 While juxtaposition and compounding may be distinguishable in principle, this is not always the
case and it can be difficult with old sources and underdocumented languages.
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markers agree with the possessor: the possessor marker, a genitive, agrees in gender
and number,16 and the possessed marker agrees in person, gender, and number
(Munshi 2018). This construction has been assigned the type PSSR[AGR:PSSR]+PSSD[AGR:PSSR].
In order to increase consistency and efficiency in construction type assignment,we are
using a detailed key17 that can be found in the SupplementaryMaterials. This decision-
making tool distinguishes the most common types and allows more complicated or
unanticipated cases to be identified and discussed further.

(14) a. tham-e i-riŋ-aṭe booza-an del-imi
king-GEN.DEFAULT 3M.SG-hand-on kiss-SG.NDEF hit-PST.3M.SG
‘[…] he kissed the king’s hand.’
(Munshi 2018: 256)

b. in-mo mu-uyar ooɣatanas-an bai
3SG-GEN.F.SG 3F.SG-spouse teacher-SG.NDEF be.PRES.3M.SG
‘[…] her husband is a teacher.’
(Munshi 2018: 123) (Burushaski, isolate)

As previously mentioned in Section 1.2.2, our definition of a possessive classifier
construction requires that the classifier function as a nominal head in the mor-
phosyntax. In classical phrase-structure grammar, thismeans that the classifier has a
corresponding node in the tree with its own part-of-speech information. Though this
determination has to bemade holistically, there are a few tests which can signify that
an element is a syntactic nominal head. In the absence of evidence of this kind, we do
not categorize a construction as belonging to type CLASS and treat the morpheme in
question as inflectional. In more detail, these tests are:
1. Lexical independence: If an element can serve as a regular noun outside of a

possession construction, then we treat it as projecting a head in the possession
construction as well.

2. Lexical choice: If the selection of a classifier is open to speaker choice and not
grammatically determined (e.g., a selection between LONG.SKINNY and LARGE), then it
carries lexical information and is a nominal head.

3. Agreement: If the classifier triggers agreement (e.g., it causes agreement in ad-
jectives or on the verb) or is the target of agreement (e.g., it receives plural

16 In Burushaski there is a genitive form for female human singular nouns, and another form for all
other nouns.
17 A key, or more precisely an identification key, is a common tool used in systematic biology to
identify organisms. It is usually dichotomous (each question/step in the key has twopossible answers/
outcomes). It must be noted here that a key is not a claim as to which construction types are more
similar to each other. A similar device has been used in children’s literature for stories that have
multiple possible evolutions and endings (choose-your-own-adventure).
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marking to agree with the possessed noun), then it is a head. But care must be
taken in this case to differentiate the potential classifier from the possessed noun.

4. Verb selection: If the classifier is targeted by verbs to receive case marking or a
specific adposition, then it is a head. As with the above, care must be taken to
differentiate the classifier from the possessed noun.

As an example of a construction categorized as CLASS, take the possession of non-
relational nouns (the default class) in Xavánte (Nuclear-Macro-Je, cf. 15). This con-
struction uses the morpheme te, which does not occur elsewhere as a free word.
However, it can be shown that te functions as a syntactic nominal head, since it,
rather than the notionally possessed noun, takes any case marking required by the
verb (16). Consequently, we consider this a classifier construction.

(15) warazu te ubu wa-te ʔmadöʔö zaʔra mono õ di.
white.man RGN face 1PL.ERG-AUX 3.ABS.see PL.DISC ITER NEG EXPL

‘We had not seen the white man’s face.’
(Machado Estevam 2011: 380) (Xavánte, Nuclear-Macro-Je18)

(16) a. ĩĩ-mama te ma wapsã wa tãma ti-a
1SG-father RGN DAT dog EGO 3.DAT 3.ABS-give
‘I gave (food to eat) to my father’s dog.’

b. *ĩĩ-mama te wapsã ma wa tãma ti-a
1SG-father RGN dog DAT EGO 3.DAT 3.ABS-give
Intended: ‘I gave (food to eat) to my father’s dog.’
(Machado Estevam 2011: 408) (Xavánte, Nuclear-Macro-Je)

In Bororo (Bororoan), there are three series of person markers used in possessive
constructions: a series of bound pronominals which are used in verbal indexation as
well as for inalienable possession, and two other series used for alienable possession
and animal possession respectively (Table 6). Nominal possession is expressed with
the appropriate possessor-indexing element accompanied by a preceding possessor,
as in (17) (Crowell 1979).

(17) José aku kowaru redoku-re
José 3SG.animal horse run-NEUTRAL
‘José’s horse ran.’
(Crowell 1979: 82) (Bororo, Bororoan)

The bound pronominals are apparently related to the forms of the other two para-
digms. The paradigms for alienable and animal possession could be understood

18 Special glossing for Xavánte: EGO ‘egophoric’, EXPL ‘expletive’, ITER ‘iterative’, PL.DISC ‘discrete plural’,
RGN ‘relational generic noun’.
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either as independent paradigms with different grammatical marking or as the
bound pronominals i(n)-, ak-, ∅-, etc. affixed to seperate classifiers *o and *aku.
However, there is no evidence of the lexical independence of hypothetical classifiers
*o and *aku, and we cannot perform the other tests, as Bororo has no case, and
plurals and postpositions are expressed at the end of the noun phrase. Though it
appears quite plausible (indeed, likely) that the system seen in Table 6 developed
from two independent classifiers,19 from the data available to us, the elements -o and
-aku do not appear to function this way synchronically.

2.1.2.2 Special construction types
Apart from possessive constructions, there are a number of special constructions
included in the Construction table. They enable us to describe accurately the dif-
ferential behavior of Possession Classes with respect to possession.20 These include:
– Unpossession construction: The construction employed when a noun is not

possessed. Usually, this is a construction of just the bare noun [N], and in this case
it is not entered in the database. However, there are cases of nouns that require a
special marker in order to appear unpossessed or with an unknown possessor.
Such constructions are included in the database and are marked as UNPOSSESSION

for their construction type.

Table : Bororo bound pronominals (used in inalienable possession), and person markers used in
alienable and animal possession (Crowell : ).

Person Bound pronominal Alienable Animal

 i- ino inagu
 a- ako akagu
 ∅-/u- o aku
coreferential tɨ-/xi- to- tagu
reciprocal pu- pu- pugagu
pl incl pa- pago pagagu
pl excl xe- xeno xenagu
pl ta- tago tagagu
pl e- eno enagu

19 We think that classifier constructions more generally can grammaticalize into either marking
that attaches to the possessor (PSSR type) or marking that attaches to the possessed noun (PSSD type),
which indicates possession becoming more syntactically direct. We leave further exploration of this
grammaticalization pathway for future work.
20 These special construction types and the associated special construction form [NULL] are used in
our automated methods for treating construction data.
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– Null unpossession construction: If a noun class is claimed to always appear
possessed, we represent it as having access to a construction of the UNPOSSESSION

type with the form [NULL].
– Null possession construction: In some languages, a noun class is claimed to be

unpossessible under any circumstances. This is represented in the databasewith
a construction that has POSSESSION as its type and [NULL] as its form.

2.2 Language sample

For this study we employed a phylogenetically diverse global sample of 20 languages
per macroarea (Hammarström and Donohue 2014), for a total of 120 languages. All the
languages included in our sample belong to different families and are a subset of the
languages included in the Possession Module of the ATLAs database (Inman et al. in
prep). The full sample and the data are available in the Supplementary Materials. We
follow Glottolog (Hammarström et al. 2021) for language names and classifications.

2.3 Methods of analysis

Our database can be used to examine possession with various approaches. We have
already introduced three different possible views of possession, based on construc-
tions, valence, and semantics. In this section we will briefly explain how we arrive at
each of these views using our database. Then we will present the analyses performed
and the questionnaire used for a short possession survey. We used custom scripts
written in R (R Core Team 2021) to validate data consistency and to perform quanti-
tative analyses (for more information see the Supplementary Materials).

2.3.1 Arriving at different views of possession

The construction and semantic views are directly accessible in the database through
the Construction and the Possession Class tables respectively. In the Construction
Table, each construction is directly associated with the possession class(es) that have
access to it. In the Possession Class Table, each possession class is directly associated
with the semantic categories belonging to this class.

The valence view is not directly encoded in the database but it can be derived
using the construction table.We can determine the valence of the nouns belonging to
each class as follows:
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– Non-possessiblenouns have access only to possession constructions of the INDIRECT

aggregate type, or a special NULL possession construction (in this case, the nouns
cannot be possessed at all). They do not have any UNPOSSESSION construction.

– Obligatorily possessed nouns have access to at least one possession construction
of the DIRECT aggregate type and to a special UNPOSSESSION construction (which may
be [NULL]).

– Optionally possessed nouns have access only to DIRECT possession constructions
and they do not have access to a special UNPOSSESSION construction; or they have
access to both DIRECT and INDIRECT constructions.21

2.3.2 Semantic network visualization

In order to investigate the cross-linguistic evidence for the categories commonly
called “inalienable” and “non-possessible”, we visualize all semantically coherent
possession classes (i.e., with most members belonging to one or a few semantic
categories) of all languages in our sample in a semantic network. To do this we need
to partition the semantic space in categories applicable to all languages.

We started from the semantic categories we found relevant for our data, which
have been already presented in Table 4. Some of these categories are nested within
other categories, as is the case for body_internal (covering internal organs), which
is a proper subset of body. In order to devise a set of non-overlapping semantic
categories, we organized these attested semantic categories into a partially hier-
archical structure, as can be seen in Table 7. Each semantic category on the left
contains the semantic categories to its right. The rightmost categories comprise the
set of non-overlapping semantic categories used for crosslinguistic comparison.
The pseudo-categories mixed and default are not included in this structure, since
they are both used for semantically non-coherent classes.22

Due to the nested nature of our original semantic categories, among the resulting
non-overlapping categories there are some that are never attested, as they represent
the remainder of a more inclusive category when a nested category is subtracted. In
our previous example with body_internal and body, once body_internal is subsumed
under body, a new category body_external is implied. We call such semantic

21 If a noun can be both directly and indirectly possessed, it is optionally possessed from a valence
perspective, even if it has an UNPOSSESSION construction, thus rendering part of thefirst condition irrelevant.
22 There is an additional category,mass_noun, that is not included in the semantic hierarchy and the
semantic network visualization. This category was found in only one language, Negidal, where the
same possession construction is used for typically non-possessible nouns (names, animals, natural
phenomena) and all mass nouns (Pakendorf and Aralova, this issue). Although there is a semantic
content to the category of mass nouns, it is a cross-cutting category with respect to all others, and it
would complicate the overall picture.
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categories “deduced” and they are preceded by “DD” in Table 7. When constructing
the semantic network, each high level category is replaced with all the non-
overlapping categories it contains.

All non-overlapping semantic categories are potential nodes of a compre-
hensive semantic network. A coherent semantic class can then be represented
with edges connecting the semantic categories it contains. For example, Hix-
karyána (Cariban) has two semantically coherent possession classes: one con-
taining body parts and kinship terms, and the other animals, plants, natural

Table : Hierarchy of semantic categories.

kin
blood_kin

nuclear_kin

DD_non_nuclear_blood_kin

DD_non_blood_kin

part

plant_part

DD_other_part

body
body_internal

DD_body_external

nature

plants

nature_inanimate

animals
wild_animals

DD_domestic_animals

humans

relation

owner

place_relation

DD_other_relation

intimate_property

names

Figure 1: The full network of semantically coherent categories in Hixkaryána.
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phenomena and proper names (Derbyshire 1979). Plotting the two semantically
coherent classes of Hixkaryána results in the networks in Figure 1. We then
repeat this process for every semantically coherent class in every language and
we overlay the resulting networks. For the visualizationwe used Cytoscape v.3.9.0
(Shannon et al. 2003) and the aMatReader application (Settle et al. 2018).

2.3.3 Survey questions

In this section we present the questionnaire used to query our database of 120
languages for a short survey on possession worldwide. Our questionnaire can be
divided in two parts: questions 1–4 are basic exploratory questions for the phe-
nomenon of differential possession across languages, while questions 5–11 investi-
gate the characteristics of particular classes based on their semantics.

As wewill see in the results section, the semantic network visualization resulted
in two well-separated networks of conceptually inalienable (mostly body parts and
kinship terms) and conceptually non-possessible (mostly animals, humans and
natural elements) possession classes, which allowed us to use these two broad types
as a basis for further comparison. Thus, for the second set of questions, we grouped
together all classes of the type “conceptually inalienable” and “conceptually non-
possessible.”

The full list of survey questions used can be seen below:
1. How many possession classes are there?
2. How many semantically coherent possession classes are there?
3. What is the valence of nouns in the default class?
4. How are nouns of the default class possessed?
5. How many conceptually inalienable classes are there?
6. How many conceptually non-possessible classes are there?
7. What is the valence of nouns in conceptually inalienable classes?
8. How are nouns in conceptually inalienable classes possessed?
9. How are nouns in conceptually inalienable classes unpossessed?
10. What is the valence of nouns in conceptually non-possessible classes?
11. How are nouns in conceptually non-possessible classes possessed?

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Semantic network results

The result of the overlay of all semantically coherent possession classes attested
in our data revealed two unconnected networks, which are given separately in
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Figures 2 and 3. Relative thickness of edges represents the number of connections
between semantic categories (i.e., frequency that two semantic categories are found
in the same semantically coherent possession class).

The fact that these two networks remain totally unconnected means that not a
single language in our sample of 120 has a semantically coherent possession class that

Figure 2: The network of conceptually inalienable classes.

Figure 3: The network of conceptually non-possessible classes.
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contains a semantic category from each of the two networks. We do not mean to
imply that such an overlap is necessarily impossible, but it empirically must be rare.
This also does not mean that no single semantic concept appears in both networks,
but that if it does it must be exceptional and not categorical, as described in Section
1.1.2. We have termed these non-overlapping semantic networks “conceptually
inalienable” (Figure 2) and “conceptually non-possessible” (Figure 3). This finding
supports linguist intuitions about the semantic correlates of possession types.

The conceptually inalienable nouns have a clear core membership of kinship
and body part terms, a more distant set of part-whole relations (including plant
parts), intimate property, and finally a more peripheral set of members like owner
and place relationships (homeland, village, etc.). These are all united by the notion of
unchosen or inherent relationship, with kin and body parts the most stereotypical:
one has the body parts one has and cannot un-have them except through violence,
and one similarly does not choose who one’s kin are and cannot have that rela-
tionship sundered except perhaps by a (socially) violent break. This is true for part-
whole relations as well (such as the leaf of a plant, or the top of a table), the notable
difference being that these are both non-human and inanimate. Finally, the notion of
an inherent relationship can extend to clothing, tools, relational places like village,
homeland, origin, and so on.

Conceptually non-possessible nouns have a core membership of animals, with
plants and inanimate nature (rocks, earth, sun, etc.) more distant from this core, and
finally humans and names (or proper nouns) the most distant. Like conceptually
inalienable nouns, there is an underlying notion shared among conceptually non-
possessible classes: none of these nouns are really owned in a “state of nature.”
Animals are only owned in the context of domestication or captivity, where human
intervention has altered the (conceptual) state of nature. Similarly, plants are not
owned in their natural habitat, and nor are people, except by some (perhaps socially)
violent action that forces an ownership relation. This weakly extends to named
entities, which are always uniquely identifiable, and are prototypically people or
important entities held in common.23 This is the exact opposite of the conceptually
inalienable semantic classes, which in their state of nature are either parts of awhole
or stand in an intimate relationship with something else.

Although there are clear semantic and conceptual correlations with these clas-
ses, the full reasons for their separation cannot be determined only from a typo-
logical study. These two semantic collections could represent something about how
human beings inherently conceptualize the world, they could represent cultural

23 It must be noted here that most grammars do not mention if and under what conditions proper
nouns can be possessed. It may well be that names of entities are non-possessible in many more
languages than appear in our results.
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developments of integrating items into the human sphere of control (Bugaeva et al.
2021), either independently and in parallel or through shared histories, or this could
be a by-product of the total frequency with which different types of possessive
relations are expressed (Haspelmath 2017), or any combination of these factors.
Regardless of their ultimate source, the two semantic clusters are empirically distinct
and can be used for further research. Every semantically coherent possession class in
our sample can be unambiguously categorized as either belonging to the concep-
tually inalienable network or the conceptually non-possessible network. We have
therefore used these two types as a basis of further comparison.

3.2 Survey results

In this section we present summary statistics based on the survey questions, beginning
with results on a per-language basis, followed by results on a per-possession-class basis.

3.2.1 Results by language

Table 8 shows how many languages have a certain number of classes of a particular
type. For instance, every language has exactly one default class, so the “Default” row
shows that all 120 languages have just one default class. The number of conceptually
inalienable classes is more varied: in 57 languages, there are no classes of this
semantic type, in 51 languages there is exactly one class of this semantic type, in 10
languages there are exactly two classes of this type, and so on. As this table shows,
about half of the languages in our sample (54 out of 120) have only a single possession
class (the default class), while the rest (66 out of 120) have more than one possession
class (i.e., an (in)alienability contrast). The vast majority of non-default possession
classes are semantically coherent. Only five languages in our sample have seman-
tically non-coherent but closed (our pseudocategory mixed) possession classes:

Table : Number of languages with a particular number of classes.

Number of classes

         

Default          

Inalienable          

Non-possessible          

Mixed          

Total possession classes          
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Apurinã (Arawakan), North Slavey (Athabaskan-Eyak-Tlingit), Highland Oaxaca
Chontal (Tequistlatecan), Sandawe (isolate), and Maricopa (Cochimi-Yuman).

Among the languages that have two possession classes, the vast majority have a
conceptually inalienable class in addition to their open default class (45 out of 47). Only
two languages with only two possession classes have a conceptually non-possessible
class in addition to the default class: Yuracaré (isolate), and Mohawk (Iroquoian). A
small part of our sample has three possession classes (13 out of 120). Of them, five have
a conceptually inalienable and a conceptually non-possessible class, seven have two
conceptually inalienable classes, and one has a conceptually inalienable class and a
mixed class. Finally, there are a small number of languages with more than three
possession classes: three languages with four (Highland Oaxaca Chontal [Tesquis-
tlatecan], Limilngan [Limilngan-Wulna], North Slavey [Athabaskan-Eyak-Tlingit]), two
languages with five (Teko [Tupian] and San Dionisio del Mar Huave [Huavean]), and
one language with nine (Apurinã, Arawakan). Among these languages with a high
number of possession classes, two (Limilngan and Teko) have only semantically
coherent classes in addition to their default class, one (Highland Oaxaca Chontal) has
only mixed classes, while three (North Slavey, San Dionisio del Mar Huave, and
Apurinã) have both semantically coherent and mixed classes. The highest number of
semantically coherent possession classes present in a language is four and is attested in
Teko and Apurinã. These two languages also have the highest number of conceptually
non-possessible and conceptually inalienable classes in our sample: Apurinã is the
only language with four conceptually inalienable classes, while Teko is the only lan-
guage with two conceptually non-possessible classes.

It is interesting to note that many of the “extreme” cases in our sample are
languages from the Americas. All of the languages in our sample with mixed or
semantically non-coherent possession classes are American. Both languages
which have a conceptually non-possessible class without a conceptually
inalienable class are American, and of the nine languages with a conceptually
non-possessible class, seven are in the Americas (the exceptions being Grass
Koiari and Negidal). This correlates highly with non-possessible valence: of
eleven languages where the phenomenon is observed, only three are outside of
the Americas (Grass Koiari, Ainu, and Abun). All but one of the six languages with
four or more possession classes are American. This does not mean that complex
systems cannot be found elsewhere. Bickel and Nichols (2013) find the largest
number of possessive classes among their survey in Amele, a language of Papua
New Guinea, and they report additional cases of languages with non-possessible
classes outside the Americas. Nevertheless, the frequency with which American
languages (in comparison with other macroareas) in our sample exemplify these
properties – large numbers of possession classes, non-possessible classes, and
mixed semantics – is notable.
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3.2.2 Results by possession class

Every language has by definition one default class, which we use as a basis of com-
parison across languages. However, some languages havemore than one conceptually
inalienable class, while one has two conceptually non-possessible classes. In order
to describe the main characteristics of conceptually inalienable classes cross-
linguistically, we have pooled all such classes from all languages together, for a total
of 78 conceptually inalienable possession classes. We have done the same with
conceptually non-possessible classes (a total of 10 classes) and mixed classes (also a
total of 10). Statistics for this cross-linguistic pooling of possession classes are given for
possession constructions in Table 9, for un-possession constructions in Table 10, and
for valence classes in Table 11. In the aforementioned tables we include results for

Table : Valence of conceptual classes.

Optionally possessed Obligatorily possessed Non-possessible Sum

Default    

Inalienable    

Non-possessible    

Mixed    

Table : Unpossession constructions for conceptual classes.

Noun MARKER NULL Sum

Default    

Inalienable    

Non-possessible    

Mixed    

Table : Available possession constructions for conceptual classes.

MARKER JUXT CLAUSE CLASS NULL MARKER &
JUXT

MARKER &
CLAUSE

Sum

Default        

Inalienable        

Non-possessible        

Mixed        
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mixed classes for completeness, but since they are not cross-linguistically comparable,
we will not comment upon them further.

3.2.2.1 Default classes
When comparing the unique open (pseudo-category default) possession class across
languages, we can see that it contains overwhelmingly optionally possessed nouns.
However, there are four languages whose default possession class is comprised of
non-possessible nouns: Wichita (Caddoan), Maricopa (Cochimi-Yuman), Hokkaido
Ainu (Ainu), and Abun (isolate).

With respect to construction types, the majority of languages with optionally
possessed default nouns (97 out of 116) use a construction of the type MARKER (head
marking, dependent marking, double marking, linkers), while a sizable minority (11 out
of 116) use a construction of the type JUXT (juxtaposition, compounding). The remaining
languages with a default class of optionally possessed nouns use two construction types:
either JUXT and MARKER or CLAUSE and MARKER (see Table 9). All four languages with non-
possessible default nouns use subordinate clauses (type CLAUSE) to possess them.

3.2.2.2 Conceptually inalienable classes
About one third of the conceptually inalienable classes in our sample consist of
obligatorily possessed nouns (30 out of 78), while the rest are optionally possessed
nouns. There is only one language, Wichita (Caddoan), which uses clauses to oblig-
atorily possess its conceptually inalienable class (the same construction it uses to
possess its default class). In other words, the conceptually inalienable class of
Wichita is non-possessible on the valence view. We propose to call such a case non-
possessible but obligatorily owned.

By definition, obligatorily possessed nouns either have access to a special unpos-
session construction or they can never be unpossessed (corresponding to our special
[NULL] unpossession construction). These two cases are attested in equal proportions
in our sample (15 each). The construction types used for the possession of conceptually
inalienable classes (with the exception of Wichita as mentioned above which uses
CLAUSE) are MARKER (51 out of 78) and JUXT (15 out of 78), while there are ten cases where
both these construction types can be used for the same conceptually inalienable class,
and one case where both MARKER and CLAUSE constructions are available.

3.2.2.3 Conceptually non-possessible classes
Conceptually non-possessible classes are much less common in our sample (a total of
10). Among them, eight consist of syntactically non-possessible nouns, while two lan-
guages, Negidal (Tungusic) and Bororo (Bororoan), have a conceptually non-possessible
class of optionally possessed nouns. For six of the conceptually non-possessible classes
the sources claim that the relevant nouns can never be possessed (i.e., our [NULL]
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POSSESSION construction). The rest can be possessed either through an INDIRECT construc-
tion (Yuracaré [isolate] andTeko [Tupian]) or througha DIRECT construction (Negidal and
Bororo). Both cases with INDIRECT constructions involve possessive classifiers (type CLASS)
rather than clauses (type CLAUSE).

4 Conclusions

In this work we have presented a database structure that encodes a high-resolution
representation of differential possession. By treating possession classes and possessive
constructions as independent but linked, our database can accommodate possession
classes that are semantically coherent or not, as well as a many-to-many relationship
between possession classes and possessive constructions. Relatively rare phenomena,
such as conceptually non-possessible classes, or syntactically non-possessible default
classes can be incorporated seamlessly into this coding scheme. We have presented a
semantic ontology, as well as a construction categorization scheme, both of which are
extendable. Finally, our database can be used to investigate the relationships between
the semantic, constructional, and valence dimensions of differential possession cross-
linguistically.

We have exemplified our methodology with a phylogenetically diverse global
sample of 120 languages and presented preliminary results on the semantic dimension
of possession classes and how it correlates with noun valence and possessive strate-
gies. Our semantic network analysis confirms the long-standing linguists’ intuition of
the universality of conceptually inalienable nouns (Heine 1997), but also confirms a
universal core of non-possessible nouns aswell (Bugaeva et al. 2021; Haspelmath 2017).
Conceptually inalienable nouns include body parts and kinship terms at their core, but
they commonly extend to include plant parts or parts in general, intimate property,
such as tools and clothing, as well as relational nouns, such as owner, friend, or
homeland. Conceptually non-possessible nouns on the other hand have animals at
their core, but they often include humans, plants, natural phenomena and inanimate
objects, as well as proper names. Conceptually non-possessible noun classes are rare
cross-linguistically and it seems possible that both their presence and their semantic
correlates have been under-reported.

Based on our survey results, we conclude that possession classes are relatively
common and they typically are semantically coherent. When two possession
classes are present in a language, it is much more common that the closed class is
conceptually inalienable, rather than conceptually non-possessible. When three
semantically coherent possession classes are present in a language, the two closed
classes could be either both conceptually inalienable, or one conceptually
inalienable and the other conceptually non-possessible. Languages with more
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than 3 possession classes are rare. Default classes consist overwhelmingly of
optionally possessed nouns, but cases of non-possessible default classes are
attested. Dependent-marking, head-marking, and juxtaposition are all common
possession strategies, while default non-possessible classes are typically
possessed using subordinate clauses. Among conceptually inalienable classes, it is
about twice as likely that, in terms of valence, the nouns are optionally possessed
rather than obligatorily possessed. Juxtaposition seems more common among
conceptually inalienable classes than default classes. Finally, conceptually non-
possessible classes usually consist of syntactically non-possessible nouns. In some
cases, ownership of conceptually non-possessible nouns can be expressed with a
classifier or dedicated head-marking construction.

Further research is needed to examine in more detail how semantic categories
cluster in possession classes, as well as the association of different semantic cate-
gories with noun valence and possessive strategies. For instance, by associating
construction types to conceptual classes (rather than the other way around), we can
quantitatively test the claim that inalienable possession classes are more likely to
have less morphological material than alienable possession classes. Another prom-
ising avenue of investigation is to take full advantage or our construction types to
explore how different variables such as locus of marking and presence and patterns
of agreement correlate with other properties of possession classes. Finally, we are
interested in investigating areal patterns arising from nominal possession, in terms
of the semantic categories that are specially possessed, the constructions available to
the language, and also valence patterns.

The methods introduced here represent a first step in a broader program of
creating a multi-variate typology of possession. Our results have already demon-
strated the usefulness of this approach, and we hope our methodology will prove
fruitful not only for possession, but also as an inspiration for the study of othermulti-
dimensional linguistic phenomena.

Supplementary Materials

Supplementary Materials for this paper can be found at the OSF repository: https://
osf.io/zurd6/.
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Abstract: Likemany other Oceanic and Kanak languages of New Caledonia, Zuanga-
Yuanga [ZY] has classifiers restricted to the possession of nouns denoting food, drink,
animals and plants; it also has dichotomous direct and indirect adnominal possessive
constructions, which are generally labeled inalienable or alienable in the Oceanic
literature. These terms refer to a distinction between close versus distant structural
marking, which do not strictly correlate with lexical-semantic categories. For
instance, kinship nouns are split over the two types of constructions, distinguishing
reference from address kinship terms, not in terms of semantic distinctions between
close versus distant kinship types. The split for body-part nouns is between directly
possessed dedicated terms and indirectly possessed metaphorical body terms, not in
terms of permanent versus removable parts, or temporary body properties. In ZY
possessive constructions correlate with fairly strict possessee noun classes belonging
to one single structural class (directly or indirectly marked). Only a limited number
of nouns denoting parts-of-whole have alternate constructions expressing different
semantic relations to the possessed noun.

Keywords: alienability distinctions; New Caledonia; noun classes; Oceanic; posses-
sive classifiers; split possessive constructions

1 Introduction

The focus of this study is Zuanga-Yuanga, an Oceanic language belonging to the
Austronesian family and spoken in northern New Caledonia. It comprises three
dialectal variants1 spoken in different areas, in the villages of Gomen [GO], and
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1 The name Zuanga-Yuanga itself reflects one of the phonological differences between these dialects,
i.e., the interdental /ð/ in the Zuanga [ðuaŋa] dialects of GO and PA corresponds to /j/ in the Yuanga
[juaŋa] dialect of BO. With respect to other morpho-syntactic and morpho-phonological distinctions,
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further inland in the mountain range, those of Paimboa [PA] and Bonde [BO].2

Throughout this study these dialects will be referred to by their respective
abbreviations.

A study of possessive constructions in Nêlêmwa (Bril 2002, 2013), a neighbor of
Zuanga-Yuanga, will be mentioned for comparison. Nêlêmwa (NEL) is spoken in the
northernmost tip of the Grande Terre (the main island), around Poum, and Zuanga-
Yuanga (ZY) to the south of this area. They belong to the same group of extreme-north
Kanak languages, together with Nyelâyu (YAL). Data from other northern Kanak
languages will also be discussed, Nemi (NMI), Vamale (VAM), Bwatoo (Koné dialects),
Cèmuhî (CEM), Paicî (PAC) (seeMap 1), and further south, Xârâcùù, Tîrî aswell as two
languages of the Loyalty Islands of New Caledonia (Iaai and Drehu) (not on the map
in Figure 1).

1.1 Defining adnominal possession

Crosslinguistically, splits between direct and indirect adnominal possessive con-
structions correlate with the weight and cohesion of encoding. “If a language has
an adnominal alienability split, and one of the constructions is overtly coded
while the other one is zero-coded, it is always the inalienable construction that is
zero-coded, while the alienable construction is overtly coded” (Haspelmath 2017:
199). This prediction is borne out in Oceanic and Kanak languages. Another
feature is the “cohesion scale” defined as follows: “In no language will the lin-
guistic distance between X and Y be greater in signaling inalienable possession, in
expressions like ‘X’s Y’, than it is in signaling alienable possession” (Haiman 1983:
793, quoted in Haspelmath 2017: 207).

The reasons behind such coding splits and the explanations for it are varied and
are discussed in the wide literature on this topic, among them (Aikhenvald 2013;
Chappell andMcGregor 1989, 1996; Haspelmath 2017; Lichtenberk 1985a, 2004, 2009a,
2009b; Nichols 1988; Nichols and Bickel 2005, 2013). Some definitions correlate
dichotomous possessive constructions to the semantics of control, permanence and
inherent relation versus their opposite feature, while others like Nichols (1988)
consider alienability splits as a structural phenomenon and a label for types of
constructions correlating with noun classes on the grounds that “no account of the

PA appears to be a transitional dialect between GO and BO, the Bonde dialect being closer to
Nêlêmwa, both geographically and in terms of shared features.
2 The corpus and data were collected during five months of fieldwork between 2006 and 2011 and
were conducted with some 25 native speakers in various villages around Gomen and in Paimboa. I
warmly thank all the collaborators who participated in this research.
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semantics of possession types will accurately predict the membership of the
‘inalienable’ set of nouns either within one language or crosslinguistically” (Nichols
1988: 568). Haspelmath (2017: 193–194) also predicts that the construction types are
attributable to frequency asymmetries and that “additional marking is found when
the possessive relationship is less predictable”.

The possessive constructions in ZY are now defined and analyzed against this
background.

Map 1: Northern New Caledonian languages (Ozanne-Rivierre 1995: 45).
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1.2 Defining adnominal possession in ZY

Lichtenberk (1985a: 125–126) acknowledges that in many Oceanic languages, possessive
constructions are not fully predictable from the semantics of the relationship, but he still
considers that the “possessive systems of most Oceanic languages are by and large
semantically based”. Pawley and Sayaba (1990: 167–168) hold similar views, stating that
in Fijian languages “certain nouns belong to strict and semi-arbitrary noun classes for
purposes of possessive-marking, others showmarking consistently following semantic3

[…] relations holding between possessed and possessor”. On the other hand, Geraghty
(1983: 242) writes, “while there may well have been a time in the history of the Fijian
languageswhen the inherent semantic property of inalienability alone determined how
a noun was possessed, the situation has now changed in most Fijian languages, and
semantically inalienable nouns are not all possessed in the same way”.

Oceanic languages actually display a cline of tight or loose correlations between
possessee noun classes, types of possessive constructions, and the semantics of
alienability.

For instance, in Manam (Lichtenberk 1985b) and Paamese (Vanuatu, Crowley
1996), direct or indirect possessive constructions and semantic distinctions (inherent
vs. contingent) are strongly correlated, independently from noun classes. Fijian
languages according to Pawley and Sayaba (1990: 167–168) have an intermediate
position with some “strict and semi-arbitrary noun classes” restricted to one single
type of possessivemarking on the one hand, and constructions varying with the kind
of conceptualized relations “for instance expressing an opposition between posses-
sion of goods for consumption and goods as property”.

Like other Oceanic languages, the Kanak languages of New Caledonia – among
which, Zuanga-Yuanga (ZY) and Nêlêmwa (NEL) – have a pattern of direct or indirect
possessive constructions. ZY and NEL (like some other Kanak languages) also have
possessive classifiers used fornouns denoting food, drink, andpossession of animals and
plants.

In ZY, directly possessed nouns are marked by possessive suffixes or by directly
postposed possessor nouns, while indirect possession is marked by prepositions or
linkers. Direct and indirect possessive constructions correlate with fairly rigid pos-
sessee noun classes,4 which usually belong to a single structural class and allow few
alternate constructions. Only a limited number of nouns occurring in parts-of-whole

3 The semantic classes referred to by Pawley and Sayaba (1990: 150) in their description of Fijian are
“kinship, body-parts and natural parts of a natural object, manufactured part, food, drink, spatial
relations, etc.”.
4 These possessee noun classes are defined by their type of possessive construction, direct or
indirect.
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relations have alternate constructions with semantic differences denoting inherent
versus contingent relations (discussed in Section 5). Another essential feature of ZY is
that direct or indirect possessive constructions cannot be fully predicted from
lexical-semantic categories such as kinship terms and body parts, which are het-
erogeneous. There is thus some broad correlation between direct and indirect pos-
sessive constructions and the notion of (in)alienability, but this correlation is
somewhat inconsistent. Consequently, following Nichols (1992: 117), it is considered
that “the term inalienable, […] refers not to a semantic constant having to dowith the
nature of possession, but to whatever set of nouns happens to take inalienable
possession marking in a given language”.

Haspelmath (2017: 198) defines an alienability split for possessed nouns as fol-
lows: “a construction used characteristically with kinship and/or body-part
possessed nouns is an inalienable possessive construction, while a construction
that is characteristically not used with kinship and/or body-part possessed nouns is
called an alienable possessive construction. When a language has two constructions
of this kind, we can say that it makes an alienability contrast, and we can call the
nouns occurring in the inalienable construction inalienable nouns, and those
occurring in the alienable construction alienable nouns.”

The challenge in ZY and NEL is that body parts and kinship terms occur in direct
and indirect constructions for grammatical and structural reasons (explained in
Sections 3.3.2 and 4),5 but they do not express clear semantic distinctions. This sup-
ports the notion that the split in possessive constructions in ZY primarily correlates
with possessee noun classes and secondarily with the semantics of possession.
Directly possessed nouns are inalienable and indirectly possessed nouns are alien-
able in that structural sense. The terms inalienable or alienable are thus taken as
labels for structural types of possessive marking, not as consistent semantic char-
acterizations of possession.

In ZY, the main possessed noun classes are (i) bound nouns, (ii) free nouns and
(iii) a few non-possessible nouns. Bound nouns have a construct∼absolute suffix that
allows them to occurwithout a possessor andwhich is replaced by a direct possessor.
Free nouns are possessible nouns that do not have the absolute suffix, they subdivide
into those which are:6

(i) possessed with classifiers (classifiers are themselves directly possessed nouns)
(ii) directly possessed
(iii) indirectly possessed by prepositions (all loan words belong to this class);

5 It is also true of other Kanak languages, and more generally of many Oceanic languages including
Fijian.
6 Defined by Bugaeva et al. (2021: 5) as “a noun or noun class that may, but is not required to, have
possessive morphology”.
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summarizes the above.

The analysis proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents the generalmorphosyntactic
features of direct and indirect possessive constructions in ZY. Section 3 discusses the
main possessed noun classes and their possessive constructions, starting with bound
nouns (Section 3.1); nouns possessed with classifiers (Section 3.2); and directly
possessed free nouns are analyzed in Section 3.3, while indirectly, prepositionally
possessed free nouns are presented in Section 3.4. Section 4 discusses kinship terms
showing them to be a split class; Section 5 presents alternate constructions in relation
to parts-of-whole (meronymic) possessive constructions, and Section 6 discusses the
possessive construction of compound nouns comprising non-possessible nouns. The
remaining sections present these same adnominal possessive constructions with
other types of possessees, viz. nominalizations (Section 7), spatial nouns (Section 8),
some of which originate in body-part nouns; quantifier and partitive nouns (e.g.,
‘part of’, ‘amount of’) (Section 9), some of which are subtypes of parts-of-whole
relations; and modal nouns (Section 10). Section 11 concludes the article.

2 The morphosyntactic features of adnominal
possession in Zuanga-Yuanga

ZY is head-marking. In verbal constructions, the verb is initial, and nominal argu-
ments are post-verbal, generally with (s)VOS order, while pronominal indexes have
sVo order. In adnominal possessive constructions, the possessee is the head and
precedes the possessor.7

2.1 Morphosyntactic features

The pronominal possessive suffixes in the Zuanga-Yuanga dialects are represented in
Table 2. One of the differences between the three dialects is the loss of all final

Table : Types of possessed noun classes.

Bound nouns
[PA BO only]

Free nouns

Possession type Direct Indirectly possessed by classifiers
CL-POSS.SUFFIX POSSESSEE

Direct Indirect with prepositions

7 See Palmer and Brown (2007), Lichtenberk (2009b) for discussions on headedness.
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consonants in GO, which entailed the loss in GO of the original possessive suffixes for
all three singular persons, which are cognate with the Proto-Oceanic possessive
pronouns (1sg *-ŋku, 2sg *-mu, 3sg *-ña, Pawley 1973),8 and which are retained in PA
and BO as 1sg –ny [ɲ], 2sg -m, 3sg –n. In the GO lect, these former possessive pro-
nominal suffixes were replaced by the paradigm of object pronoun suffixes (see
Table 2). Compare kiò-ny [PA BO] and kiò-nu [GO] ‘my belly’.

Except for the first three singular possessive suffixes, the other possessive suf-
fixes and suffixed object pronouns are identical for all other persons in the three lects
GO, PA, BO.

Another noteworthy and specific feature of the GO dialect is the existence of trial
pronouns for 1st, 2nd and 3rd persons, with clusivity distinctions for 1st person
(Table 2). Suffixed possessive pronouns do not mark gender, only number.

In ZY as in NEL, direct constructions are marked by personal possessive suffixes
(1a), or by directly postposed possessor nouns (1b). Indirect constructions aremarked
by prepositions and oblique pronominal suffixes (see the paradigm in Table 2) as in
(2a)–(2b). Thus, direct possessive constructions display a tighter structural relation
than indirect constructions.

Table : Pronominal possessive suffixes in the Zuanga-Yuanga dialects.

Possessive suffixes Object & oblique
suffixes

G PA, BO POca GO PA, BO

sg -nu -ny *-(ŋ)ku -nu -nu
sg -çö -m *-mu -jo -yö
sg -je -n *-ña -je -je/ye
du.excl -mbî -mbin -mbî -mbin
du.incl -î -î -î -î
tr.excl -me Ø -me Ø
tr.incl -õ Ø -iõ Ø
pl.excl -(i)va -yaa/-zaa *-[ma]mi -va -ya/-zaa
pl.incl -ã -ã *-(n)ta -(h)ã -(h)ã
du -çò -yò -jò -yò
tr -we Ø -we Ø
pl -wa -zòò *-m[i]u -wa -zòò
du -li -li -li -li
tr -lò Ø -lò Ø
pl -laa -laa *-drab -la -laa
aProto-Oceanic reconstructions, Pawley . bPOc *-d-, *-r- becomes Proto-Neo-Caledonian *nɖwhich is reflected as -ɽ-,
-l- [GO], and -l- [PA BO] (Bril ).

8 Lynch et al. (2002: 67) reconstruct: *-gu 1sg, *-mu 2sg, *-ña 3sg.
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(1) a. avwõnõõ-n9 [PA BO]
village-3SG
‘his/her village, his/her dwelling’

b. avwõnõ kãgu [GO PA BO]
village spirit
‘the dwellings of the spirits’

(2) a. vhaa i je [GO PA BO]
speech PREP 3SG
‘his/her speech’

b. vhaa i whamã [GO PA BO]
speech PREP elderly
‘the words of the elderly’

Semi-direct possessive constructions do not occur with a distinct possessee noun class,
but are an alternate construction for some nouns expressing parts-of-whole relations of
amore transient, contingent nature (see Section 5). They aremarked by a now accreted,
suffixed linker –a, possibly cognate with POc *ka2, which is a marker of uncontrolled
possessive relation (Pawley 1973). It is called semi-direct, because the possessor, if pro-
nominal, is suffixed to the accreted linker as in (3b), if nominal, it is postposed as in
(3a)–(3c).

(3) a. dröö-a kui [GO] ‘a pot of yams’ (dröö ‘pot’, kui ‘yam’) (i.e., a pot containing
yams)

b. dröö-a-nu [GO] ‘my cooking-pot’
c. thîni-a kavwègu [GO] ‘the fence of the chiefdom’ (thîni ‘fence’)

2.2 Stem allomorphies of directly possessed nouns and
diachrony

Some directly possessed nouns have allomorphic stems but are otherwise directly
possessed. Some of these allomorphies result from diachronic processes such as the
attrition of the non-possessed stem, or an accreted linker on the possessed stem (see
Section 2.2.4). These allomorphic stems distinguish possessive from modifying con-
structions (see Section 2.2.3).

9 Suffixed possessive pronouns lengthen the final vowel.
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2.2.1 Length variation

Length variation of directly possessed nouns is a common feature of northern and
other Kanak languages. A pronominal possessor preserves the long vowel of the root
or lengthens it if the root vowel is short, while a nominal possessor tends to shorten a
long vowel in the root form.

Free stem pronominal possessor nominal possessor
kò [GO], kòò-n [PA]10 kòò-nu [GO], kòò-ny [PA] kò kuau=ã ‘the legs of this dog’
‘foot, leg’ ‘my foot’ kò uva ‘the lower part of the taro’
hii [GO], hii-n [PA] hii-je [GO], hii-n [PA] hi thoomwã=ã11 ‘this woman’s fingers’
‘arm, hand’ ‘his/her hand’ hi pwaji=ã [GO] ‘the claws of this crab’
cii [GO], cii-n [PA] cii-ny [PA BO] ci phwa-n [PA BO] ‘his lips’12

‘skin’ ‘my skin’ (skin mouth-his)

2.2.2 Stem allomorphies due to attrition of the non-possessed stem

Some stem allomorphies result from the attrition of a former disyllabic word to a
mono-syllabic free stem, whose second syllable re-appears in the possessed form.13

For instance, b(w)ò [GO], b(w)òn [BO] ‘day, date’ has a possessed form b(w)òni- [GO,
PA, BO] (cognate with POc *mpoŋi).

(4) b(w)òni-ã mõnõ [GO]
date-1PL.INCL tomorrow
‘our (set) date tomorrow’

Similarly,wõ ‘boat’ has a possessed formwõjo- (cognate with POc *waŋka), similar to
waja in Nêlêmwa:14

(5) [GO] wõ ‘boat’; wõjo-nu ‘my boat’
[PA] wõny [wɔɲ̃] ‘boat’; wõjo-ny ‘my boat’
[NEL] wany [waɲ] ‘boat’; waja-ny ‘my boat’

10 These nouns are bound nouns in PA and BO: kòò-n ‘foot’, hii-n ‘hand’, cii-n ‘skin’. The CST –n is
replaced by the possessor noun.
11 Compare with the compound hii-n thoomwã [PA] ‘thumb’ (lit. finger-CST woman).
12 The noun cii ‘skin’ when possessed is frequently associated with a specific body-part; cii-ny ‘my
skin’ would occur in contrast with bones for instance (skin and bones).
13 Ozanne-Rivierre (1991: 328) discusses some cases in other Kanak languages, showing that due to
stress position, the second syllable was protected by the possessive suffixes in possessive
constructions.
14 Similar allomorphies occurs in NEL, often with the same words (Bril 2013); see Bril (2020) for the
phonetic correspondances with POc.
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In other cases, a vowel reflecting the etymon occurs in the possessed form. Thus, ka
‘year’ has a possessed form kau- ‘age, year’ (POc *taqun), compare kau-m [PA] ‘your
age’ with [GO] kau-çö in (6).

(6) Pòniza kau-çö ? [GO]
how.many year-POSS.2SG
‘How old are you ?’ (lit. how many your years ?)

2.2.3 Vocalic allomorphs

A few possessed free nouns show vocalic allomorphs. For instance, the free noun
mwa ‘house’ changes tomõ- when possessed, as inmõ-çö [GO] ‘your house’. In (7a-b)
the questionmarkers ti ? ‘who’ and da ? ‘what ?’ are the adnominal possessors ofmõ-.
While (7a) inquires about ownership, (7b) inquires about some part-of-whole
relation.

(7) a. Mõ-ti ? - Mõ-ãbaa-nu. [GO]
house-whose? house-brother-POSS.1SG
‘whose house is it?’ – ‘It’s my brother’s house.’

b. Mõ-da ? – Mõ-hèlè.
house-of.what? house-knife
‘the sheath of what?’ ‘It’s the knife’s sheath/handle.’

The stem mõ- occurs in expressions denoting body-parts and other parts-of-whole
such as mõ-hovwo, mõ-ẽnõ and mõ-ima in (8a) to (8c), or container-contained re-
lations such as (8d); they are distinct from compounds like mwa dili ‘mud house’ or
mwa hovwo ‘pantry’ (lit. house-food).

(8) a. mõ-hovwo [GO]
‘stomach’ (hovwo ‘food’)

b. mõ-ẽnõ [GO BO]
‘uterus, placenta’ (ẽnõ ‘child’)

c. mõ-ima [GO PA BO]
‘bladder’ (ima ‘urine’)

d. mõ-yaai
‘fire-place’ (yaai ‘fire’)

The free noun nhã ‘feces’ has the allomorph nhõ- in possessive relations:

(9) a. ńhõ-je [GO], nhõõ-n [PA BO] ‘his feces’
b. nhõ êgu [PA] ‘a person’s feces’
c. ńhõ chòvwa [GO] ‘the horse’s dung’
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Nhõ-n also serves as an interjection meaning ‘serves him right !’ i nhõ-n ! [PA BO] (lit.
it’s his excrement !).

Other nouns show some vowel change /a/ > /e/ as in (10); the allomorphic pos-
sessive stemwèè- of the nounwa [GO],wal [PA] ‘root’ (fromPOc *wakaR)might result
from an accreted linker, present in a prior stage of the language, such as wa i NP

becoming wèè-.

(10) Free form possessed form
wa [GO], wal [PA BO] ‘root’ wèè-n [PA] ‘its roots’

wèè bumi ‘roots of the banyan’

In the case of phwa ‘hole, mouth’, the body-part is directly possessed, for instance as
phwa-n [PA] ‘his/her mouth’, while the stem phwè occurs with compound nouns
denoting body-parts like phwè-bozo ‘navel’ (lit. hole of umbilical chord) or nouns in
close association.

(11) phwa ‘hole, opening’ phwa-n ‘his/her mouth’
phwè-bozo-je [GO] ‘his navel’
phwè-bwinõ-n [PA BO] ‘his anus’
phwè-pwaji=ã ‘the hole of this crab’ (where it hides)

In the case of bwa ‘head’, the body-part is also directly possessed as bwa-n [PA], while
the stem bwe- occurs with inanimate possessors in other part-of-whole relations: for
instance bwe hogo ‘the summit of themountain’, which is thus distinguished from the
locative prepositional use of bwa ‘in bwa hoogo ‘on the mountain’.

(12) bwa ‘head’ bwe ‘top, summit’
bwa-ny [PA] ‘my head’ bwe hogo ‘mountain summit, ridge’
bwa chòvwa ‘the horse’s head’ bwe kui ‘the upper part of the yam’ (lit. top of

yam)

2.2.4 Directly possessed nouns with accreted linkers

For a few other nouns, stem allomorphy is the probable result of an accreted pos-
sessive linker. For instance, the noun ‘clothes’, hãbwòn [PA], hõbwòn [PA BO],
hõb(w)ò [GO], has allomorphic possessed stems suggesting an accreted possessive
linker of the form hõbwo(n) ni-NP, becoming hõbwoni- or hõbwoli-NP.

(13) [GO] hõb(w)òni-nu (or) hõb(w)òli-nu ‘my clothes’
[PA BO] hõbwòni-ny (or) hãbwòli-ny ‘my clothes’
Compare with [NEL] hãbwan > hãbwali-n ‘his clothes’.
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A possible source of the linker is the POc possessive classifier *na-/no- denoting
dominant possession, which has reflexes as ne-, no- or as la- or le- in various Oceanic
languages. Another possible source is *n-i, a reconstructed genitive preposition with
the personal article *i in PAN (Blust 1977, cited in Lichtenberk 1985a: 120). The change
*n > l, which is “a common sporadic dissimilatory change” (Pawley 1973), is also
attested in some extreme-north Kanak languages (Bril 2020: 203).

3 Possessee noun classes and their adnominal
possessive constructions

The four main possessee noun classes analyzed in this section are structurally
defined by their possessive construction. They are (i) directly possessed bound nouns
(Section 3.1); (ii) free nouns possessed with classifiers (Section 3.2); (iii) directly
possessed free nouns (Section 3.3); (iv) indirectly possessed free nouns (Section 3.4).
These categories of possessive constructions are also those reconstructed in Proto-
Oceanic (Pawley 1973; Ross 1998, 2001).

Due to language change, a few lexemes are assigned to different possessee
classes among the three ZY lects; this is illustrated in (14) by two nouns that are
indirect in [GO], but direct in the more conservative [PA BO] lects.

(14) Indirect Direct
a. alawe i we [GO] vs. alawe-m [PA] ‘good-bye to you !
b. jige i je [GO] vs. jigèle-n [PA], jigali-n [BO] ‘his gun’

Similar language evolution among the extreme-north Kanak languages also accounts
for the divergent construction of lexemes with the same meaning, which also shows
that semantics is not the main driving factor. Thus, in Nêlêmwa, da ‘blood’ is indi-
rectly possessed as da i ye ‘his blood’ (Bril 2002: 371), but it is directly possessed in the
dialects of ZY, as kuraa-çö [GO] ‘your blood’, as kuraa-m ‘your blood’ in PA and BO,
and as uraa-m ‘your blood’ in neighboring Nyelâyu.

3.1 Bound nouns and the construct suffix –n

Bound nouns are a subset of directly possessed nouns15 that only belong to this class
and are defined by their having an absolute suffix in their stand-alone form

15 Not all directly possessed nouns are bound nouns.
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(i.e., without a possessor).16 They are only found in the PA and BO lects and their
construct∼absolute suffix generally takes the form of a final consonant, often –n
in various northern Kanak languages. This morpheme could be cognate with the
non-personal genitive relator POc *ni (Ozanne-Rivierre 1991: 332; Ross 2001: 261). In
GO, the loss of all final consonants, including the construct suffix, entailed the
wholesale loss of bound nouns in the GO lect, which, as a consequence, only has free
nouns as shown in (15a), to be compared with the PA, BO bound nouns:

(15) a. GO hii ‘arm, hand’ kò ‘leg, foot’
b. PA, BO hi(i)-n17 ‘arm, hand’, kòò-n ‘leg, foot’

The construct suffix allows the class of bound nouns in PA and GO.
(i) to stand alone, in their absolute form,18 see (15b), (17a),
(ii) to occur in compound nouns (16a), (16c).

Moreover, it does not show agreement in number, and thus has properties of ab-
solute and construct morphemes (see Creissels 2017); it is glossed CST for conve-
nience. This morpheme is replaced by a nominal possessor (16b), (16d), (17b) or by a
pronominal possessive suffix if the possessor is human (16e), (17c).

In (16a)–(16c), the nouns for ‘thumb’ and ‘index’ with the absolute suffix –n,
occur in compound nouns in which thoomwã or êmwèn are adjoined modifiers, not
possessors, thus (16a) does not mean **the woman’s finger, and (16c) does not mean
**the man’s finger; the direct possessive constructions are respectively shown in
(16b)–(16d) where the possessor is directly postposed to the possessee.

(16) a. hii-n thoomwã [PA]
finger-CST woman
‘the thumb’ (lit. finger female)

b. hi thoomwã [PA GO] ‘the woman’s finger’
c. hii-n êmwèn [PA]

finger-CST man
‘the index (lit. finger male)

d. hi êmwèn [PA] ‘the man’s finger’
e. hii-ny [PA] ‘my finger’

16 Quoting Nichols (1988: 597), the construct suffix serves an ‘absolutivizing’, stand-alone function
for bound nouns.
17 The noun hi(i)- refers to the upper limbs and their subparts, i.e., ‘arm, hand, finger’, but also
animals’ ‘wing, tentacle’. In PA, BO, only context disambiguates whether hi(i)-n is the CST suffix or the
3rd singular possessive suffix.
18 Quoting Nichols (1988: 597), the construct suffix serves an ‘absolutivizing’, stand-alone function
for bound nouns.
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In (17a), the absolute suffix on puxu-n ‘base, bottom’ (referring to an inanimate entity)
also stands in a paradigmatic opposition with a definite nominal possessor (17b) or
with a personal possessive suffix (17c).

(17) a. Jo na mwã puxu-n. [PA]
2SG put SEQ bottom-CST
‘Put it at the bottom.’ (of a tree, house)

b. Jo na mwã puxu mwa. [PA]
2SG put SEQ bottom house
‘Put it at the bottom of the house.’

c. Puxu-ã [PA]
base-POSS.1PL.INCL
‘Our god’ (lit. our base)

In PA and BO, there is only one construct suffix -n used for inanimate possessors and
for non-specific, generic possessors, as in hii-n mãni kòò-n [BO] ‘limbs’ (lit. arms and
legs), whereas in neighboring northern languages, like NEL and Nyelâyu, there are
two construct suffixes. In NEL, they are –n (for non-specific human possessors) and -t
(for non-specific and non-human possessors): e.g., shi-n ‘hand’ versus shi-t ‘paw,
wing, tentacle’ (Bril 2013). In Nyelâyu, the construct suffixes are respectively –k (+
non-spec. human possessors) and -t/-r (+ non-spec. inanimate possessors): e.g., ye-k
‘hand’ versus ye-r ‘sleeve’ (Ozanne-Rivierre 1998: 36).19

Apart from some body parts, the construct suffix also occurs with some kinship
terms of reference, such as kêê-nmãni kibu-n [PA] ‘fathers and grandfathers’,20which
are mostly used in ceremonial speeches to refer to the generic notion of ancestors,
not to any specific personal parenthood. Kinship terms are a split class further
discussed in Section 4.

In PA and BO, the CST suffix is homonymous with the third-person singular
possessive suffix –n of human or animate possessors (inanimate possessors do not
have any pronominal indexation). A disambiguating feature is that in contrast with
possessive pronominal suffixes, the CST suffix does not agree in number with the
possessor; this is best seen in the context of dyadic kinship terms (see Examples (18)
to (20)).

Dyadic kinship terms are marked by è- … -n with the construct suffix –n in PA
and BO,while the suffix is lost in GO. These terms refer to a few types of dual or plural

19 The CST of bound nouns is also –n in Vamale (Rohleder 2021: 112), in Bwatoo (Rivierre and Erhart
2006), in Iaai and Drehu (Loyalty Islands, Moyse-Faurie 1983: 168; Ozanne-Rivierre 1991: 325). Further
south in Paicî, impersonal genitive relators have the form rV (Ozanne-Rivierre 1991: 330–331), and the
form –rè in Xârâcùù (Moyse-Faurie 1995).
20 The noun kibu-n “ancestors, grandfather” is used in ceremonial speeches and refers to male
ascendants.
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relationships such as parent and children, grandparents and grandchildren,
maternal uncle and nephew/niece, parents-in-law and children-in-law, spouses.

(18) Liè e-mõû-n mali-èò. [PA]
ART.DU DYA-couple-CST DET.DU-DET.ANAPH
‘Those two spouses.’

If used predicatively, these kinship terms have dual or plural subject pronouns
depending on the number of persons, but the construct suffix -n remains unchanged,
as in (19)–(20).

(19) Lhi è-pòi-n. [PA]
3DU DYA-child-CST
‘They are father and son/daughter.’ (or) ‘they are mother and son/daughter.’

(20) Lha è-peebu-n. [PA]
3PL DYA-grandchild-CST
‘They are grandfather and grandsons/grand-daughters.’ (or) ‘they are
grandmother and grandsons/granddaughters.’

There are equivalent forms in other northern languages: a-… -n in Nyelâyu (Ozanne-
Rivierre 1998), a(m)- … -n in NEL (Bril 2000: 84–85). The stem is usually the lower
term of the dyad, i.e., pòi(-n) ‘child’ (see (19)), peebu(-n) ‘grandchild’ in ZY (see (20)),
with some counterexamples such as è-pööni-n ‘maternal uncle and nephew/niece’
[PA], where the stem pööni(-n) ‘maternal uncle, nephew, niece’ is the higher term of
the dyad.

The CST –n also occurs with some quantifier nouns like jiu-n ‘the whole’,
allowing their absolute use in reference to inanimate entities as in (21a), compared
with the plural personal possessive suffix jiu-laa in (21b) referring to the number of
people in (21b) (see Section 9 for other cases).

(21) a. phe jiu-n [PA]
take whole-CST
‘take the whole’ (of some inanimate entities)

b. whaya jiu-laa ? [PA]
how whole-POSS.3PL
‘what’s their total number?’ (of people)

The CST –n is found with the time noun mwaji-n [PA] ‘time, delay’.

(22) Pwali mwaji-n ? [PA]
length time-CST
‘how long ?’
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It also occurs with one property-denoting noun,mudo-n [BO] ‘decay’,21 it stands in
a paradigmatic opposition with a directly postposed noun as inmudo hõbwòn [PA]
‘old clothes’ and mudro mwa [GO] ‘a decayed house’ (lit. the decay of the house).
NEL has a similar construction with the bound nounmobwa-t ‘decay’, e.g.,mobwa
mwa ‘a decayed house’ (Bril [2000: 236]; see Ross [1998] for cases in other Oceanic
languages).

The CST –n occurring on some modal nouns allowing their non-possessed, ab-
solute use, is analyzed in Section 10.

3.2 Nouns possessed with classifiers

Possessive classifiers are frequent among Eastern Oceanic languages, which have
between four and twenty of them (Lichtenberk 1983, 1985a: 105).22 ZY and NEL are in
the high range with respectively ten and thirteen classifiers, Iaai has twenty-three of
them (Ozanne-Rivierre 1976), while Micronesian languages have up to twenty or
more.

The reconstructed POc possessive classifiermorphemes are: *ka-1 for food, *ka-2
for uncontrolled possession,23 *na-/*no- for controlled possession, *ma- for drink
(Pawley 1973: 153–169). Lichtenberk (1985a: 117) and Lynch (1997) consider *na-/*no-
as a general classifier. Lynch (2001: 150) adds *ta- and/or *sa- as other candidates. Of
these, only POc *ka-, *kani ‘eat’ is reflected as the starch food classifier, cè [GO], caa-
[PA BO].

In ZY, the use of classifiers is restricted to nouns belonging to specific se-
mantic domains (such as food and drink) and to nouns that cannot be possessed in
any other way. A list is given in Table 3 for ZY and some other northern Kanak
languages.

Possessive classifiers in ZY and NEL are morphemes with an obligatory direct
possessor (generally marked by a pronominal suffix) and an adjoined possessed
noun, with the pattern CL-POSS.SUFFIX POSSESSEE. The adjoined possessee is thus indi-
rectly possessed, in relation to a nominal classifier which is itself directly possessed
as shown in (23).

21 It is a free noun mudro in [GO].
22 Lichtenberk (1985a: 105) “The number of possessive classifiers in an Oceanic language ranges
from one to well over 20. However, the languages fall into two fairly distinct groups. One has a small
number of classifiers – from one to four. The other has a large number of classifiers – upwards of 10,
and usually more than 20”.
23 Which Lichtenberk (1985a: 107) considers derived from *ka-1.
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(23) Kidoo-ny (a)24 we. [PA]
CL:drink-POSS.1SG EP water
‘My water.’

Classifiers in ZY and NEL checkmany of the properties of classifier systems (Franjieh
2012: 196): (i) they do not occur with all nouns; (ii) they are semantically assigned; (iii)
they can be used anaphorically; (iv) they mark nouns as non-generic.

There is no general possessive classifier in ZY, nor inNEL or YAL, but there is one in
Tîrî, hêê- ‘belongings’ (Osumi 1995: 144–156) and one in Iaai aɲi-n (Ozanne-Rivierre 1976:
188). InmanyKanak languages,25 possessive classifiers denoting the “possession” of food
types are extremely common, with a shared set of basic categories, such as starch food,
proteins, fruit and leaves, drink, and sometimes more categories. Food types are
assigned to a superordinate category suchas starch, protein, anddrink, andpossessedby
the corresponding possessive classifiers. These are sortal classifiers that express a
‘genus’/kind, an inherent feature of the possessed entity, common to other members of
that class, except forw(h)aza-[GO], w(h)ala- [PABO]which is only used for ê ‘sugar-cane’,
as in whaza-nu ê [GO] ‘my sugar-cane’ (for consumption). Yet, they do not constitute a
gender system and do not index any female, male or thing/inanimate distinctions.26

Table : Possessive classifiers in various northern Kanak languages.

GO PA BO NEL YAL VAM Bwatoo POc

Protein food hò- hò- [PA],
hu [BO]

khoo- wee- xhua- xhua-

Starch food cè- caa- caa- yaa- ya- zha- *ka-,
*kani ‘eat’

Fruit, vegetable kûû- kûû- kûû- ûû- u- xu-
Sugar-cane w(h)aza- w(h)ala- khora- wha- xhuta- xhuta-
Drink kudò- kidò- kêâ- uduu- udoo- bwidoo-
Food for chewinga maa- maa- mhaa- fwaa- fwaa-
Seedlings for planting êê- êê- aa- ââ-
Carried objects phò- phò- fha- phaa-
Weapons pai- phai- aadaxi-
Pet animals, cattle pòi- pwaxi- nae-

YAL (Ozanne-Rivierre ), VAM (Rohleder ), Bwatoo (Rivierre and Erhart ). aThis is specific to some types of
eatable leaves and magnania tubers, Pueraria lobata.

24 This is specific to some types of eatable leaves and magnania tubers, Pueraria lobata.
25 Some languages, like Cèmuhî, have no possessive classifiers.
26 The situation is different from that of numeral classifiers, which distinguish humans from in-
animates in NEL and ZY. In NEL, the numeral classifier for humans probably originates from the
noun ak ‘man, male’ (Bril 2002, 2014: 176–178).
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All other possessive classifiers are relational and denote a type of relation to the
entity, such as carried objects, weapons, share of food brought for ceremonies,
seedlings or cuttings for planting, catch at hunting, and domestic animals. Inter-
estingly, animals and plants are classified not according to some inherent property,
but according to relations entertained with them (see Table 3).

Sortal classifiers such as those used for food types tend to be rigidly assigned and
are usually exclusive of each other, with a few exceptions like nu ‘coconut’, which can
be categorized as a drink or as protein food according to the consumable part
considered.

Relational classifiers are much more fluidly assigned since they categorize a
noun according to a type of relation rather than to an inherent property, as pointed
out by Lynch (1973: 76). Thus, yams as cuttings for farming are possessed with the
relational classifier êê-, as a carried load with the relational classifier phò-, and as
starch food with the sortal classifier cè-.

(24) êê-nu kui [GO] (lit. CL:plant-my yam) ‘my cuttings of yam’ (to plant)
phò-nu kui [GO] (lit. CL:load-my yam) ‘my load of yam’

cè-nu kui [GO] (lit. CL:starch-my yam) ‘my yam’ (for consumption)

Relational classifiers vary according to conceivable relations, e.g., animals as catch at
hunting and fishing, as food, as domestic or raised animals; plants are categorized as
cuttings for cultivation, as shared goods in ceremonies, or as food.

Sortal and relational classifiers often originate from directly possessed nouns
and are themselves directly possessed nouns,27 called “possessed classifiers” by
Aikhenvald (2000: 126); consider for instance:

(25) a. kudòò-nu we [GO]
CL:drink-POSS.1SG water
‘my drinking-water’

b. kûû-nu pò-mã [GO]
CL:fruit-POSS.1SG fruit-mango
‘my mango’ (to eat)

In ZY, only phò- ‘load’ and pòi- ‘child’ are used independently as directly possessed
nouns as in (26), (27); all other classifiers are only possessive classifiers.

(26) Mõ vara pu phò-ã. [GO]
1TRI.INCL each have load-POSS.1PL.INCL
‘We three have each our duty/load.’

27 Lichtenberk argues that in most Oceanic languages, possessive classifiers originate from nouns,
i.e., from [food-my] [taro] to [FOOD.POSS.CL-my taro] (Lichtenberk 2004: 357–358).
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(27) Gele=xa pòi-m ? [PA]
there.is=INDEF.SPEC child-POSS.2SG
‘Do (you) have children ?’

Phò- refers to any kind of transported thing, including hunted game or fished ani-
mals; its semantics also include the share of goods brought at ceremonies and it is
used as a deontic noun referring to duties and obligations (see Section 10). Their
classifier and nominal functions are distinguished by syntactic context; a classifier
has a possessive suffix and is followed by the adjoined possessed noun, like phò-la nõ
[BO] (lit. CL:load-their fish) ‘their load/catch of fish’, while as a possessed noun phò is
directly followed by the possessor as in phò kamyô [GO] ‘the load of the truck’which
denotes a container-contained relation.

Possessive and numeral classifiers are most generally distinct in ZY and NEL,
except for phò- ‘load’ in ZY and fha-t ‘load’ in NEL, which have both functions (Bril
2014: 178).

Classifiers in ZY can be used anaphorically if the possessed entity is referential
and contextually retrievable, in such a case, the possessee does not need to be
mentioned. For instance, the construction in (28) can be reduced to êê-ny [PA] ‘my
cuttings’ (for planting) if the referent is immediately retrievable.

(28) êê-ny kô-kumwala [PA]
CL:plant-POSS.1SG cutting-sweet potato
‘my cuttings of sweet potato’

In (29), the food type is known to be starch, but the specific referent is not mentioned
since it is contextually referential. On the other hand, in the interrogative sentence in
(30), the smell is identified as being that of meat or fish, triggering the classifier hò-,
but the specific referent of the class is unknown and is precisely what needs to be
identified.

(29) Nu na cee-je mõnõ. [GO]
1SG give CL:starch-POSS.3SG tomorrow
‘I’ll give his (starch) food tomorrow.’

(30) Bo hò-îî da ? [PA]
smell CL:protein-POSS.2DU what?
‘What (protein) food of yours is it the smell of ?’ (lit. the smell of your protein
food is what?)

This stand-alone property of classifiers is permitted by their nominal properties, they
are the head and the superordinate term, while the adjoined possessee is the sub-
ordinate term. Besides, in the case of relational classifiers, the semantics of the
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classifier is the most important information to identify the use of the subordinate
noun, as shown below with ê ‘sugarcane’.

(31) a. phò-nu ê [GO] ‘my load (of) sugarcane’
b. êê-nu ê [GO] ‘my sugarcane cuttings’ (for planting)

An additional argument is that in some cases like (32), the possessive classifier is
predicative and has an argument nhye hînu, the classifier and the possessee do not
form an inseparable complex NP.

(32) Pòi-ny nhye hînu. [PA]
CL:child-POSS.1SG this image
‘This is my photo.’ (i.e., as the author, not as my portrait)

Most classifiers are in common use in ZY, except for the classifier of weapons p(h)ai-,
which mostly occurs in story-telling, in relation to traditional weapons like spears,
arrows and bows, sling-shot stones, clubs, axes, e.g., phai-ny bulaivi [PA] ‘my club’.
The classifier can be used formodernweapons such as jige ‘gun’, e.g., pai-nu jige [GO]
‘mygun’, but jige ismore commonly used either as an indirectly possessed noun, jige i
je [GO] ‘his gun’, or as a directly possessed noun in [PA BO] with a different vowel,
jigèle-n [PA], jigali-n [BO] ‘his gun’.28 Even jitua ‘bow’ is used as an indirectly
possessed noun jitua i je [PA] ‘his bow’, as in NEL.

Thus, processes of language change trigger categorical changes. While the
classifier for weapons phai- is falling into disuse, some classifier nouns undergo
semantic extension like pòi- ‘child’,29 which also expresses ownership of domesti-
cated animals or cattle pòi-ã vaaci [PA] ‘our cattle’, and extends to ownership of
created objects such as photos, as in (32).

On the other hand, the possessive classifiers for food types appear to be themost
stable.

Classifiers in ZY and NEL are not repeaters (auto-classifiers), but Iaai (Ozanne-
Rivierre 1976: 191) has various repeaters that extend to the possession of other
entities categorized in the same class.30 For instance, the Iaai noun uma ‘house’ is an
auto-classifier in umwe-k uma ‘my house’ and a classifier for all types of houses,
umwe-k ito, ‘my round house’; the noun nu ‘coconut tree’, has the same twin function,
nuu-k nu ‘my coconut tree’ and also occurs with all cultivated plants, e.g., nuu-k koko
‘my yam plant’ (lit. CL-my yam); similarly for hu ‘boat’, huu-k hu ‘my boat’, and for all
types of boats huu-k galu ‘my row-boat’.

28 Compare with NEL jixe-t ‘gun’, jixela-m ‘your gun’; YAL jixe-r ‘gun’, jixela-m ‘your gun’.
29 As a kinship term, pòi ‘child’ is directly possessed as pòi-ny ‘my child’, and is not used as a repeater
(**pòi-ny pòi ‘my child’), see Section 3.2.
30 Dotte (2017: 353, 358) discusses classifier loss, extension of the general classifier, and extension of
the classifier taben for seats to transportation mode in present-day Iaai.
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3.3 Directly possessed free nouns

In contrast with bound nouns, free nouns can be used in their base formwithout any
CST suffix and without possessive marking as in (33a). These nouns are directly
possessed and are marked by possessives suffixes (33b) or by directly postposed
possessor nouns; consider for instance: yaaza [GO] ‘name’, yaaza-nu [GO] ‘my name’,
yaaza ẽnõ [GO] ‘the child’s name’.

(33) a. Nõõle wõ ! [GO] vs. b. Nõõle wõjo31-nu ! [GO]
look.TR boat look.TR boat-POSS.1SG
‘Look at the boat !’ ‘Look at my boat !’

3.3.1 Directly possessed free nouns: an overview of class membership

Nouns belonging to the class of directly possessed free nouns in ZY only belong to this
class and do not show alternate constructions. The following nouns are just indicative of
some semantic domains and are not an exhaustive list of the lexemes of that class.

(i) Culturally basic possessed entities32 such as mwa ‘house’, wõ ‘boat’, etc.
ke ‘basket’ is possessed as kee-nu [GO], kee-ny [PA BO] ‘my basket’.

(ii) Most body parts, inner organs, bodyfluids like kutra [GO], kura [PA BO] ‘blood’,
(iii) Most kinship terms of reference.

Various other possessible nouns denote:
(iv) features or relations, like yaaza [GO], yaara- [PA] ‘name’, kãgu ‘spirit’, nõbu

‘rule, law’, mõã [GO] ‘food left-overs’; e.g., mõã-nu [GO] ‘my left-overs’.
(v) properties and qualities: bo ‘smell’, chińõ ‘size’, phwaxa ‘length, height, dura-

tion’, kòlò ‘side, flank’, mudro [GO] ‘decay’; mòlò [PA] ‘life’
(vi) time nouns: yevwa ‘time’, bwò [GO] ‘date’; wara [GO], whara [PA] ‘time,

moment for’: whara-ny [PA] ‘my time’
(vii) some spatial nouns, gòò ‘middle, part of’, nõ ‘interior, inside’, pira ‘beneath’,

bala [PA] ‘extremity, limit’
(viii) almost all quantifiers or measure words meaning ‘a piece, a part of’ some

non-count or count nouns, like mhava ‘piece of’, ãbaa ‘some, others’, kôgòò
[GO] ‘surplus’;

(ix) various modal nouns, see Section 10.
(x) greetings: alawe-m [PA] ‘good-bye to you ! (lit. (taking) your leave)

Some of these lexical domains are now briefly discussed.

31 Stem allomorphies are presented in Section 2.2.
32 A term borrowed from Nichols (1988: 572).
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3.3.2 Directly possessed body-parts

Nouns denoting body parts, limbs and inner organs are most generally directly
possessed as in (34) and (35)).

(34) hii-je bwa mhwã [GO] ‘his right hand’ (lit. hand-his on right)
hii-n [PA] ‘(his) hand, arm’; gu hii-n [PA] ‘his right hand’ (or:) ‘right hand’
hi pwaji=ã [PA] ‘this crab’s claw (lit. claw crab=this)
bozo-nu [GO] ‘my umbilical cord’
cii-ny [PA BO] ‘my skin’
bwa-ny [PA] ‘my head’

Some of these nouns are directly possessed compound nouns denoting sub-parts of
body parts as in (35a)–(35b), where the second noun specifies a type of ‘hair’.

(35) a. pu-bwaa-je [GO] ‘his/her hair’ (lit. hair-head-his/her)
b. pu-phwa-n [PA] ‘his beard/moustache’ (lit. hair-mouth-his/her)
c. phwè-bozo-je [GO] ‘his navel’ (lit. hole-umbilical.cord-his/her)
d. ci-phãgoo-je [GO] ‘his/her skin’ (lit. skin-body-her/his)

On the other hand, a fewmetaphorical body-part terms are indirectly possessedwith
a possessive linker ni or ne which is homophonous with a locative preposition (see
Section 3.4), as in (36), but note that the body-part hii- is directly possessed.

(36) a. pò-mugo ni hii-n [PA], b. pò-mugo ni hii-ny [PA]
fruit-banana LNK arm-CST fruit-banana LNK arm-POSS.1SG
‘biceps’ ‘my biceps’

Interestingly, the existence of directly versus indirectly possessedbody-part terms is not
linked to a semantic contrast between permanent versus removable parts like hair, or
temporary body sores, swelling, bumps, as in Paamese (Vanuatu, Crowley 1996: 395),
rather, it is due to a structural distinction between dedicated and metaphorical body-
part terms, the former being directly possessed and the most numerous.

3.3.3 Directly possessed parts-of-wholes

Directly possessed nouns also express parts-of-whole (meronymic) relations such as
(37), as well as emission (as of heat, light) by a source as in (38), or direct production
(as of dust or fire) by a source (39).

(37) kãgu mwa [GO] ‘the spirit of the house’
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(38) a. jińu yaai [GO PA] ‘the heat of the fire’ (jińu ‘warmth’, yaai ‘fire’)
b. jińu a [GO] ‘the heat of the sun’ (a ‘sun’)

(39) a. pubu dili [GO PA BO] ‘the dust of the soil’ (pubu ‘dust of’, dili ‘soil’)
b. pubu yaai [BO] ‘the smoke of the fire’ (pubu ‘smoke’, yaai ‘fire’)

On the other hand, indirectly possessed nouns denoting parts-of-whole relations are
marked by prepositions or linkers, and are presented in Section 3.4 below. The
dichotomous constructions of parts-of-whole show that they are primarily selected
by possessee noun classes, not by semantic relations.

3.4 Indirect, prepositionally possessed free nouns

The class of indirectly possessed free nouns is marked by prepositions, i (possibly
from POc *qi, Ross 2001) for animate possessors as in (40), by (x)o, (w)o for inanimate
possessors as in (41) and for indefinite/collective possessors. Similar constructions
occur in other Oceanic languages (see Lichtenberk et al. 2011).

(40) Gaa vhaa i êgu. [GO]
sound speech PREP people
‘The sound of people’s talk.’

(41) me-piça (x)o/(w)o bwaa-je [GO]
NMLZ-hard PREP head-POSS.3SG
‘his stubbornness’ (lit. the toughness of his head)

The greatest number of loan words, if possessible, belong to the class of indirectly
possessed nouns, independently of their lexical meaning; most of them denote ar-
tifacts and goods (i.e., loto ‘car’, burei ‘bouteille’, mwani ‘money’, etc.). Some loan
nouns for food and drink are possessed with the adequate classifier (kafe ‘coffee’,
pomitee ‘potato’, phwalawa ‘bread’, aari ‘rice’, etc.).

Another type of indirect possessive construction is marked by the linkers ne ∼ ni
and occurs with nouns mostly denoting parts-of-wholes with inanimate possessors.
In ZY as in various other extreme-north Kanak languages, the possessive linkers are
homophonous with locative prepositions ni ∼ ne ‘in, on’. This construction has been
mentioned for some metaphorical body parts (see Section 3.3.2) such as ‘calf’ and
‘biceps’ literally meaning ‘the banana of/on his leg/arm’ (42) and indirectly marked
with the possessive linkers ne ∼ ni.33

33 The possessive linker ne does not host possessive suffixes in any of the ZY lects, while it does in
Cèmuhî and Nemi.
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(42) a. pò-mugo ni kòò-ny [PA], pò-mugo ne kòò-ny [BO]
fruit-banana LNK leg-POSS.1SG
‘my calf’

b. wa-aazo ni kòò-n [PA]
tendon-chief LNK leg-POSS.3SG
‘his Achilles’ tendon’

These possessive linkers ne∼ ni are further discussed in relation to alternate parts-of-
wholes constructions in Section 5.3.

These linkers could reflect the POc associative linker *ni (Lichtenberk 1985a;
Lynch 1996), or a former genitive *NV linker. Cognate forms are attested in various
New Caledonian languages. Compare ‘the bark of the tree’ in three northern lan-
guages in (43): the nasal linker is reflected as -n in Nemi (NEM); in NEL, it is integrated
in the head noun and marked by regressive nasalization of its final vowel; it is
dropped in GO and PA, and the part-of-whole relation is directly marked.

(43) NEM cii-n ceec ‘the bark of the tree’ (Ozanne-Rivierre 1991: 332–333)
NEL cîî ciic ‘the bark of the tree’

(the unpossessed form with the absolute suffix is cii-t ‘skin, bark’)
GO PA ci cee ‘the bark of the tree’

(the unpossessed form with the absolute suffix is cii-n [PA] ‘skin, bark’)

Cognate possessive linkers are ne in Caac, la in Nyelâyu (44a), le in Nemi (44b), they
are homophonous with locative prepositions;34 some of these morphemes host
possessive suffixes.

(44) a. NYE ye-la habwan
sleeve-POSS.LNK clothes
‘the sleeve of the clothes’
theunpossessed formwith the absolute suffix is ye-r (sleeve-CST) ‘sleeve’
(Ozanne-Rivierre 1998: 36)

b. NEM cee le gi
wood LNK axe
‘the handle of the axe’
(Ozanne-Rivierre 1991: 331)

In Cèmuhî (Rivierre 1980: 152–157), various possessive linkers, nè-, ko-, hê-,35 indi-
cating inclusion and parts-of-whole relationship, host possessive suffixes. CÈM nè-

34 Prepositions hosting possessive suffixes and having locative, benefactive, possessive functions
are common in northern Kanak languages.
35 Thepossessive linkerhê- (probably originating froma locative prepositionhê- ‘in’withhigh tone)marks
parts-of-whole or body-part relationship, as in amo hê-n ‘its post’ (of a house) (Ozanne-Rivierre 1991: 328).
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only marks relationships between inanimate nouns, as in ZY; Cèmuhî and Nemi
ko ∼ xo ‘on’mark indirect objects and possession, as in (45). The indirect possessive
linkers (x)o, (w)o in ZY have the same origin, and similar functions, but do not host
possessive suffixes and are restricted to inanimate possessors (see (41)).

(45) a. CÈM cinu ko-n
illness LNK-POSS.3SG
‘his illness’ (Rivierre 1980)

b. NEM dama xo-ng ; wâ xo hiu-ng
chief LNK-POSS.1SG vein LNK hand-POSS.1SG
‘my chief’ ‘the vein on my hand’
(Ozanne-Rivierre 1991)

4 Kinship terms: split possessive constructions

The semantic category of kinship terms is generally considered criterial for the
notion of inalienable possession; yet in many Oceanic languages as well as cross-
linguistically, kinship terms and parts-of-whole terms may be split and marked
differently in a given language. Nichols and Bickel (2005) and Chappell andMcGregor
(1996: 8–9) discuss cases of languages where only subsets of kin terms, body part and
spatial terms are treated as inalienable, which is also true of ZY.

In ZY, kinship terms are split over the three possessee classes: some are directly
possessed bound nouns, some are directly possessed free nouns, and some are
indirectly possessed free nouns. The conceptual divide falls between address and
reference terms; reference terms are, with a few exceptions, directly possessed, like
‘father’, ‘mother’, ‘child’, ‘siblings’, ‘spouse’, ‘nephews and nieces’, ‘maternal uncle’,
‘great-grandfather’, ‘grandchildren’, ‘brother in law’, ‘son-in-law’, ‘daughter-in-law’.
Address terms that are normally non-possessedmay be used as reference terms, they
are then indirectly possessed, as in (46b).

(46) a. õã-nu [GO], õõ-ny [PA] ‘my mother, my maternal aunt’
b. nyãnyã i je [GO], nyãnyã i ye [PA] ‘his mum, his maternal auntie’

In the case of ‘mother’, the address term nyãnyã may be used as a hypocoristic
reference term in relation to a child (i.e., ‘where’s his mum?’ rather than ‘where’s his
mother ?’).

Among former terms of address fully conventionalized as reference terms, some
are directly possessed like caaça ‘dad, father’ (47a), while others are indirectly
possessed like wha ‘grandpa, grandfather’ (48a)–(48b). The respective reference
terms are directly possessed like kêê-nu ‘my father’ and kibu-nu [GO] ‘my
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grandfather, ancestor’, but their use is restricted to ceremonial speeches when kin
relations are reminisced (49).

(47) a. caaça-nu [GO] ‘my father, my dad’
b. caaça ẽnõ=ã ‘this child’s father/dad’ (lit. father child=this)

(48) a. wha i nu [GO] ‘my grandpa/grandfather’
b. wha i ẽnõ=ã ‘this child’s grandpa/grandfather’

(49) Gele la kêê-laa mãni kibu-laa.
be.LOC ART.PL father-POSS.3PL and grandfather-POSS.3PL
‘Their fathers and grandfathers were there.’

Similarly, gèè ‘grandma, grandmother’, an address term that has become the new
reference term,36 is indirectly possessed as gèè i nu ‘my grandma∼my grandmother’;
on the other hand, the reference term for ‘grandchild’ is directly possessed, niila-nu
[GO] ‘my grandchild(ren)’, showing that distinctions are not in terms of the gener-
ation gap, nor in terms of distance to ego. The same is true of NEL (Bril 2002: 367);
Ozanne-Rivierre (1991: 323) discusses similar facts in other Kanak languages.

A possible functional explanation is that an address term is generally not
possessed unless it is used or conventionalized as a reference term; it then joins one
of the two noun classes, directly or indirectly possessed. The selected class might
correlate with the notion of frequency asymmetry (Greenberg 1966), further dis-
cussed by Haspelmath (2017: 203), according to which when a split in grammatical
form occurs “ the less frequent pattern tends to be overtly coded (or codedwithmore
coding material), while the more frequent pattern tends to be zero-coded (or coded
with less coding material)”. Frequency might thus explain why caaça ‘dad, father’ in
ZY is directly possessed, while wha ‘grandpa/grandfather’ is indirectly possessed
(i.e., with more coding). The indirectly possessed nyãnyã i je ‘his mum’ in (47b) does
not contradict the frequency asymmetry, since it is in competition with the
commonly used reference term õã- ‘mother’, and since the two words retain the
coding split. On the other hand, in the case of ‘father’, the address term caaça tends to
replace the reference term kêê which is restricted to ceremonial contexts, and has
taken over its usage and its direct coding (see Example (49)). Thus, the split possessive
constructions of kinship term in ZY is not based on the semantics of (in)alienability,
but on structural properties, distinguishing address terms from reference terms.

There are additional reasons for such splits, some are diachronic, and others are
morphosyntactic. For instance, the term referring to the mother’s clan is an

36 In other languages, there are two words for grandmother: in Nyelâyu gèè is the address term
(Ozanne-Rivierre 1998: 172), the reference term is wa thaamwa (lit. grandparent woman).
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indirectly possessed deverbal noun (50), while other reference kinship terms on the
mother’s side are direct, such as the maternal uncle èvwööni-nu [GO], pööni-ny [PA]
‘my maternal uncle’.37

(50) a-çabò i hã
AGT-NMLZ-raise PREP 1PL.INCL
‘our maternal kins’

A possible explanation is that the noun a-çabò is derived from an intransitive verb,38

and is indirectly possessed (see Section 7). This is a case where morphosyntax drives
possessee class assignment.

To summarize, the split observed with kinship terms in ZY mostly correlates
with their being either reference or address terms, and with processes of possessee
class change, not with the semantics of (in)alienable possession. In Ajië (Houailou,
south New Caledonia, La Fontinelle 1972; Lichtenberk 1985a: 125), kinship terms are
also split between those that are directly and indirectly marked ‘without any clear
semantic reason’ in Lichtenberk’s view; for instance ‘mother’ is directly possessed,
but ‘father’ is indirectly possessed; ‘child’ is directly possessed, but ‘son’ is indirectly
possessed.

In Fijian (Geraghty 1983; Pawley and Sayaba 1990) also note some arbitrary
splits of kinship terms over two constructions with no clear semantic grounds,
which Pawley and Sayaba (1990: 158) explain by the fact that some of these
“kinship terms came to be used fairly recently” and were originally names for
parts-of-whole.

5 Alternate direct, semi-direct and indirect
constructions of parts-of-whole relations

It has been argued that possessee class membership is usually unique in ZY and that
alternate possessive constructions are mostly restricted to parts-of-whole (mero-
nymic) relations, to which we now turn. A few nouns occurring in constructions
expressing parts-of-whole have (i) direct or semi-direct (with the suffix –a) con-
structions, (ii) semi-direct and classifier constructions, or (iii) semi-direct and indi-
rect constructions with the possessive linkers ne ∼ ni ∼ na. These alternate
constructions depend on the range of conceptual and semantic relations stored in the

37 The paternal uncle (father’s brother) is called ‘father’.
38 The verb cabo means ‘rise’ (including the sun), ‘emerge, appear’.
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lexicon for a given lexeme and express different types of relationships andmeanings.
Importantly, these nouns do not pertain to a distinct possessee noun class from those
already presented.

These constructions generally reflect former Proto-Oceanic possessive linkers
used for meronymic relations; the semi-direct construction is marked by the suffix –
a, a now accreted possessive linker that is possibly cognate with POc *ka2, a marker
of uncontrolled, subordinate possessive relation (Pawley 1973: 162). For instance,
Manam has a reflex -Ɂa for inalienable constructions in which the possessor is a part
or a source of the possessee (Lichtenberk 1985b: 295).

5.1 Alternate direct and semi-direct parts-of-whole relations

Some directly possessed nouns have an alternate semi-direct construction denoting
some parts-of-whole or some property of the possessee; they generally express re-
lations of a more transient, more contingent nature than the direct possessive con-
structions, and they aremarked by the suffix –a (with the possible insertion of a glide
-(w) between adjacent vowels).

For instance, mõlò ‘life’ is directly possessed asmõlò-nu [GO] ‘my existence, my
life’, while the constructions with -(w)a expresses a distinct type of relation and has a
slightly different meaning, as mõlò-(w)a ‘way of life’ in (51).

(51) Mõlò-(w)a kêê-ã mãni kibu-ã. [GO]
existence-LNK39 father-POSS.1PL.INCL and grand-father-POSS.1PL.INCL
‘The way-of-life of our fathers and grand-fathers.’

Similarly the noun dou ‘envelope, moult’ is directly possessed as a body-part in dou-n
[PA] ‘his (bodily) envelope’, and in dou pwaji ‘the crab’s discarded carapace’; but it is
markedby the suffix -a indou-(w)ahêgi [dowahêŋgi] [GOPA] ‘the casing of thevaluables’
referring to a man-made case. Also consider the meronymic relations in (52).

(52) a. dra-(w)a yaai [GO] ‘the ashes of the fire’ (dra ‘ash, soot’, yaai ‘fire’)
b. dra-(w)a dröö [GO] ‘the soot of the pot’ (dröö ‘pot’)
c. nhe-(w)a-wõ40 [GO] ‘the sail of the boat’ (nhe ‘a sail’, wõ ‘boat’)

In NEL, the suffix –a is only used with non-human modifiers (Bril 2013), but Zuanga-
Yuanga has no such restriction; the coding split with parts-of-whole is not condi-
tioned by the possessor’s animacy, but by the kind of relation at hand.

39 This possessive “linker” indicates a non-permanent relation between possessee and possessor.
40 Compare with the compound wony nhe ‘sail-boat’.
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5.2 Alternate semi-direct and classifier constructions for parts-
of-whole relations

A few nouns have an alternate semi-direct construction or an indirect classifier
construction. One such case is hênu [GO], hînu [PA] ‘image, shadow’ (POc *qanunu
‘shadow, reflection, soul’); its semi-direct construction with a possessive pronominal
suffix or a nominal possessor, as in (53a) to (53d), often expresses subordinate,
transient parts-of-whole relations or temporary images, reflections, shadows,
shades; in (53d) the eye shade is temporary protection for the eye, distinct from the
directly possessed body part ci-mee-nu [GO] (skin-eye-POSS.1SG) ‘my eye-lid’.

(53) a. Nu nõõle hênu-a-je nani vea. [GO]
1SG see.TR image-LNK-POSS.3SG LOC glass
‘I saw his reflection in the window-pane.’

b. hînu-a-ny [PA] ; hênu-a-nu [GO]
image-LNK-POSS.1SG image-LNK-POSS.1SG
‘my image, reflection, shadow, photo’ (representing me)

c. hînu-a cee [PA]
shadow-LNK tree
‘the shadow/shade of the tree’

d. hênu-a me [GO]
shade-LNK eye
‘eye shade’ (usually made from a leaf) (me ‘eye’)

On the other hand, hênu is possessed with the classifier noun pòi- which denotes
some creation, an image taken by the photographer in (54).

(54) Pòi-ny nhye hînu. [PA]
CL:child-POSS.1SG this image
‘This is my photo.’ (shot by me)

These distinctions are common in Oceanic languages; in Motu (Lichtenberk 1985a:
109), a similar distinction is expressed with a classifier when some form of author-
ship is implied, and by direct possession otherwise.

(55) a. Morea e-na sivarai.
Morea CL-POSS.3SG story
‘Morea’s story.’ (that he told)

b. Morea sivarai-na.
Morea story-POSS.3SG
‘Morea’s story.’ (about him)
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5.3 Alternate semi-direct and indirect constructions of parts-
of-wholes

A few nouns, mostly expressing parts-of-wholes, have alternate semi-direct and
indirect possessive constructions with the possessive linkers ne ∼ ni (discussed in
Section 3.4), expressing different relations and semantics.

Consider for instance the noun gu [GO], gun [PA, BO] ‘noise, din’; its indirect
construction as gu ne chiò [GO] ‘the noise of the bucket’ (chiò ‘bucket’) refers to a
noise caused by some external agent and involving the head noun. On the other hand,
a noise inherently emanating from an entity and considered as a part of it, is marked
with –a as in gun-a loto [GO BO] ‘the noise of the car’; it can also be directly possessed
as in (56), but the form gunè-n might result from the accreted possessive linker ne
hosting a possessive suffix as in other Kanak languages:

(56) Novwö gunè-n,41 e gun whã nhyô. [PA]
THEM sound-POSS.3SG 3SG sound be.like thunder
‘As for its sound, it sounds like the thunder.’

Accreted linkers are the source of stem allomorphies, some of which were discussed
in Section 2.2.4; they are possible causes for changes of possessive constructions and
possessee classes.

Metaphorical body-partswerementioned tobe indirectlymarkedby a linkerne∼ni
in Section 3.4. Another case is that of wa [GO], wal [PA] ‘liana, rope, band’, whose
semantics extends metaphorically to body-parts meaning ‘tendon, artery, vein, muscle’,
indirectly marked by ne ∼ ni as in (57a)–(57b). This stands in contrast with directly
possessed compoundnouns denoting artefacts or body-ornaments, inwhichwa(l)has its
basic meaning ‘rope, band’ as in (58). Metaphorical relations are thus marked as more
distant, while non-metaphoricalmeanings occur in directly possessed compoundnouns.

(57) a. wa ne hii-nu [GO]
rope LNK arm-POSS.1SG
‘my arm muscles’

b. wa ni bwèèdrò-nu [GO]
rope LNK forehead-POSS.1SG
‘the vein(s) on my forehead’

(58) a. wa-bwèèdrò-li [GO]
band-forehead-POSS.3DU
‘their head-bands’

41 Thus from a hypothesized #gu ne-n to the PA form gunè-n ‘his/her/its noise’.
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b. wa-hii-je [GO]
band-arm-POSS.3SG
‘his arm’s bracelet’

Similar alternate constructions occur in NEL, between indirectly marked meta-
phorical body parts in (59a) and the semi-direct possession of body ornaments in
(59b).

(59) a. wat na bwee-ny [NEL]
rope LOC top-POSS.1SG
‘my veins’
(Bril 2000: 350)

b. war-a bwaa-hli [NEL]
band-LNK head-POSS.3DU
‘their head-bands’
(Bril 2013: 79)

On the other hand, it is directly possessed when used with its basic sense of ‘rope,
liana’:

(60) [GO] wa ; wazi-nu42 ‘my rope, my liana’
[PA BO] wal ; wali-ny ‘my rope, my liana’
[NEL] wat ; wale-ny ‘my belt’

To summarize, these alternate direct, semi-direct and indirect constructions and
their semantics only occur in parts-of-whole relations and are restricted to a few
nouns. They show some correlation between their formal coding and the semantic
feature of the relations at hand. The semi-direct constructions with the accreted
suffix -a tend to express contingent, transient part-of-whole relations, while the
indirect constructions with the prepositional linkers ne ∼ ni express extraneous and
metaphorical part-of-whole relations.

6 Constructions of non-possessible nouns

Non-possessible nouns are of interest inasmuch as they trigger specific constructions.
They usually pertain to the natural world (stars, sea, etc.), to natural phenomena

42 POc *waRoc ‘rope, vein, tendon’ is reflected bywal [PA, BO],wa [GO] (nofinal consonant) andwat
[NEL]. POc final *-s, *-c * is reflected by /-l/ [PA, BO], and by /-t/ [NEL] which only has final stops. In the
possessed form, the consonant is inmedial position, and is then reflected as -l- [PA, BO], -z- [ð] [GO], -l-
or -r- [NEL] (Bril 2020: 209).
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(thunder, storm, etc.), and are also superordinate nouns denoting materials such as dili
‘soil’, cee ‘wood’, karòò ‘coral’, etc. They also include generic human nouns like êgu
‘person’ or nouns denoting human categories distinguished by age group, like ẽnõ ‘child
(by age)’, or by gender like êmwê(n) ‘male, man’, and specifying some attributes. These
nouns usually occur as compound nouns whose possession requires stem repetition.

For instance, dili ‘soil’ is non-possessible, only compound nouns like mwa dili
‘mud house’ can be possessed by repeating the stem as inmwa dili mõ-nu (lit. house-
mudhouse-my) [GO] ‘mymudhouse’ (**mwa-dili-nu is ungrammatical, so is **mõ-nu
dili).43 The head noun must be repeated, possibly under distinct stems as in the case
of mwa ‘house’ which is possessed with the stem mõ- (see Section 2.2.3).

Similarly, since cee ‘tree, wood’ is non-possessible, compound nouns like wõ-cee
‘wooden boat’ can only be possessed by repeating the head noun (**wõ-cee-nu is
ungrammatical), as in wõ-cee wõjo-nu [GO] (lit. boat-wood boat-my) ‘my wooden
boat’, here again with the allomorphic possessed stem wõjo- (see Section 2.2.2). The
noun phò-cee ‘load ofwood’must be possessedwith the classifier phò- ‘load’ as in (61),
(**phò-cee-nu is ungrammatical).

(61) phò-nu phò-cee [GO]
CL:load-POSS.1SG load-wood
‘my bundle/load of wood’

By contrast, compound nouns in which the modifier is possessible, like the directly
possessed noun mõã ‘left-overs’, allow a direct construction as ke-mõã-nu [GO] (lit.
basket-left.overs-my) ‘my basket of left-overs’.

In ZY, the constructions with repeated stems have a different word order from
that of possessive classifier constructions; in repeated stem constructions, the
compound noun is followed by the possessed noun stem as in wõ-cee wõjo-nu ‘my
wooden boat’ (compound-N + N-POSSESSOR), while classifier constructions display the
reverse order as CL-POSS.SUF + POSSESSEE, as in (61). By contrast, they have the same order
inNEL, as shownby the repeated stem construction in (62); these constructionsmight
potentially give rise to new classifiers.

(62) Waja-ny wany-hnap.44 [NEL]
boat-POSS.1SG boat-sail
‘My sail-boat.’
(Bril 2013: 72)

43 Compare with the construction in NEL: mwa-n mwa doo (lit. house-POSS.3SG house mud) ‘his mud
house’ (Bril 2002: 368).
44 The NEL compoundwany-hnap cannot be directly possessed, but requires the repetition of ‘boat’
under its possessed form.
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Discussing classifiers in Mirityabin (Brinken subgroup, Australia), and repeated
forms such as yeli-melten yeli yikin ‘my digging-stick (lit. stick+digging-stick
stick+my), Corbett (1991: 140) considers such constructions as a possible incipient
system of agreement between the classifier and the possessed noun, and a possible
incipient gender/agreement system if the form is repeated, for instance onto a pos-
sessive adjective or an adjective: “agreement is the means by which gender is real-
ized and it shows great variety, both in the types of elementwhich can carry a gender
agreement marker and in the formal means employed.” (Corbett 1991: 143). But in
NEL and ZY, these repeated forms are much too sporadic to warrant considering
them as an incipient gender agreement system; they simply allow the adnominal
possessive construction of non-possessible nouns and are explained by morpho-
syntactic reasons.

7 Nominalizations and their adnominal possessive
constructions

Deverbal nouns are yet another domain featuring adnominal possessive construc-
tions, in which the participants are encoded as possessors in similar ways as with
underived nouns. In ZY, the common nominalizers are:
– baa- deriving instruments: baa-kido [PA] (lit. INSTR.NMLZ-drink) ‘bowl, glass’
– me- for action nominalization
– mhenõõ- for locative nominalization
– a- for actor/agent nominalization: a-vhaa (lit. AGT.NMLZ-speak) ‘chatter-box’.

Instrument nominalizations are derived by baa-, as in (63a), in which the derived
noun baa-pe-nhuã has a direct possessor suffix –õ ‘our’ referring to the reciprocal
participants. Compare with the verbal construction with coreferential subject and
object pronouns in (63b).

(63) a. Mõ naa mwã nhye khõbwe baa-pe-nhuã-õ. [GO]
1TRI.INCL give SEQ this say INSTR.NMLZ-REC-release-POSS.1TRI.INCL
‘We then give this to serve as our way of taking leave from each other.’

b. Mõ pe-nhuã-iõ. [GO]
1TRI.INCL REC-release-1TRI.INCL
‘We release each other.’ (lit. we release us)

Action nominalizations with me- and a derived transitive verb are generally
impersonal constructions with an unexpressed agent; the patient of the derived
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noun is the direct possessive modifier as in (64a), compared with the verbal con-
struction in (64b).

(64) a. Whaya me-cimwî pwaji ? [PA]
how NMLZ-catch crab
‘How are crabs caught ?’ (lit. how is the catching of crab ?)

b. Lha cimwî pwaji. [PA]
3PL catch crab
‘They catch (the) crabs.’

A similar construction is shown in (65) in Loniu (Admiralties) “where a nominalized
transitive verb is directly possessed by its absolutive argument and may also be
indirectly possessed by its ergative argument” (Palmer 2008: 136).

(65) [ta-ya pwɛlɛyah] a yo.
[catch-NMLZ parrotfish LOC I
‘my [area for] catching parrotfish’ (lit. ‘parrotfish’s catching of mine’)
(Hamel 1994:79, cited in Palmer 2008: 136).

On the other hand, in ZY, deverbal nouns derived from intransitive verbs or from
verbs detransitivized by the suffixes vwo [GO] ∼ vwu [PA]45 take the actor as their
possessivemodifier. Interestingly, the actormodifier is indirect (i çö) in GO (66), but it
is directly marked by a possessive suffix -n in PA (67), a probable consequence of the
fact that the detransitivizer vwu has preserved nominal properties and a possessive
suffix, which are lost in GO, thus favoring the indirect possessor marking in GO.

(66) Kavwö nu trõne-kaamweni me-nee-vwo i çö. [GO]
NEG 1SG hear-understand NMLZ-do-DETR PREP 2SG
‘I do not understand your way of doing (things)’.

(67) Yala xa poo xa whaya me-nee-vwuu-n. [PA]
name DET thing also manner NMLZ-do-DETR-POSS.3SG
‘It’s the name of something and also of his manner of doing (things).’

The possessive constructions of deverbal nouns correlate with diathetic alternations
promoting and encoding either the actor (of intransitive verbs) or the patient (of
transitive verbs) as the prime possessor. Similar constructions occur in Nêlêmwa46

(Bril 2002: 375–377, 2013: 83–84).

45 These detransitivizing morphemes probably originate from the noun po, pu ‘thing’.
46 In NEL, the NMLZ prefixes are baa- instrument, u- action NMLZ, hna- locative NMLZ, aa- actor/agent
NMLZ.
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Nominalized stative and intransitive verbs occur (i) with direct possessive
constructions (68a)–(68b), (ii) with the semi-direct –a marker (69)–(71), or (iii) with
indirect possessors (72)–(73). In (68a), the possessive suffix denoting the experiencer
is directly suffixed, in (68b) the adnominal possessor mõ-xabu is also direct.

(68) a. Me-khinu-je [GO]
NMLZ-sick-POSS.3SG
‘his suffering/disease’

b. Haze me-trabwa mõ-xabu. [GO]
different NMLZ-sit house-sacred
‘The shape of the temple is different/strange.’

On the other hand, temporary properties of nouns derived from stative verbsmay be
marked by the semi-direct –a construction of uncontrolled possession, denoting for
instance some container-contained relation as in (69)–(70) or some transient prop-
erty as in (71).

(69) Mhenõõ-yuu-(w)a kãgu êgu mãla mã. [GO]
NMLZ-stay-LNK spirit person these.PL dead
‘The dwelling of the spirit of the dead people.’

(70) Me-kinu-(w)a nõ mwa. [GO]
NMLZ-warm-LNK interior house
‘The warmth inside the house.’ (lit. the warmth of the interior of the house)

(71) Nõõli me-phû-(w)a dònò. [GO]
look.TR NMLZ-blue-LNK sky
‘Look at the blue of the sky !’

The following stative deverbal nouns denoting a property are indirectly marked by i
(+animate possessor), (x)o or (w)o with inanimate possessors.

(72) a. … pune me-piça (x)o/(w)o bwaa-je. [GO]
cause NMLZ-hard PREP head-POSS.3SG
‘…due to his stubbornness.’ (lit. due to the toughness of his head)

b. Me-yuu i je. [GO]
NMLZ-stay PREP 3SG
‘his way of life’ (lit. way of staying).

(73) Kavwö nu trõne-kaamweni me-vhaa i la. [GO]
NEG 1SG hear-understand NMLZ-speak PREP 3PL
‘I do not understand their speeches/words.’
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To sum up, deverbal nouns derived from intransitive and stative verbs may occur
with the semi-direct –a construction denoting transient properties, or with indirect
possessive construction, while nouns derived from two-argument verbs have the
direct and indirect possessive patterns.47

8 Spatial nouns and their adnominal possessive
constructions

Nouns denoting spatial relations (under, above, to the side of, in the middle of, etc.)
are directly possessed; some of these span into time relations. Some are bound nouns
with the CST –n suffix in PA and BO (like murò-n, hulò-n, bala-n, gòò-n in (74a) to
(74d)).

(74) a. murò-n [BO] ‘behind, after him’ (‘its hind part’)
b. hulò-n [BO] ‘the endpoint, extremity’ (of a long or high object)

hulò de [GO] ‘the end of the road’, hulò cee [PA] ‘the top of the tree’
c. bala-n [PA] ‘extremity, endpoint’

bala-khò [PA] ‘the limit of the ploughing’ (where one stopped)
bala-pho [GO] ‘the limit of the weaving’ (where it is interrupted)

d. gòò-n [PA BO], gòò [GO]
ni gòò-n [PA] ‘in its middle’

Some of these locative nouns have personal possessors: gòò-ny [PA] ‘my waist’;
kòlò-nu [GO], kòlò-ny [PA] ‘at my place, at home’. Some originate in and are se-
mantic extensions of body-parts, like bwa ‘head’, kaça ‘hind part’ (75a), kai ‘back’
(75b).

(75) a. E phu kaça-je ! [GO]
3SG fly back-POSS.3SG
‘He flies behind him.’

b. Ge je kai-nu. [GO] ∼ Ge je kai-ny. [PA]
be.LOC 3SG back-POSS.1SG be.LOC 3SG back-POSS.1SG
‘He is behind me, after me’ (lit. he is back-my)

These locative nouns may combine to denote sub-parts of body parts, for instance:

47 See Palmer (2008: 131–137) for an analysis of the possessive constructions of nominalizations in
various Oceanic languages.
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(76) bwa-xaça hii-je [GO] (lit. top-back hand-his) ‘the back of his hand’
bwa-xaça kòò-je [GO] (lit. top-back foot-his) ‘the top of his foot’ (vs. the sole).

9 Quantifier nouns and their adnominal
possessive constructions

As in Nêlêmwa (Bril 2002: 391–396), quantifier nouns expressing parts-of-whole re-
lations (e.g., a part of, amount of, the whole of) have direct or indirect possessive
constructions, depending on their possessee class. No construction with the suffix –a
was found.

Among directly possessed quantifiers, some are bound nouns displaying the CST
-n in PA, BO (lost in GO): e.g.,mhava-n [PA],mhava [GO] ‘piece, part of’ in (77a); ãbaa
‘some’ (77b); kôgò-n [PA BO] in (78); jiu-n ‘the whole’ [PA] in (79).

(77) a. mhava gò [PA] ‘a piece of bamboo’ (gò ‘bamboo’)
b. ãbaa-laa [GO] (lit. some-POSS.3PL) ‘some of them’

(78) Gaa mwêênò kôgò-n a48 hovwo. [PA BO]
still remain left-over-CST EP food
‘There is still left-overs of food.’

(79) Kavwö nu khõbwe jiu-n. [PA]
NEG 1SG say whole-CST
‘I haven’t said the whole of it.’

The quantifier noun phavwu [GO] ‘numerous’ is an indirectly possessed noun:
phavwu i la ‘they are in great number’ (lit. a great number of them).

10 Modal nouns and their adnominal possessive
constructions

As in Nêlêmwa (Bril 2002: 229–239), various nouns encode some modalities listed in
Table 4. All are directly possessed nouns; they are bound nouns occurring with the
absolute suffix –n in PA and BO, with the absolute suffix -t in NEL, and with the
absolute suffix –r in Nyelâyu (YAL) (Ozanne-Rivierre 1998: 37).

48 The vowel is epenthetic and avoids having two consonants in contact.
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As amodal noun, jaxa-n [PA BO], jaxa- [GO] ‘size,measure’ expresses ability (80a)
and epistemic meaning (80b); the possessive pronoun refers to the argument
endowedwith the ability to act (80a) or to the argument possibly affected by the event
(80b); the possessive pronounmay be ellipted if referential as in (80b).49 Thesemodal
nouns may function as predicates often heading complement clauses marked by the
conjunctions vwö (80) or na (84a).

(80) a. Kavwö jaxa-je vwö e zòò. [GO]
NEG measure-POSS.3SG CONJ 3SG swim
‘He can’t swim.’ (lit. it is not his measure to swim)

b. Za jaxa-(laa) vwö lha za mã ! [GO]
ASS measure-(POSS.3PL) CONJ 3PL ASS die
‘They could/might have died.’

Ai-n ‘heart, will, desire’, expresses a wish as in (81a)–(81b) and heads a complement
clause. The possessive pronoun refers to the experiencer of the wish.

(81) a. Ai-nu vwö pe-mhe-õ. [GO]
will-POSS.1SG CONJ REC-stroll-POSS.3TRI
‘I’d like us to go together.’

b. Ai-m da ? – Ai-ny u nu a. [PA]
will-POSS.2SG what? will-POSS.1SG CONJ 1SG leave
‘What do you want ? – ‘I want to leave.’

The noun phò-n ‘load’, also used as a possessive classifier, also means ‘mission, duty’
by metaphoric extension as in (82a)–(82b), and it has some deontic meaning, as in
(82c), where no ambiguous notion of carried load is involved.

Table : Modal nouns in some northern Kanak languages.

GO PA BO NEL YAL

Measure, ability, possibility’ jaxa-(n) jaxa-t jaxa-r
Will, heart, desire ai-(n) awa-t ayua-
Load, duty, mission phò- fha-t phaa-r
Mission, duty nobwò- hnabwa-t maalâ-
Interdiction kêbwa khera-t

49 Jaxa- also means ‘enough’ in some contexts such as gu jaxa ! [GO] ‘it’s enough !’ (lit. truly the
measure).
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(82) a. Novwö phò-je na xòlò Treã-ma ça a-phe-fhaa. [GO]
as.for load-POSS.3SG LOC side chief-ASSOC TPC NMLZ-carry-speech
‘As for his mission towards the chief, it’s to be the messenger.’

b. Da nye phò-çö nani jenã ? [GO]
what? that load-POSS.2SG LOC that
‘What are your meddling in that for ?’ (lit. what’s your duty in that ?)

c. Phò-m a tha kui. [PA]
load-POSS.2SG EP dig.up yam
‘You have to dig up yams.’ (lit. your duty is that ?)

The noun nobwò- ‘task, duty’ [GO] can also have deontic usage:

(83) Nobwò-nu vwö nu na cee-je mõnõ. [GO]
duty-POSS.1SG CONJ 1SG give starch.food-POSS.3SG tomorrow
‘I must (lit. my duty is to) give him starch-food tomorrow.’

The noun kêbwa-n is a negative deontic modal noun expressing interdiction.

(84) a. Kêbwa-n na jo po khõbwe mwã. [PA BO]
ban-CST COMP 2SG ATTEN say ASS

‘You mustn’t say anything at all.’
b. Kêbwa ubò pwaa ! [GO]

ban exit.house outside
‘Don’t go outside !’

11 Conclusions

It has been argued that direct and indirect possessive constructions in ZY show some
broad but inconsistent correlation with the semantic notions of (in)alienability and
that the terms (in)alienable are best considered as labels for structural types of
possessive marking (i.e., direct or indirect), but they do not provide a fully predict-
able semantic characterization of possession.

This claim is supported by the fact that nouns denoting kinship and, to a lesser
degree, body parts, are split over the two types of constructions; the split for kinship
terms is between reference and address terms, not according to semantic notions
such as close versus distant kinship types. The split for body-part nouns is between
directly possessed dedicated body terms and indirectly possessedmetaphorical body
terms, the former being the most common. Apart from the directly and indirectly
possessed noun classes, another smaller class of nouns contains those that are
indirectly possessed with classifiers, and an even smaller one is that of non-
possessible nouns which require stem repetition when they occur in possessed noun
compounds. Despite some stem allomorphies attributable to diachronic processes
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(discussed in Section 2.2), direct possessive constructions are fairly straightforward,
and so are indirect constructions.

Nouns usually belong to a unique possessee class, direct, or indirect; alternate
possessive constructions are mostly restricted to parts-of-whole (meronymic) re-
lations, some of which may have direct and indirect constructions expressing
different types of relations and distinct meanings. Indirect part-of-whole construc-
tionswith the possessive linkers ni∼ ne denote extraneous ormetaphorical relations.
A few directly possessed nouns may have an alternate semi-direct construction
marked by the accreted possessive linker –a, expressing a more transient or
contingent part-of-whole relation than the one expressed by the direct construction.

In other Oceanic languages with similar constructions, these alternate con-
structions with different meanings are rightly called associative possessive relations
by Lichtenberk (2001) and relational constructions by Pawley and Sayaba (1990: 169).

As in ZY, possessed nouns belong to fairly rigid classes in Xârâcùù (south New
Caledonia, Moyse-Faurie 1995: 21), but not all Oceanic languages share this feature, in
Manam (Lichtenberk 1985b), many nouns have direct or indirect possessive con-
structions with semantic differences (inherent vs. contingent), independently from
possessee noun classes.

As shown in Table 5, the direct and indirect possessive constructions are the
most common, also reaching into the domain of quantifier nouns; on the other hand,
modal and spatial nouns only belong to the class of directly possessed nominals. The
semi-direct –a construction occurs in parts-of-whole relations and for possessed
deverbal nouns derived from intransitive and stative verbs.

Table : Types of possessive adnominal constructions in ZY: A summary.

DIRECT INDIRECT SEMI-DIRECTwith -a

Directly possessed nouns +
Indirectly possessed nouns +
Possessive classifiers Hybrid: directly possessed CLASS,

indirectly possessed noun
Body-parts + Metaphorical

terms
Kinship Reference

terms
Address terms

Meronyms (varying with possessee’s class or
relation)

+ + +

Nominalizations + + Intrans. & stative
verbs

Spatial nouns +
Quantifier nouns + +
Modal nouns +
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Linguistic change reshapes systems and re-assigns nouns within possessee
classes, sometimes causing depletion or loss of some of these classes. For instance,
the loss of all final consonants in GO resulted in the loss of bound nouns in that lect;
besides, the loss of the original pronominal possessive suffixes in GO also tends to
blur possessee class distinctions in this lect. This highlights the role of morpho-
syntactic factors in class (re)assignment, whichmay lead to structural reorganization
and to fading correlations with (in)alienability distinction, even though, as often
noted, the direct ∼ indirect dichotomy in Oceanic languages may have been
semantically based. Language change within the ZY lects, and more broadly among
the other northern Kanak languages, also results in divergent class reassignment of
some nouns, as illustrated by the noun ‘blood’ which is directly possessed in ZY and
Nyelâyu, but indirectly possessed in NEL.

Taking a broader Austronesian perspective, the structural direct ∼ indirect di-
chotomy and its (in)alienability correlation is an innovation found in Oceanic lan-
guages, with some precursors in Eastern Indonesia and in some Eastern Malayo-
Polynesian languages of South Halmahera and West New Guinea (Donohue and
Schapper 2008: 318–319), but it is lacking in many western Austronesian languages.
Among Oceanic languages, these possessive systems undergo ongoing changes, in-
novations and losses, a sign of their plasticity.

Abbreviations

ASS assertive
ASSOC associative
ATTEN attenuative
CST construct suffix
CL classifier
CONJ conjunction
CONT container
DET determiner
DETR detransitivizer
DU dual
DYA dyadic marker
EP epenthetic vowel
EXS existential verb
FR free pronoun
INCL inclusive
INTR intransitive
LOC locative
NEG negation
NMLZ nominalization
POSS possessive
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PREP preposition
REC reciprocal
REL relative marker
TPC topic
TR transitive
TRI trial
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Abstract: This article focuses on possession marking in Piaroa, a Jodï-Sáliban lan-
guage spoken along the Middle Orinoco River on the Venezuelan-Colombian border.
Based on a corpus of first-hand fieldwork data and building on previous descriptions
of Piaroa possession, I show that Piaroa nouns can be divided into four main pos-
sessive noun classes based not only on the alienability (i.e., obligatorily possessed vs.
optionally possessed) contrast but also based on construction types (i.e., directly
possessed vs. indirectly possessed). This article thus contributes to our crosslinguistic
understanding of possession constructions and possessive noun classes by showing
that alienability is not a sufficient criterion to account for the different possessive
classes and splits in Piaroa adnominal possessive constructions, which require
positing two concurrent but distinct systems of possessive classification.

Keywords: alienability; genitive classifiers; (in)direct possession; Jodï-Sáliban; Piaroa;
possession

1 Introduction

This article focuses on possession marking in Piaroa, a Jodï-Sáliban language spoken
along theMiddle Orinoco River on the Venezuelan-Colombian border. Themain goal
of the article is to show that a language can have concurrent systems of possessive
classification for which the alienability contrast is but one determining factor. In
particular, I show that Piaroa nouns can be divided into possessive classes based not
only on the alienability (i.e., obligatorily possessed vs. optionally possessed) contrast
but also on construction types – directly versus indirectly possessed–, revealing a
complex interplay between alienability and (in)direct possession as two partially
overlapping systems of possessive nominal classification. This article thus contrib-
utes to our crosslinguistic understanding of possession generally and of possessive
classes more specifically by showing that alienability is an important but not
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sufficient criterion to understand the Piaroa possessive classes which are deter-
mined by two different classification systems.

The data used here come primarily from an ongoing documentation project car-
ried out in collaboration with the Piaroa community of Babel (Cataniapo River area,
Amazonas state, Venezuela) since 2016. In aneffort to illustrate thedifferent possession
patterns through actual language use, I favor naturalistic examples drawn from texts
and all examples are followed by an indication of their provenance (see Footnote 7).
However, some elicited examples are used in order to provide negative evidence and
to fill gaps in the corpus; these are clearly flagged as such. Where relevant, I also
discuss the data and my analysis in light of previous descriptions of Piaroa possession
(Krute 1989: 81–95; Mosonyi 2000: 660–661, 2002: 94) and propose revisions to those
descriptions, especially regarding the genitive classifiers.1

The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, I provide a brief introduction to the
domain of “possession” and associated concepts while in Section 3, I offer a general
profile of the language, discussing briefly the sociolinguistic situation of the language,
existing prior work, and some relevant grammatical properties of the language. I then
present the different possessionmarking strategies used by Piaroa speakers in Section
4 and focus on the encoding of inalienable possession (Section 4.1) and alienable
possession (Section 4.2) with animate possessors. Given the variation in strategies to
encode alienable possession, I present the two main strategies separately: prefixation
in Section 4.2.1 and genitive classifiers plus prefixation in Section 4.2.2. These three
different adnominal possession constructions are summarized in Section 4.3. Finally, I
conclude the article in Section 5with a discussion of the interplay between alienability
and possessive classes in Piaroa.

2 Prior research on possession

Possession, the grammatical encoding of ‘ownership’ and other semantic notions
such as part-whole and kinship relationships that can obtain between two nouns,
has long been recognized as an important source of crosslinguistic variation and as
such, it has received substantial attention in the literature, with several excellent
book-length surveys available on possession as a whole as well as on specific

1 While the description of the Piaroa possession constructions presented here relies on this prior
work (especially Krute [1989]) to some extent, it goes beyond them in at least three important ways.
First, the naturalistic data used here is starkly different from the primarily elicited data in priorwork
and allows for a more complete and nuanced description of the system. Second, prior work has not
engaged with the expression of the possessor or with inanimate possessors, which I do here. Third, I
propose revisions to prior descriptions of the genitive classifiers, which I also show to be RELATIONAL

and, in two cases, to have plural forms.
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aspects of it such as the encoding of (in)alienability (Aikhenvald and Dixon 2013;
Baron et al. 2001; Chappell and McGregor 2011 [1995]; Heine 1997; McGregor 2009).
An in-depth review of this and other prior literature is beyond the scope of this
article; however, in this section, I draw on this body of research to outline the main
concepts in this domain that are directly relevant to the discussion of Piaroa
possession constructions that follows.2 In particular, I focus on the notions of
POSSESSIVE CLASSES, OBLIGATORY- VERSUS OPTIONALLY POSSESSED NOUNS, DIRECT/INDIRECT POSSESSION,
(IN)ALIENABILITY, and GENITIVE (or POSSESSIVE) CLASSIFIERS. These notions are all exemplified
in this section by means of North Ambrym (Oceanic) data from Franjieh (2012),
since 1) Oceanic-type possession systems make use of the different semantic and
grammatical distinctions and constructions relevant to the discussion of Piaroa
possession – although as I show below there are important differences between the
Piaroa possession system and Oceanic systems – and 2) these systems are well-
known in the typological literature on possession thanks to thework of Lichtenberk
(1983, 1985, 2009) and others.3

Nichols and Bickel (2013a) define POSSESSIVE CLASSIFICATION as a contrast between two
or more types of possessive constructions that are lexically “conditioned not by
properties of the possessor but by the possessed noun, i.e., by the head noun in the
construction” (emphasis in the original, JERL). A common distinction that many
languages make, they argue, is one between OBLIGATORILY POSSESSED NOUNS and OPTIONALLY

POSSESSED ones. In North Ambrym, kinship terms and body-part terms as well as some
other nouns are obligatorily possessed; in other words, they cannot occur without a
possessor. This is exemplified in Example (1) for the noun for ‘mother’. The possessor
can be encoded via a suffix that attaches directly to the possessed noun as in (1a) or by
juxtaposing the possessor noun and the possessee noun in a POSSESSEE-POSSESSOR con-
struction as in (1b) but crucially, the noun for ‘mother’ cannot occur by itself without
a possessor as (1c) shows. For this reason, nouns that behave like ‘mother’ are
considered BOUND nouns in North Ambrym. Both the possessive constructions they
enter into are considered instances of DIRECT POSSESSION since the possessive suffix in
(1a) attaches directly to the noun.4

2 The reader can also consult Rose and Van linden (this issue) for an overview of prior literature on
the notion of ALIENABILITY specifically.
3 Data could have been drawn from some of the foundational literature on Oceanic possession but in
this literature, the direct possession construction is often only superficially mentioned. Using North
Ambrym data also has the advantage of allowing for the use a single language to illustrate all the
needed distinctions.
4 It is perhaps less obvious how (1b) constitutes an example of direct possession but the argument
lies in that the possessor noun has to occur immediately adjacent to the possessed noun.
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(1) North Ambrym (Oceanic)

a. rahe-ng
mother-1SG
‘my mother’

b. rahe John
mother John
‘John’s mother’

c. *rahe
mother
Intended: ‘mother’
(adapted from Franjieh 2012: 219)

These North Ambrym nouns contrast with nouns that are optionally possessed and
which cannot occur in the same possessive constructions exemplified in (1). As the
examples in (2) show, this other class of nouns, which includes animals, foods, and
other semantic classes as summarized in Franjieh (2012: 244), can occur as FREE nouns
andwhen in a possessive construction, they require a third element that acts as a link
between the possessor and the possessee. In this second construction, it is this
‘linking element’ and not the possessed noun that serves as the host to the possessor
suffix as in (2a) or occurs next to the possessor noun as in (2b). Due to the obligatory
presence of this additional element, these constructions are considered instances of
INDIRECT POSSESSION.

(2) North Ambrym (Oceanic)
a. a-n to

CL-3SG fowl
‘his fowl’

b. bàrrbàrr a Massing
pig CL Massing
‘Massing’s pig’
(adapted from Franjieh 2012: 232)

The ‘linking elements’ used in the North Ambrym indirect possession construction are
known in theOceanic literature as POSSESSIVE CLASSIFIERS or as RELATIONAL CLASSIFIERS– see for
instance Lichtenberk (1983, 1985, 2009).5 In addition to the a classifier in (2), the lan-
guage has four other classifiers, namelyma, to, bo, andmwena, all ofwhich are used in
this type of construction. The difference among these five classifiers lies in that they
encode different semantic characteristics of the possessee and its relationshipwith the

5 Although Franjieh (2012, 2016) calls these “indirect possessive hosts” and Bickel and Nichols (2013)
call them “possessive nouns” or “possessive classifier nouns”.
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possessor (see Franjieh [2012: 244] for a summary); for instance, thea classifier in (2a) is
used for food items, tools, units of time and some kinship terms.

In Nichols and Bickel’s (2013a) terms, North Ambrym can thus be categorized as a
languagewith two POSSESSIVE CLASSES, one ofwhich canbe said tohavedifferent subclasses.
Thefirst class includes the noun ‘mother’ andnouns that behave similarly to ‘mother’ in
being bound and obligatorily possessed and in occurring in a direct possession con-
struction. The second class includes nouns like ‘fowl’ and ‘pig’ and all other nouns that
are free and optionally possessed and occur in indirect possession constructions.

Three further characteristics of the North Ambrym possessive system (and of
Oceanic languages more generally) are worth discussing here, especially as they relate
to the terminological decisions made for the discussion of the Piaroa possessive system
analyzed in this article. Firstly, the twoNorthAmbrympossessive classes are, according
to Franjieh (2012), closely linked to ALIENABILITY, a notion that is difficult to define on its
own but which is often tied to a formal distinction in the encoding of a possessive
relationship (Chappell and McGregor 2011 [1995]; Haspelmath 2017; Nichols 1988).
Franjieh (2012) categorizes obligatorily-possessed nouns inNorthAmbrymas INALIENABLE
and the optionally-possessed ones as ALIENABLE, claiming that the former are “possessed
referents that are deemed to be inalienable possessions of the possessor” (2012: 225).
This conflation of obligatorily- and optionally-possessed nouns with (semantically)
alienable and inalienable nouns is also found elsewhere in the literature on possession
in Oceanic and other languages (see for instance Nichols [1988]) but it is important to
bear in mind, as Bickel and Nichols (2013) note, that alienability is a semantic property
that gets encoded through obligatory versus optional possession marking. In what
follows, I do use the terms alienable and inalienable as shorthand for obligatorily
possessed versus optionally possessed but add the word ‘grammatically’ to these terms
to make the distinction clear. Secondly, the classifiers used in indirect possessive con-
structions in North Ambrym and other Oceanic languages are said to be RELATIONAL. This
is because they arguably serve to encode not only semantic properties of the possessed
noun but also the relationship between the possessor and the possessee. Aikhenvald
(2013: 20–27) claims that there is a distinction between RELATIONAL CLASSIFIERS and POSSESSIVE

(GENERIC) CLASSIFIERS, arguing that the former “categorize the relationship between the two
nouns [possessor and possessee, JERL]” while the latter “categorize the possessee” but
do not “necessarily categoriz[e] the way in which the P[ossessor] is using or possessing
the P[ossessee]” (2013: 20, 24).6 Aikhenvald (2000, 2013) thus maintains that relational

6 In earlier work, Aikhenvald (2000) distinguished between relational classifiers and what she
termed possessed classifiers, adding a third type of classifier – namely possessor classifiers – used in
possessive constructions to categorize the possessor and which she claimed were limited in their
distribution to Naduhup languages. As Epps and Obert (2022: 14) argue, the Naduhup morphemes
discussed in Aikhenvald (2000) as possessor classifiers “are not productively understood as nominal
classification”.
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classifiers are almost exclusively a feature ofOceanic languages but canalso be found in
a few South American languages such as Kipeá (Kipeá-Karirí) and Baniwa of Içana
(Awarak) (Aikhenvald 2000: 133). Both types of classifiers, if such a distinction in fact
holds, have also been called GENITIVE CLASSIFIERS by Carlson and Payne (1989) and by
Grinevald (2000), a term I adopt here for the Piaroa classifiers that occur in possessive
constructions (and which I show below to have relational semantics). Finally, North
Ambrym treats human animate possessors differently from non-human animate and
inanimate possessors in having two distinct third singular pronominal suffixes: -n for
human animates and -te for non-human animates and inanimates. This is shown here
in (3). The forms for ‘mother’ in (3a) and (3b) illustrate the difference between third
singular human animate possessors – marked with -n – and non-human animate
possessors – marked with -te; (3c) shows that inanimate possessors, like non-human
animate possessors, are also marked with -te.

(3) North Ambrym (Oceanic)
a. rahe-n

mother-3SG
‘his mother’

b. rahe-te
mother-3SG.NH
‘its mother’ (of an animal)

c. wo-te
fruit-3SG.NH
‘its fruit’ (of a tree)
(adapted from Franjieh 2012: 249–250)

While differences in the encoding of different types of possessors in a possessive
construction is not generally considered to be part of possessive classification (see
the definition by Nichols and Bickel (2013a) quoted above), it is an important
parameter along which possessive constructions can vary and which often reflects
the fact that prototypical possessors tend to be human, specific and referential
(Aikhenvald 2013; Heine 1997; Taylor 1989). These are called POSSESSOR-DETERMINED SPLITS

by Haspelmath (2017: 197), who distinguishes them from POSSESSEE-DETERMINED SPLITS like
the so-called ALIENABILITY SPLIT, which depends on the alienability of the possessee.

As will be shown below, Piaroa not only encodes animate versus inanimate
possessors differently (a possessor-determined split) but also exhibits an alienability
split in that some nouns are obligatorily possessed while others are only optionally
so. Importantly, there is a third split based on whether a possessee noun with an
animate possessor enters into a direct versus an indirect possessive construction and
this split is not co-extensive with the alienability split. This is unlike Oceanic lan-
guages where obligatorily-possessed nouns occur in a direct possession construction
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while optionally-possessed ones occur in an indirect possession construction. More
specifically, some Piaroa optionally possessed (or alienable) nouns can be directly
possessed while others are not, thus making the alienability contrast an insufficient
criterion for determining possessive classes in Piaroa. Before delving into Piaroa
possession constructions to provide support for this claim, a brief introduction to the
language and the data is given in the following section.

3 General profile of the language

Piaroa [ISO 639-3: pid; Glottocode: piar1243] is a Jodï-Sáliban language; most closely
related to Mako, it is also related to Sáliba and Jodï (Rosés Labrada 2016, 2019). This
South American language is spoken on both sides of the Middle Orinoco River in
present-day Venezuela and Colombia. The 2011 Venezuelan census reports 16,380
Piaroa speakers out of a total population of 17,384 Piaroa people ages 3 and older
(Instituto Nacional de Estadística 2016), while the 2018 Colombian census reports 784
speakers out of a total population of 938 Piaroa people (Departamento Nacional de
Estadísticas [DANE] 2020). These numbers also indicate that the language is relatively
vital in both countries, as it is spoken by themajority of the Piaroa population. There is,
however, pressure from the majority language (i.e., Spanish) and the disruption of
traditional life since themid-20th century has led to an interruption in the transmission
of traditional ecological knowledge as well as shamanistic knowledge, including
knowledge of special genres of the language (Zent 2001, 2009).

While there has been a significant amount of anthropological work on Piaroa
culture and traditions carried out over the last 70 years or so, linguistic description of
the language has remained relatively shallow until recently, with most of the pre-
vious work relying primarily on elicitation data based on translation from Spanish.
Prior descriptions include Krisólogo (1976), Federmann (1978), Remiro (1988), Krute
(1989), Caula (1999, 2001), Mosonyi (2000, 2002) and Rosés Labrada (2018). More
recently, however, additional descriptive work – see, for instance, Rosés Labrada
(2021, 2022) – has started to draw on naturalistic examples from narratives and
interviews that are part of an audiovisual corpus of the language created with the
assistance of Piaroa-speaking members of the Babel community in Venezuela. The
examples used in this article are also primarily drawn from naturalistic speech
included in said documentary corpus, with elicited examples used only sporadically.

There are three important properties of Piaroa grammar to discuss here as they
will be relevant to the discussion of possession and alienability that follows. First,
Piaroa nouns are divided into two classes based on grammatical animacy – defined
here as the grammatical encoding of semantic animacy. Animate nouns are indexed on
the verb – e.g., chä̧da̧ ‘my grandmother’ is cross-referencedwith the prefix k- /kʰ-/ ‘3SG.F’
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on the verb in (4)7 –while inanimate ones are not – kä̧ru̧’cuppa ‘wind’ in (5) is not cross-
referenced on the verb. These examples illustrate the grammatical animacy-dependent
difference in marking for an S argument (single argument of an intransitive verb) but
the same difference in coding holds for A arguments.8

(4) chä̧da̧ topu kicha’a
ʧ-æ̃d-ɑ ̃ to-p-u kʰ-iʧ-ɑʔɑ
1SG-grandparent-FEM see-CLS2-NFIN 3SG.F-come-TAM2

‘mi abuela ha venido a ver’
‘my grandmother has come to see’
(Babel040:131)

(5) kä̧ru̧’cuppa ri̧ä̧na̧ icha’a
kʰæ̃ɾũk’u-pʰa ɾĩ-æ̃næ̃ iʧ-ɑʔɑ
wind.before.rain-CL:WIND be.big-ADV? come-TAM2

‘viene bastante viento de lluvia’
‘a big rainy wind is coming’
(Babel040:205)

7 All original examples are presented in a five-line format. The first line represents the word or
utterance in the community orthography, the second line provides a transcription in the Interna-
tional Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) and morphological segmentation, the third line provides the glosses,
and lines 4 and 5 provide a Spanish and English translation, respectively. Examples from narratives
are followed by the name of the session and the number of the relevant intonation unit(s), for
instance, Example (4) comes from intonation unit #131 in the Babel040 session. By contrast, examples
obtained via elicitation are followed by the word “Elicited”. Examples from Krute (1989) are pre-
sented in a three-line format and the original Americanist transcription has been adapted to the IPA,
with Krute’s permission. Abbreviations follow the Leipzig Glossing Rules (LGR); for those abbrevi-
ations that are not included in the LGR, a list is given at the end of the article. Distinct morphemes
with identical glosses are distinguishedwith subscript numerals – i.e., ADV1, ADV2, etc. A questionmark
instead of a gloss means that I do not have an analysis for a given morpheme at this stage and a
question mark after a gloss means that this is a proposed analysis but one that requires further
research. The audio and video for all naturalistic speech examples used here are available on the
Endangered Languages Archive at http://hdl.handle.net/2196/b68d7b6d-5d90-47ff-a82c-54172ea342f9.
8 See Rosés Labrada (2018) for additional details about Piaroa subject marking and Rosés Labrada
(2013, 2016) and Estrada Ramírez and Rosés Labrada (2021) for details about subject marking inMako
and Sáliba, respectively. A reviewer asks about whether this animacy distinction is also valid for O
arguments – i.e. themost patientive argument of a transitive verb. The answer is less straightforward
in that the language exhibits Differential Object Marking. Specifically, animate O arguments are not
indexed obligatorily on the verb but can be optionally indexed if animate (see Example (10) below);
expressed animate O arguments can also be optionallymarkedwith an object case suffix -ru ~ -ru̧ /-ɾu
~ -ɾũ/. Examples (46) and (50) serve to contrast an inanimate O argument and an animate one with
respect to case marking.
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This animacy distinction is also present in other parts of the grammar. For example,
grammatically animate nouns canbe pluralized by the plural suffixes -tö̧ (e.g., ähuiri ‘dog’
vs.ähuiri̧tö̧ /æwiɾĩ-tɨ/̃ ‘dogs’) or -mu (e.g., see theword for ‘child’ in (23)), andoccurwith the
animate negative existential verb to-. Inanimate nouns, on the other hand, are pluralized
by the suffix -iyä/-iyö or by the construction o-CL, and occur with the inanimate negative
existential verb juiy- (see Rosés Labrada [2021, forthcoming] for additional details).

Second, grammatically animate nouns are further subdivided into masculine
and feminine. These two genders can be encoded by:
(a) a gender suffix on certain bound noun roots: -a ‘FEM’ versus -o ‘MASC’ (cf.

‘grandmother’ in (4) and ‘grandfather’ in (15)),
(b) distinct person pronouns for a third singular masculine (ja̧u̧ or chu) versus a

third singular feminine (yaju or juäju) animate referent
(c) a gender-specific animate singular classifier on certain verb forms to encode

subjects: masculine classifier -a̧ versus feminine classifier -äju,
(d) the nominal possessive prefixes for third person singular (see below), and
(e) the subject markers for third-person singular

(i) prefixes Ø(V)- ‘3SG.M’ versus k(V)- ‘3SG.F’ for Class I verbs or
(ii) suffixes -Ø ‘3SG.M’ versus -k ‘3SG.F’ for Class II verbs.9

Third, grammatically inanimate nouns can be further subdivided into different
classes via nominal classifiers that distinguish for shape, function, consistency, etc.,
as described in-depth by Krute (1989). The word ‘wind’ in Example (4) above, for
instance, is marked with the classifier -ppa. The locus of marking for all classifiers –
the animate ones -a̧ ‘CL:MASC’, -äju ‘CL:FEM’ and -ätö ‘CL:PL’ aswell as the inanimate ones –
can be the noun itself, demonstratives, the numerals for ‘1’ to ‘5’, verbs (when
nominalized), the question word for ‘which’, and relational nouns (Krute 1989; Rosés
Labrada forthcoming).

Possession marking interacts with animacy and gender, as will be shown below.
However, note that these two systems of nominal classification as well as the system
of nominal classifiers mentioned here are distinct from the genitive classifier system
discussed below as well as from the two systems of nominal classification that
determine possessive classes: alienability and (in)direct possession.

4 Piaroa adnominal possession constructions

Piaroa nouns can be divided into distinct lexical subclasses depending on
whether they are obligatorily possessed or optionally possessed when in the

9 See Rosés Labrada (2016, 2018) for further discussion of Piaroa subject marking and verb classes.
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possessee slot of an adnominal possession construction with an animate
possessor. This division based on the “alienability opposition” (Nichols 1988)
results in a class of obligatorily-possessed, i.e., grammatically inalienable, nouns
(Section 4.1) and a class of optionally-possessed, i.e., grammatically alienable,
nouns (Section 4.2). Crosscutting this distinction, there is a second formal
distinction based on whether a noun can be directly possessed (i.e., have the
animate possessor be indexed on the noun itself) or not. Directly-possessed nouns
are marked via a possessor prefix and include both (all) inalienable nouns and
(some) alienable nouns. For nouns that are not directly possessed (i.e., indirectly-
possessed nouns), the possessor is indexed on a (one of four possible ones) pre-
posed genitive classifier –which Carlson and Payne (1989: 88) define as classifiers
that “occur in the genitive expression in order to indicate possession of certain
nouns”; see also the discussion above in Section 2 – via the same set of prefixes
used for direct possession. These distinctions are briefly exemplified here as a
starting point for the in-depth examination of each construction in the sections
that follow. Example (6) provides an example of an obligatorily-possessed noun
which can be contrasted with the two different types of optionally-possessed
nouns, namely those that enter into a direct possession construction as ‘waterfall’
does in (7) and those that do not and occur instead with a genitive classifier as is
the case for ‘corn’ in (9). Examples (8) and (10) show that ‘waterfall’ and ‘corn’,
respectively, can occur as free nouns. Crucially, as alluded to above, these two
systems of classification for possessees are not co-extensive; in other words, there
is no complete overlap between the classes determined by the alienability
contrast (obligatory/optional marking) and those determined by direct/indirect
possession as the optionally-possessed or ‘alienable’ and directly-possessed noun
‘waterfall’ in (7) illustrates.

(6) yajutä Chejeru ki̧tti̧mu̧ ji̧na̧’a̧
ʤ-ɑhu-tæ ʧeheɾu kʰ-ĩtʰĩ-mũ h-ĩn-ɑʔɑ
DIST1-CL:FEM-CONTR? Chejeru 3SG.F-child-PL.ANIM
‘eran los hijos de (esa) Chejeru’
‘those ones were the Chejeru’s children’
(Babel033:294)

(7) tta̧ju̧ Chejeru kidäyä
tʰ-ɑ ̃hũ ʧeheɾu kʰi-dæ-ʤæ
3PL-mother Chejeru 3SG.F-waterfall-CL:WATER

‘la cascada de su mamá Chejeru’
‘their mother Chejeru’s waterfall’
(Babel033:401)
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(8) jȩpu̧ däyä ki̧’ä̧du̧ icu̧
hẽ-p-ũ dæ-ʤæ kʰĩ-ʔ-æ̃d-ũ ik-ũ
do-CLS2-NFIN waterfall-CL:WATER bathe-CLS2-?-NFIN AUX-NFIN
‘con una limpieza del baño en la/una cascada’
‘with a cleaning of cleansing (him) in the/a waterfall’
(Babel070:120)

(9) chä̧da̧ bua saju / ku̧cuä̧ ya̧mu̧
ʧ-æ̃d-ɑ ̃ bu-ɑ =s-ɑhu / kʰ-ũkʷæ̃ ɲɑ̃mũ
1SG-grandparent-FEM old-FEM =DUM-CL:FEM 3SG.FEM-ALIMETARY corn
‘mi abuelita viejita, su maíz’
‘my elderly grandmother, her corn’
(Babel040:159–160)

(10) ya̧mu̧ ttiyattö pa’ö …

ɲɑ̃mũ tʰ-iʤ-ɑ-tʰɨ pɑʔɨ
corn 3PL-give-FUT2-1SG.OBJ PURP

‘para que me den el maíz…’

‘so that they give me (some) corn…’

(Babel040:36)

Finally, grammatical animacy (of the possessor) interacts with these distinctions:
the strategies discussed and exemplified so far involve animate possessors exclu-
sively since inanimate possessors are not indexed on the possessee noun.10 In these
cases, possession is not accomplished via affixation but rather by juxtaposition of
the two nouns with no overt marking on the possessee (or the possessor), as
illustrated here in Examples (11), (12), and (13). Note that in Example (11) the
possessor noun itself is not possessed; however, in the other two examples the
possessor noun – ‘house’ in (12) and ‘wing’ in (13) – is possessed by a third-person
masculine animate possessor. Crucially, in all three examples, a possessee in a
possessive relationship with an inanimate possessor does not take any morpho-
logical marking.11 Example (14) further illustrates this construction and serves to
show that the animacy distinction coded is not a semantic one but a grammatical
one: the possessor ‘tree’ in (14) can be thought of as being semantically animate
(e.g., trees grow, die, etc.) but nouns for trees are grammatically inanimate in

10 In fact, these examples only show human possessors but animals are also considered gram-
matically animate and, as possessors, they are indexed on the possessee; for instance, poi̧ ttä’o /poĩ
tʰ-æʔo/ fish.PL 3PL-father ‘the father of the fish’ (Babel026:22).
11 These examples also show that part-whole relationships are not encoded via inalienable
possession as it is the case inmany languageswith an alienable/inalienable distinction (Nichols 1988).
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Piaroa (e.g., they take the inanimate plural marker) and therefore, the possessive
relationship is not marked on ‘cold wind’ in (14).12

(11) mänä ä’ca …

mænæ æk’ɑ
road base
‘en la entrada del camino…’

‘at the beginning of the road…’

(Babel018:60)

(12) ojusode ä’ärä imi …
∅-ohus-ode æʔæ-ɾæ imi
3SG.M-house-CL:HOUSE yard-CL:CLEAR outside
‘fuera del patio de su casa,…’

‘outside his house’s yard, …’

(Babel014:116)

(13) ujua̧bä päjure …

∅-uhuɑ̃bæ pæhuɾe
3SG.M-wing-CL tip
‘en la punta de sus alas…’

‘on the tip of his wings…’

(Babel037:419)

(14) cuähuäi diyoppa
kʷæwæ-i diʤ-opʰɑ
food-CL:TREE be.cold-CL:WIND

‘el aire frío del árbol (de las frutas)’
‘the Tree (of all Fruits)’s cold wind’
(Babel033:633)

Table 1 presents a summary of the different adnominal possession constructions in
Piaroa and the factors that determine their structure. Given that the main goal of the
article is to consider the interplay between alienability and possessive classes (of
possessee nouns), the juxtaposition strategy for inanimate possessors exemplified
above is not discussed further. The focus is thus on obligatory or grammatically
inalienable possession (Section 4.1) and on optional or grammatically alienable
possession (Section 4.2) constructions with an animate possessor.

12 The derived (via a classifier) noun used here for ‘tree’ refers to a specific mythological tree that
carried all the edible foods/plants and that was chopped down by Huäjäri’s nephews so the Piaroa
and other peoples could eat.
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4.1 Inalienable possession

Both kinship terms and body-part terms, including certain bodily substances
(Krute 1989: 89; Rosés Labrada 2022), are obligatorily possessed and can be said to
be grammatically inalienable in Piaroa.13 The examples in (15) and (16) illustrate
the use of two possessed kinship terms in discourse. In (15a), the possessor noun –

in this case, the speaker’s mother – is indexed on the possessee via a prefix k- /kʰ-/
that encodes person, number and gender of the possessor (in this case, third
person singular feminine). In contrast in (15b), the possessor is the speaker herself
and consequently, the possessee is marked with a first-person singular possessive
prefix ch- /ʧ-/. In both (15a) and (15b), the possessee noun is used to refer to a
discourse entity referentially; this function contrasts with the vocative use of
‘mother’ in (16) which shows that all kinship terms are inalienably possessed
whether their use is referential or vocative.

Table : Piaroa adnominal possession constructions and determining factors.

Determining
factor

Possessor Possessee

Grammatical
animacy

Alienability Meaning Locus of
marking

Strategy

Classes Animate (indexed on
the possessee)

Inalienable
(obligatory
marking)

Kinship Noun (direct) Possessive
prefixBody

parts

Alienable
(optional
marking)

Other Noun (direct) Possessive
prefix

Pets Genitive clas-
sifier
(indirect)

Food
Prey
Novel
objects

Inanimate (not
indexed on the
possessee)

Noun
juxtaposition

13 For a comprehensive listing of body-part terms in Piaroa and discussion of their grammar
(including possession marking), see Rosés Labrada (2022). In turn, Kaplan [Overing] (1975: 199–202)
provides a comprehensive list of Piaroa kinship terms, covering both blood and affinal relations.
Kaplan [Overing] (1975) also discusses at length the use of the word for ‘friend’ or ‘partner’ exem-
plified below in (20c).
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(15) a. kä̧do̧minä̧
kʰ-æ̃d-õ-minæ̃
3SG.F-grandparent-MASC-DEC
‘su finado abuelo (de ella)’
‘her deceased grandfather’
(Babel032:6)

b. chä̧do̧minä̧
ʧ-æ̃d-õ-minæ̃
1SG-grandparent-MASC-DEC
‘mi finado abuelo’
‘mi deceased grandfather’
(Babel032:17)

(16) tä ji’ähui cha̧ju̧
tæ hi-ʔ-æw-i ʧ-ɑ ̃hũ
NOW tell-CLS2-REFL-IMP1 1SG-mother
‘(ahora) cuente, mamá’
‘(now) tell (us), mother’ (lit. my mother)
(Babel032:15)

Body-part terms are likewise obligatorily possessed and, as with kinship terms,
the possessor is indexed on the possessee via a possessive prefix. This is shown
here with the examples in (17), which come from the same stretch of text and
illustrate the use of the word for ‘skull’ in discourse. The intonation unit in (17a)
represents an instance of quoted speech by one of the characters in the text and
therefore, the possessor is a first-person singular in this case and thus indexed on
the possessee noun ‘skull’ with the prefix ch- /ʧ-/. Compare this with (17c) where
‘skull’ occurs with a third-personmasculine possessor, which, as discussed below,
is indexed most often via the absence of overt marking (represented here with a
null symbol).

(17) a. “chö̧so̧sȩ tocuä̧cua̧jä̧”
ʧ-ɨs̃õsẽ to-kʷ-æ̃kʷ-æ̃-hæ̃
1SG-skull see-2-FUT-TAM1-?
‘ “mi cráneo lo verán” ’
‘ “you will see my skull” ’

b. he said (and) just like he said, when they went to look on the sands of the
Orinoco
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c. ö̧so̧sȩ
∅-ɨs̃õsẽ
3SG.M-skull
‘su cráneo’
‘his skull’
(Babel014:222–224)

Example (17c) also serves to illustrate that when a body-part term occurs with what
seems to be no marking for the possessor noun, the term is still understood to be
possessed, specifically by a third-person singular masculine possessor. This is also
the case for kinship terms as the use of ‘mother’ in (18) shows. For this reason, Piaroa
kinship and body-part terms can be analyzed as bound roots.

(18) a̧ju̧’i̧nä̧ …

∅-ɑ ̃hũ-ʔĩnæ̃
3SG.M-mother-ADD
‘a su mamá y…’

‘to his mother and…’

(Babel026:73)

This analysis of grammatically inalienable nouns as having bound roots is confirmed by
the fact that when these nouns, at least body-part terms, occur in a context where they
are pragmatically unpossessed, they aremarkedwith a third person plural prefix that is
interpreted as having generic reference. This can be elicited with relative ease for body
part terms (e.g., a detachedbodypart foundona road) but areharder to elicit for kinship
terms. The example below illustrates the use of such a pragmatically unpossessed form
in natural speech: ‘arm’ in (19) is being used to indicate the size of a catumare (a type of
woven basket) and therefore has no concrete possessor referent; nonetheless, ‘arm’ is
morphologically marked as possessed with a third plural possessive prefix.

(19) juä̧nȩ ttöjonä̧ jä̧ppa̧tä̧ ti̧’ä̧d-u̧ jȩpu̧
hʷæ̃nẽ tʰ-ɨho-næ̃ hæ̃-pʰɑ ̃-tæ̃ tĩ-ʔ-æ̃d-ũ hẽ-p-ũ
there 3PL-arm-LOC catumare-CL:WOVEN-CONTR? tie-CLS2-?-NFIN make-CLS2-NFIN
‘ahí hizo amarrando un catumare del tamaño del brazo’
‘there (he) made a catumare (that was) the size of an arm’

(Babel038:271–272)

The previous examples illustrate that possession marking for grammatically inalien-
able nouns is accomplished via a set of prefixes that distinguishes person and number,
and – in a restricted way – gender. Table 2 shows the form of the different possessive
prefixes when attached to the kinship terms for ‘mother’ and ‘father’. Given that these
nouns are always possessed, the segmentation of the prefix illustrated in the table was
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done through a comparison of all the forms in the paradigm. All the examples in the
table – with the exception of the shaded first and second-person plural forms which
were unattested in the corpus and were thus elicited – come from naturally occurring
speech but were extracted from their context for presentational purposes. The first-
and second-person plural forms were checked with a speaker. Additional elicited
paradigms for kinship terms and body-part terms can be found in previous literature;
seeKrute (1989: 84) for a paradigm for ‘head’, Caula (1999: 137) for one for ‘buttocks’, and
Mosonyi (2000: 661) for paradigms for ‘son’ and ‘mouth’.

The paradigms in Table 2 illustrate three important observations about the
Piaroa possessive prefixes.14 First, masculine and feminine gender is only distin-
guished in the third-person singular but elsewhere in the paradigm, this distinction
is neutralized. This is consistent with the distinctions made in the pronominal
system itself and in the verbal subject affixes (see Section 3). Second, for third-
person singular masculine, there is some variation in the form of the prefix itself.
Specifically, while in most cases a third-person singular masculine possessor is
indexed via the absence of marking as in (17c) and (18) above, there are instances
where a third-person singular masculine possessor is indexed with a j- /h-/ allo-
morph as with ‘father’ in Table 2 and with ‘grandfather’ in (27) below.15 Third, note
that the forms /kʷ-ɑ̃hũ/ and /kʷ-æʔo/ appear in my corpus with a second person
singular possessor but are reported by speakers in Babel, the Venezuela Piaroa-
speaking community with which I have worked since 2016, to be usable for both a
second singular and a second plural possessor. For them, the form cua̧ju̧ /kʷ-ɑ ̃hũ/ in

Table : Possessive prefixes with ‘mother’ and ‘father’.

‘mother’ ‘father’

Person Singular Plural Singular Plural

 ʧ-ɑ̃hũ t-ɑ̃hũ ʧ-æʔo t-æʔo
 kʷ-ɑ̃hũ kʷ-ɑ̃hũ(-tũkũ) kʷ-æʔo kʷ-aʔo(-tuku)
.MASC ∅-ɑ̃hũ ∼ h-ɑ̃hũ

tʰ-ɑ̃hũ
h-æʔo

tʰ-æʔo
.FEM kʰ-ɑ̃hũ kʰ-æʔo

14 Note that the forms of the prefixes exemplified so far aswell as in the rest of this section consist of
a single consonant; i.e., they have the shape C-. However, as I show below in Section 3.2 where I
discuss optionally-possessed nouns, these prefixes also have a CV- allomorph.
15 It is not fully understood at the moment what motivates this variation and some noun roots such
as ‘mother’ can take either form of the prefix (i.e., both ja̧ju̧ and a̧ju̧ are accepted and used for ‘his
mother’ including by the same speaker in the same text) but others, such as ‘father’ can only take one
allomorph – in this case, the j- /h-/ prefix (i.e., jä’o is accepted for ‘his father’ but speakers find *ä’o
with the ∅- allomorph unacceptable).
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Table 2, for instance, could be interpreted as ‘your (SG) mother’ and also as ‘your (PL)
mother’ in isolation; this syncretism is also attested in the full paradigms provided
by Krute (1989: 84), Caula (1999: 137) and Mosonyi (2000: 661). When asked how this
could be disambiguated, the Babel consultants I work with added the 2PL person
pronoun ucutu forming the noun phrase ucutu cua̧ju̧ ‘your (PL) mother’. Speakers
from the Piaroa community of Sarrapia in Colombia, however, offered the form
/kʷ-aʔo-tuku/ for the noun ‘father’with a second plural possessor during a teacher-
orientedworkshop on 10 October 2022; similar formswere also offered for ‘your (PL)
daughter’ and ‘your (PL) grandfather’which suggests that at least for these speakers
second singular and second plural possessors are marked differently on the pos-
sessee. There are only four nouns that appearwith this second-plural marker in the
corpus of connected speech from the Babel community: ‘partner/friend’, ‘children’,
‘hands’, and ‘enemy’. It is possible that the limited number of examples is due to the
rarity of second-person – and especially second-person plural – addressees in the
corpus, whichmainly consists of traditional stories and personal histories. The first
two examples below – namely (20c) and (20d) – come from Babel023 which is an
oratory where an elder addresses other members of his community and hence the
2PL possessor in these examples refers to his interlocutors. The following two ex-
amples – i.e., (21a) and (21b) – come from a stretch of quoted speech from Babel020,
a narrative about how a grandmother killed a jaguar that was eating the com-
munity’s children. In this excerpt, she addresses a group of people to inform them
that she had killed the jaguar – here ‘your (PL) enemy – that was eating their
children. Both examples are presentedwith the translation of additional intonation
units that serve to contextualize them further. While this suffix deserves further
research, the important takeaway here is that the examples below, unlike elicited
examples in prior work or gathered in the field, confirm the existence of a differ-
ence in the marking of second singular versus second plural possessors, with the
latter taking a prefix and a suffix.16

(20) a. ‘How did you (PL) use to live? Our late grandparents, our late ancestors…
“Look”, (like) my son-in-law says… Thus,

16 It is possible that this difference is difficult to elicit due to the fact that the Spanish variety in use in
Venezuela (and Colombia) no longer uses ‘vuestra/o(s)’ and that the ‘su(s)’ possessive is used both for
a formal second singular possessor as well as a second plural possessor (in addition to being used for
third persons). Additional support for this difference in marking may be found in the fact that in
Mako, the second plural possessed form also takes a prefix and a suffix as the forms kʷ-ĩtʰĩ ‘your (SG)
child’ and kʷ-ĩtʰĩ-dui ‘your (PL) child’ in Rosés Labrada (2016: 192) show.
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b. pitumä̧ jitämä̧ cutumä̧
pitu-mæ̃ hitæ-mæ̃ kutu-mæ̃
PROX.ANIM-TOP? now-TOP? 2PL.PRO-TOP?
‘estos ahora ustedes’
‘these ones, now, you (PL)’

c. cua̧hua̧ru̧huatu̧cu̧ i̧tti̧ru ’qui̧cha̧hua̧ru̧
kʷ-ɑ ̃wɑ ̃ɾũw-ɑ ̃-tũkũ ∅-ĩtʰĩ-ɾu k’ĩʧɑ̃w-ɑ̃-ɾũ
2-partner-CL:MASC-2PL 3SG.M-child-OBJ little.one-CL:MASC-OBJ
cuȩmä̧tu̧cuo̧menä̧mä̧
kʷ-ẽm-æ̃tũ-õmenæ̃-mæ̃
2-grab-2PL-ADV-TOP?
‘al hijo de su amigo de ustedes, al niño, cuando se adopta (para criar)’
‘when you adopt the child of your (PL) friend, the child’

d. ucutä̧ cuö̧mö̧tu̧cu̧ttö̧
uku-tæ̃ kʷ-ũmũ-tũkũ-tʰɨ ̃

2SG-CONTR? 2-hand-2PL-EMPH?
‘tú mismo, en sus manos’
‘you yourself, in your (PL) hands’

e. Yes… Where they are born,… they used to name him (a boy) after their
father. A girl, they would name after her mother…
(Babel023:1–12)

(21) a. jiähuinä̧ju̧do tacu cuabo̧’cha̧tö̧cu̧mä̧ täcu cuä’ö
hi-æw-in-æ̃hũ-do tæku kʷ-ɑbõʧ-ɑ ̃-tɨk̃ũ-mæ̃ tæku kʷæ-ʔ-ɨ
say-MID-IMPF-CL:FEM-EVID already 2-enemy-CL:MASC-2PL-TOP? already kill-CLS2-NFIN
chicuäcu
ʧ-ikʷ-æ-ku
1SG-AUX-TAM1-OBJ
‘ella contó: “ya su enemigo ya lo maté”’
‘she said: “I already killed your (PL) enemy”’

b. cuittimu̧tö̧cu̧ru̧mä
kʷ-itʰi-mũ-tɨk̃ũ-ɾũ-mæ
2-child-PL.ANIM2-2PL-OBJ-TOP?
‘a sus hijos’
‘(to) your (PL) children’

c. ‘The one who was finishing, who was eating, who was killing’
(Babel020:243–246)
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In all the preceding examples of kinship terms and body-part terms except for (20c),
the possessor noun is only expressed via indexation on the possessee. However, the
possessor can itself be optionally overtly expressed as a preposed modifier of the
possessee. When overtly expressed, the possessor can be encoded as a pronoun, a
simple noun, or a (complex) noun phrase. This is schematized in (22) and applies to
both kinship terms and body-part terms.

(22) a. PREFIX-POSSESSEE
b. POSSESSOR.AS.PRONOUN + PREFIX-POSSESSEE
c. POSSESSOR.AS.NOUN + PREFIX-POSSESSEE
d. POSSESSOR.AS.NOUN.PHRASE + PREFIX-POSSESSEE

The following examples illustrate these constructions for both kinship terms and
body-part terms. In the examples in (23) and (24), the possessor is expressed via a
pronoun, in (23) with the 1PL pronoun ujutu as amodifier of ‘child’ and in (24) with the
3PL pronoun juätö acting as the modifier of the possessee ‘hair’. The next two ex-
amples illustrate the possessor-as-noun construction, with a proper noun in (25)
acting as the modifier of a kinship term and with a common noun that acts as the
modifier of a body-part term in (26).

(23) … ujutu ti̧tti̧mu̧ …

uhutu t-ĩtʰĩ-mũ
1PL.PRO 1PL-child-PL.ANIM2

‘…los hijos de nosotros…’

‘…our children…’

(Babel033:70)

(24) juätö ttöhuo’che beipomȩ
hʷætɨ tʰ-ɨwo-ʦ’e beip-omẽ
3PL.PRO 3PL-hair-CL:HAIR end-ADV2
‘en la punta (lit. donde termina) del cabello de ellos’
‘on the tip (lit. where it ends) of their hair’
(Babel025:190)

(25) Chejeru ki̧tti̧ päji
ʧeheɾu kʰ-ĩtʰĩ p-æh-i
Chejeru (proper name) 3SG.F-child be-?-NOM
‘(el que era) el hijo de Chejeru’
‘the one that was Chejeru’s son’
(Babel033:666)
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(26) yuri abonä̧
ʤuɾi ∅-ɑbo-næ̃
Amazon.racerunner 3SG.M-back-LOC
‘en la espalda del yurí’
‘on the yuri’s back’17

(Babel021:225)

Finally, the possessor-as-noun-phrase construction is exemplified in (27) for a
kinship term and in (28) for a body-part term; both examples are fairly com-
plex so I elaborate on their internal structure separately and use square
brackets around the possessor noun phrase to facilitate the parsing of the
example.

In (27), three distinct kinship terms are possessed within the same noun
phrase: the word for ‘children’ is possessed via a 1SG possessor prefix ch- /ʧ-/ that
cross-references the speaker herself; in turn, ‘children’ is the possessor of ‘father’ –
thus marked with a 3PL possessor prefix tt- /tʰ-/ – and ‘father’ is the possessor of
‘grandfather’, which is accordingly marked with a 3SG.M possessor prefix j- /h-/.
Importantly, the possessor that modifies ‘grandfather’ is the complex noun phrase
‘the father of my children’ as a whole.

(27) chi̧tti̧mu ttä’o jä̧do̧minä̧mä̧…
[ ʧ-ĩtʰĩ-mu tʰ-æʔo ] h-æ̃d-õ-minæ̃-mæ̃
1SG-child-PL.ANIM2 3PL-father 3SG.M-grandparent-MASC-DEC-TOP?
‘el difunto abuelo del padre de mis hijos…’

‘the deceased grandfather of the father of my children…’

(Babel080:36)

The possessee, namely the word for ‘bones’, in (28) is similarly possessed by a
complex noun phrase –which is composed itself of three nouns – denoting a group
of people who are related to the story character whose quoted speech this excerpt
represents.18

17 A type of lizard, likely Ameiva ameiva.
18 This phrase was initially translated as los huesos de mis parientes ‘the bones of my relatives’
but further clarification to understand the possessor noun phrase led to the gloss of each
individual noun as presented in the example. Federico Arana (pers. comm., 19 April/2023)
explained that (i)sotu is often used to refer to a group of people, a function similar to that of
tä̧mu̧ which is attested in the corpus as part of complex ethnonyms or names of specific groups
but which speakers translate as ‘elders’ or ‘adults’ and which is often used to refer to
‘shamans’.
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(28) chu̧sä̧nä̧mu̧ tä̧mu̧ sotu ttihue’ca
[ ʧ-ũsæ̃næ̃-mũ tæ̃mũ s-otu ] tʰ-iwe-k’ɑ
1SG-ancestor?-PL.ANIM2 people+PL.ANIM2 DUM-CL:PL 3PL-bone-CL:HARD
‘los huesos de mis ancestros shamanes’
‘the bones of my shaman elders’
(Babel034:2646)

This optionality regarding overtly expressing the possessor versus leaving it unex-
pressed is further illustrated here with the (near minimal) pair of examples in (29)
and (30): in both the speaker refers to his late father but in (29) the first-person
singular possessor is not overtly expressed while in (30), it is expressed by means of
thefirst-person singular person pronoun ttö. Crucially, whether overtly expressed or
not, the possessor is always cross-referenced on the possessee via a possessive prefix.

(29) po̧i̧ ȩmä̧huä̧ i̧sa̧ ji̧na̧’a̧ chä’o̧minä̧mä̧
põĩ ẽm-æ̃wæ̃ ĩs-ɑ ̃ h-ĩn-ɑ̃ʔɑ ̃ ʧ-æʔo-minæ̃-mæ̃
fish grab-NMZ? DUM-CL:M COP-PST-TAM2 1SG-father-DEC-TOP?
‘mi finado papá era cazador’
‘my late father was a hunter’
(Babel031:156)

(30) ttö chä’o̧minä̧mä̧ po̧i̧ ȩmä̧huä̧ i̧sa̧ ji̧na̧’a̧
tʰɨ ʧ-æʔo-minæ̃-mæ̃ põĩ ẽm-æ̃wæ̃ ĩs-ɑ ̃ h-ĩn-ɑ̃ʔɑ ̃
1SG.PRO 1SG-father-DEC-TOP? fish grab-NMZ? DUM-CL:M COP-PST-TAM2

‘mi finado papá era cazador’
‘my late father was a hunter’
(Babel031:178)

To close this section, it is important to add that body-part terms themselves are
grammatically inanimate – for instance, they take the inanimate plural marker -iyä
(see Rosés Labrada [2022] for additional details and argumentation) – and as such,
when they act as a possessor, they are not indexed on the possessee. This is exem-
plified herewith the example in (31) where ‘hip’ acts as the possessor of the relational
noun ‘top’; as mentioned above in Section 4, the two grammatically inanimate nouns
thus stand in juxtaposition with no overt marking of the possessive relationship.

(31) hua’arijo pinȩ chäcä huäborä
wɑʔɑɾ-i-ho p-inẽ ʧ-ækæ wæb-oɾæ
hug-IMP1-? PROX-ADV1 1SG-hip top-CL:CLEARING
‘abrázame aquí, arribita de mi cadera’
‘hug (me) here, a bit above my hip’
(Babel021:238)
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In sum, kinship terms and body-part terms are obligatorily possessed in Piaroa
(i.e., grammatically inalienable) and the possessor is indexed directly on the possessee
via a prefix, which makes the Piaroa inalienable construction a DIRECT POSSESSION
construction.

4.2 Alienable possession

Grammatically alienable nouns can be optionally possessed; in other words,
while they can be possessed, they need not be so and can occur as free nouns as
shown for the nouns ‘waterfall’ and ‘corn’ above. Semantically, these nouns
denote plants, animals, and inanimate objects. When possessed, these nouns can
appear in one of two different constructions: they can be directly possessed via a
possessive prefix or they can be indirectly possessed by entering in a construc-
tion with a genitive classifier. This is further exemplified here with the nouns for
‘canoe’ and for ‘yucuta’.19

In (32), the noun for ‘canoe’ appears with a 3SG.M possessor prefix in (32a) but as a
free (unpossessed) noun in (32b); both occurrences come from contiguous intonation
units in the same stretch of text.

(32) a. ’chänö̧ öhuoi’canä̧ tö’ö kä̧nö̧
ʦ’-æn-ɨ ̃ ɨ-woik’ɑ-næ̃ tɨ-ʔ-ɨ kh-æ̃n-ɨ ̃

go-DUR-NFIN 3SG.M-canoe+CL:HARD-LOC jump-CLS2-NFIN stand-DUR-NFIN
‘siguiendo, saltó en su curiara’
‘continuing on his way, he jumped into his canoe’

b. huoi’ca ti’epö icö tö’ö kä̧nö̧
woik’ɑ ti-ʔ-ep-ɨ ik-ɨ tɨ-ʔ-ɨ kh-æ̃n-ɨ ̃

canoe+CL:HARD untie-CLS2-?-NFIN AUX-NFIN jump-CLS2-NFIN stand-DUR-NFIN
‘desamarrando la curiara, saltó’
‘untying the canoe, he jumped’
(Babel014:104–105)

The examples in (33) and (34) contrast the use of the word for ‘yucuta’ when
possessed (33) – via a possessor-marked genitive classifier – and when not
possessed (34).

19 The word yucuta is used in the Spanish spoken in the Amazonian region of Venezuela for a drink
prepared with manioc flour and water.
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(33) ttu̧cuä̧ i̧ri̧sahua’inä̧
tʰ-ũkʷæ̃ ĩɾĩs-ɑwɑ-ʔinæ̃
3PL-ALIMENTARY cassava-CL:LIQ-ADD
‘su (comida) yucuta también’
‘their yucuta too’
(Babel020:210)

(34) i̧ri̧sahua chahua pä’u nu̧’cuopu iyu
ĩɾĩs-ɑwɑ ʧ-aw-ɑ pæʔu nũkʷ’-op-u iʤ-u
cassava-CL:LIQ 1SG-drink-FUT2? PURP ?-?-NFIN give-NFIN
‘me daba yucuta de beber’
‘He would give me yucuta to drink’
(Babel062:449)

Inwhat follows, I discuss these two possession strategies for grammatically alienable
nouns separately. The direct possession construction is discussed in Section 4.2.1 and
the indirect one in Section 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Directly-possessed alienable nouns

Directly possessed grammatically alienable nouns make use of the same set of pos-
sessive prefixes described above for obligatorily possessed inalienable nouns. One
crucial difference is that for directly possessed alienable nouns, the prefixes have
two allomorphs: a C- allomorph that occurs with vowel-initial nouns and a (C)V-
allomorph that occurs with consonant-initial nouns. This is exemplified here with
the nouns for ‘door’ and ‘basket’.

The example in (35) illustrates the word for ‘door’ being used as a FREE (unpos-
sessed) vowel-initial noun. When the noun occurs with a possessive prefix as in (36),
the form of the prefix consists of a single consonant (in this case, ch- /ʧ-/ for 1SG). This
is the same first-person singular prefix discussed above in the context of gram-
matically inalienable nouns (cf. (15a) and (17) for instance).

(35) äpate ä’ca rutö
æpɑte æk’ɑ ɾut-ɨ
door base put.down-NFIN
‘lo puso fuerita en la puerta’
‘he put it (outside) by the door’
(Babel032:233)
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(36) a̧ chäpate ä’ca
(false start) ʧ-æpɑte æk’ɑ

1SG-door base
‘al pie de mi puerta’
‘by the base of my door’
(Babel030:151)

In contrast, as a comparison of the word for ‘basket’ in Examples (37) through (39)
suggests, the word däruhuäppa ‘basket’ starts with a consonant in its free (unpos-
sessed) form (37) and when possessed, the possessive prefix that attaches to it has a
CV syllable shape (namely, ttö- 3PL in (38) and chö- for 1SG in (39)).

(37) pȩnȩ däruhuäppa po̧memä̧ ’cuäcuo’o
pẽnẽ dæɾuwæ-pʰɑ p-õme-mæ̃ kʷ’æ-kʷ-oʔ-o
here basket-CL:WOVEN sit-ADV2-TOP enter-2SG-?-PROH
‘aquí donde está la cesta no pases’
‘don’t go here where the basket is’
(Babel029:297)

(38) ttödäruhuäppa ba’epö rutö
tʰɨ-dæɾuwæ-pʰɑ bɑ-ʔ-ep-ɨ ɾut-ɨ
3PL-basket-CL:WOVEN open-CLS2-?-NFIN put.down-NFIN
‘sus cestas/carteras abriendo dejaron’
‘opening and putting down their baskets’
(Babel029:64)

(39) chödäruhuäppa
ʧɨ-dæɾuwæ-pʰɑ
1SG-basket-CL:WOVEN

‘mi cesta/cartera’
‘my basket’
(Babel029:349)

As Example (32a) shows for the word ‘canoe’, however, a third person masculine
singular possessor is indexed with an allomorph with a V- shape; this is expected given
that the form of the third person masculine singular possessor when it attaches to
vowel-initial nouns is generally∅- (see discussion above in Section 4.1 and Footnote 15).

Note that when the prefix has the formCV, the prefix vowel harmonizes in vowel
quality and nasality with the first vowel of the root. This is shown here with Example
(40) where the 1SG prefix has the form chi̧- /ʧĩ-/ when attached to the word for ‘land’
which has a front nasal vowel /ẽ/ in the first syllable. This can be contrasted with the
form of the first-person prefix in Example (39) above. Additional examples and
discussion of this vowel harmony process can be found in Krute (1989: 85).
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(40) ttötä chi̧rȩjä̧ ja̧’a̧ pi̧nemä̧ …

tʰɨ-tæ ʧĩ-ɾẽhæ̃ h-ɑ ̃ʔɑ ̃ p-ĩne-mæ̃
1SG.PRO-CONTR? 1SG-land COP-TAM2 PROX-ADV1-TOP
‘es mi tierra aquí’
‘here is my (very own) land’
(Babel029:240)

Table 3 presents the possible allomorphs for the Piaroa possessive prefixes as they
occur with directly possessed grammatically inalienable and alienable nouns.20

The grammatically alienable nouns that can be directly possessed with prefixes
are often objects that can be thought of as belonging to the possessor; for instance,
examples in the corpus include the nouns for canoe, blowgun, necklace, house, port
(where one bathes, ties one’s canoe, etc.), road (to one’s house), griddle, pot, cigar,
hallucinogen nose inhaler, and the Piaroa ritual called Hua̧ri̧mȩ,21 among others. In
other words, a semantic ownership relationship is conceivable for many of these
directly possessed alienable nouns.

In some instances, however, it is harder to argue for an ownership type of
semantic relationship between the possessor and the possessee. Two such cases are
provided here in (41) and (42). In the first example, the speaker is describing the
arrival of the Huiritö – jungle beings common in Piaroa narratives – at the foot of a
milk tree (Couma utilis) in the forest; the noun for ‘tree’ is here marked with a 3PL
possessive prefix. In the second one, the inanimate noun marked with a possessive
prefix is ‘river’. In these possessive examples, the semantic relationship encoded via
possessivemarking is thus perhaps one of use as in (41) or of association as in (42). As

Table : Piaroa possessive prefixes.

Person Singular Plural

 ʧ(V)- t(V)-
 kʷ(V)- kʷ(V)- (-tuku)
.MASC ∅(V)-/h(V)-

tʰ(V)-
.FEM kʰ(V)-

20 While not directly relevant to the discussion at hand, notice that the form of the possessive
prefixes displays significant overlapwith the form of the Class I subject prefixes as discussed in Rosés
Labrada (2016). This syncretism is characteristic not only of the Sáliban languages but also of many
Amazonian languages where possessors and subjects are indexed with similar or identical affixes
(Dixon and Aikhenvald 1999: 9). It is also a broader crosslinguistic tendency (Siewierska 1998).
21 The Hua̧ri̧mȩ ritual combines sacred masks and sacred flutes and was traditionally organized by
shamans who were considered ‘owners’ of the ritual. For additional information, see Mansutti
Rodríguez (2006).
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research on possession in other languages (e.g., Taylor [1989] for English) and
crosslinguistically (e.g., Heine [1997]) suggests, this is a common phenomenon.

(41) ttuppäi jäi kada’ca ’chä̧hui̧’ö …

tʰ-upʰæ-i hæi kʰɑdɑ-k’ɑ ʦ’æ̃wĩʔ-ɨ
3PL-milk.tree-CL:TREE DIST+CL:TREE base-CL:HARD come.close-NFIN
‘acercándose al pie de su mata de pendare’
‘coming close to the foot of (the trunk of) their pendare tree…’

(Babel019:70)

(42) ttö ttöäjenä̧
tʰɨ… tʰɨ-æhe-næ̃
(FALSE START) 3PL-river-LOC
‘en el caño de ellos’
‘in/on their river’
(Babel014:165)

The expression of the possessor has the same range of possibilities for grammatically
alienable nouns as with grammatically inalienable nouns – summarized in (22)
above. In other words, the possessor of a grammatically alienable noun can be left
unexpressed as in Examples (36), (38), (39), (41) or (42) or it can be expressed via a
pronoun as in (40), via a noun as in (43), or via a noun phrase as in (44b), which can be
directly contrasted with the preceding intonation unit – given here in (44a) – where
the possessee occurs by itself.

(43) tta̧ju̧ köttahuärättö
tʰ-ɑ ̃hũ kʰɨ-tʰɑwæɾæ-tʰɨ
3PL-mother 3SG.F-port-ALLAT
‘desde el puerto de su mamá’
‘from their mother’s port’
(Babel033:409)

(44) a. tti̧rȩjä̧cu̧
tʰĩ-ɾẽhæ̃-kũ
3PL-land-VEN
‘hacia la tierra de ellos’
‘towards their land’

b. cuähuä ttöcuäcuotö tti̧rȩjä̧cu̧
[ kʷæwæ tʰɨ-kʷ-ækʷ-otɨ ] tʰĩ-ɾẽhæ̃-kũ
food 3PL-eat-FUT1-CL:PL 3PL-land-VEN
‘hacia la tierra de la gente que va a comer las frutas’
‘towards the land of the people who will eat the fruits’
(Babel033:589–590)
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In all instances, the possessor is indexed directly on the possessee. As with gram-
matically inalienable nouns, the construction that these optionally-possessed nouns
occur in can then be characterized as a DIRECT POSSESSION construction given that they
take the possessive prefix directly. In the next section, I discuss other alienable nouns
that enter an INDIRECT POSSESSION construction instead.

4.2.2 Indirectly-possessed alienable nouns

Some grammatically alienable nouns cannot be directly possessed; i.e., they cannot
take a possessive prefix that attaches directly to the possessee noun. As the contrast
between (33) and (34) above showed, these nouns, like the optionally-possessed
nouns discussed in Section 4.2.1, can occur as free nouns (33) but can also be
possessed (34). However, when possessed, they have to enter into an indirect
possession construction involving the juxtaposition of the possessed noun with a
preposed genitive classifier; the possessor is then indexed on the genitive classifier
via a possessive prefix. This group of nouns includes inanimate nouns such as yucuta
in (33) and (34) as well as animate ones, as shown below in Sections 4.2.2.1–4.2.2.4.

In this PREFIX-GENITIVE.CLASSIFIER + NOUN construction, the genitive classifier slot is
filledwith oneof four possible classifierswhichKrute (1989: 93) identifies as (allmarked
for 1SG here): chuçuä̧ for foodstuffs (animal- and plant-derived), chäji for domesticated
animals, cho̧’o̧ya̧ for dead animals/carcasses, and chöäre for borrowed nouns or objects
(from Spanish or Western culture).22 I discuss each of these four genitive classifiers
below separately, devoting a short subsection to each to illustrate their use in discourse
and to expand on Krute’s description of their semantics. However, some general ob-
servations are made here about the structure of the construction as a whole.23

First, note that, as Example (33) above suggests and as shown in the examples
that follow, the possessee in these constructions should be understood to be a
complex noun phrase that is composed of the genitive classifier+ a lexical noun, with
the genitive classifier acting as the locus of possessor indexing. Second, the posses-
sive prefixes that attach to the genitive classifier are the same as the ones that attach
directly to nouns in the direct possession constructions discussed above and sum-
marized in Table 3 above. Third, the expression of the possessor follows the same

22 Note that Krute (1989: 93) transcribes these forms differently –namely as, čukʷæ, čæhi, čɨ’oña, and
čɨ’ære, respectively – using Americanist transcription conventions. They are, however, given here in
the community orthography used today in Babel in a form that reflects my own analysis, which
includes nasalization. Other examples from Krute (1989) below are also adapted to the IPA but follow
his original transcription.
23 One further commonality not explored here is that all four genitive classifiers stem from generic
nouns, which is in line with other work on Amazonian and other languages (Aikhenvald 2000;
Carlson and Payne 1989; Grinevald 2000).
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pattern as with the direct-possession constructions previously discussed; i.e., the
referent for the possessor is indexed on the possessee (in this case, the possessee
nounphrase) via a prefix but it need not be overtly expressed as in (33) above or it can
be expressed via a pronoun as in (45), via a noun as in (57) and (58) below, or via a
complex (possessor) noun phrase as in (48) below. In other words, the possessor can
be expressed with all the same possible constructions outlined in (22) above.

(45) ttö chu̧cuä̧ ya̧mu̧mä̧ …

tʰɨ ʧ-ũkʷæ̃ ʤɑ ̃mũ-mæ̃
1SG.PRO 1SG-ALIMENTARY corn-TOP
‘mi maíz…’

‘my corn…’

(Babel037:42)

Finally, a third characteristic of this construction is that the genitive classifier and the
noun are prosodically tightly bound, occurring under the same intonation contour
and with no pause between them. Figure 1 illustrates this by showing the intonation
contour, waveform and spectrogram for the example in (33) where the noun i̧ri̧sahua
‘manioc drink’ occurs with the genitive classifier -u̧cuä̧.

Figure 1: Spectrogram and waveform for the phrase ttuçuä̧ i̧ri̧sahua’inä̧ ‘their yucuta too’.
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With these general properties discussed, I now consider each genitive classifier
separately in the sections that follow.

4.2.2.1 Edible and drinkable things
Krute (1989: 91–92) argues that the genitive classifier -u̧cuä̧ –which he transcribes
without nasalization – is used for “food”, whether animal-derived or plant-
derived. He also mentions that it can be used for plants that provide “useful
material in some form” (1989: 91). Example (46) illustrates the use of -u̧cuä̧ with
the word for ‘corn’ and Example (47), with the word for ‘pineapple’; this use with
an edible plant is common in the corpus. A different use, one with drinks, is
illustrated in (48) and above in Example (33). The latter use was not described by
Krute (1989) but is well-attested in the corpus of narratives used here. The gloss
ALIMENTARY chosen here reflects that this genitive classifier is used with both food
and drinks.24

(46) ttu̧cuä̧ ya̧mu̧ tatta’a to̧ to̧ to̧ to̧
tʰ-ũkʷæ̃ ʤɑ̃mũ tɑ-tʰ-ɑʔɑ tõ tõ tõ tõ
3PL-ALIMENTARY corn grind-3PL-TAM2 [ONOMATOPEIA]
‘su maíz pilaban’
‘they were grinding their corn’
(Babel026:212)

(47) c-u̧cuä̧ kä̧nä̧yu
k-ũkʷæ̃ kæ̃næ̃-ʤu
2SG-ALIMENTARY pineapple-CL:HEAD
‘tu piña’
‘your pineapple’
(Babel021:172)

(48) chö̧tta̧mö̧ Jö̧ra̧mö̧cha u̧cuä̧ sa̧ri̧
ʧ-ɨt̃ʰɑ̃mɨ ̃ hɨɾ̃ɑ ̃mɨʧ̃ɑ ∅-ũkʷæ̃ sɑ̃ɾĩ
1SG-brother Jö̧ra̧mö̧cha 3SG.M-ALIMENTARY fermented.drink
‘el yarake de mi hermano Jö̧ra̧mö̧cha’
‘the yarake (fermented drink) of my brother Jö̧ra̧mö̧cha’
(Babel014:44)

4.2.2.2 Domesticated/pet animals
The genitive classifier -äji is used for (pet) animals that are “kept alive in the village
for amusement, eventual sale, or use” according to Krute (1989: 90), who goes on to

24 I thank a reviewer for this suggestion.
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explain that “pets are rodents [possibly agoutis, lowland pacas and/or capybaras,
JERL]; birds are trapped and held for sale; chickens and dogs are sometimes useful”.
The use of this classifier is illustrated in (49) with the word for ‘dog’ and in (50) with
the word for ‘chicken/rooster’.

(49) Huäcui micuinu̧ ja̧u̧ täji ähuiri
wakʷi mikʷ-in-ũ hɑ ̃ũ t-æhi æwiɾi
Huäcui be.called-PST-NFIN 3SG.M.PRO 1PL-PET dog
‘Huäcui se llamaba nuestro perro’
‘Our dog was called Huäcui’
(Babel062:222)

(50) chäji äcäräru’inä̧ …

ʧ-æhi ækæɾæ-ɾu-ʔinæ̃
1SG-PET chicken-OBJ-ADD
‘a mi gallo…’

‘my rooster’
(Babel062:136)

It is important to note that speakers rejected any elicitation attempt to directly mark
a possessor on the noun for ‘dog’, as shown in (51).25

(51) a. chäji ähuiri b. *chähuiri
ʧ-æhi æwiɾi
1SG-PET dog
‘my (pet) dog’
(Elicited)

However, it is possible to possess certain animal names directly, as the example
in (52a) shows. In this example, the word for (a kind of) ‘dove’ is prefixed with a
1PL possessive prefix. Only two such uses appear in my corpus and it may be that
these are metaphorical expressions referring to children but this requires
further research. Crucially, as (52b) shows, the word märo can also be used with
the genitive classifier for ‘pet’. This variability is further discussed below in
Section 4.2.3.

25 In contrasting the use of the direct possession strategy via a prefix with the use of the genitive
classifiers -äji and -’o̧ya̧ (see below), Krute (1989: 90) additionally provides the following unacceptable
examples: */ʧijæwi/ for ‘my (pet) tiger’, */ʧɨt’æmi/ ‘my turkey (carcass)’, and */ʧæʔi/ ‘my caught bass’.
These may be pragmatically odd as none of them are animals that are kept or owned.
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(52) a. ttö̧cua̧ tömärorumä̧
tʰɨ-̃kʷ-ɑ ̃ tɨ-mæɾo-ru-mæ̃
wake-2SG-IMP2 1PL-dove-OBJ-TOP
‘lo vas a despertar a nuestro pajarito’
‘you will wake up our dove’
(Babel020:86)

b. täji märorumä ttöcua pättäjita’anö …

t-æhi mæɾo-ɾu-mæ̃ tʰɨ-̃kʷ-ɑ ̃ pæ-tʰ-æhi-tɑʔɑnɨ
1PL-PET dove-OBJ-TOP wake-2SG-IMP2 say-3PL-PERF?-SIM
‘A su pajarito despertarlo como le habían dicho’
‘Wake up our dove, like they had told (her)’
(Babel020:213)

An important characteristic of this genitive classifier is that it can be pluralized if the
possessee is plural, as exemplified in (53). Note, however, that the classifier does not
take the same plural suffix as the possessee, which is marked with the animate plural
suffix -tö̧ /-tɨ/̃, but rather one that is lexically specified for this particular genitive
classifier.

(53) chä̧ji̧mu̧ ä̧wi̧ri̧tö̧
ʧ-æ̃hĩ-mũ æ̃wĩɾĩ-tɨ ̃

1SG-PET-ANIM.PL2 dog-ANIM.PL1
‘my (pet) dogs’
(Elicited)

In addition to ‘pets’ as defined by Krute, Piaroa teachers from the community of
Sarrapia in Colombia report that this construction can be usedwith insects and other
lower animal orders, for example, when they are used by children in their games
(personal communication, October 10, 2023).26

4.2.2.3 Other/prey animals
In addition to the ‘pet’ classifier discussed above, there is a second classifier that is
used with animals, namely -’o̧ya̧. Krute (1989: 90–91) points out that this classifier is
used with “any dead animal, whether accidentally discovered or intentionally
killed” and that although the typical use is with mammals, it can also be used with
“(dead) fish and birds”. Example (54) shows this genitive classifier used two times

26 The particular example reported by the teachers in Sarrapia involved grasshoppers which
sometimes very young children will play with; such children may (reportedly) refer to these grass-
hoppers using a ‘my-pet grasshopper’ construction.
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in the same stretch of speech, once with ‘birds’ and once with ‘peccary’, a type of
mammal (Tayassu pecari).

(54) a. ttö̧’o̧ya̧ ppiyuhuä
tʰɨ-̃ʔõʤɑ̃ pʰiʤuwæ
3PL-PREY.SG bird.PL
‘sus pájaros’
‘their birds’

b. ttö̧’o̧ya̧ i̧mȩ pättäcu
tʰɨ-̃ʔõʤɑ̃ ĩmẽ pæ-tʰ-æ-ku
3PL-PREY.SG peccary say-3PL-TAM1-OBJ?
‘su váquiro (que) le dicen’
‘(what) is called their peccary’
(Babel014:167-168)

Similarly to the -äji genitive classifier, -’o̧ya̧ can also be pluralized; the plural form of
the classifier is shown here in (55) and also through the contrast of the singular and
plural forms in (56). Note that in (56b) the use of the plural marker on the noun itself
was considered optional by the speakers consulted.

(55) ojusode ä’ärä imi o̧’o̧tö̧ kä̧yö̧
∅-ohus-ode æʔæ-ɾæ imi õ-ʔõtɨ ̃ kʰæ̃y-ɨ ̃

3SG.M-house-CL:HOUSE yard-CL:CLEAR outside 3SG.M-PREY+PL worm-PL.ANIM1

‘fuera del patio de su casa había sus gusanos comestibles’
‘outside his house’s yard, (there were) his edible worms’
(Babel014:116)

(56) a. ö̧’o̧ya̧ i̧mȩ’i̧nä̧
ɨ-̃ʔõʤɑ̃ ĩmẽ-ʔĩnæ̃
3SG.M-PREY.SG peccary-ADD
‘su váquiro también’
‘his peccary too’
(Babel014:115)

b. ö̧’o̧tö̧ i̧mȩ(tö̧)
ɨ-̃ʔõtɨ ̃ ĩmẽ(-tɨ)̃
3SG.M-PREY.PL.ANIM1 peccary-PL.ANIM1

‘sus (varios) váquiros’
‘his (multiple) peccaries’
(Elicited)

While Krute (1989) suggests that this genitive classifier is only used with dead
animals, the intuition of the consultants I have worked with is that it “can be used
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also with live animals but that do not belong to you”.27 The example in (55) is such a
context inwhich the referent – in this case, a type ofworm – is deemed to be alive and
not dead.28 It thus seems that a better descriptor is not necessarily their “dead”
condition but rather whether they are (potential) “prey” – that is, they can be eaten.
This is in line with the meaning of the word po̧ya̧ from which the classifier is likely
derived and which means ‘game, prey’ (Nolberto Fuentes, pers. comm., Nov. 4, 2021)
and was confirmed by several Piaroa teachers in October 2022 while discussing the
contrast between the different genitive classifiers. During this discussion, the
teachers explained that, for instance, a chicken that one keeps for a time (as a pet or
raising it) can be referred to by -äji but that a chicken that one buyswith the intention
of, say, killing it and eating it later in the day can co-occur with -’o̧ya̧, crucially while
still alive. The teachers also reported that it is possible to use the word ‘chicken’with
the genitive classifier for food -u̧cuä̧ when talking about chicken meat. As I discuss
below, this is an example of the relational nature of Piaroa genitive classifiers.

4.2.2.4 Novel/introduced objects
The fourth genitive classifier used in the indirect possession construction described
in this section is -äre which, as Krute (1989: 91–92) shows, is primarily used with
borrowed (from Spanish) nouns or native Piaroa nouns for which the real-life
referent has changed to an introduced object (e.g., soari̧ ‘needle’ which went from
being traditionally made of bone to the metal needle introduced by the outside
Venezuelan society).

The use of -äre is exemplified in (57) and (58) with the nouns for ‘money’ and
‘motorcycle’, respectively. Krute (1989: 91) argues that this construction can be used
with borrowed nouns that have beenmorphologically adapted to Piaroa grammar via
the addition of a classifier as well as with those that have not been adapted. His
examples and the examples in (57) and (58) further suggest that this also applies to
phonological adaptation: note that the word for ‘money’ has been phonologically
adapted from Spanish plata ‘silver’while the word for ‘motorcycle’ remains the same.

(57) cha̧ju̧ kiäre pärätä sojä …

ʧ-ɑ ̃hũ kʰi-æɾe pæɾætæ =s-ohæ
1SG-mother 3SG.F-INTRODUCED money =DUM-CL:LEAF
‘el dinero de mi mamá…’

‘my mother’s money (Spanish plata ‘silver’)…’

(Babel011:22)

27 This comment regarding use was provided while discussing the best translation for the example
in (56a).
28 In fact, the next intonation unit includes an ideophone that describes the sound the worms were
making.
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(58) … chä’o iäre moto’i̧nä̧
ʧ-æʔo i-æɾe moto-ʔĩnæ̃
1SG-father 3SG.M-INTRODUCED motorcycle-ADD

‘…la moto de mi papá también’
‘…my father’s motorcycle too (Spanish moto ‘motorcycle’)’
(Babel011:25)

This genitive classifier has also become the default strategy for introducing Spanish
nouns designating other entities, beyond introduced objects per se, into the language.
Examples in the corpus include ‘our school (Spanish escuela)’ in (59), ‘our mate
(Spanish compañero)’ in (60), and ‘their story (Spanish historia)’ in (61). In all three of
these examples, a Spanish noun is used with -äre; however, the semantics of these
nouns can vary significantly even including animate nouns as in (60) for ‘mate’.

(59) tiäre escuela
ti-æɾe eskwela
1PL-INTRODUCED school
‘nuestra escuela’
‘our school (Spanish escuela ‘school’)’
(Babel002:19)

(60) tiäre compañero Marco
ti-æɾe kompaɲeɾo marko
1PL-INTRODUCED mate Marcos
‘nuestro compañero Marco’
‘our mate Marcos (Spanish compañero ‘mate’)’
(Babel015:15)

(61) ttiäre historia jittähua’a …

tʰi-æɾe istoɾja hi-tʰ-æw-ɑʔɑ
3PL-INTRODUCED story tell-3PL-MID-TAM2

‘su historia de ellos contaban…’

‘they used to tell their story…’

(Babel018:14)

One additional point is that Krute (1989) transcribes this genitive classifier as starting
with a glottal stop but that does not seem to be the case, as a contrast of the two forms
in (62) suggests. The consultants I work with deem these two forms to be phono-
logically different and the one with a glottal stop between the first two vowels is
consistently assigned to the meaning ‘her eye’. However, the realization of the (C)V-
allomorph of the possessive prefixeswith this genitive classifierwould in fact suggest
that the root is consonant-initial and not vowel-initial.
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(62) a. kiäre b. ki’äre
kʰi-æɾe kʰ-iʔæ-ɾe
3SG.F-INTRODUCED 3SG.F-face-CL:eye
‘her thing’ ‘her eye’
(Elicited)

4.2.3 Non-predictability and variability in assignment

Theexamples in (51) and (52) above suggest thatwhile theassignmentof aparticularnoun
to a particular possessive class – in this case, the classes of directly possessed (animate
possessor marked on the possessee) and indirectly possessed nouns (animate possessor
marked on the genitive classifier) – follows certain general trends, assignment is not
entirely predictable based on semantic grounds only. In this particular case, while most
animals cannot bedirectlypossessedandrequire theuseof the genitive classifier -äjias in
(51), it is possible to possess an animal term directly as in (52a). A second example of this
type of non-predictability in assignment is illustrated in (63). While food items generally
take the genitive classifier -u̧cuä̧, it is also possible for certain nouns for food to be directly
possessed via a possessive prefix as the example below shows. In this example, the
deverbal noun söähuä ‘roast’ is marked via a 3SG.M prefix.

(63) juä̧nȩtä̧ jäyänä̧ ösoähuä i̧mȩ soähuä hua̧’a̧
hʷæ̃nẽ-tæ̃ hæʤæ-næ̃ ɨ-so-æw-æ ĩmẽ so-æw-æ w-ɑʔɑ
that-CONTR? side-LOC 3SG.M-roast-MID-NZR? peccary roast-MID-NZR? lie-TAM2

‘del mismo lado su asado, asado de váquiro, estaba’
‘his roast, peccary roast, was on that same side’
(Babel014:150)

Another possible context for non-predictability is instances like the one in (64) where
more than one genitive classifier is semantically available as is the case for the noun
sa̧di̧na̧ here – borrowed from Spanish sardina ‘sardine’ – forwhich the speaker could
have used either the classifier for food items or the one for novel/introduced objects
encoded by Spanish borrowings. Here the choice seems determined by the semantics
of the assignment.

(64) u̧cuä̧ sa̧di̧na̧’i̧nä̧
∅-ũkʷæ̃ sɑ̃dĩnɑ̃-ʔĩnæ̃
3SG.M-ALIMENTARY sardine-ADD
‘su (comida) sardina también’
‘his sardines (Spanish loan) too’
(Babel026:174)
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This non-predictability is already noted by Krute (1989: 93–95) who claims that there
is no single semantic principle that can underpin the assignment of a given noun to a
given possessive class. He argues that there are many semantic/grammatical
(seeming) mismatches within the genitive classifier system, the direct/indirect sys-
tem, and the alienability-based system.

In addition to non-predictability, there is contextual variability where a single
noun can appear inmore than one type of construction orwithmore than one type of
genitive classifier.29 For instance, the two examples in (65) show that it is possible for
a noun to be directly possessed and indirectly possessed. Here theword for ‘milk tree’
enters into an indirect possession construction with the genitive classifier -u̧cuä̧ in
(65a) but is directly possessed with a first-person singular possessive prefix in (65b).
These two examples come from the same narrative and are only one intonation unit
away from one another, which underscores the variable nature of assignment to one
construction over another depending on the context.

(65) a. u̧cuä̧ uppäi jäi
∅-ũkʷæ̃ upʰæ-i hæi
3SG.M-ALIMENTARY milk.tree-CL:TREE DIST+CL:TREE
‘su árbol de pendare’
‘his milk tree’
(Babel025:18)

b. “ chuppäi jäi … ”

ʧ-upʰæ-i hæi
3SG-milk.tree-CL:TREE DIST+CL:TREE
‘ “mi mata de pendare…” ’

‘ “my milk tree…” ’

(Babel025:20)

To further test this, I performed a count of all instances of ‘milk tree’ in the textwhere
the two examples in (65) occurred as well as a count for the word märo ‘dove’,
illustrated above in (52), in Babel020. The results of these counts are presented here
in Table 4 and illustrate that even within a single text (both texts are narrated by the
same speaker), a given optionally possessed noun can appear within either a direct
possession construction or an indirect possession one.

Further, Krute (1989) notes that a single noun can appear with more than one
genitive classifier, as the elicited examples below show. Note that here the noun /tæʔu/
‘nutria’ can combine with a different genitive classifier to encode different relational

29 Note that variability of assignment is also characteristic of Oceanic possession systems as the
discussion of ‘fluidity’ in Lichtenberk (2009) shows.
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meanings between the possessee and the possessor. According to Krute (1989: 88), the
directly possessed form */ʧɨtæʔu/ is, however, unacceptable to speakers.

(66) a. ʧ-æhi tæʔu
1SG-PET nutria
‘my nutria, my pet nutria’

b. ʧɨ-ʔoɲæ tæʔu
1SG-PREY nutria
‘my nutria, my nutria carcass’

c. ʧ-ukʷæ tæʔu
1SG-ALIMENTARY nutria
‘my nutria, my nutria meat, my butchered nutria’
(adapted from Krute 1989: 88)

The examples in (66) and the discussion about possessing a ‘chicken’ reported at the
end of Section 4.2.2.3 highlight that the Piaroa genitive classifiers are relational since
they encode not only semantic characteristics of the referent but also the type of
relationship that holds between the possessor and the possessee.

4.3 Summary

In the sections above, I presented an analysis of the different constructions that Piaroa
speakers use to encode “possession”, with a focus on those that have an animate
possessor. Here I discuss some of the main properties of the subset of constructions
with an animate possessor discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 in order to highlight
similarities and differences between them, summarized in Table 5. All three main
adnominal possession constructions that occur with an animate possessor – i.e., the
inalienable construction, the alienable construction with direct marking, and the
alienable construction with indirect marking –make use of the same set of possessive
affixes to index the possessor and in all instances, the expression of the possessor can
be accomplished via the same set of possibilities (zero overt expression, via a pronoun,

Table : Distribution of märo and uppäi by construction type.

märo ‘dove’ uppäi ‘milk tree’

Free (non-possessed) form  (IUs: , )  (IUs: , )
Directly possessed via a prefix  (IUs: , , )  (IUs: , )
Possessed via a genitive classifier + prefix  (IUs: , , )  (IUs: , )
Unclear  (IU: )  (IUs: , )
Total occurrences  
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via a noun, and via a noun phrase). Additionally, all three constructions can be
considered as head-marking constructions since the dependent possessor noun never
takes any morphological marking. However, there are also important differences
between these three constructions. First, the indexingof the possessor on thepossessee
via affixation is only obligatory for the inalienable construction. Second, the possessee
nouns that occur in this construction can be considered to be bound roots since they
cannot occur without possessive marking; the nouns that enter the alienable con-
struction on the other hand are free nouns. Finally, the two alienable constructions,
direct versus indirect, differ in that for the indirect construction the possessee is
formed by a genitive classifier plus a noun and in that it is the genitive classifier (and
not the noun) that is the locus of marking via affixation.

Three other characteristics of the Piaroa adnominal possession system are
worth summarizing here given that they expand our knowledge about possession
generally. First, the Piaroa data discussed above highlight that possession can be
used to encode relations between two entities that go beyond the traditionally
studied ownership, kinship and part-whole relations and which can include notions
related to “use” of the possessee as potential food or prey. This seems to be typical of

Table : Summary of structural properties by construction.

Properties ‘Inalienable (Direct)’ ‘Alienable’

Direct Indirect

Morphological indexing via affixation (same indexes) √ √ √
Expression of the (animate) possessor
– Not expressed overtly √ √ √
– Expressed via a pronoun √ √ √
– Expressed via a noun √ √ √
– Expressed via a noun phrase √ √ √

Obligatoriness of indexing
– Obligatory √ – –

– Optional – √ √
Bound versus free roots
– Bound √ – –

– Free – √ √
Internal structure of the possessee noun phrase
– Noun √ √ –

– Genitive classifier + noun – – √
Locus of marking
– Head (possessee) √ √ √
– Noun √ √ –

– Genitive classifier – – √
– Dependent (possessor) – – –
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languages with genitive classifiers (Carlson and Payne 1989) but further in-depth
studies of possession in languages with genitive classifiers are likely to reveal new
semantic relations that can be encoded by possession as well as shed light on what
semantic relations are commonly encoded via genitive classifiers crosslinguistically
and how these are distributed areally (e.g., “pet” is common in several South American
language families such as Naduhup [Epps and Obert 2022] and Tupían [Rose forth-
coming] but is also present in Uto-Aztecan [Hill and Hill 2019: 296–297] and Maiduan
[Mithun 1999: 250]). Second, the Piaroa genitive classifiers are in fact RELATIONAL,
encoding not only properties of the possessee noun but also the semantic relationship
between the possessor and the possessee; this challenges our previous understanding
of the crosslinguistic distribution of relational classifiers as discussed in Section 2.
Finally, one further important characteristic of the system is the contextual selectionof
thedifferent possession strategies that somealienablenouns can occur in, a choice that
seems to be discourse motivated rather than lexically assigned.

5 Discussion and conclusions

As shown above, Piaroa speakers make use of multiple possession strategies with
animate possessors, all of them head-marked, which is a common pattern in the
Americas (Nichols and Bickel 2013b). These strategies vary not only based on their
obligatoriness (grammatical alienability) but also based on the locus ofmarking (direct
vs. indirect possession). In other words, Piaroa possession distinguishes between, on
the one hand, alienable and inalienable nouns and, on the other, nouns that can be
directly possessed and those that cannot. Crucially, the Piaroa system reveals that it is
possible for a language to have (two in this case) concurrent systems of nominal
classification – in the sense of Fedden and Corbett (2017) who show that is possible for
languages to have more than one system for classifying nouns simultaneously – that
determine its possessive classes. Typological work like Nichols and Bickel’s (2013a)
survey of 243 languages suggests that it is rare for languages to have more than three
possessive classes.30 However, an important difference between the four systems
described byNichols and Bickel (2013a) and the Piaroa system is that the Piaroa classes
are not part of a single classification systembut are rather determinedby two different
classification systems that overlap significantly but not completely. These two systems
and their overlap are summarized in Table 6. On the one hand, the alienability contrast
divides nouns into obligatorily possessed nouns (blue) versus optionally possessed
nouns (orange). The obligatorily possessed or inalienable nouns include kinship and

30 As previously discussed in Section 2, these authors define possessive classes as lexically deter-
mined classes conditioned by the possessed noun.
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body-part terms while the optionally possessed nouns include nouns denoting other
semantic categories. On the other hand, there is a distinction between nouns that are
directly possessed – i.e., nouns that can take the possessive affixes directly – and those
that do not and require a genitive classifier to act as host of the possessive affixes; this
contrast is indicated via texture in the corresponding cells (diagonal lines correspond
to direct possession and a trellis pattern to indirect possession). As the table shows,
there is no complete overlap between these four classes with direct possession being a
property of inalienable nouns as well as of some alienable nouns.

The Piaroa system is thus different from other better-known systems of possessive
classification such as those of Oceanic languages where alienability- and (in)direct
possession-determined classes fully overlap (i.e., inalienable nouns are directly
possessed and alienable ones are indirectly possessed). In other words, ‘alienability’ is
sufficient to account for the distribution of possessive classes in Oceanic but this is not
the case for Piaroa. In showing this difference and underscoring the fact that alien-
ability is an important but not sufficient criterion to account for the distribution of
possessive classes in Piaroa, this article contributes to our crosslinguistic understanding
of possession, demonstrating that two different but concurrent systems of nominal
classification are needed to account for the properties and distribution of the Piaroa
adnominal possession constructionswith animate possessors. It ismy hope that further
crosslinguistic research can reveal similarly complex systems of possessive classes.
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Abbreviations (in addition to Leipzig Glossing Rules)

ADD additive
ANIM animate
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CL classifier
CLS2 marker for verb roots belonging to Class II in their non-finite and imperative forms
CONTR contrastive
COP copula
DEC deceased
DUM dummy root
FEM feminine
INAN inanimate
LOC locative
MASC masculine
MID middle
NFIN non-finite
PRO pronoun
PURP purposive
TAM tense-aspect-mood marker
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Abstract: This article presents an original analysis of possession in Mojeño Trinitario,
an Arawak language, teasing apart the levels of lexical possessive noun classes,
morphological derivation between noun classes, and adnominal possessive construc-
tions. The three possessive noun classes (obligatorily prefixed, optionally prefixed and
non-prefixable) do not exactly correspond to the three possessive noun classes of the
traditional analysis of Arawak languages, as in the analysis proposed here some of the
traditionally called “alienable” nouns, i.e. nouns occurring as either possessed or
unpossessed, are classified as non-prefixable nouns because they need some additional
derivational morphology to be prefixable. The two adnominal possessive constructions
(basic, through prefixation and modification; and indirect, via a generic possessive
noun) are described, and their distribution is discussed. The article then addresses the
question of how the notion of “alienability contrast” could explain the phenomena
described, at either the lexical or phrasal level. In the process, it offers frequency counts
on how often nouns of the different possessive classes occur as possessed in discourse,
and it discusses whether the three noun classes are open or closed classes. It concludes
that the alienability contrast is at best only a partial explanation for the expression of
possession in Mojeño Trinitario. This article ends by developing how this innovative
account of possession in Mojeño Trinitario applies to other Arawak languages.

Keywords: adnominal possession; bound nouns; generic possessive noun; deriva-
tion; discourse frequency

1 Introduction

This article offers an innovative analysis of possessive noun classes and adnominal
possession in Mojeño Trinitario (Arawak, Bolivia), by highlighting the role of deri-
vational processes among noun classes. By doing so, it questions the relevance of the
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concept of “alienability” for the description of that language, and of Arawak lan-
guages more generally. These languages are regularly described as featuring an
alienability contrast in their encoding of possession.

In the literature, the linguistic category of possession is taken to cover manymore
relations within the personal sphere of the possessor than just ownership (Creissels
2006: 143). Awell-knowndistinction in terms of possessive relationships is that between
inalienable and alienable possession. This is called the alienability contrast and is either
seen as a semantic contrast or as a formal instantiation of this contrast in the lexicon or
grammar of a language (Nichols 1988). On the semantic level, inalienable possession is
seen as being inherent and permanent and prototypically encompasses body-part and
kinship relations,while alienable possession canbe temporary (Chappell andMcGregor
1996: 4). On the formal level, alienability splits often show in adnominal possession.1

Crosslinguistically, the adnominal possessive construction expressing inalienable
possession regularly “involves a tighter structural bond between possessee and
possessor” than the one expressing alienable possession (Heine 1997: 172).

This article aims to revisit the relevance of the alienability contrast for the
description of Arawak languages. These languages are often reported to show
the tendency observed for Amazonian languages to feature an alienability contrast at
the level of noun classes (see Krasnoukhova 2011), of (adnominal) possessive con-
structions (van der Voort 2009) or both levels, without clearly distinguishing them
(Aikhenvald 2012: 163–178). Indeed, for Arawak languages, the alienability contrast
has been argued to be at work at two levels: on the lexical level, through the
distinction between noun classes depending on their morphosyntactic behavior in
possessive constructions, and on the phrase level, through the competition between
two adnominal possessive constructions. The literature on possession in Arawak
languages consists of the relevant sections of grammars (see Durand [2016] for a good
overview of descriptions of individual Arawak languages), some papers specifically
focused on possession in individual languages (Carvalho 2015; Castillo Ramirez 2017;
Corbera Mori 2005; Freitas 2017; Lemus Serrano 2015; Michael 2012), and some syn-
chronic and diachronic work at the family level (Aikhenvald 2012: 163–178; Payne
1987). Before getting to the core of my proposal, I present a traditional account of
possession in Arawak languages, illustrated with some data from Yukuna (Lemus
Serrano 2020), meant to be representative of the literature mentioned above.

As mentioned above, the literature on Arawak languages refers to both alienable
and inalienable nouns and alienable and inalienable possessive constructions. I will
highlight now that there is no plain correspondence between classes of nouns and

1 In adnominal possession, also called attributive possession, the possessor and the possessee are
expressed within a single noun phrase, in contrast with predicative possession or external
possession.
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possessive constructions. On the lexical level, Arawakanists generally distinguish be-
tween a class of inalienable nouns, which obligatorily occur possessed (with a pos-
sessive person index and/or an NP for their possessor), and a class of alienable nouns,
which only optionally occur possessed (with either a possessive person index and/or a
possessor NP) (Aikhenvald 1999: 82). These latter roots usually need to carry a special
suffix when possessed, although in some languages some of these roots do not need a
suffix then. Examples (1) and (2) show an inalienable noun with a pronominal and a
nominal possessor, respectively. Examples (3) and (4) show an alienable noun first
unpossessed and then possessed.When possessed as in (4), it carries a suffix specific to
alienable nouns, additionally to the expression of the possessor. These two noun
classes perfectly illustrate the expectation that possession is encoded formally with
morematerial for alienable nouns than for inalienable nouns since the formerneed an
additional suffix. But in its definition of inalienable nouns, this traditional analysis
overlooks the fact that some nouns that are obligatorily possessed can actually occur
without a possessor, as long as they take another special suffix as in (5). This fact is not
seen in the literature as a contradiction to the inalienable categorization of this class of
nouns. Also, this analysis excludes from thedomainof possession a third class of nouns
in Arawak languages, usually described as non-possessible, on the basis that they
cannot take a possessive person index, under any conditions.

(1) Yukuna
na=aꞌjné
3PL=food
‘their food’
(Lemus Serrano 2020: 50)

(2) Yukuna
yuwa-ná aꞌjné
unripe-PL food
‘children’s food’
(Lemus Serrano 2020: 50)

(3) Yukuna
wapaꞌná jwaꞌté ri=chiriꞌ-ch=ó
blowgun with 3SG.NF=wander-PST=MID

‘he went with the blowgun’
(Lemus Serrano 2020: 812)

(4) Yukuna
ri=wapaꞌná-re
3SG.NF=blowgun-POSD
‘my blowgun’
(Lemus Serrano 2020: 51)
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(5) Yukuna
Aꞌjne-jí tâ ri=ikhá.
food-NPOSD EMPH 3SG.NF=PRO
‘It is food.’
(Lemus Serrano 2020: 51)

On the phrase level, some Arawak languages (only a few according to Aikhenvald
(1999: 84), very probably more) show two adnominal possessive constructions. The
basic construction, illustrated in (6), simply encodes the possessor as a person index
on the possessee or as an NP juxtaposed to it (depending on the language, the person
index is present or absent when the possessor is overtly expressed as a lexical item).
The indirect construction, illustrated in (7), is built on the basic one, with the slot
corresponding to the possessee in (6) being filled by either a generic possessive noun
(translatable as ‘belonging’) or a generic classifier.2 This basic adnominal possessive
construction with the ‘dummy’ possessee is then specified with a lexical expression
for the possessee, and together these elements constitute the indirect construction.
The distinction between these two adnominal possessive constructions could be
accounted for by the alienability contrast: semantically, the basic construction as in
(6) can be said to encode a tighter semantic bond between possessee and possessor
than the construction with an additional dummy possessee as in (7); formally, the
indirect possessive construction shows more marking than the basic one.

(6) Yukuna
nu=aló
1SG=mother
‘my mother’
(Lemus Serrano 2020: 319)

(7) Yukuna
ri=le’jé pají
3SG.NF=GPN house
‘his maloca (traditional house)’
(Lemus Serrano 2020: 53)

Nevertheless, we have already seen that the basic construction is not restricted to
inalienable possessees, but also functionswith alienable ones as in (4). Also, while the
indirect construction is presented in the literature as offering a means for so-called
“non-possessible” nouns to enter a possessive construction (which is a bit of a

2 In addition to the four languages listed in Aikhenvald (1999: 84), indirect constructions have been
described for at least Baure (Danielsen 2007: 124), Yukuna (Lemus Serrano 2020: 53–54), and Paunaka
(Terhart 2021: 182–185).
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contradiction), it is also attested with nouns that are possessible, as in (8) (Lemus
Serrano 2020: 53).3 Therefore, there is not any simple association between noun
classes and adnominal possessive constructions, as summarized in Figure 1.

(8) Yukuna
nu=le’jé yáwi ñáni
1SG=GPN dog DIM

‘my little dog’
(Lemus Serrano 2020: 53–54)

(9) Yukuna
nu=yawi-té-na
1SG=dog-POSD-PL
‘my dogs’
(Lemus Serrano 2020: 51)

The semantic basis of the alienability contrast has regularly been used as a moti-
vation for a difference in formal marking between two classes of nouns, or between
different adnominal possessive constructions, be it in terms of iconicity (Haiman
1985: 130) or frequency (Haspelmath 2017). This article aims at re-considering the
validity of “alienability” as an explanatory factor for possessive noun classes on the
one hand, and possessive constructions on the other hand, in Arawak languages,
through the study of a particular Arawak language, namely Mojeño Trinitario. Does
the alienability contrast surface in the lexicon? If so, what does the organization
of the lexicon reveal about what is considered alienable or not in this language? Does
the formal difference between the two adnominal possessive constructions rate as an
alienability split?

To answer these questions, I will draw a clear line between noun classes (defined
by their morphosyntactic behavior in possessive constructions) and adnominal pos-
sessive constructions. This line is sometimes blurred in the literature,which sometimes

obligatorily possessed 
nouns

indirect adnominal 
possessive construc on

basic adnominal 
possessive construc on

op onally possessed
nouns

non-directly 
possessible nouns

pppppppppppppppppppp

ppppppppppppppppppp

Figure 1: “Traditional” account of Arawak noun classes and possessive constructions.

3 The semantic distinction between (8) and (9) in Yukuna is actually not discussed by Lemus Serrano
(2020).
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seems to presuppose a strict correspondence between some noun classes and some
adnominal possessive constructions. A feature of Mojeño Trinitario helps in that
respect: unlike in Yukuna (see Example (2)), obligatorily possessed nouns feature
possessive person prefixes even when the possessor is expressed as an NP. This sys-
tematic presence of person prefixes on obligatorily possessed nouns enables us to
identify the noun classes depending not on whether theymust be, can be, or cannot be
possessed (i.e., enter a possessive construction), but with the more straightforward
morphological criterion of whether they must, can or cannot take a person prefix.

All descriptions of Arawak languagesmention the suffixes that are crucial for (all
or some) so-called “alienable” nouns to be possessed. They are glossed POSD in the
present work and have been exemplified with -ne in (4) and -té in (9). This article
raises for the first time the question of the status of these possessive suffixes, which
are crucial inmost Arawak languages for so-called “alienable” nouns to be possessed.
Let’s compare their traditional analysis with that of the suffixes found on obligatorily
possessed nouns when these are not possessed, here glossed NPOSD and exemplified
with -jí in (5). Most often, authors write that obligatorily possessed nouns can occur
without a possessor when carrying a special suffix, without noticing the contradic-
tion. Some authors reasonably dispel this contradiction by considering these suffixes
to derive non-possessible nominal stems from obligatorily possessed roots (Dan-
ielsen 2007: 121; Michael 2012; Terhart 2021:179, for example). Similarly, it has been
commonly accepted that optionally possessed noun roots enter the basic possessive
construction while they systematically need a special suffix to do so (they would
basically not be possessible without this suffix).

In this article, I propose that “possessive suffixes” (those glossed POSD) derive
possessible nominal stems from non-possessible noun roots, mirroring the deriva-
tional account of the reverse process: the derivation of non-possessible nominal
stems from obligatorily possessed roots with a NPOSD suffix mentioned above.4 This
results in a different categorization of noun roots into possessive noun classes. The
correspondence with the previous categorization is summarized in Table 1.

Another particularity of Mojeño Trinitario is interesting: the class of optionally
possessed nouns (called “alienable” in the Arawak literature) contains some nouns
that can take a possessive person prefix without any other change, thus calling for a
true class of optionally possessed noun roots even after the reclassification of the
nouns that need a suffix in order to be possessed as non-prefixable roots.5

The analysis of theMojeñoTrinitario possession domain as analyzed in this article
is schematized in Figure 2, where solid arrows represent the use of particular noun

4 Danielsen (2007: 123) and Terhart (2021: 181) domention the derivation of a possessible form but do
not question the fact that the underived root is therefore not possessible itself.
5 At least Paunaka also shows a class of alienable noun roots that do not need derivation to be
possessed (Terhart 2021: 180).
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classes in possessive constructions, and dashed arrows the derivation processes
among noun classes. The thinner arrows represent associations that are not frequent.

In brief, this article offers an innovative and more consistent analysis of
possession in Arawak languages, with a central place given to derivational processes
between noun classes. Ultimately, we will see that the semantic distinction between
alienable and inalienable possession does not apply straightforwardly to either noun
classes or adnominal possessive constructions, and even less so if one adopts a
derivational analysis of the possessive suffixes.

Section 2 will introduce Mojeño Trinitario and its two possessive constructions:
the basic and the indirect possessive constructions (the boxes to the right in Figure 2).
Section 3 will present the three possessive classes of noun roots – obligatorily pre-
fixed, optionally prefixed and non-prefixable ones (the boxes to the left in Figure 2).
Section 4 will present an original analysis of the nominal suffixes that allow or
disallow the combination of a noun root with a possessive person prefix: they will be
analyzed as devices deriving noun roots into nominal stems of a different possessive
class (the dotted arrows in Figure 2). Section 5 will then describe the distribution of

Table : Arawak possessive noun classes: traditional account and present proposal.

Traditional
possessive noun
classes

Proposal for possessive
noun classes

Subclasses based
on derivational
potential

Example from Yukuna

Inalienable Obligatorily possessed Not illustrated

-NPOSD aꞌjn�e () () ()

Alienable Optionally possessed Absent in that language

Non-possessible Not possessible with
possessive person prefix

-POSD wapaꞌná () (), yáwi () ()

pají ()

obligatorily prefixed nouns

indirect adnominal
possessive construc on

basic adnominal possessive
construc on

op onally prefixed nouns

non-prefixable nouns

+NPOSD
derivable roots

derivable roots

+ POSD

bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb

Figure 2: Innovative account of Mojeño Trinitario noun classes and possessive constructions.
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noun classes across the possessive constructions, represented by the solid arrows in
Figure 2. Section 6 will argue that the notion of alienability does not clearly account
for any contrast in Mojeño Trinitario, at either the lexical or phrasal level. Section 7
will briefly summarize the innovative analysis and present how it can be extended to
other Arawak languages.

2 Adnominal possession in Mojeño Trinitario

Mojeño Trinitario (trin1274) is a Southern Arawak language spoken in the Bolivian
lowlands (Gill 1957; Rose 2015b). The data on which this article is based have been
collected in the field by the author since 2005. They constitute a database of 8 h of
(semi)-spontaneous speech, 2 h of isolated sentences elicited with stimuli, and
additionally 4900 elicited sentences (Rose 2018b).6 Mojeño Trinitario is a highly
agglutinating language, with a large number of suffix/enclitic slots and a few prefix
slots. Lexical and grammatical morphemes display several surface forms, due to a
rich system of morphophonemic rules and a pervasive process of vowel deletion
(Rose 2019a). Within the few prefix slots, one finds a set of prefixes that are used to
index S and A on verbs and also – most crucially for this article – the possessor on
nouns. This set, called “person prefixes” in this article, encodes person, number and
gender, and is presented in Table 2.7

Table : Mojeño Trinitario person prefixes.

SG n-
SG p- ~pi-
PL v- ~vi-
PL a-
M(SG.H) speaker_ ma-
M(SG.H) speaker\ ñi-
F(SG.H) s-
PL(H) na-
NH(SG/PL) ta-
 t- ~ty- on verbs only
‘other’ po- on nouns only

6 Examples of Mojeño Trinitario are followed by a code referring to my corpus. Examples extracted
from texts are coded with the identification number assigned to the text and the utterance number
within the text. Examples elicited as isolated sentences with the help of a stimulus are coded for the
Stimulus, then a capital letter for the speaker, and the number of the utterance
7 The paradigm is discussed in detail in Rose (2015a) and its genderlect feature present in the 3rd-
person human singular masculine forms in Rose (2013).
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Mojeño Trinitario shows two adnominal possessive constructions, which I
call basic and indirect. They are represented by the boxes to the right in Figure 2.
They are presented respectively in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, and highlighted in
boldface in the examples when part of a full sentence. The rarely attested pos-
sibility of combining the two possessive constructions will be presented later, in
Section 5.3.

2.1 The basic adnominal possessive construction

In the basic adnominal possessive construction, the noun for the possessee has to
carry a person prefix indexing the possessor. This noun may be modified by the
following noun phrase for its possessor.8 This head-marked construction is summa-
rized in Figure 3, where optional modifiers are overlooked. It is exemplified in (10).

(10) to ta-kunaraꞌi to koje
ART.NH 3NH-image ART.NH moon
‘the reflection of the moon’
(6.017)

Very often, as in (11), the possessor is not expressed as an overt noun phrase, either
because it is already given in the context and the possessive prefix on the pos-
sessee suffices to retrieve its identity, or because the possessor is first or second
person.9

(11) esu s-ve-ꞌo to s-ipruji
3F 3F-take_out-ACT ART.NH 3F-medicine
‘She gets her remedies.’
(C&B_S.070)

DET prefixPOSSESSOR-NPOSSESSEE   (DET NPOSSESSOR) 

Figure 3: The basic adnominal possessive construction.

8 Krasnoukhova (2011: 87, 2012: 97) notes that in her sample of South American languages, most
possessive constructions show the order possessor-possessee, except a few languages, most of which
are found in the Guaporé-Mamoré area. Note thatMojeño Trinitario, spoken in the Guaporé-Mamoré
area, reinforces the latter areal tendency towards the order possessee-possessor.
9 Free pronouns for possessors may co-occur with possessive prefixes but are generally not used in
possessive constructions.
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2.2 The indirect adnominal possessive construction

The indirect adnominal possessive construction follows the pattern of the basic
adnominal possessive construction (summarized in Figure 3), in that a noun carries a
person prefix indexing the possessor, and may be modified by a following noun
phrase for its possessor. But here the noun that carries the person prefix is sys-
tematically the generic possessive noun -yeꞌe ‘belonging’,10 and is combined with
another noun, that is semantically the possessee. The indirect adnominal possessive
construction is summarized in Figure 4, where optional modifiers are overlooked.

Just like the possessee noun in the basic construction (Figure 3), the noun -yeꞌe is
preceded by a determiner and carries a person prefix referring to the possessor.
However, -yeꞌe does not add any particularmeaning to the possessive construction. It
is a dummy item coreferential with the noun that specifies semantically the identity
of the possessee.

In general, the noun -yeꞌe precedes the noun expressing the possessee, and both
are preceded by one determiner only, as illustrated in Example (12) where mayeꞌe
paku is preceded by the non-human determiner to.

(12) to ma-yeꞌe paku ma ꞌmóperu
ART.NH 3M-GPN dog ART.M youngster
‘the dog of the boy (lit. the his-belonging dog of the youngster)’
(18.022)

The fact that the generic possessive noun -yeꞌe and the semantically more specific
noun for the possessee share a single determiner excludes an analysis in terms of
juxtaposition of twonoun phrases: both nouns are forming the core of a nounphrase,
with -yeꞌe being a head and the possessee noun a modifier.11 This noun phrase then
allows the embedding of a further noun phrase for the possessor.

Figure 4: The indirect adnominal possessive construction.

10 The noun roots preceded by a hyphen in this paper cannot stand alone but instead need to be
either prefixed or used in a compound. Very rarely, a semantically more specific noun is used in the
same position as -yeꞌe in this indirect adnominal possessive construction.
11 A nounmodifying another noun inMojeño Trinitario is not preceded by a determiner, like ꞌjiro in
ñi ꞌchane ꞌjiro ‘theman (lit. the personman)’, see Rose and Van linden (2022: 248). By contrast, a noun
phrase used in apposition to another noun phrasewill show a determiner, if its head noun is specific.
Mojeño Trinitario determiners consist of articles, demonstratives and some uses of third-person
pronouns (as the bolded eto in (15)).
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Most frequently, the possessor noun phrase is not expressed because it is one of
the speech act participants, as in (13), or because it is discourse-given, as in (14) from
the Frog story (a rendering of a picture book about a boy and a frog [Mayer 1969]),
where ma- refers to the main protagonist of the story.

(13) ta-nos=po to n-ñeꞌe pak-chicha
3NH-stay=PFV ART.NH 1SG-GPN dog-EMP

‘My poor dog stayed.’
(38.199)

(14) ene eto to ma-yeꞌe paku ta-woo-ꞌo t-opn-u-ch-a
and 3NH ART.NH 3M-GPN dog 3NH-want-ACT 3NH-go_up-APPL-ACT-IRR
eto to t-ow-ri-ko to moposi-ono
3NH ART.NH 3-live-PLURACT-ACT ART.NH bee-PL
‘And his dog wanted to climb where the bees were (i.e., the bee nest).’
(18.026)

In addition, and extremely rarely, the possessee may not be expressed. The meaning
of -yeꞌe is then either semantically vague, or interpretable in context. It may be
translated as ‘thing’ or with a possessive pronoun as in (15).

(15) eto=rip=tse=ro eto v-yeꞌ-on=richu viti jeꞌe
3NH=PFV=contrast=UNQ 3NH 1PL-GPN-PL=RESTR 1PL VALD

‘But they (the dogs) are ours, really.’
(13.005)

The noun -yeꞌe is itself an obligatorily prefixed noun without a clear semantic
extension beyond the meaning of expressing a relation between two entities, hence
its gloss as ‘generic possessive noun’ (GPN).12 It retains its nominal features: it is
preceded by a determiner, takes possessive prefixes like all obligatorily prefixed
nouns, and also combineswith the pluralmarker -ono found on nominals (15) and the
nominal irrealis suffix -ina (not illustrated here).

This section has presented the two Mojeño Trinitario adnominal possessive
constructions, while the next section will present the three Mojeño Trinitario pos-
sessive noun classes. The distribution of the different classes of nouns in the two
possessive constructions will be discussed in Section 5.

12 Possessive nouns are discussed from a typological point of view in Bickel and Nichols (2013).
The noun -yeꞌe has other crucial functions in Mojeño Trinitario: it has grammaticalized as the
universal preposition (Rose 2019b) and also forms the basis for the denominal verb -koyꞌe ‘have’
(Rose 2018a).
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3 Mojeño Trinitario possessive noun classes

The three classes of Mojeño Trinitario nouns are identified in this article on a
morphological basis, depending on their combination with the possessive prefixes
listed in Table 2, when used as the head of an NP expressing possession.13 Note that
the expression of possession within a Mojeño Trinitario NP necessarily involves a
possessive prefix on the possessee (or the generic possessive noun), whether the
possessor is co-expressed by a nominal term or not. The three Mojeño Trinitario
possessive noun classes, represented by the left boxes within Figure 2, are called
obligatorily prefixed, optionally prefixed, and non-prefixable. This terminology
implicitly targets the possessive person prefixes, given that they are the only prefixes
that a noun root can take without being derived into another part-of-speech. Sub-
classes of nouns, in turn, are determined based on their derivational potential.

This section describes how these noun classes categorize noun roots. Section 4
will show how noun roots of one noun class can be derived into a stem of another
noun class.

3.1 Obligatorily prefixed nouns

A first class of nouns comprises those roots which must carry a possessive prefix
specifying the person, gender and number of the possessor. Table 3 offers a selection
of these obligatorily prefixed noun roots. The first column shows the form used with
a possessive person prefix, the fourth column gives the gloss, and the last one the
semantic domain.

The first subset of nouns in Table 3 are always produced with a person prefix in
the texts, and in elicitation sessions, speakers could not think of them without a
prefix. An example is given in (16). Other nouns use one of several formal devices to
occur without a prefix, i.e. unpossessed. The second column of Table 3 gives the form
of these nouns when usedwithout a prefix, while the third highlights the device used
for the prefixless form, often a suffix glossed NPOSD as in (17). This derivation process
will be dealt with in Section 4.1.

(16) m-pórape *pórape
1SG-older_sibling older_sibling
‘my older sibling’ ‘older sibling’

13 Compounds are not analyzed as expressing possession, since themodifier cannot be specific (Rose
and Van linden 2022).
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(17) n-yeno yéno-re
1SG-wife wife-NPOSD
‘my wife’ ‘wife’

In terms of semantic domains (last column of Table 3), the class of obligatorily
possessed nouns exhausts all kinship terms and spatial relations, and it includes
most body parts and parts of wholes, most items of clothing and personal accessories,
some bodily excretions, some attributes like ‘work’, ‘charge’ and ‘language’ and a few
artifacts like ‘beer’, ‘arrow’, and ‘flute’. Note the presence of two loanwords from
Spanish in this class: -kuñaru ‘brother-in-law’ and -kuñara ‘sister-in-law’.

Table : Selection of obligatorily prefixed noun roots.

ROOT DERIVED STEM SUFFIX GLOSS SEMANTIC DOMAIN

-pórape n/a n/a ‘older sibling’ Kinship
-chicha n/a n/a ‘offspring’ Kinship
-apiaru n/a n/a ‘uncle’ Kinship
-imse n/a n/a ‘mother-in-law’ Kinship (affinal)
-kuñara n/a n/a ‘sister-in-law’ Kinship (affinal)
-iype n/a n/a ‘foot’ Body part
- jiꞌu n/a n/a ‘horn, shoulder’ Body part
-poko n/a n/a ‘leaf’ Part-whole (vegetal)
-chusi n/a n/a ‘ravine’ Part-whole (landscape)
-mópeku n/a n/a ‘below’ Spatial relation
-juꞌe n/a n/a ‘interior’ Spatial relation
-kuna(raꞌi) n/a n/a ‘image’ Attribute
-atajiwo n/a n/a ‘suffering’ Feeling
-kane n/a n/a ‘worm, parasite’ Fauna
-yeꞌe n/a n/a ‘thing, belonging’
-yeno y�eno-re -re NPOSD ‘wife’ Kinship (affinal)
-chimra chmora-re -re NPOSD ‘visit’ (NMLZ) Social relation
-miro miro-re -re NPOSD ‘face’ Body part
-chuti chti-re -re NPOSD ‘head’ Body part
-muꞌi muꞌi-re -re NPOSD ‘dress’ Clothing & accessory
-muipaꞌe muipue-re -re NPOSD ‘pants’ Clothing & accessory
-juma jma-re -re NPOSD ‘illness’ Attribute
-owsa ꞌwósa-re -re NPOSD ‘village, town’ (NMLZ) Artifact
-eesa ꞌr�esa-re -re NPOSD ‘beer’ (NMLZ) Artifact
-siivi sviv-re -re NPOSD ‘flute’ Artifact
-chineno chneno-ko -ko NPOSD ‘daughter-in-law’ Kinship (affinal)
-emtone ꞌmotne-ko -ko NPOSD ‘work’ Attribute
-echjiiriwo ꞌchojrii-ko-wo -ko NPOSD ‘language/speech’ (NMLZ) Attribute
-�esane ꞌsan-ti -ti NPOSD ‘field’ Artifact
-sawara saware a / e ‘tobacco’ Flora
-peno peti suppletion ‘house’ Artifact
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3.2 Optionally prefixed nouns

A second class of nouns consists of noun roots that can take a possessive person
prefix but do not have to. They can also appear bare. This is illustrated by the two
occurrences of metsi ‘pot’ in (18), first with a possessive person prefix and then
prefixless. A selection of optionally prefixed nominal roots is presented in Table 4.
Stems derived fromnon-prefixable roots behave in a similar fashion (see Section 4.2).

(18) t-imagi eto y-metsi, w-yukjo-mri-k=po eto
3-boil 3NH 1PL-pot 1PL-pierce-CLF.group-ACT=PFV 3NH
to taemoropi eto to metsi
ART.NH strap 3NH ART.NH pot
‘Our pots were boiling, we would pass a stick through their handle’
(38.86)

Most roots in this class show two different forms depending on the presence or
absence of a prefix, because of rhythmic syncope (Rose 2019a), such as -pokre ∼ pkure
‘canoe’ (the underlying formofwhich, pokure, is never attested synchronically). Most
invariable roots are borrowings, like kareta ‘cart’ (<Sp. carreta). It is also noteworthy
thatmany of the optionally prefixed nouns have historically incorporated a classifier
(i.e., the root never occurs without the classifier): one can recognize the classifiers
-mo CLF.fabric in -poomo ‘leather’, -pe CLF.blade in -esaviipe ‘machete’, -pa CLF.needle in
-ijruupa ‘spindle’ and -ve CLF.pointed in enrove ‘fishing hook’ for example.

Semantically, the optionally possessed nouns can be conceived of as referring to
alienably possessed items. Most refer to artifacts that can easily change possessors.
However, this class also includes one noun that refers to a body part and one to a
part-whole relation, two semantic classes of nouns considered as expressing

Table : Selection of optionally prefixed nominal roots.

ROOT (PREFIXED) ROOT (PREFIX-LESS) GLOSS SEMANTIC DOMAIN

-yuchmo yuchmo ‘wall, fence’ Part-wholea

-poomo prumo ‘skin/leather’ Body-part
-siya siya ‘chair’ Artifact
-ipruji ꞌpuuji ‘remedy’ Artifact
-kareta kareta ‘cart’ Artifact
-esaviipe ꞌsaype ‘machete’ Artifact
-pokre pkure ‘canoe’ Artifact
-ijruupa juurupa ‘spindle’ Artifact
-enrove ꞌniive ‘fishing hook’ Artifact
-metsi metsi ‘pot’ Artifact
aI consider -yuchmo ‘wall, fence’ to express a part-whole relationship, because its possessor is typically a building or a
piece of land, just as the following root -poomo ‘skin/leather’ is a body part, with its possessor being the animal or person
of which the skin is a part.
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inalienable relationships because they do not usually change possessors. The only
body-part term in this class, -poomo ‘skin, leather’ is most often used of the body part
taken off from an animal (leather is an important material in this cattle-farming
society). Elicited data indicate that natural entities or landscape elements, animals
and plants may also enter this class.

3.3 Non-prefixable nouns

The third class of nouns consists of roots that do not take possessive person prefixes.
A selection of non-prefixable noun roots is presented in Table 5. The first column
shows the bare form of a noun, the fourth column the gloss, and the last one the
semantic domain. The second and third columns concern only the roots that can be
derived into optionally prefixed noun stems (see Section 4.2). Additionally, stems
derived from obligatorily possessed roots behave like non-prefixable nouns (see
Section 4.1).

Table : Selection of non-prefixable nominal roots.

ROOT Derived stem SUFFIX GLOSS SEMANTIC DOMAIN

ꞌpogꞌe ‘ground, earth’ Natural element
wkugi ‘tree, stick’ Flora
mkure ‘pumpkin’ Flora
sórare ‘animal’ Fauna
jimo ‘fish’ Fauna
ꞌresia ‘church’ Artifact
ꞌmoyo ‘child’ Human being
trinranu ‘Trinitario’ Human being
ꞌavitu ‘robe’ Clothing & accessory
nuuku ‘hole’ Part-whole
prata ‘money’ Artifact
moto ‘motorcycle’ Artifact
moso -moso-ra -ra POSD ‘employee’ Social relation
ꞌchane -chane-ra -ra POSD ‘person/assistant’ Human/social relation
añu -ꞌáñu-ra -ra POSD ‘year/age’ Attribute
sache -sáche-ra -ra POSD ‘day/sun, day’ Attribute/natural element
krutsu -kuutsu-ra -ra POSD ‘cross’ Artifact
wasu -wasu-ra -ra POSD ‘glass’ Artifact
kujpa -kújpa-ra -ra POSD ‘manioc’ Flora
wiye -wíye-ra -ra POSD ‘ox’ Fauna
waka -waka-ra -ra POSD ‘cow’ Fauna
ꞌchene -ochene-k-ra -ra POSD ‘path’ Artifact
apija (only verbalized) -apija-ne -ne POSD ‘last name’ Attribute
kaja -kája-ne -ne POSD ‘caja (music instr.)’ Artifact
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Semantically, non-prefixable noun roots refer to elements which are not nor-
mally possessed, i.e., are not seen as necessarily participating in the sphere of some
other element: many refer to inanimate entities like natural elements and flora, but
some also refer to animate beings (wild animals and general terms for humans). The
class nevertheless also contains some items that can be conceived as possessed,
referring to animates like domesticated animals and social relations, and to in-
animates like food, clothing, artifacts, part-whole relations, bodily excretions and
attributes. Note that many but not all of the non-prefixable nouns that can be
conceived as being possessed are borrowings from Spanish, like ꞌresia ‘church’,
padrino ‘godfather’, ꞌavitu ‘robe’, prata ‘money’ or moto ‘motorcycle’.

This section has described the three lexical classes of Mojeño Trinitario nouns
based on their morphology: obligatorily prefixed, optionally prefixed and non-
prefixable. How these classes associate with the adnominal constructions will be
described in Section 5, and how they can or cannot be accounted for by an alienability
contrast will be discussed in Section 6, after the possible derivation among these
classes is presented in the next section.

4 Derivation between possessive noun classes

The derivational processes among possessive noun classes are represented by the
dotted arrows in Figure 2. Section 4.1 presents the derivation of non-prefixable noun
stems from obligatorily prefixed noun roots, and follows an analysis already used for
some Arawak languages. Section 4.2 discusses the derivation of prefixable noun
stems fromnon-prefixable noun roots, an innovative analysis proposed in this article
(on the impact of this new analysis, see Section 7).

This proposal has three advantages. First, the analysis is consistent: both POSD and
NPOSD suffixes are regarded as derivational devices among noun classes, rather than
just one of them. Second, this analysis in terms of derivation fits well with the fact
that the derivational processes trigger changes in the valency of the nouns,
i.e., whether the nouns take a possessor or not. Third, the analysis of POSD and NPOSD

suffixes as derivational devices is congruent with the observation of semantic
changes through derivation.

4.1 Derivation of non-prefixable noun stems from obligatorily
prefixed noun roots

Some obligatorily prefixed nominal roots can be derived into non-prefixable
stems by various formal means, listed in the third column of Table 3: by adding a
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NPOSD suffix -re, -ko, or -ti,14 via a final vowel shift in the noun -sawara ∼ saware
‘tobacco’, or through suppletive forms or substantial formal changes for a few
nouns. The stems derived through these means occur without a possessive per-
son prefix, such as muꞌi-re ‘dress’ in (19), where a potential possessor is not at
issue.15

(19) sakmuꞌipo to muꞌire
s-a-k-muꞌi=po to muꞌi-re
3F-IRR-VZ-dress=PFV ART.NH dress-NPOSD
‘She will put a dress on.’
(29.057)

As for semantics, the sub-set of obligatorily prefixed nominal roots that can be
derived into non-prefixable stems includes some affinal kin terms, body parts,
clothing items and accessories, attributes and artifacts. The sub-set of obligatorily
prefixed noun roots that cannot be derived into non-prefixable stems includes non-
affinal kin terms, spatial configurations and parts of wholes. At least two of the
derived noun stems show a meaning different from that of the root: chti-re ‘skull’
from -chuti ‘head’, and ꞌchojrii-ko-wo ‘story’ (21) from -echjiriiwo ‘language, speech’
(20). It is a common characteristic of derivation that the semantics of the derived item
is not always predictable.

(20) n-echjiriiwo
1SG-language
‘my language, my speech’

(21) to n-yeꞌe ꞌchojriikowo
ART.NH 1SG-GPN story.NPOSD
‘my story (of my life)’
(15.025)

The three most frequent derivational devices are the NPOSD suffixes -re, -ko, and -ti.
Each one is specialized for a certain set of nouns, but this distribution is
not predictable.16 One can nevertheless propose a few semantic generalizations:

14 The forms of the noun with or without a NPOSD suffix often differ because of the application of
rhythmic syncope or because of other phonological reduction processes (Rose 2019a). All these
additional changes are regular.
15 There is only one example in the corpus of an obligatorily possessed noun (pero ‘mount animal’)
that, once derivedwith the NPOSD suffix -ko, is optionally prefixed. The derived stem perokohas amore
general meaning of ‘animal’. I take this as a case of lexicalization.
16 In other Arawak languages, there is a single NPOSD suffix -ʧi or -jVi, often restricted to body parts
(Aikhenvald 2021).
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-re is used for clothing and accessories, and for most (derivable) body parts;
affinal kinship terms are derived with either -re or -ko; most lexical nominali-
zations take -ko.

4.2 Derivation of optionally prefixed nominal stems from non-
prefixable noun roots

The other derivation process among noun classes derives non-prefixable noun roots
into prefixable nominal stems. This is essentially done with two POSD suffixes -ra and
-ne (see the third column of Table 5). In (22), -ramakes the non-prefixable root krutsu
‘cross’ (from Spanish cruz) a prefixable form, which occurs prefixed in a basic pos-
sessive construction.

(22) to ma-kuutsu-ra ma v-iya
DET 3M-cross-POSD ART.M 1PL-father
‘the cross of our father’
(25.129)

Derived prefixable stems most often occur within the basic possessive construction.
However, I consider that the derived stems are optionally, rather than obligatorily,
prefixed because two derived nouns occur without a possessive person prefix in my
corpus, one outside of a possessive construction and the other in the indirect pos-
sessive construction (exemplified in (24)).

As for semantics, the sub-set of non-prefixable noun roots that can take a POSD

suffix includes terms for a diversity of elements: animals, plants and natural ele-
ments/phenomena,17 as well as terms for humans expressing (temporary) social
relations (such as ‘employee’) rather than permanent identities (such as ‘man’).
Some terms for human beings show a distinct meaning when derived (such as
ꞌchane ‘person’ and -chanera ‘assistant, employee, partner’), as expected for deri-
vation processes.

Just like the NPOSD suffixes, the two POSD suffixes -ra and -ne are in complementary
distribution, as they are specific for certain sub-sets of nouns. It is not feasible to
motivate the distribution of the two suffixes on specific noun roots on the basis of
phonological or semantic grounds in a straightforward fashion.18 One can only note

17 The word for ‘sun’ is polysemous when prefixless: it means either ‘sun’ or ‘day’. In its derived
form, it exclusively means ‘day’, usually referring to a birthday or name day.
18 In the Arawak literature, the distribution of the different POSD suffixes is often partially accounted
for by the semantics of the nouns (Aikhenvald 2012: 167; Brandão 2014: 169; Haurholm-Larsen 2016:
56–57), except in Kampan languages, where only the number of syllables of the root matters (Castillo
Ramirez 2017: 75; Michael 2012: 152).
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that -ra tends to associate with nouns referring to animates (humans or animals),
oftenwith a sense of accompaniment or assistance. Both -ra and -ne are attested with
borrowings, such aswaka ∼ -waka-ra ‘cow, meat’,19 and kaja ∼ -kaja-ne ‘caja (a music
instrument)’. Elicitation has shown that -ra is particularly productive on a large
variety of nouns.

Finally, the corpus shows a single example of double derivation. A non-
prefixable stem ꞌmotne-ko ‘work’ derived with a NPOSD suffix from the obligato-
rily prefixed root -emtone ‘work’ can additionally take a POSD suffix to become
prefixable. In the process, its meaning changes from ‘work’ to ‘employee’, with
-ra expressing a social relation of assistance. In (23), the doubly-derived stem
is used in the basic construction, and in (24), in the indirect possessive
construction.

(23) no n-ꞌmotne-ko-ra-no
ART.PL 1SG-work-NPOSD-POSD-PL
‘my employees’

(24) piti p-kojch-a komo no s-yeꞌ-ono ꞌmotne-ko-ra
2SG 2SG-scold-IRR because ART.PL 3F-GPN-PL work-NPOSD-POSD
taj-ina s-jich-a
3NH.INDT-IRR 3F-say-IRR
‘You scold her, since she does not say anything to her employees.’
(37.091)

The interaction of the two types of derived stems described in this section with
adnominal possessive constructions is described in the next section. Section 6 will
discuss how derivational processes make the picture of the expression of
possession in Mojeño Trinitario more difficult to explain by the alienability
contrast.

5 Distribution of noun classes within possessive
constructions

This section details how noun stems of different classes, derived or not, are
distributed across the two possessive constructions. These combinations are repre-
sented by the solid arrows in Figure 2. As obvious from the figure, there is no simple

19 In its derived possessible form, only the meaning ‘cow’ is attested.
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association between classes of noun stems and possessive constructions, especially if
we take into consideration derivation among noun classes. At least a sub-set of each
of the three classes of nouns can enter the two possessive constructions, sometimes
through derivation. This section also investigates whether the two constructions
express different possessive relationships, in order to examine whether the
competition between the two constructions falls under the alienability contrast (to be
discussed in Section 6.5).

This section starts in 5.1 with the most frequent combinations of noun roots
with possessive constructions − represented by the thick arrows in Figure 2. It then
addresses in 5.2 and 5.3 two exceptional cases where the same noun can enter the
two constructions − represented by thin arrows in Figure 2. These last two sub-
sections present data from Mojeño Trinitario which I know no parallel of in other
Arawak languages. Lastly, the distribution of derived noun stems in possessive
constructions is presented in 5.4 and 5.5. These are represented in Figure 2 by more
complex pathways, following the dotted arrows to the left (derivation) and then
solid arrows.

5.1 Regular combination of noun roots with possessive
constructions

Noun roots of different classes, when non-derived, most frequently enter a specific
possessive construction. Obligatorily prefixed noun roots like -chicha ‘offspring’
exclusively enter the basic possessive construction as in (25). Optionally prefixed
noun roots like pokre ‘canoe’ mainly enter the basic possessive construction as in
(26). Non-prefixable roots like ꞌpogꞌe ‘land’ may exclusively enter the indirect con-
struction as in (27). What has not been checked through elicitation work is whether
some non-prefixable nouns can absolutely not enter the indirect construction and
are therefore strictly non-possessible.

(25) p-su-kro ma-chicha ma rey
DEM-F-POT.LOC 3M-offspring ART.M king
‘that daughter of the king’
(06.069)

(26) na-pokre
3PL-canoe
‘their canoe’
(19.174)
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(27) to ñi-yeꞌe ꞌpogꞌe
ART.NH 3M-GPN land
‘his land’
(34.004)

5.2 Exceptional combination of an optionally prefixed noun
root with the indirect possessive construction

It has been asserted in the preceding section that (non-derived) optionally
prefixed noun roots mainly enter the basic possessive construction. This com-
bination is not exclusive: there is one corpus example of such a noun in the
indirect construction, given in (28). Since this pattern has been reproduced in
elicitation with other optionally prefixed nouns, I take it as a rare but gram-
matical combination. In the discourse from which (28) comes, the possessee is a
very atypical member of the canoe category, namely a caiman. The only hy-
pothesis I can put forward for this example is that the possession of a “caiman
canoe” might be conceived of differently from the possession of a wooden
canoe.20

(28) ene=ji ñi-jich=riꞌi ñi ñ-ich-ꞌo=p=puka eto
this_way=RPT 3M-do=IPFV ART.M 3M-call-ACT=PFV=DUB 3NH
to manjeꞌe ñi-yeꞌe=riꞌi pkure
ART.NH PH 3M-GPN=IPFV canoe
‘And he did so, he very likely called his canoe [to come and get him].’
(19.172)

5.3 Obligatorily prefixed nouns in a doubly marked possessive
construction

It has been stated in Section 2 that the two adnominal possessive constructions may
combine in a single construction: in this doubly-marked possessive construction, the
possessee noun takes a prefix for its possessor and is preceded by the generic pos-
sessive noun -yeꞌe that also takes a possessive prefix. This construction is analyzed as

20 A reviewer made the interesting suggestion that it may be referents rather than noun roots or
stems that matter in terms of possession strategy, since pkure ‘canoe’ normally enters the basic
possessive construction, and meromero ‘caiman’ could, given a proper context, enter the indirect
possessive construction.
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a single noun phrase, given the presence of one determiner only (the demonstrative
jma in (29)), and the absence of a prosodic break. The interpretation of this con-
struction requires further research.

(29) t-kaj-koko-no j-ma na-yeꞌe na-ni-ru apu
3-share-RECP-PL DEM-NH.PL 3PL-GPN 3PL-eat-SP.P.NZ banana
‘They share their (food) bananas.’
(Path_C.029)

Only obligatorily prefixed nouns are found in the doubly-marked possessive con-
struction, which is rare: it occurs five times in the text corpus, and once in an elicited
noun phrase, as in (29) and (30).

(30) v-yeꞌe t-oꞌi
1PL-GPN 3NH-fruit
‘our fruit’

The five text examples all involve lexical nominalizations (with various patientive
nominalizers), in which the nominalized verb obligatorily takes a possessive
prefix encoding the “subject” of the verb. In this construction, the person prefixes
on the deverbal noun and on -yeꞌe are always coreferential so that there is a single
possessor entity. A tentative explanation for this double marking of possession is
that in the basic construction, the possessive relationship is preferably interpreted
as being agentive: the referent of the person prefix on the deverbal noun, in
analogy with its use on verbs, tends to be interpreted as the agent of the verbal
root.21 In contrast, the possessive relationship expressed in the indirect con-
struction does not have this additional semantics. The doubly marked possessive
construction would then express two types of possessive relationships simulta-
neously, with one of them being more “agentive” when deverbal nouns are
involved.

For instance, in (29), the deverbal noun ni-ru ‘food’ is possessed both with a
possessive person prefix and through the use of the generic possessive noun -yeꞌe.
Given that this sentence was produced to describe a video clip (Vuillermet and
Kopecka 2019), it is difficult to speculate what kind of special possessive relations the
protagonists could have with their food. Of course, they could be conceived of as
being both the eaters and the owners of the food.

21 Note that the person prefixes found on nominalizations are not always those expected on
verbs, and are therefore best analyzed as possessive person prefixes. In fact, intransitive verbs
normally take the third-person prefix t- rather than a semantically specific third-person prefix
(Rose 2011).
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This analysis of the doubly-marked possessive construction as encoding two
different possessive relationships works as well for the single (elicited) example of
doubly marked possession involving an underived nominal stem, given in (30).22 In
this example, the person prefix on the noun and that on -yeꞌe are not coreferential, so
this construction involves two possessors. The person prefix on the noun for ‘fruit’
can only refer to the plant it has grown on and an owner of the ‘fruit’ can only be
referred to through the indirect possessive construction. This elicited example is the
only case not involving derivation where one clearly sees a different contribution of
the two possessive constructions.

5.4 Integration of derived prefixable noun stems in the basic
possessive construction

We have seen that underived non-prefixable roots enter the indirect possessive
construction only (5.1). However, once derived into prefixable stems, they can enter
the basic possessive construction. Noticeably, most of the examples of the corpus
involve borrowings, with the exception of ochenekra ‘path’ (illustrated in (33)) and
the doubly-derived ꞌmotnekora ‘employee’ (seen in (23) and (24)).

Most of the time, there is no discernable meaning difference between the two
possessive constructions involving the same root. For instance, the following pair of
examples shows the non-prefixable noun rootwasu ‘glass’ (borrowed from Spanish)
in two very comparable sentences.23 In (31), the basic construction builds on the
prefixable form of the noun, derived with the POSD suffix -ra; in (32), the indirect
construction builds on the non-derived form. There is no noticeable difference in
meaning between the two constructions.

(31) ñi-kooto-ko p-jo ñi-woteya, to ñi-wasu-ra
3M-grab-ACT DEM-NH.SG 3M-bottle ART.NH 3M-glass-POSD
‘He took his bottle, his glass’
(42.042)

22 This examplewas elicited in a session targeting phonological alternations, wheremy cuewas ‘our
fruit’, and aimed at collecting a form with the obligatorily prefixed noun root -oꞌi ‘fruit’ and a first-
person plural prefix. Because this root cannot actually combine with a prefix with a human referent,
the speaker used the doubly-marked possessive construction to yield the expected meaning. As a
reaction to a reviewer’s question, there is no particular reason to believe that the non-human prefix
is used here as a dummy possessive prefix in the absence of a possessor, although this cannot be fully
excluded.
23 These two sentenceswere uttered by the samefluent speaker in the context of the Family Problem
Solving Task (San Roque et al. 2012).
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(32) p-ñi-gia ñi-kooto-ko p-jo ñi-woteria p-jo ñi-yeꞌe wasu
DEM-M-PROX 3M-grab-ACT DEM-NH.SG 3M-bottle DEM-NH.SG 3M-GPN glass
‘[…] this (man) is holding his bottle, his glass.’
(40.163)

The two possessive constructions have been noticed to clearly encode two different
possessive relationships with one non-prefixable root only, ꞌchene ‘path’. Within the
basic possessive construction involving the derived prefixable form -ochene-k-ra in
(33), the possessor of the path is its goal, i.e., the place to which the path leads (here,
the field). Within the indirect possessive construction involving the non-prefixable
form ꞌchene in (34), the possessor of the path is the person who usually uses it (and
was probably responsible for making it in the first place).

(33) s-im-ꞌ-a to t-ochene-k-ra to ꞌsan-ti
3F-watch-ACT-IRR ART.NH 3NH-path-CLF.path-POSD ART.NH field-NPOSD
‘She would see the path to (lit. of) the field.’
(29.018)

(34) ty-opno su ꞌseno te to s-yeꞌe ꞌchene te to s-ésane
3-go_up ART.F woman PREP.NH ART.NH 3F-GPN path PREP.NH ART.NH 3F-field
‘The woman is going up on her path to her field.’
(Path_M033)

5.5 Integration of derived non-prefixable noun stems in the
indirect possessive construction

As stated in Section 5.1, obligatorily prefixed roots exclusively enter the basic pos-
sessive construction when underived. When derived into non-prefixable noun
stems, they may either be used outside of any possessive construction as in (35) or
enter the indirect possessive construction. This latter combination is attested with
three deverbal nouns only, echjiriiwo ‘language’ as in (21), owsa ‘village’, and ajre
‘written document’ in (36).24

(35) a-sam-a p-jo-ka ꞌchojriikowo
2PL-listen-IRR DEM-NH.SG-PROX story.NPOSD
‘Listen this story!’
(9.057)

24 They are derived from the verbal roots echji-ko ‘speak’, owo ‘be at, live in’, and aj(u)-cho ‘write’.
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(36) eñi ñi ꞌmóperu pasajeru t-jiro-me-ri-k=pooꞌi
3M ART.M youngster passenger 3-read-CLF:fabric-PLURACT-ACT=CONC.MOT.IPFV
eto ñi-yeꞌe ajú-re-ko […]
3NH 3M-GPN write-SP.P.NZ-NPOSD
‘The young passenger is reading his book (lit. his writing)…’

(AM_F.163)

For the former, the semantic distinction from its non-derived form in (20) is not due
to the construction, but rather to the derivation, since the meaning of ‘story’ is also
attested outside of a possessive construction as in (35). In fact, there is no real
difference in terms of the semantics of the possessive relationship between the two
possessive constructions in (20) and (21): both are inherent possessions.

By contrast, the derivation of ajre ‘written document’ into a non-prefixable stem
ajúre-ko does not seem to affect the lexical meaning of the noun. When the obliga-
torily prefixed stem ajre occurs in a basic possessive construction, the person
indexed by the person prefix is spontaneously interpreted as the agent of ‘write’; for
instance, to n-ajre is interpreted as ‘my document (that I wrote)’. In contrast, the
derived non-prefixable stem ajúre-ko does not have this implication in an indirect
possessive construction: in (36), the possessive relationship is spontaneously inter-
preted as ownership.25

This section has shown that there is no simple association between noun classes
and possessive constructions. In particular, it has presented counterexamples to the
assumption that crosslinguistically, the indirect possessive construction is used
exclusively with nouns that cannot take any possessive inflectional morphology or
cannot occur with a possessor (Bickel and Nichols 2013; Krasnoukhova 2012: 58).
There is very little evidence for a systematic inalienable/alienable contrast when the
two possessive constructions accept the same noun.

6 The weak relevance of the alienability contrast
in Mojeño Trinitario

The literature discusses the notion of alienability either at the lexical level (noun
classes) or at the syntactic one (possessive constructions). Section 5 has shown that
Mojeño Trinitario data call for distinguishing lexical noun classes and possessive

25 Example (36) has been uttered as a description of a video stimulus (Boeg Thomsen and Nielsen
2020). Therewas no indication in the video clip of a particular relationship between the character and
the book.
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constructions. As a consequence, these constitute two different domains to which
the notion of alienability could apply. In this section, I will first weigh the relevance
of the alienability contrast for Mojeño Trinitario noun classes, tackling the issue
based on several assumptions: the alienability contrast is a binary formal contrast
(6.1), usually considered to be based on a semantic distinction (6.2), but possibly
explainable by the frequency with which noun roots are possessed in discourse
(6.3). Subsequently, I will assess the relevance of the alienability contrast for
derivation among noun classes (6.4) and possessive constructions (6.5).

6.1 Alienability as a binary contrast

A preliminary issue in attempting to apply the alienability contrast to noun classes in
Mojeño Trinitario is that this contrast is generally presented as binary, while there
are three noun classes in the language, some with subclasses. It is therefore unclear
what distinction the alienability contrast is supposed to explain.

The notion of alienability was initially motivated by coding differences between
different classes of nouns within the syntactic domain of adnominal possession.
Haspelmath expresses the most common expectation as follows: “Possessive con-
structions with inalienable nouns tend to show zero coding, short coding, bound
coding, and/or obligatoriness, while possessive constructions with alienable nouns
tend to show overt coding, long coding, free coding, and/or impossessibility” (Has-
pelmath 2017: 218). In Mojeño Trinitario, a coding contrast in terms of the number of
morphemes is found between prefixable and non-prefixable noun roots: the former
require only a possessive prefix,while the latter need either derivation or the use of a
generic possessive noun. This overt differential possession marking draws a
boundary within semantically alienable nouns (see Section 3), in contradiction with
the predictions related to the alienability contrast.

Coding differences can also be covert: the contrast is not apparent in terms of
number of morphemes, but only through the obligatoriness of the possessor in
discourse. This is referred to as ‘obligatory possessive inflection’ by Bickel and
Nichols (2013) and as ‘inherent’ possession by Payne (1997: 105–106). In the Arawak
literature (see, for example, Aikhenvald 1999: 82; Michael 2012), the alienability
contrast usually distinguishes between obligatorily possessed and optionally
possessed nouns, because the terms inalienable and alienable are taken as synonyms
of bound and free. Indeed, among the prefixable roots, the obligatorily prefixed
nouns like -pórape ‘older sibling’ in (16) and the optionally prefixed nouns likemetsi
‘pot’ in (18) are equally marked for their possessor, but while metsi can also occur
without a prefix, -pórape cannot. Importantly, this covert differential marking is
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valid only among noun stems that can, but do not have to, be possessed. This means
that this instantiation of the alienability contrast applies to a part of the possessive
domain only, excluding the third class of so-called non-possessible nouns. Inciden-
tally, we might wonder what the added value is of the terms inalienable and alien-
able, if they are used as synonyms of bound and free.

As a conclusion, there is definitely some arbitrariness as to which distinctions
among noun classes the alienability contrast is taken to account for, especially if seen
as binary. Another possibility, which steers clear from excluding or conflating noun
classes, would consist in making the alienability contrast a ternary contrast itself,
which would reflect the three-way lexical organization straightforwardly. Specif-
ically, this approach implies allowing for “more alienable” and “less alienable”
nouns, as does Haspelmath (2017: 213–214) with the term “super alienable” for the
semantic group of nouns that rarely occur in possessive constructions (the non-
prefixable nouns).

6.2 The alienability contrast as a semantic contrast between
noun classes

The notion of alienability was originally meant to account for different semantic
types of possession. Let’s now zoom in on the semantics of noun classes. TheMojeño
Trinitario data only partly reflect commonly held views about the semantics
of inalienable versus alienable noun classes. Heine (1997:10) presents as likely
inalienable nouns those expressing the following meanings: (a) kinship roles,
(b) body parts, (c) relational spatial concepts, like ‘interior’, (d) parts of other items,
like ‘branch’, (e) physical andmental states, like ‘strength’, and (f) nominalizations,
where the ‘possessee’ is a verbal noun, for example, ‘his singing’. The class of
Mojeño Trinitario obligatorily prefixed nouns does include, as expected, kinship
terms, spatial concepts, physical and mental states (subset of ‘attributes’ in my
semantic categorization)26 and nominalizations (see Sections 3.1 and 4.1 above).
However, we have seen that body parts and parts of wholes are not only lexified as
obligatorily prefixed nouns but also marginally as optionally prefixed nouns, and
attributes such as ‘age’ are also found among non-prefixable roots. The classifica-
tion of Mojeño Trinitario nouns therefore only partly corresponds to the expec-
tations spelled out above.

26 My category of attributes consists of nouns expressing not only mental and physical states but
also other abstract concepts such as ‘image, work, language/speech, Saint day, last name’.
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Another semantic generalization made on possessive classification is that
“[s]emantics is involved in that there is usually a default or open class and a
specified or determinate class with a semantic common denominator shared by
most but not all members of the class and also sometimes found in non-members”
(Nichols and Bickel 2013). These authors explain that the specified class is the one
including kinship terms, body parts, parts of wholes, spatial relations and
property nouns (my “attributes”). However, with respect to theMojeño Trinitario
data, I find it difficult to consider the class of obligatorily prefixed nouns to be
“specified” and “with a semantic common denominator”, as it covers a good
number of semantic domains (see the last column of Table 3). This is especially
striking in contrast with the optionally prefixed noun class, which is almost
entirely made of artifacts and is therefore semantically homogenous and specific
(see the last column of Table 4).

Similarly, the Mojeño Trinitario data do not support Nichols’s (1988: 562)
assertion that “the nouns that take ‘inalienable’ possession virtually always form a
closed set, often a small one, while those taking ‘alienable’ possession are an open,
hence infinite, set”. Table 6 presents the relative size of the three Mojeño Trinitario
noun classes and their major subclasses. It is clear that obligatorily prefixed nouns
(the class usually considered as consisting of inalienably possessed entities) do not
form a marginal set in the current extension Mojeño Trinitario lexicon.27

Regarding whether the classes are closed or open, the integration of borrow-
ings and nominalizations into the noun classes must be examined.28 Table 3 to
Table 5 show that nouns borrowed into Mojeño Trinitario have joined all three

Table : Extension of noun classes and sub-classes.

OBLIGATORILY PREFIXED OPTIONALLY PREFIXED NON-PREFIXABLE TO BE CHECKED

Non-derivable   

Derivable  

Total    

27 The nouns included in that study are 818, and do not include proper names and non-native terms
used in code mixing. The extension of obligatorily prefixed nouns has been checked, by systemati-
cally trying to elicit an unpossessed form of these nouns. By contrast, for most nouns that always
occur prefixless in the texts, it has been checked whether they can take a possessive prefix. The
greatest part of the nouns that remain to be classified only happen prefixless in the texts, so they are
likely either optionally prefixed or non-prefixable nouns.
28 Michael (2012: 165) asserts that borrowings are treated as alienably possessed nouns in the
Arawak language Nanti. In a similar vein, Terhart (2021: 181) notices thatmany of the alienable nouns
of Paunaka, another Arawak language, are borrowings.
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possessive classes: -kuñara ‘sister-in-law’ from Spanish cuñada is an obligatorily
prefixed noun, kareta ‘cart’ from Spanish carreta is an optionally prefixed noun,
and ꞌresia ‘church’ from Spanish iglesia is a non-prefixable noun. There are only
two loanwords in the class of obligatorily prefixed nouns (-kuñara ‘sister-in-law’

and -kuñaru ‘brother-in-law’), and these are not derivable into non-prefixable
stems. This contrasts with the numerous non-prefixable borrowed nouns which
show a deep morphological integration by being derivable into prefixable stems.
However, this does notmean that the class of obligatorily possessed nouns is closed,
because it actually shows a good number of deverbal nouns, thus making this
class open to new items. All three classes are therefore open, which goes against
Nichols’s (1988) assertion above.

6.3 The alienability contrast motivated by frequency of
possession?

The literature on the alienability contrast discusses how this contrast should be
explained. Haspelmath (2017) argues that it should be explained “by predictability
due to the higher relative frequency of possessed occurrences of inalienable nouns”.
To support this claim, he counts how many times six inalienable and six alienable
nouns of Biblical Hebrew, Ancient Greek, and English are possessed in 20 random
corpus examples. The results show that inalienable nouns occur much more often
possessed than alienable nouns in speech. A major criticism one can address to this
study is that none of these languages showpossessive noun classes. The present study
offers to undertake a similar task on the basis of a language with several possessive
noun classes, namely Mojeño Trinitario. It will both serve as an assessment of one
particularmotivation of the crosslinguistically recurrent possessive coding split, and
as an empirical tool in investigating where the major alienability split is expected to
lay in that language, following that motivation.

The study targets 12 obligatorily prefixed (including six derivable ones), 6
optionally prefixed, and 12 non-prefixable noun roots (including six derivable ones).
Because my corpus is small but searchable, I have counted all occurrences of these
roots and classified them as possessed (i.e., within any of the two possessive con-
structions) or unpossessed.29 The results are presented in Table 7. They only partly
meet the expectations.

29 I have excluded the occurrenceswhere these roots are used in compounds, incorporated orwith a
verbalizer.
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As expected, non-derivable obligatorily prefixed nouns (first set of nouns in
Table 7) always occur possessed, since they require a possessive person prefix when
they are used as the head of an NP.30 Derivable obligatorily prefixed nouns (second
set of nouns in Table 7) generally occur possessed in discourse, most often via the

Table : Share of possessed occurrences for nouns of different possessive classes.

Noun class Semantic
domain

Root Gloss Possessed
share

Possessed
percentage

Obligatorily prefixed Kinship apiaru ‘uncle’ / 

Obligatorily prefixed Body part iype ‘foot’ / 

Obligatorily prefixed Body part ji'u ‘horn, shoulder’ / 

Obligatorily prefixed Part-whole poko ‘leaf’ / 

Obligatorily prefixed Spatial relation mopeku ‘below’ / 

Obligatorily prefixed Configuration mutu ‘all’ / 

Obligatorily prefixed + NPOSD Kinship ima ‘husband’ / 

Obligatorily prefixed + NPOSD Body part miro ‘face’ / 

Obligatorily prefixed + NPOSD Clothing muipa'e ‘pants’ / 

Obligatorily prefixed + NPOSD Artifact owsa ‘village’ / 

Obligatorily prefixed + NPOSD Attribute emtone ‘work’ / 

Obligatorily prefixed + NPOSD Artifact eesa ‘beer’ / 

Optionally prefixed Artifact metsi ‘pot’ / 

Optionally prefixed Artifact pkure ‘canoe’ / 

Optionally prefixed Artifact 'puuji ‘medicine’ / 

Optionally prefixed Artifact yuchmo ‘wall’ / 

Optionally prefixed Artifact 'saype ‘machete’ / 

Optionally prefixed Artifact kareta ‘cart’ / 

Non-prefixable + POSD Social relation 'chane ‘person’ / 

Non-prefixable + POSD Natural
phenomena

sache ‘day’ / 

Non-prefixable + POSD Flora kujpa ‘manioc’ / 

Non-prefixable + POSD Attribute añu ‘year,age’ / 

Non-prefixable + POSD Attribute apija ‘last name’ / 

Non-prefixable + POSD Fauna wiye ‘ox’ / 

Non-prefixable Natural element pog'e ‘earth’ / 

Non-prefixable Flora wkugi ‘tree, stick’ / 

Non-prefixable Fauna sórare ‘animal’ / 

Non-prefixable Human being moyo ‘child’ / 

Non-prefixable Artifact 'resia ‘church’ / 

Non-prefixable Artifact prata ‘money’ / 

30 Interestingly, when used in compounds or incorporated, some occurrences do not index a
possessor.
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basic possessive construction.31 This proportion is naturally lower than that of other
obligatorily possessed nouns, which always require a possessive person prefix. The
corpus includes rather few nouns carrying a NPOSD suffix, and these are not frequent
in texts, except for a few very frequent derived forms like ꞌwósa-re ‘town’, ꞌsan-ti
‘field’, tapraa-ko ‘charge’ and ꞌrésa-re ‘beer’.

As for optionally prefixed roots (third set of nouns in Table 7), two occur about
equally often possessed or non-possessed, while the four remaining ones occurmuch
more rarely possessed.

Now for the twelve non-prefixable nouns (fourth and fifth sets of nouns in
Table 7), seven of them rarely or never occur possessed in the corpus, as expected.
Remarkably, five other ones occur possessed as often as those optionally prefixed
roots that are less often used possessed.32 The derivable fauna termwiye ‘ox’ behaves
similarly to the optionally prefixed nouns that are more often found possessed (‘pot’
and ‘canoe’ in Table 7).

In brief, only the class of obligatorily prefixed nouns behaves homogeneously
and as expected, with member nouns being possessed at least 50 % of the time. If the
frequency at which roots were found possessed were a predictor for a binary
contrast (as expected for the alienability contrast), then the split between the two
degrees of alienability would not correspond to the noun classes: optionally prefixed
‘pot’ and ‘canoe’, as well as the non-prefixable ‘last name’ should be obligatorily
prefixed nouns. In the end, because these counts have shown that noun class
membership in Mojeño Trinitario is not predictable from the relative frequency of
possessed occurrences in discourse, it weakens Haspelmath’s (2017) claims on the
motivation of the alienability contrast. Consequently, the fact that this methodology
did not show a clear binary or ternary frequency distribution that would match a
formal contrast undermines the operability of the ‘alienability contrast’ in Mojeño
Trinitario.

6.4 The alienability contrast and derivation among possessive
noun classes

This section investigates how the concept of an alienability contrast fits with deri-
vation processes between possessive noun classes. The Arawak literature is incon-
sistent in whether the alienability contrast applies to roots or stems: obligatorily
possessed nouns are considered inalienable based on the behavior of their roots,

31 Except doubly derived nouns.
32 The twelfth derivable noun, apija ‘last name’, has never been observed non-possessed: its
underived form is only attested within a denominal verb form.
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while so-called optionally possessed nouns are considered alienable based on the
behavior of their derived stems (they are possessible only when derived with a
suffix). This section aims to discuss how the notion of alienability articulates with
derivation.

First, Nichols (1988: 597), in her pioneering article on alienability, explains that in
some languages, some special morphological devices apply to bound nouns to enable
them to stand alone as so-called ‘absolutive’ forms. She considers this process to be
derivational and argues that “the existence of an absolutive does not weaken the
claim that the bound nouns cannot occur without possession”. In short, she applies
the alienability contrast to the root level. This line of analysis seems to be followed in
most descriptions of Arawak NPOSD suffixes, and is sometimes explicitly described as
‘derivation’ (Michael 2012: 153; Terhart 2021: 179, among others).33

In the present article, I extend Nichols’ line of analysis to the POSD suffixes, which
make some non-prefixable roots possessible through the basic construction found
throughout the Arawak family (where these roots are overwhelmingly analyzed as
‘alienable’ or ‘optionally possessed nouns’). The status of the POSD suffixes is unclear
in current descriptions of Arawak languages. Danielsen (2007: 123) and Terhart (2021:
180–181) describe them explicitly as derivational, but – surprisingly – still consider
the roots that take them as alienable but derived into inalienable stems with the POSD

suffixes. If here too the concept of alienability applies at the root level, the roots in
question are not possessible without previous derivation. This is why I propose to
analyze these roots in Mojeño Trinitario as non-prefixable rather than as prefixable.

Regarding the derivational processes themselves, the coding differences seem to
fit the expectations. In Haspelmath’s terminology, the POSD suffixes constitute an
additional marker in the possession of super-alienable nouns, compared to alienable
and inalienable nouns which only require a possessive person prefix. In turn, the
NPOSD suffixes constitute an additional marker in the non-possession of inalienable
nouns, compared to alienable and non-possessible nouns. In brief, derivational
processes among noun classes can be seen as additional coding on nouns when
occurring in non-prototypical possessive contexts.

It is yet unclear how to account for why only some noun roots are derivable.
Most often, the derivation does not yield different lexical meanings between the root
and the derived stem. I argue that the semantics associated with the derivation
processes are essentially not a matter of lexical semantics but one of semantic

33 Nichols (1988: 597) adds that in other languages, the same absolutivization function is expressed
by some special inflectional morphology that indicates an unspecified third-person possessor. This is
the line followed by Aikhenvald (2021) for the Arawak NPOSD suffixes, which she calls “non-specified
possessor suffix”. I reject this analysis because the Arawak NPOSD suffixes are not part of the regular
inventory of possessive indexes, which are always preposed to the noun stem.
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valency. One could advance that the derivable noun roots are multi-relational,
i.e., they can enter multiple relations with other entities (Durieux 1990; cited in Dahl
and Koptjevskaja-Tamm 1998).

Some obligatorily possessed nouns (body parts, clothing items, accessories and
artifacts) are logically multi-relational, and could be conceived as entering different
types of possessive relationship: for instance, clothes and accessories have a relation
with the person that wears them, but also with the personwhomade them. This type
of multi-relationality is not evidenced in our small corpus, where the only derivable
obligatorily possessed nouns that enter both possessive constructions are deverbal
nouns. As argued above in 5.3 and 5.5, themulti-relationality of deverbal nouns seems
to be triggered by the ambiguity of the possessive prefix, which can be interpreted as
a participant of the situation expressed by the verbal root or as indexing the
possessor of the deverbal noun.

Turning now to derivable non-prefixable roots, we have observed among them
only one clearly multi-relational noun, the one for ‘path’. When derived as in (33), its
semantic valency increases, involving an additional “possessor”, the place to which
this path leads. In sum,multi-relationality could be a semantic particularity of (some)
derivable roots. On this basis, one could see the two derivation processes under study
as valency-changing mechanisms manifesting this potential multi-relationality in
morphosyntax.34 The POSD suffixes increase the valency of nouns, while the NPOSD ones
decrease it (see Queixalós 2005, 2016 for the concept of noun valency). But there
seems to be no clear semantic foundation to which nouns are derivable. Interest-
ingly, the potential for derivation does not align with the alienability contrast:
non-derivable nouns are found in all three classes, and derivable nouns in both
obligatorily prefixed and non-prefixable noun classes.

6.5 The alienability contrast and the two adnominal possessive
constructions

The application of the alienability contrast at the construction level also needs to be
investigated. On the formal level, the indirect construction shows more coding
devices than the basic construction (because of the presence of the generic pos-
sessive noun). The two adnominal possessive constructions are therefore good
candidates for embodying the supposed alienability contrast. However, on the

34 This is really a matter of potential, because obligatorily prefixed nouns derived into non-
prefixable nouns are not found in the indirect possessive constructions in the texts, except in one
example. Instead they are non-possessed.
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semantic level, it is not the case that the basic construction only encodes inalienable
possession (it is also used with the artifacts expressed by optionally prefixed
nouns), even if the indirect construction can generally be associated with alienable
possession (it is mainly used with non-prefixable stems, considered to be
alienable).

In fact, the following pair of elicited examples shows that the distribution be-
tween the two possessive constructions does not crucially depend on the particular
semantics of the possessive relationship (nor on the identity of the possessee and
possessor), but primarily on noun classes. The examples involve two synonymous
nouns as possessees, one native and the other borrowed from Spanish,35 with the
same first person possessor. The native word is an obligatorily prefixed noun and
enters the basic possessive construction (37), while the loanword is a non-prefixable
noun and enters the indirect construction (38).

(37) esu n-chimra
3F 1SG-visitor
‘She is my visitor’

(38) esu n-yeꞌe visita
3F 1SG-GPN visitor
‘She is my visitor’

In general, the distribution of the two constructions largely depends on the class of
the noun root or the derived noun stem, as detailed in Section 5. There is little
evidence for an inalienable/alienable contrast when the same noun can enter both
possessive constructions. The most numerous cases of ‘competition’ between the
possessive constructions can be seen as an effect of the origin of said nouns as
deverbal nouns.

6.6 Summary on the alienability contrast in Mojeño Trinitario

To summarize the findings of this section, the alienability contrast can be applied
arbitrarily to different parts of the distinctions between noun classes (6.1). The only
strong case it makes is the distinction in terms of obligatoriness of inflection between
obligatorily prefixed nouns and the others, aka as bound versus free nouns. It leaves
the remaining differences between optionally prefixed and non-possessible nouns
unexplained.

35 This word results from a nominalization (of chimpo ‘meet’) but is not fully analyzable
synchronically.
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The alienability contrast does not predict which individual nouns join which
particular noun classes or sub-classes, be it based on semantics (6.2) or frequency of
occurring possessed (6.3). This article indeed offers frequency counts on how often
nouns of different possessive classes occur possessed in discourse (Table 7) and
concludes that these would predict an alienability contrast that does not correspond
to the actual distribution in the three noun classes. Another important result of this
article for the typology of possession is that the “inalienable” class of nouns cannot be
seen as a closed marginal class semantically more homogenous than the other
classes, contrary to Nichols’s (1988) general claims (6.2). As for derivational processes
among noun classes, they can be seen as differential coding for non-prototypical
possessive situations.

Finally, the distinction between the two adnominal possessive constructions
(syntactic level) is also evaluated as a weak instantiation of the alienability contrast
(6.5), because it only partially corresponds to the semantic expectations: while the
structure with most coding material (the indirect construction) only expresses
alienable possession, the least coded structure (the basic construction) encodes
either inalienable or alienable possession.

6.7 Discussion

The main theoretical problem behind the alienability contrast as an explanation for
the encoding of possession is that it is unclear to which sets of linguistic objects it
should a priori apply. This is so because the literature applies it to either noun classes
or constructions, and usually presents it as binary, sometimes as ternary. This
vagueness has two logical consequences. First, I consider that if this functional
explanation can apply at several levels at once in a language, and if these levels do
not perfectly overlap, then the “explanation” is contradictory. Second, the explana-
tion is more likely to be considered robust if applied as an a posteriori explanation to
a particular set of data, at a level chosen by the analyst on a language-individual
basis, but this can be called methodological opportunism (Croft 2001: 30).

The vagueness of how the alienability contrast should apply has several practical
consequences. On the one hand, it means that discussing this contrast in a cross-
linguistic perspective is not methodologically sound, unless one systematically sep-
arates the levels of analysis, as done by Chousou-Polydouri et al. (this issue). On the
other hand, at the language-individual level, it may then leave unexplained some
phenomena it is supposed to cover and has a very low predictive power. One could
actuallywonderwhether invoking the alienability contrast to “make sense” of lexical
or grammatical distinctions does not actually bring confusion into language-specific
analyses. Two potential effects on language-specific analyses are the following: (i) by
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promoting a binary contrast, the alienability contrast makes the distinction among
free forms (optionally prefixed and non-prefixable class) less salient, (ii) by merging
formal and semantic considerations, it is an obstacle for a clear separation of lexicon,
syntax, and semantics. For instance, “alienable” was originally a semantic concept,
but is most often used to label a class of nouns, and sometimes a possessive con-
struction. This results in many descriptions of Arawak languages presenting obvious
contradictions. For example, nouns labeled as “non-possessible” (and as such distinct
from “alienable” nouns) are still mentioned as entering a particular possessive
construction, being hence obviously morphosyntactically possessible, and semanti-
cally alienable. At the same time, there has been until this article an apparent general
resistance to labelling those roots that happen to be easily possessed only once
suffixed as “non-possessible”.36

To solve the problem of the vagueness of the domain to which the alienability
contrast should apply, this article advocates a strict separation of the levels of
analysis, as implemented with Mojeño Trinitario data. A major methodological issue
when investigating the potential of the alienability contrast as an explanation for the
competition between the adnominal possessive constructions is the difficulty of
teasing apart the semantic input of noun classes, the effect of the derivation pro-
cesses among these, and the semantic import of the two possessive constructions,
and this is, I believe, what future efforts should concentrate on.

7 Extending the innovative analysis to the Arawak
family

This article has presented an innovative analysis of possession in an Arawak lan-
guage, distinguishing the levels of lexical classes of noun roots, morphological
derivation processes and syntactic constructions. It is the first to invoke derivation
for two commonly made observations in Arawak linguistics, viz. the use of many
obligatorily prefixed nouns as unpossessed and that of another class of nouns as
either possessed or unpossessed in discourse. These latter nouns, usually considered
“alienable” or “optionally possessed”, are described in this article as non-prefixable
nouns, which need to be derived to enter the basic possessive construction. As a
result, the three possessive noun classes ofMojeño Trinitario presented in this article
do not correspond to the three possessive noun classes of the traditional analysis of
Arawak languages (Figure 1).

36 By contrast, the fact that some roots that are obligatorily possessed can be derived into non-
prefixable stems has never led to reconsidering these so-called “inalienable nouns” to be in fact
alienable.
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The innovative analysis presented in this article can easily be extended to other
Arawak languages, as sketched in Figure 5. One must only adapt the terminology for
those languages, like Yukuna (see Section 1), in which a third-person possessor is not
necessarily encodedby an indexonprefixable nouns, but can simply be expressed as an
NP. For those languages, one should use the term “obligatorily/optionally possessed”
rather than “obligatorily/optionally prefixed”. Additionally, in line with Krasnoukhova
(2012: 58), I recommend using the terms “non-prefixable” or “non-directly possessible”
(see also Krasnoukhova [2012: 58] on this point) rather than “non-possessible” for the
third class of nouns in the languages in which there is an indirect possessive con-
struction (to avoid contradiction regarding their possessability).

The proposed derivational account of the nouns traditionally called “optionally
possessed nouns” that need a suffix to be possessed now excludes these nouns from
the optionally possessed class and classifies them as “non-prefixable” or “non-
directly possessible” roots (see Table 1). There are two consequences for the analysis
of possessive classes in Arawak languages. For languages like Mojeño Trinitario that
have a class of nouns that can be possessed or not in the basic possessive construction
without any derivation, an overt coding contrast will be found between non-directly
possessible nouns (which require a derivational suffix to be possessed) and the
others (which only take a prefix). This differs from the traditional analysis by which
the coding contrast is seen between inalienable and alienable nouns in that the latter
require a suffix to be possessed. For languages like Yukuna in which there is no
category of nouns that are optionally possessed in the basic construction without a
suffix (represented by the dotted square in Figure 5), the drastic consequence of the
innovative analysis is that we are left with two possessive classes only: the obliga-
torily possessed one, and the non-directly possessible nouns. In that case, it seems
that the alienability contrast applies efficiently to the formal and semantic opposition
between these two classes.

obligatorily possessed nouns

indirect adnominal 
possessive construc on

basic adnominal possessive 
construc on

op onally possessed nouns

non-directly possessible
nouns

derivable roots (taking NPOSD)

derivable roots (taking POSD)

Figure 5: Innovative account of Arawak noun classes (with or without optionally possessed nouns).
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A plausible reason for why the present proposal had not been formulated before
for any Arawak language is that it leaves most Arawak languages without a class of
optionally possessed noun roots as inmany Arawak languages, “optionally possessed
nouns” actually are non-possessible roots, since they first need to go through a
derivation process to be possessible. And importantly, optionally possessed noun
roots (free nouns) are generally considered to be the alienable nouns par excellence
in the Amazonian literature (see, for example, van der Voort 2009: 382). One may
wonder whether the well-known alienability contrast did not bias the traditional
account of noun classes in Arawak studies by forcing the identification of a class of
“alienable” nouns, regardless of the fact that the roots in question are not directly
possessible without an additional suffix.

Abbreviations

ACT active
APPL applicative
ART article
CLF classifier
CONC.MOT concomitant motion
DEM demonstrative
DET determiner
DIM diminutive
DUB dubitative
EMP empathy
F feminine (singular)
GPN generic possessive noun
H human
INDT indeterminate
IRR irrealis
M masculine (singular)
MID middle
N noun
NPOSD non possession
NF non-feminine
NH non-human
PST past
PFV perfective
PL plural
PLURACT pluractional
POSD possessed form of the noun
POT.LOC potential location
PREP preposition
PRO pronoun
PROX proximal
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RECP reciprocal
RESTR restrictive
RPT reportative
SG singular
Sp Spanish word
SP.P.NZ specific patient nominalizer
UNQ unquestionable
VALID validator
VZ verbalizer
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Abstract: This article investigates the nature and behavior of independent, bound
and deverbal nouns at various levels of linguistic organization in Harakmbut
(isolate, Peru), and assesses the explanatory potential of the alienability contrast for
the data observed.While the distinction between bound and independent nouns is to
a great extent motivated by the conceptual distinction between inalienably and
alienably possessed items, the behavior of bound and independent nouns in adno-
minal possession is not. Whereas independent (and deverbal) nouns use a genitive-
marked two-word construction, bound nouns can use the same one, when keeping
their noun prefix, or they can use a genitive-marked one-word construction, inwhich
they drop their prefix. It is thus argued that there is no alienability split in adnominal
possession, that is, there is no coding split according to which bound nouns behave
fully differently from independent nouns. This is supported by thefinding that bound
nouns (unlike independent and deverbal ones) also show the same choice between a
two-word and a one-word coding strategy in non-possessive adnominal modifica-
tion. In noun-noun compounding, the data merely reveal different preferences of
bound and independent nouns for the N1 versus N2 position; here deverbal nouns
behave identically to bound nouns in dropping their prefix in N2. In noun incor-
poration, finally, the relevance of the alienability contrast is similar to that for the
two-way noun class system. Inalienable semantics (and morphological boundness)
could be argued to determine the incorporability of nouns, but there are also
exceptions.
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1 Introduction

This article investigates to what extent the notion of alienability can account for the
distinct behavior of classes of nouns in the underdescribed language Harakmbut,
more precisely the Arakmbut (Amarakaeri) dialect (glotto-code amar1274),1 spoken
in south-east Peru (departamentos of Madre de Dios and Cusco). Harakmbut is still
regarded as an unclassified Amazonian language (Wise 1999: 307; Dryer and Has-
pelmath 2013), although Adelaar (2000, 2007) has made a case for a genetic link with
the Brazilian Katukina family, which may be further linked to Macro-Jê. More in-
formation on its genetic affiliation, internal classification, vitality and sociolinguistic
context is presented in Van linden (2023: 441–444).

The notion of alienability entered the linguistic scene in the early twentieth
century in the context of studies on possession. It was proposed to explain patterns of
distinct morphosyntactic marking, or coding splits, in the grammatical environment
of adnominal possession, e.g., in Melanesian languages (Lévy-Bruhl 1914) and North
American languages (see Nichols 1988), and to account for restrictions in terms of
possessee types in the grammatical environment of external possession in Indo-
European languages (e.g., Bally 1926). These phenomena were explained in terms of
the conceptual difference between inalienable and alienable possession: the former
involves “inextricable, essential or unchangeable relations” between possessor and
possessee, while the latter involves associations between possessor and possessee
that are of a less permanent and inherent type (Chappell and McGregor 1996: 4).
Prototypical possessees of the former type include body-part terms and kinship
terms,while those of the latter type comprise artifacts.Within adnominal possession,
then, the observed pattern is that inalienable possession is typically coded with less
“morphosyntactic material” than alienable possession (Payne 1997: 105; see also
Haspelmath 2017). Rather than viewing the alienability contrast as a semantic
explanation for coding splits, Nichols (1988) proposed regarding it as a formal
contrast at work on two different levels of linguistic organization: at the word level,
yielding two different noun classes (inalienable vs. alienable nouns), and at the
phrase level, yielding two different adnominal possessive constructions, with the
inalienable construction featuring less morphosyntactic marking than the alienable
one. This article will investigate the explanatory potential of each interpretation of

1 Speakers of this variety consider the label Amarakaeri a depreciating term; it is adapted from wa-
mba-arak-a-eri (NMLZ-VPL-kill-TRNS-AN), a verb-based nominalizationmeaning ‘(fierce) killer/murderer’,
which goes back to an ancient story about the origin of the different ethnolinguistic groups of the
Harakmbut people. They prefer to call their variety ‘Arak(m)but’, as distinct from the Watipaeri
variety, with whose speakers they generally have tensed relations.
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the alienability contrast in examining the class of bound nouns in Harakmbut, and
their morphosyntactic behavior in different grammatical environments.

The starting point of this article is indeed the morphological distinction between
independent and bound nouns in Harakmbut. Unlike independent nouns, as in (1a),
bound nouns require a noun prefix to obtain independent nominal status (wa(ʔ)- or
e(ʔ)-), as in (2a), and mainly refer to inalienably possessed entities, such as body parts,
plant parts, and landscape parts, as well as kinship terms and basic shapes or qualities
of entities. These two noun classes are sometimes called non-obligatorily versus
obligatorily possessed nouns, or alienable versus inalienable nouns, and they are
ubiquitous in Amazonian languages (Krasnoukhova 2012: 87–88). Considering the two
adnominal possessive constructions in theHarakmbut Examples (1b) and (2b), onemay
conclude that the distinct morphosyntactic patterning exhibited by members of the
two noun classes can be explained in terms of the alienability contrast.

(1) Independent noun
a. kõsõ

pot
‘pot’

b. ndoʔ-edn kõsõ
1SG-GEN pot
‘my pot’

(2) Bound noun
a. wa-ʔi

NPF-foot
‘foot’

b. ndoʔ-edn-ʔi
1SG-GEN-foot
‘my foot’

The pattern with the bound noun in (2b) shows a tighter morphosyntactic bond
between the genitive-marked possessor and possessee – in fact, the two form a single
phonological unit – than the two-word pattern with the independent noun in (1b).
The examples are representative of their respective noun classes in patterns with
human possessors, andmight thus trick the analyst into thinking that Harakmbut has
an alienability split. However, it will turn out that bound nouns can also enter the
two-word possessive construction shown in (1b) when they take their noun prefix,
and that some bound nouns (e.g., some kin terms) do not enter the one-word pos-
sessive construction. In such cases, then, the two noun classes use the same pos-
sessive construction. As observed by Krasnoukhova (2012: 87–88), this is very
common among Amazonian languages having a class of inalienable nouns. She found
that such languages evenmore often use the same construction with inalienable and
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alienable nouns (22 out of 41 languages) than a different construction (18 out of 41
languages; Krasnoukhova 2012: 87–88). I will thus argue that Harakmbut does not
show a possessive split based on the distinction between bound and independent
nouns. In fact, the data will point to a possessor-governed coding split with body-part
possessees: animal possessors require a different coding than human possessors.

Corroborating evidence for the finding that adnominal possession is not determined
by the alienability contrast in Harakmbut comes from data showing the distinct mor-
phosyntactic behavior of bound nouns in grammatical environments other than adno-
minal possession. For instance, the data show that the bound nouns that enter the one-
word possessive construction in (2b) can also fuse phonologically with other types of
prenominal modifiers, such as interrogative, demonstrative, or quantifying modifiers,
unlike independent nouns. As is the case in adnominal possession, the one-word strategy
is invariably in competition with the two-word strategy. Moving beyond adnominal
modification, the article will also hone in on noun-noun compounding and noun incor-
poration, in which bound nouns also behave differently from independent nouns. All in
all, the article concludes that while the alienability contrast could be argued to motivate
semantically the noun class system in Harakmbut, it falls short in accounting for the
distinct morphosyntactic behavior of bound nouns in adnominal modification and
beyond. Rather, this behavior is determinedby themorphological property of boundness,
which also takes effect in constructions that do not involve the semantics of possession.

As the prefixeswa(ʔ)- and e(ʔ)- serve not only to give independent nominal status to
bound nouns but also to derive nouns from verb stems (or action nominals from
predicates-cum-arguments) (see Van linden 2019), this article will also take nominali-
zation into account. Itwill investigate thedistinctionbetweenboundnounsanddeverbal
nouns in the various grammatical environments examined here, focusing on deverbal
nouns as possessees in adnominal possessive constructions, but also as heads in other
adnominal modification structures, and as N1 or N2 in noun-noun compounds. It will
become clear that deverbal nouns always use the two-word strategy in any type of
adnominal modification, featuring the nominalizing prefixes, but that they drop their
prefixwhenoccurring asN2 innoun-noun compounds, just like boundnouns. Unlike the
latter, however, deverbal nouns are not incorporable into verbs.

In terms of data, this article draws on earlier work on Harakmbut, which has
mainly focused on the Arakmbut variety (Hart 1963; Helberg Chávez 1984, 1990; Tripp
1976, 1995), as well as fieldwork conducted by the author. The first-hand data
recorded in the field include elicited data and a collection of seven texts representing
spontaneously produced language recorded in the native communities of Puerto Luz,
San José del Karene and Shintuya, all with Arakmbut consultants, in the summers of
2010, 2011 and 2016. Additional elicited data were also collected at a distance. The
practical orthography used in this article is IPA-based and different from the com-
munity spelling (see Van linden 2020: 9, Note 2).
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The discussion is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the distinction be-
tween bound nouns and independent nouns at the word level, concentrating on the
distinct semantic domains covered by the members of either class. It also introduces
verb-based nominalization. Section 3 moves to the phrase level, and focuses on
adnominal possessive constructions, classifying them in terms of types of possessees
(independent, bound and deverbal nouns) and possessors (human, animal and
inanimate), and also considering alienable construal of bound nouns denoting body
parts. Section 4 hones in on the morphosyntactic behavior of bound, independent
and deverbal nouns in adnominal modification constructions other than adnominal
possession. Section 5 leaves the phrase level and explores the morphologically
complex word-level phenomenon of noun-noun compounding as well as the clause-
level phenomenon of noun incorporation, again distinguishing between bound, in-
dependent and deverbal nouns. The article winds up with a brief summary and its
conclusions on the relevance of the alienability contrast in Harakmbut in Section 6.

2 Bound, independent and deverbal nouns

This section takes a closer look at the two noun classes in Harakmbut, bound and
independent nouns, and investigates whether they could be regarded as reflexes of the
alienability contrast in terms of the semantic domains they cover. It will also introduce
the nominalizing function of the two noun prefixes wa(ʔ)- and e(ʔ)- on verb stems.

Common nouns in Harakmbut divide into two morphologically distinct classes,
viz. bound and independent nouns.2 While independent nouns can occur on their
own without any additional morphology (see (1a)), bound nouns do need a noun
prefix in their citation form, viz.wa(ʔ)- (3) or e(ʔ)- (4).3 As these noun prefixes enable
bound nouns “to stand alone without possession”, they serve the function of what
Nichols (1988: 597) has called absolutivization: they derive independent nouns from
bound ones. In Chousou-Polydouri et al.’s (this issue) terms, they are markers of the
unpossession construction.

2 Theremight be one other noun classwith just onemember, viz. -mba ‘land, place’, which cannot be
used outside of a possessive construction (e.g.,Nildaʔ-en-mba-yo [Nilda-GEN-land-LOC] ‘to Nilda’s place’)
or noun-noun compound (e.g., tareʔ-mba [manioc-land] ‘manioc field’). That is, it cannot be absolu-
tivized with wa(ʔ)- or e(ʔ)-; in Lehmann’s (1998: 52) terms, it is an inabsoluble noun.
3 The e(ʔ)- prefix has been identified as a feature of the Guaporé-Mamoré linguistic area by Crevels
and Van der Voort (2008: 167): it has the same form and function (in noun-based nominalization) as
the dummy noun prefix e- in Cavineña (Guillaume 2008: 409–416) and other Tacanan languages like
Ese Ejja (Vuillermet 2012: 299–305). It is also similar to the unspecified possessor prefix e- in Baure
(Danielsen 2007: 119–120) and to the semantically empty root e- in Kwaza, which serves as “a noun
formative to lend independent status to classifiers” (Van der Voort 2005: 397).
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(3) waʔ-ayʔ
NPF-bone
‘bone’

(4) eʔ-pidn
NPF-spine
‘spine, thorn’
(Tripp 1995: 51)

Typically, bound noun stems combinewith a single noun prefix exclusively, as in (2a)
and (3), but some combine with both prefixes, yielding two different independent
nouns whose referents show similarity in shape. For example, the bound root in (4)
can also combine with the prefix wa(ʔ)- to denote the body part ‘rib’. Another
exception is given in (5), in which thewa(ʔ)- form denotes a body part (5a), while the
e(ʔ)- form denotes a plant part (5b), similar to (4).

(5) (a) wa-mbaʔ (b) e-mbaʔ
NPF-hand NPF-hand
‘hand’ ‘leaf’

As can be seen in Table 1 below, there are also plant parts that exclusively takewa(ʔ)-,
but overall the generalization can be upheld that referents of bound nouns with e(ʔ)-
belong to the world of vegetation. This generalization supports an analysis of the
absolutivizing prefixes as derivational rather than inflectional (see also Danielsen
(2007: 119–120) on the unspecified possessor prefix e- in Baure, Arawak, Bolivia).4

Table : Semantic domains covered by Harakmbut bound nouns *(T = Tripp ).

Semantic
domains

Bound nouns Independent nouns

(a) Part-whole

Body part wa-ayʔ ‘bone’; wa-ʔidn ‘tooth’; wa-kupi ‘horn’ –

Plant part e-mbaʔ ‘leaf’; eʔ-mbih ‘liana’ (generic term);
e-pidn ‘thorn’; wa-mbuh ‘manioc root’; wa-ʔiwit
‘root’; wa-kidn ‘seed’; wa-tioʔpi ‘branch’

–

4 The Harakmbut noun prefixes are also functionally equivalent to classifiers in languages with
multiple classifier systems like Bora-Miraña, where classifiers can transform mass nouns into
countable nouns as well as derive nouns from verbs (Seifart 2007). Aikhenvald (2000: 220–221) lists
Guahibo, Tucano and Tariana as languages in which classifiers serve these functions as well. How-
ever, such classifiers carry a specific semantic load related to shape or substance, much unlike the
Harakmbut prefixes.
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Let us now turn to the semantic domains encompassed by the referents of bound
nouns, which are listed in Table 1 with a non-exhaustive set of examples. The table also
includes independent nouns belonging to the same semantic domain if available. What
may strike the reader immediately is that bound nouns predominantly denote entities
that are – in conceptual terms – inalienably possessed, such as body parts, plant parts,
landscape parts, kinship terms, social and spatial relations, attributes, basic shapes,
substances, and other parts of wholes (see Rose and Van linden, this issue). The Har-
akmbut data thus support the implicational hierarchy formembership of the ‘inalienable’
class of nouns proposed by Nichols (1988: 572), in which kin terms and/or body parts
outrank part-whole and/or spatial relations, which in turn outrank culturally basic
possessed items; the latter are invariably lexicalizedas independentnouns inHarakmbut.

Interestingly, Table 1 also includes items that are less easily categorized as con-
ceptually inalienably possessed and which some languages treat as non-possessible,
viz. animals (see Lehmann 1998) for wild animals in YucatecMaya; see also Chousou-

Table : (continued)

Semantic
domains

Bound nouns Independent nouns

Landscape part wa-kumbogŋ ‘ravine’; wa-kupo ‘hill’; wa-ndagŋ
‘path’; wã-wẽ ‘river’

mbayako ‘pool, lagoon’; ndumba
‘forest’; widnmba ‘pebble beach’

Non-physical part wa-nokĩrẽŋ ‘spirit of a person’ –

Other part wa-ktaʔpe ‘half’; wã-ẽ(kõŋ) ‘hole’ –

(b) Relations

Kinship wa-mambuy ‘same-sex sibling’; wa-siʔpo ‘child’;
wã-ỹẽ ‘mother’

nãŋ ‘mother’; pagŋ ‘father’

Social relation wa-iri ‘chief’; wa-ndi ‘friend’ (T:)*; wa-nindi
‘romantic partner’

–

Spatial relation wa-kĩrẽŋ ‘interior’; wa-topen ‘below’ (T:) –

(c) Shape and substance

Shape wa-po ‘something round’; wa-puʔ ‘tube’ –

Substance wã-õŋ ‘powder’; wã-wẽ ‘liquid’ –

(d) Miscellaneous

Attribute wa-ndari ‘native land’; wa-ndik ‘name’ –

Bodily emanation wa-nokĩrẽŋ ‘shadow of a person’ –

Bodily excretion wa-ndawẽ ‘semen’ iŋkusĩʔwẽ ‘saliva’ (T:)
Animal wa-koy ‘cormorant’ (T:); wa-kuwẽŋ ‘specific

frog species’ (T:)
sũwĩt ‘hummingbird’; kẽmẽ ‘tapir’
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Polydouri et al. (this issue). For this semantic category, independent nouns far
outnumber bound nouns in Harakmbut. In relation to kinship terms, it should be
noted that the independent nouns in Table 1 are in fact terms of address which have
come to be used as reference terms (see Tripp 1995: 175–185) (see also Bril [this issue]
on Kanak languages). With respect to landscape parts, bound nouns tend to refer to
elements determining the physical shape of a landscape, while independent nouns
refer to types of soil cover.

By and large, we can conclude that the class of bound nouns is semantically
homogeneous and that the two noun classes can be regarded as a reflex of the
alienability contrast surfacing at the word level, albeit not a perfect one. Specifically,
since not all conceptually inalienable entities are lexicalized as bound nouns (e.g.,
kinship terms, bodily excretions) and since a few bound nouns denote conceptually
non-possessible entities (animals), the data rather support Nichols’ (1988: 574) claim
that inalienability is a lexical category rather than a semantic property. Yet, according
to the criteria used by Chousou-Polydouri et al. (this issue) in their crosslinguistic
study, the class of bound nouns in Harakmbut would rate as semantically coherent.

In addition to covering certain semantic domains, Nichols (1988: 564) also notes that
boundnouns forma closed set,whichmayvary considerably in size across languages. In
terms of the criterion of loan integration, boundnouns inHarakmbut forma closed class
indeed: loan words invariably enter the class of independent nouns. For instance, even
though there is a Harakmbut bound noun for ‘grandmother’, -mama,5 the Spanish loan
abuela is also often used, and it is grammatically treated as an independent noun in spite
of its inalienable semantics. The issue of productive compounding or derivation is not
generally regarded as a criterion for open versus closed classes. However, if it were, the
class of bound nouns could be regarded as (semi-) open because Harakmbut has many
morphologically complex lexical items that contain bound noun roots and take a noun
prefix, such as (6) and (7), and because such processes of word formation are productive
(see also Section 5.1). Note that (6) combines (5a) and (3), with (3) being the head of the
compound. The noun prefixes occur in (6) and (7) because the first elements in these
complex items are bound nouns, namely -mbaʔpih ‘finger’ and -wẽ ‘liquid’ respectively.

(6) wa-mbaʔ-pih-ayʔ
NPF-hand-digit-bone
‘finger bone’

(7) wã-wẽ-ẽrĩ
NPF-liquid-AN
‘river spirit’

5 Bound forms are represented with a hyphen in this paper.
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The prefixeswa(ʔ)- and e(ʔ)- serve not only to derive independent nouns from bound
ones; they also serve in verb-based nominalization. Nominalization with wa(ʔ)- is
restricted to participant nominalization, viz. for instrumental and objective nomi-
nalization (see Comrie and Thompson 2007: 338–342), as in (8) and (9) respectively. It
is primarily used to produce nouns for NP-use (Van linden 2019: 465–467).6

(8) a. wa-wedn b. wa-kpo-k-bet
NMLZ-lie NMLZ-eye-SPAT:separation-attach
‘bed’ ‘spectacles, glasses’

(9) a. waʔ-aʔ b. wa-mbuey
NMLZ-say NMLZ-die
‘speech, word, language’ ‘corpse’

Nominalization with e(ʔ)-, in turn, is used for both event nominalization and
participant nominalization (see Van linden 2019: 468–484). The type of participant
nominalization attested is that of objective nominalization, illustrated in (10). Just as
in (9), the nominalized form in (10) denotes the result or the typical or ‘cognate’ object
of the action designated by the verb; it can be used as the head of an NP.

(10) e-ma-mboʔ-e-a
NMLZ-[VPL-stand-ITER-TRNS]photograph
‘picture, photograph’

In termsof semanticdomains, instrumental nominalizationswill typically denote items
that are– in conceptual terms– alienably possessed, such as artifacts (8a) or accessories
(8b), while objective nominalizations are often inalienably possessed. Example (9a) is
an attribute, just like eʔ-mbaʔaʔ ‘work’. Other examples are in Table 2; note that the
prefix e(ʔ)- is also used in the citation form of verbs (Van linden 2019: 482–483).

Table : Deverbal nouns with inalienable semantics.

Deverbal noun Glosses Meaning Semantic domain

e-ʔi-mboʔ NMLZ-foot-stand ‘footprint’ Bodily emanation
eʔ-ndigŋ-pak NMLZ-pain-VBZ ‘(have) fever’ Bodily sensation
e-tã-ẽʔ NMLZ-APPL-be ‘visit(or)’ Social relation
eʔ-tiriʔ NMLZ-ache ‘(have) pain’ Bodily sensation
ẽʔ-wĩẽʔ NMLZ-smell ‘smell’ Bodily excretion

6 Note that (8b) and e-ʔi-mboʔ in Table 2 are nominalized forms of N+ V compounds, i.e., they involve
noun incorporation (see Van linden 2023: 470–471).
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In conclusion, deverbal nouns feature the same prefixes as bound nouns and
may even show inalienable semantics similar to bound nouns. However, they are not
analyzed as members of this noun class because of their verbal origin and their
distinct morphosyntactic behavior in several grammatical environments. The latter
will be exposed in the remainder of this article.

3 Adnominal possession

This section moves to the phrase level and discusses adnominal possessive con-
structions. It is organized according to types of possessees: independent nouns
(Section 3.1), bound nouns (Section 3.2), and deverbal nouns (Section 3.3), and will
focus on different types of possessors (human, animal and inanimate). It will argue
that Harakmbut does not manifest an alienability split; it merely shows a coding
split for body-part possessees that is based on the human versus animal nature of
the possessor.7 In addition, there is no pronoun/noun split.

3.1 Possessive constructions with independent-noun
possessees

Independent nouns predominantly denote alienably possessed entities (see
Section 2), and the possessor types observed are restricted to humans and ani-
mals. As shown in (11) to (13), possession is dependent-marked, and there is no
pronoun/noun split or animacy-based split: the genitive marker -edn~-en~-ẽn
attaches to human nominal (11), pronominal (12) and animal nominal possessors
(13) alike.

(11) Lupeʔ-edn hak
Lupe-GEN house
‘Lupe’s house’

(12) ndoʔ-edn hak
1SG-GEN house
‘my house’

7 In a similar vein, Creissels (this issue) argues that the possessive coding split in Mandinka (West
Mande, Gambia, Senegal, and Guinea Bissau) looks like an alienability split, but under closer analysis
turns out to be a possessor-governed coding split according to animacy.
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(13) apetpet-edn hak
jaguar-GEN house
‘a/the jaguar’s den’

3.2 Possessive constructions with bound-noun possessees

Bound nouns overwhelmingly denote inalienably possessed entities (see Section 2),
which is why in principle they can combine with any semantic type of possessor. In
contrast to constructions with independent-noun possessees, constructions with bound-
noun possessees showa coding split according to the human versus animal nature of the
possessor. Consider Examples (14) to (17), in which stressed syllable nuclei are under-
lined. It should be noted that the domain for stress assignment in nouns is the root plus
derivational affixes, with themain stress falling on the penultimate syllable, whichmay
be a noun prefix. Inflectional suffixes and clitics fall outside the stress domain.

(14) a. Lupeʔ-edn wa-ku b. Lupeʔ-edn-ku
Lupe-GEN NPF-head Lupe-GEN-head
‘Lupe’s head’ ‘Lupe’s head’

(15) a. on-en wa-ku b. on-en-ku
2SG-GEN NPF-head 2SG-GEN-head
‘your (sg) head’ ‘your (sg) head’

(16) mbawi-ku-pi
deer-[head-CLF:stick]horn
‘a/the deer’s horn’

(17) kurukuru-mbaʔ
bijao-hand
‘bijao leaf’ (plant species: Calathea lutea)

Examples (14) and (15) indicate that there is no pronoun/noun split with bound-noun
possessees either. In addition, they show that bound nouns differ from independent
nouns in allowing for two coding strategieswith humanpossessors: a two-word strategy
with prefixed head nouns, as in the a-examples, and a one-word strategy without noun
prefixes, as in the b-examples.8 Because theboundnoun root ismonosyllabic in (14)–(15),

8 The same competition between a two-word and one-word strategy in adnominal possession has
been noted for e-nouns in Ese Ejja as well (Vuillermet 2012: 302–304). Unlike in Harakmbut, however,
proper namepossessors in Ese Ejja tend to allow the two-word strategy only. Cavineña andBaure (see
Note 3), by contrast, do not show any competition between possessive constructions for bound nouns
(Danielsen 2007: 118–124; Guillaume 2008: 484–491).
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the two strategies differ inwhich syllable of the genitivemodifier carries the stress.More
importantly, however, both strategies involve the genitivemarker,while structureswith
animal possessors (16) and inanimate possessors (17) use fundamentally different
morphosyntactic marking, viz. noun-noun compounding. As the possessor in structures
with inanimate possessors like (17) is never referentially distinct from the possessee,
examples like (17) in fact do not instantiate adnominal possession but merely word
formation (see Section 5.1). In structureswith animal possessors like (16), by contrast, the
possessormaywell be referential. A case in point is in (18) below, inwhichwadnpisindak
‘the ocelot’s skin’ does exemplify adnominal possession.

(18) Lupeʔ-a me-niŋ-to-tiak-ne wadnpi-sindak Luisʔ-a eʔ-arak
Lupe-NOM 3SG>1/2SG-BEN.APPL-CAUS.SOC-come-IND ocelot-skin Luis-NOM NLMZ-kill
‘Lupe brought me the skin of the ocelot killed by Luis.’ (elicited)

In (18), the possessor (wadnpi) is further modified by the post-nominal non-finite
clause and is hence referential; an interpretation in which the possessor is non-
referential (‘an/the ocelot’s skin killed by Luis’) would make no sense, as one cannot
kill a skin. On the basis of Examples (14) to (18), the main coding split with bound
nouns is thus determined by the possessor: human possessors use the genitive
marker, whereas animal possessors use noun-noun compounding.

However, there is an exception to this generalization about animal possessors
which relates to the type of possessive relation. While noun-noun compounding is
used to refer to body parts, it is the genitive marker that is typically used for kinship
relations, for example with respect to the animal’s offspring in (19).

(19) a. apetpet-edn wa-siʔpo9 b. apetpet-edn-siʔpo
jaguar-GEN NPF-child jaguar-GEN-child
‘a/the jaguar’s cub’ ‘a/the jaguar’s cub’

c. apetpet-siʔpo d. apetpet-siʔpo
jaguar-child jaguar-DIM
‘a/the jaguar’s cub’ ‘a/the small jaguar (of adult age)’

Just like human possessors (see (14)), animal possessors show two coding strategies
with the kin-term possessee ‘child’, viz. a two-word strategy (19a) and a one-word
strategy (19b).10 Unlike in (14b) and (15b), the stress does not fall on the genitive
marker in the one-word structure because the bound-noun possessee in (19) has two
syllables rather than one. The second syllable of the genitivemodifier in (19b) carries
secondary stress. The compounding strategy (19c) can also be used to code this

9 Note that ‘child’ is morphologically complex itself: -siʔ-po, consisting of a bound noun (-siʔ ‘peel’)
and a bound noun that also functions as a classifier denoting a round shape (-po).
10 The latter is most frequently used according to my consultant.
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specific kinship relation, but this might cause confusion with the diminutive form
(19d), whose suffix, of course, originated in the boundnoundenoting ‘child’. For other
kinship relations, animal possessors do not allow the compounding strategy.

There is one other exception to the above generalization about animal posses-
sors, but this one relates to the alienable construal of semantically inalienably
possessed entities such as body parts. Consider Examples (20) and (21).

(20) a. mokas-kutipo b. mokas-en-kutipo
collared.peccary-thigh collared.peccary-GEN-thigh
‘a/the collared peccary’s thigh (still
attached to the animal, dead or alive,
or removed from its corpse)’

‘a/the collared peccary’s
thigh, removed from its
corpse’

As indicated in the translations of (20a) and (20b), the default coding strategy of noun-
noun compounding (20a) and the genitive-marked one-word structure (20b) come
with distinct but overlapping interpretations. The overlap is exactly an ‘alienable’
interpretation, i.e., that of a detached body part. Table 3 summarizes the observa-
tions for human and animal possessors with bound-noun possessees. It also includes
data on the disembodied interpretation of human body parts discussed in relation to
Examples (21a) and (21b) below.

On the basis of Table 3 and the discussion in Section 3.1, we can thus conclude
that there is only a coding split for bound-noun possessees (mainly inalienable
possession). This split is [±human] based andmediated by type of possessive relation
(body part vs. kin term). In the remainder of this section, I will argue that the
observed coding split cannot be explained in terms of alienability.

Table : Possessor-governed coding split for bound-noun possessees.

POSSESSOR POSSESSEE

BODY-PART POSSESSEE KIN-TERM POSSESSEE

Alienable interpretation Inalienable
interpretation

ANIMAL POSSESSOR Genitive-marked one-word
structure

Genitive-marked one-word
and two-word structure
(Noun-noun compounding
with offspring relation)

Noun-noun compounding

HUMAN POSSESSOR Genitive-marked
one-word structure

Genitive-marked one-word
and two-word structure

Genitive-marked two-word structure
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If the coding split were based on alienability, it would be expected that pos-
sessive constructions with bound nouns (expressing inalienable possession) show
less morphosyntactic marking or tighter integration than possessive constructions
with independent nouns (expressing alienable possession) (see Haspelmath 2017:
218). The competing coding strategies in Harakmbut do not differ in terms of number
or length of morphemes but rather in number of words. Hence, when we consider
Examples (1b) and (2b) (Section 1) in isolation, an analysis in terms of an alienability
split seems justified. However, there are a number of reasonswhy such an analysis is
not descriptively adequate. The first obvious one is that bound nouns also use the
coding strategy available to independent nouns; (14a) and (15a) are not different from
(11) and (12) in morphosyntactic terms (except for the presence of noun prefixes on
the bound stems). This situation is very different from that in languages like Abun
(West Papuan), where inalienable and alienable nouns systematically use distinct
morphosyntactic marking in adnominal possessive constructions (Berry and Berry
1999: 77–78).

Another reason is that in phonological-prosodic terms, there is less difference
between the two-word coding strategy of independent nouns (1b) and the one-word
or prefixless strategy of bound nouns (2b) than inmorphosyntactic terms. On the one
hand, with possessees that have two or more syllables, as in (21), it is hard to pro-
sodically distinguish the two-word strategy (21a) from the one-word strategy (21b).
Example (21a) has two distinct stresses, while (21b) has one main stress on the
penultimate syllable and a secondary stress on the penultimate syllable of the
possessor root, but this difference is very subtle.11 My consultant pronounced (21a)
and (21b) also at about the same speed rate.

(21) a. Maribel-en wa-kpo b. Maribel-en-okpo
Maribel-GEN NPF-eye Maribel-GEN-eye
‘Maribel’s eye (well in place, or
removed from its natural place)’

‘Maribel’s eye, well in place’

On the other hand, possessive constructions with monosyllabic independent nouns
like (11) often show the same one-word prosody (Lupeʔ-edn hak) as possessive con-
structions with monosyllabic bound nouns like (14b). However, there is still a small
difference, as monosyllabic independent-noun possessees can still receive stress
independently of the genitive modifier, while monosyllabic bound-noun possessees
like -ku in (14) cannot. All of this indicates that the hyphen separating the genitive-
marked possessor from the possessee in the one-word strategy mostly signals that
the possessee is syntactically obliged to have a possessor, i.e., it cannot occur on its

11 Note that ‘eye’ ismorphologically complex itself: ok-po, consisting of a spatialmorpheme (ok-) and
a bound noun that also functions as a classifier denoting a round shape (-po).
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own. The hyphen does not represent tighter phonological integration, except for
monosyllabic bound nouns. In typologizing possessive constructions from a
120-language sample, therefore, Chousou-Polydouri et al. (this issue) conclude that
the two noun classes share the same possessive construction, i.e., they do not posit a
coding split at all for human possessors.

A third reason for not analyzing the possessive split as an alienability split pertains
to the distinct interpretations of the two coding strategies foundwith human possessors
and body part possessees, as in (21a) and (21b). The free translations of (21a) and (21b)
show that the interpretations are opposite to those of (20a) and (20b) with animal
possessors (see Table 3).Whereas the one-word strategy (21b) is dedicated to inalienable
possession (‘in-situ’ body parts), the two-word strategy (21a) is ambiguous between
alienable and inalienable interpretations. Such lack of dedicated strategies for alienable
and inalienable interpretations, observed for both animal andhumanpossessors,would
be difficult to account for by an alienability-driven split.

A fourth and final reason for rejecting an explanation in terms of an alienability
split is that not all bound nouns accept the one-word or prefixless strategy. Most notably
some kinship terms do not. While the kin term wa-siʔpo ‘child’ is found in the two
genitive-marked strategies available to human possessors, the termwa-mambuy ‘same-
sex sibling’ only accepts the two-word strategy in (22a); (22b) is not well-formed.

(22) a. ndoʔ-edn wa-mambuy b. *ndoʔ-edn-mambuy
1SG-GEN NPF-same.sex.sibling 1SG-GEN-same.sex.sibling
‘my sister (of female ego)’ ‘my sister (of female ego)’

Examples like (22) show that not all bound nouns behave similarly and that the
morphosyntactic behavior of bound nouns cannot be explained in terms of alien-
ability, since the same possessive relation (e.g., kinship) has distinct coding possi-
bilities. All in all, limiting our observations to the grammatical environment of
adnominal possession with underived-noun possessees, this section pointed to a
number of reasons for why Harakmbut has no alienability split.

3.3 Possessive constructions with deverbal-noun possessees

Extending our scope to deverbal-noun possessees does not impinge on the above
conclusion that Harakmbut has no alienability-driven possessive split. Nominaliza-
tion is productive in Harakmbut, and deverbal nouns do not need to be possessed by
a genitive-markedmodifier, but they need the prefixeswa(ʔ)- or e(ʔ)- to be used as an
independent noun. As explained in Section 2, deverbal nouns may have alienable or
inalienable semantics. However, they behave identically in the domain of adnominal
possession, irrespective of their semantics or of their nominalizing prefix. Consider
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Examples (23) to (26), which illustrate participant nominalizations used as heads of
NPs. The genitive-marked modifiers do not form part of the nominalization struc-
ture,12 but denote the possessors of the instruments (23)–(24) or attributes (25)–(26)
designated by the deverbal nouns.

(23) a. Maribel-en wa-wedn b. *Maribel-en-wedn
Maribel-GEN NMLZ-lie Maribel-GEN-lie
‘Maribel’s bed’ ‘Maribel’s bed’

(24) a. ndoʔ-edn wa-wedn b. *ndoʔ-edn-wedn
1SG-GEN NMLZ-lie 1SG-GEN-lie
‘my bed’ ‘my bed’

(25) a. arakmbut-en waʔ-aʔ b. *arakmbut-en-aʔ
people-GEN NMLZ-say people-GEN-say
‘the language of the people’, ‘the language of the people’,
‘the Harakmbut language’ ‘the Harakmbut language’

(26) a. on-en eʔ-a-pak b. *on-en-a-pak
2SG-GEN NMLZ-say-VBZ 2SG-GEN-say-VBZ
‘your (sg) voice’, ‘what you
(sg) said’

‘your (sg) voice’, ‘what you (sg) said’

Comparison of Examples (23a) and (24a) shows that constructions with deverbal-
noun possessees do not show a pronoun/noun split, just like those with independent
or bound nouns. More generally, all the examples use the same coding strategy, viz.
the two-word construction with genitive marking on the possessor, whether the
deverbal nouns are formed with the prefixwa(ʔ)-, as in (23) to (25), or e(ʔ)-, as in (26),
and no matter the possessive relation, viz. conceptually alienable in (23)–(24) versus
inalienable in (25)–(26).13 In all cases, the one-word, prefixless strategy is ungram-
matical, as indicated by the asterisk (*) in the (b)-structures. This finding shows that
deverbal nouns behave identically to independent nouns as heads of possessive NPs,
and should hence be kept separate from bound nouns.

12 Note that in (multiple-word) event nominalizations, the participants of the situation expressed by
the verb stem are nominative marked, accusative marked, or unmarked, but never genitive marked
(Van linden 2019: 468–482).
13 As noted by a referee, in some cultures, beds or hammocks are not regarded as entities that easily
shift possessors; they are hence conceptually inalienable within their worldview, but, I would argue,
not intrinsically inalienable. Here it can be noted that instrument nominalizations denoting me-
dicinal substances (e.g., wa-kõõʔ NMLZ-bathe ‘infusion to bathe you with when you have fever’)
pattern identically to the participant nominalizations exemplified in (23) to (26). Such substances are
often handed around in Harakmbut communities.
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3.4 Interim conclusion and locus of marking

Wrapping up, Sections 3.1–3.3 on adnominal possession have shown that Harakmbut
has no noun/pronoun split, which is crosslinguistically unusual (Dryer 2007) but
characteristic of South American languages (Krasnoukhova 2012: 99). More pertinent
to the central research question, they have built the case that Harakmbut has no
possessive coding split governed by the alienability contrast. The only coding split we
could posit is one according to humanness, and which is restricted to structures with
body-part possessees. Deverbal nouns, in turn, were found to pattern identicallywith
independent nouns in adnominal possession, in spite of sharing the same prefixes
with bound nouns, and in some cases also showing inalienable semantics.

With respect to the locus of marking in possessive noun phrases, the Harakmbut
data proved to form an exception to Nichols’ (1988: 576) finding that there is no
language that “has only dependent-marked possession and manifests an alienability
opposition” (see also Bugaeva et al. 2022). It was shown that Harakmbut uses the
genitive marker (and compounding) in possessive constructions and does show an
alienability contrast, albeit just in the lexicon (Section 2), or at the word level rather
than at the phrase level. In fact, Krasnoukhova (2012: 93) cites six South American
languages that form true counterexamples to Nichols’ (1988) claim. In these lan-
guages, inalienable possession is exclusively dependent marked. Abstracting away
from the alienability contrast, Krasnoukhova (2012: 85) finds that head marking and
dependent marking are equally represented in the Amazonian languages in her
sample, with dependent-marking languages clustering “in Ecuador, on the border of
Colombia and Brazil, and the Peru-Brazil border” (2012: 85). The latter area comprises
the Harakmbut communities. Her study and the Harakmbut data hence do not
support Dixon and Aikhenvald’s (1999: 8) claim that Amazonian languages typically
use a head-marking strategy in adnominal possession.

4 Other types of adnominal modification

We now move to non-possessive types of adnominal modification to reveal that the
coding strategy exclusive to bound nouns in adnominal possession, i.e., the one-
word, prefixless strategy, is also observed for other types of modifiers. This finding
corroborates our conclusion that this coding strategy is not an alienability phe-
nomenon. Independent nouns and deverbal ones, by contrast, will always use the
two-word strategy with these types of adnominal modifiers. We will take a closer
look at interrogative, demonstrative and quantifying modifiers.
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The generalization that emerges is that bound nouns show the same two coding
strategies as observed for possessivemodifiers when combinedwith other modifiers
that obligatorily precede the nominal head in continuous noun phrases: they either
attach to a noun prefix and follow the modifier in a separate word, or they directly
attach to this modifier, dropping the noun prefix (see Van linden 2023: 453–454).
Independent nouns and deverbal nounswill always follow themodifier as a separate
word. Consider Examples (27)–(29).

(27) Independent noun
kate aypo iʔ-pak-ika-Ø?
what food 2SG-want-HAB-DUB
‘What sort of food do you (sg) like?’
(elicited, Van linden 2023: 452, ex. (15))

(28) Deverbal noun
kate wa-wadn iʔ-pak-ika-Ø?
what NMLZ-sit 2SG-want-HAB-DUB
‘What sort of seat do you (sg) like?’ (elicited)

(29) Bound noun
kate-nda=pi min-we-ndik ỹãnʔ-ẽ wa-siʔpo
what-fruit=INDET eat.by.sucking-NEG-POT 3PL.DUB-be NPF-child
‘What sort of fruit shouldn’t children eat?’
(Patiachi Tayori n.d.)

In (27), the interrogative modifier kate modifies the independent noun aypo ‘food’,
and the modifier-head structure consists of two words. The same goes for (28),
featuring the deverbal nounwawadn ‘seat’ as head. In (29), by contrast, katemodifies
the bound noun -nda ‘fruit’, which attaches to the modifier; the modifier-head
structure forms a single stress domain, with the stress falling on the penultimate
syllable, i.e., the last syllable of the modifier – stressed syllable nuclei are underlined
(remember that clitics do not belong to the stress domain). Alternatively, the
modifier-head structure can also use the two-word strategy kate wa-nda=piwithout a
difference in meaning.

The same behavior is found with demonstrative modifiers, for example, the
distal form ken ‘that, ‘those’ in (30)–(32).

(30) Independent noun
ih-yok-i kuwa ken wettone-tewapa
1SG-give-1.IND dog DIST woman-BEN
‘I give a dog to that woman.’ (elicited)
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(31) Deverbal noun
a. ken wa-wadn b. *ken-wadn

DIST NMLZ-sit DIST-sit
‘that seat’ ‘that seat’

(32) Bound noun
ndigŋanda wã-mẽ o-ka-po o-mbuey-tuy ken-siʔpo
strongly NPF-liver 3SG.IND-do-DEP 3SG.IND-die-REM.PST.INDIR.EVD DIST-child
‘He had a lot of diarrhea and died, that kid.’ (narrative)

In (30) kenmodifies the independent nounwettone ‘woman’, while in (31) it modifies
the deverbal noun wawadn ‘seat’. Both types of head noun only allow the two-word
modification construction. In (32), in turn, kenmodifies the bound noun -siʔpo ‘child’,
forming one phonological word with it. As an alternative to (32), the speaker could
have used the two-word strategy ken wasiʔpo without a difference in meaning.

In the last set of examples featuring quantifying modifiers, the (a)-examples
include independent nouns showing the two-word strategy, the (b)-examples feature
deverbal nouns showing the same strategy, and the (c)-examples illustrate bound
nouns using the one-word strategy. Example (33) contains a numeral ((a) and
(c) come from a list of ingredients for ceviche), and (34) an indefinite quantifier.

a. Independent noun b. Deverbal noun c. Bound noun

(33) a. mbaʔpa ugŋ b. mbaʔpa wa-wadn c. mbapaʔ-ku seboya
three chili.pepper three NMLZ-sit three-head onion
‘three chili peppers’ ‘three seats’ ‘three onion-heads’

(34) a. wakka-nda kãã b. wakka-nda e-ʔi-mboʔ
many-NDA14 pineapple many-NDA NMLZ-foot-stand
‘many pineapples’ ‘many footprints’

c. wakka-ʔidn-a-nda
many-tooth-EP.V-NDA
‘many teeth’

The data discussed in this section bear out that the peculiar behavior of bound
nouns in adnominal possessive constructions (discussed in Section 3.2), allowing for
two coding strategies, is not limited to the expression of possession. Rather, it is a
general characteristic of adnominal modification structures in which the modifier
precedes the nominal head (note that adjectives do not always precede their head,

14 The analysis of the suffix -nda remains unclear, which is why I use the transcription of the suffix
itself as a gloss (see Van linden 2023: 458).
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see Van linden 2023: 457–458). This observation bolsters our conclusion that Har-
akmbut does not show an alienability contrast at the level of the phrase.

5 Beyond adnominal modification

Having looked at the (simple) word level (Section 2) and the phrase level (Sections 3
and 4), we now venture into yet other levels of analysis for which alienability phe-
nomena have been documented in the literature (see Rose and Van linden, this issue),
viz. the complex word level, looking at noun-noun compounding (Section 5.1) and the
clause level, discussing noun incorporation (Section 5.2).

5.1 N-N compounding

This section takes a closer look at the behavior of independent, bound and deverbal
nouns in noun-noun compounding. It shows that independent and bound nouns
show a skewed distribution across N1 and N2 in N(1)-N(2) compounds, in which N1
always modifies N2. Deverbal nouns, this time, behave similarly to bound nouns in
that they drop the nominalizing prefix in N2 position, whereas they keep it in
adnominal modification constructions.

We first focus on N-N compounds showing combinations of independent and
bound nouns. All possible combinations occur, as illustrated in (35) below. When
bound nouns occur as N2, they drop their noun prefix, as in (35b) and (35c) (see Rose
and Van linden 2022).15 When they occur as N1, by contrast, they keep their prefix, as
in (35c) and (35d).16

(35) (a) I-I ndumba-kuwa [forest-dog] ‘bush dog’ (Helberg Chávez 1984: 252;
Tripp 1995: 194)

(b) I-B kumo-ʔiwit [barbasco-root] ‘the root of barbasco’
(c) B-B wa-ʔi-pih [NPF-foot-digit] ‘toe’
(d) B-I wa-taʔpi-widn [NPF-spine-stone] ‘kidney’ (Tripp 1995: 130b)

For the distribution of these noun classes across the two noun slots in N-N com-
pounds, I use data collected for Pepper’s (2020) list of 100 complex concepts, designed

15 Some bound noun roots only occur in N2 in N-N compounds, e.g., -pih ‘digit’ in (6) and (35c).
16 E-nouns in Ese Ejja also drop their prefix in N2, but keep it in N1 (Vuillermet 2012: 301–302). In
Cavineña, e-nouns generally (but not always) drop their prefix in N2 in N-N juxtaposition structures,
which typically lexicalize into N-N compounds. Monosyllabic e-nouns are also phonologically
attached to the precedingnounmodifier inN-N juxtaposition structures, but polysyllabic ones are not
(Guillaume 2008: 411–432).
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to study binominal lexemes from a crosslinguistic perspective. Out of the 78 Har-
akmbut data items collected for 72 entries of this list, 15 instantiate compounding.
Table 4 presents the distribution of these 15 items over the two noun classes in N1 and
N2 positions. Independent nouns (I in Table 4) are only rarely found as N2, whereas
bound nouns (B in Table 4) frequently occur as N2. Although this preference is
statistically significant,17 the scarcity of the data calls for caution. The tendencies in
Table 4 need to be confirmed with more data.

In terms of semantic domains, bound N2 in compounds typically include plant
parts (35b) and body parts (35c). In such cases, the semantic relation between N2 and
N1 is a part-whole relation, as reflected in the translation of (35b); ‘toe’ in (35c) can be
paraphrased as ‘digit of the foot’. However, what is important is that the holonym (or
‘possessor’) in N1 is non-referential, which is why such examples do not rate as
adnominal possessive constructions (see also Section 3.2). The landscape part term
-wẽ ‘river’ is often used in hydronyms, e.g.,Karene-wẽ ‘Colorado River’. Kinship terms
hardly occur in N2, but shapes and substances often do, in which N2 has an attribute-
like relation to N1 and is in fact better analyzed as a classifier (see Rose and Van
linden 2017, 2022 for argumentation).

Deverbal nouns (D) pattern like bound nouns in that they never use a nomi-
nalizing prefix in N2 (36a)–(36b), while they do carry such a prefix in N1 position
(37a)–(37b). In (36a) and (36b), N1 is an independent noun. So far, all examples I have
come across inwhich a bound noun precedes a verb root are similar to (36c) and (8b),
and are analyzed here as instrumental nominalizations of compound N-V lexemes
(so, noun incorporation, see Section 5.2) rather than N-N compounds of the B-D type.
In (37a) and (37b), N2 is a bound noun. I have not found any N-N compounds of the D-I
type yet. What I have found are examples like (37c), in which the deverbal noun
modifies an independent noun, but these nouns are merely juxtaposed; they do not
form a single phonological word.

Table : Types of N-N compounds according to morphological class of N and N in Pepper’s list of 
complex concepts.

Noun classes in N-N I-I I-B B-B B-I

Harakmbut ()    

17 As suggested by the editor, binomial tests point to a significant difference when we compare
IB + BB with II + BI (p = 0.00098), and to no significant difference when we compare II + IB with
BB + BI (p = 0.30).
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(36) (a) I-D siro-mba-peʔ [metal-VPL-eat] ‘metal plate’ (some metal thing to eat
from)

(b) I-D arakmbut-(h)a-te [person;people-say-LOC] ‘in the language of the
people; in Harakmbut’

(c) wa-mbaʔ-ot [NMLZ-hand-get.dressed] ‘glove’ (‘something to put on your
hand’)

(37) (a) D-Bwa-ma-tãʔkea-ʔidn [NMLZ-VPL-angle-tooth] ‘fishhook’ (Tripp1995: 123b)
(b) D-B wa-k-may-kidn [NMLZ-(SPAT:separation-drink)drink.medicine-seed] ‘pill’

(Tripp 1995: 118b)
(c) wa-mba-tay hak [NMLZ-VPL-sleep house] ‘accommodation’ (Tripp 1995: 108)

The interim conclusion is hence that deverbal nouns do not show all logically
possible combinations with independent and bound nouns in N-N compounds; B-D
and D-I combinations do not occur. They thus do not fully resemble bound nouns in
N-N compounding.

In addition to N-N compounds, there is one other type of binominal lexeme that
deserves discussion here, as it includes a genitive-marked noun, but nevertheless
does not instantiate adnominal possession. An example is in (38). According to
Pepper’s (2020: 155–156) classification of binominal lexemes, it instantiates the gen
type, in which head and modifier are two separate words, with an additional word-
class preserving morpheme attached to the modifier.

(38) amiko-en kutamah [foreigner-GEN bag] ‘backpack’

The structure in (38) is formally identical to adnominal possessive constructionswith
independent-noun possessees like (11), but differs in referential terms, as the
‘possessor’ in (38) is non-referential. Interestingly, similar examples with bound-
noun heads (39) also feature a genitive marker but do not involve two separate
words.

(39) a. mokas-en-ayʔ b. mbawiʔ-en-ayʔ
collared.peccary-GEN-bone deer-GEN-bone
‘bone of a collared peccary’ ‘bone of a deer’

The examples in (39) were produced in a single conversation; they refer to the
material of the needles the speakerwas using tomake string bags. They are similar to
(20b) in showing the genitive marker and being fused with the possessee in N2, as
well as in having an alienable interpretation of a semantically inalienably possessed
entity – the pieces of animal bone, turned into needles, now belong to the speaker.
Crucially, however, they are different in that the genitive-marked possessor is not
referential. Like (38), (and (17) in Section 3.2), then, (39a) and (39b) constitute bino-
minal lexemes and do not exemplify adnominal possession.
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All in all, the data on N-N compounds, or binominal lexemes more generally,
merely pointed to differences in preference for the N1 or N2 position between in-
dependent and boundnouns. As expected fromwhatwe have discussed so far, bound
nouns drop their noun prefix in N2. And while deverbal nouns never drop their
nominalizing prefix in adnominal modification constructions, they do drop it when
occurring as N2 in N-N compounds. None of these observations can be meaningfully
related to the alienability contrast.

5.2 Noun incorporation

The last grammatical environment to be looked at here is noun incorporation, a
phenomenon that operates at the clause level – and also at the complexword level, as
it is a type of N-V compounding. Harakmbut shows all four types of noun incorpo-
ration distinguished by Mithun (1984), but these types have semantic biases, as
indicated in Table 5. This table only includes the semantic domains covered by bound
nouns and listed in Table 1 that have been observed in incorporated forms. Note that
all of these involve inalienable possession – animals aremissing fromTable 5. Except
for one independent noun (hak ‘house’, attested in type I only), which could be

Table : Semantic biases per type of noun incorporation.

Semantic
fields

Type I NI
(lexical
compounding)

Type II NI
(manipulation
of case)

Type III NI
(manipulation of
discourse structure)

Type IV NI
(classificatory
NI)

(a) Part-whole

Body part ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Plant part ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Landscape
part

✓ ✓ (✓) ✗

(b) Relations

Kinship ‘child’ only ✗ ✗ ✗

(c) Shape and substance

Shape ✗ ✗ ✓ (CLF) ✓ (CLF)
Substance ✗ ✗ ✓ (CLF) ✓ (CLF)

(d) Miscellaneous

Attribute ✓ ✓ (✓) ✗
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regarded as a culturally basic possessed item (see Nichols 1988: 572), morphological
boundness is the formal prerequisite for nouns to be incorporable.

The four types of noun incorporation in Table 5 are discussed in Van linden
(2023: 470–471) and Rose and Van linden (2017, 2022: 266–270). Kin terms almost do
not occur incorporated in verbs; the only noun I found is -siʔpo ‘child’, for instance in
type I e-siʔpo-ka [NMLZ-child-make] ‘procreate’ (see Tripp 1995: 52a). Parts of wholes
and attributes are typically found in types I and II, and only occasionally in type III.
An example of type II involving a body part is in (40), whose non-incorporated
equivalent would have ‘Joeri’s head’ (with Joeri marked for genitive case) as Goal
argument, as rendered in the translation. Incorporation of the body part -ku ‘head’
into the verb allows the possessor to be promoted to object status (see Mithun 1984:
857–858), with Joerimarked for accusative case in (40), and thus serves tomanipulate
case roles at the clause level.

(40) Pomelo-a o-ku-ti-kot-ay Joeri-ta
grapefruit-NOM 3SG.IND-head-SPAT:up-fall-AVRT Joeri-ACC
‘A grapefuit almost fell on Joeri’s head.’
(elicited, Van linden 2022: 143, Ex. (20))

Shapes and substances, in turn, show almost the reverse distribution across the four
types of noun incorporation because of their wide-scope semantics; they are in fact
only attested in types III and IV. An example of the latter is in (41), in which -po
classifies the more specific external NP present in the clause (see Mithun 1984: 863),
viz. kõsõ ‘pot’, characterizing it in terms of shape.

(41) kõsõ o-po-wadn mesa-toyo
pot 3SG.IND-CLF:round-sit table-under
‘The pot is under the table.’ (elicited)

Summing up, apart from one independent noun (hak ‘house’), it is only bound nouns
denoting inalienably possessed entities that are incorporated in verb forms, drop-
ping their noun prefix. They are found in all four types of noun incorporation
described by Mithun (1984), but the distribution of the nouns across these four types
differs in terms of the semantic domain they belong to. Deverbal nouns are of course
morphologically bound as well, but as their stem is verbal in nature, they cannot get
incorporated as nouns in verb forms. By and large, it can thus be argued that the
difference in incorporability of common nouns in verbs can be explained by the
conceptual distinction between alienable and inalienable possession just as much as
the simple-word level phenomenon of the two-way noun class system can – it is not a
perfect explanation because of the independent-noun exception and the skewed
distribution of nouns across semantic domains; not all inalienably possessed entities
get incorporated.
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6 Conclusion: what can the alienability contrast
account for in Harakmbut?

Having looked at the nature and behavior of independent, bound and deverbal
nouns at various levels of linguistic organization in Harakmbut, we are now in a
position to assess the relevance of the alienability contrast in that language. The
description of the two-way noun class system (Section 2) revealed that membership
of common nouns in these two morphologically determined classes is to a great
extent motivated by the conceptual distinction between inalienably and alienably
possessed items. While bound nouns predominantly include the former type, inde-
pendent nouns primarily comprise the latter. There are exceptions at either end,
which adduces evidence for Nichols’ (1988: 574) position that inalienability is a lexical
category at the word level rather than a semantic property (see also Nichols and
Bickel 2013). Yet, going by the criteria proposed by Chousou-Polydouri et al. (this
issue), the two noun classes would qualify as semantically coherent in terms of
inalienable versus alienable.

Although the alienability contrast could be argued to motivate the noun class
system in Harakmbut, it was found to be irrelevant to adnominal possession, or to
phrase-level phenomena at large. While languages showing bound versus inde-
pendent nouns typically show coding splits in adnominal possession determined by
membership of the possessee in these noun classes (see Rose, this issue; Rosés Lab-
rada, this issue), the Harakmbut data only pointed to a coding split according to
humanness for a set of bound nouns (i.e., body parts). In adnominal possession
constructions, but also in other types of adnominal modification constructions,
boundnounswere shown to use the same (two-word) coding strategy as independent
nouns. They differ from the latter in also showing another, one-word coding strategy,
but only in a lexically skewed way. That is, some bound nouns do not accept one-
word modification constructions. While the distinct behavior of bound nouns in
adnominal modification, compared to that of independent and deverbal nouns, can
be explained by their having a nominal root or stem and being morphologically
bound, the reasons for the differential acceptance of the one-word, prefixless
strategy across the class of bound nouns remain unexplored.

With no alienability split at the phrase level, there was little hope of finding
reflexes of the alienability contrast in the complex-word phenomenon of noun-noun
compounding. Bound and independent nouns were found to merely differ in pref-
erence for the N1 or N2 position; neither class is excluded from either position.
Deverbal nouns, in turn, behave identically to bound nouns in dropping their prefix
in N2while keeping it in N1. However, we did note differences with the two common-
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noun classes in that deverbal nouns only combine with independent nouns in N1, or
bound nouns in N2; the reverse combinations are excluded.

Finally, we investigated noun incorporation and found that the explanatory
potential of the alienability contrast for this clause-level phenomenon is similar to
that for the (simple) word-level phenomenon of the noun class system. Inalienable
semantics could be argued to determine the incorporability of nouns, but there are
also exceptions.

More generally, this article has shown that although a language may manifest
alienability oppositions at the lowest level of organization, viz. the word, this does
not necessarily entail the presence of an alienability split in adnominal possession.
This is in line with Krasnoukhova’s (2012: 87–88) finding that South American lan-
guages with inalienable and alienable nouns do not always use different possessive
constructions with either class. In fact, they more often use the same possessive
construction. In Harakmbut, then, the relevance of the alienability contrast seems to
be limited to having motivated the morphological distinction between bound and
independent nouns, which in turn motivates the distinct behavior of bound and
independent nouns in various grammatical environments. The most intriguing
aspect of this distinct behavior is the choice that boundnouns offer to speakers: when
do speakers choose the two-word strategy and when do they select the one-word
strategy? Is the competition between the morphosyntactic patterns discourse-
related, semanticallymotivated, or lexically determined? These questions are left for
further research.
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Abbreviations

1 1st person
2 2nd person
3 3rd person
> ‘acts on’
ACC accusative
AN animate
APPL applicative
AVRT avertive
BEN beneficiary/benefactive
BEN.APPL benefactive applicative
CAUS.SOC sociative causative
CLF classifier
DEP dependent verb form
DIM diminutive
DIST distal
DUB dubitative
EP.V epenthetic vowel
GEN genitive
HAB habitual
IND indicative
INDET indeterminate
INDIR.EVD indirect evidential
ITER iterative
LOC locative
NEG negation
NMLZ nominalizer
NOM nominative
NPF noun prefix
POT potential
PL plural
REM.PST remote past
SG singular
SPAT spatial prefix
TRNS transitivizer
VBZ verbalizer
VPL verbal plural
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1 Introduction

So-called (in)alienable possession is described as a crosslinguistically common
feature whereby two distinct kinds of possession – inherent and permanent versus
loosely associated and non-permanent – are formally distinguished in adnominal
constructions (e.g., Chappell and McGregor 1996; Haspelmath 2017; Nichols 1988; see
also the overview of the literature in the introduction to this issue). This category has
also been widely noted in the Tungusic languages (Boldyrev 1976; see Avrorin [1959:
155–163] specifically for Nanai, Boldyrev [2007: 122–139] for Evenki, Nikolaeva and
Tolskaya [2001: 135–141] for Udihe, Novikova [1960: 145–152] for Even, and Pevnov
and Khasanova [2006: 503–504] for Negidal), which are also included by Nichols
(1988: 591–592) in her classification of (in)alienable possession types. The Tungusic
distinction is most commonly illustrated with the contrast between inherently
possessed body parts (1a) on the one hand and body parts of dead animals that have
entered the possession of some human (1b) on the other, with the latter being
formally marked by a suffix -ŋ(V). Such examples appear to show that this formal
opposition in possession marking is indeed one of inalienable versus alienable
possession.

(1) Nanai
a. naj dili-ni

person head-PX.3SG
‘(the) person’s head’

b. naj dili-ŋgo-ni
person head-ŋ(V)-PX.3SG
‘(detached) head (e.g., of an animal) owned by a person’
(Nichols 1988: 565–566, taken from Avrorin 1959: 157–158; glosses and
transcription modified)

However, in Negidal, a critically endangered language spoken in the Far East of
Russia, the so-called alienable possession suffix [which takes the form -ŋ(i)] occurs in
contexts that cannot be explained by any form of loose association or “socially or
economically conferred ownership” (Nichols 1988: 568), such as with human refer-
ents or with the sun, casting doubts on an analysis in terms of alienability. Nikolaeva
and Tolskaya (2001: 135–141) also point out that in Udihe the cognate suffix occurs in
many more contexts than simply alienable possession; they describe the suffix as
having five distinct functions (see Section 4.3 for details).

We here address the question whether an analysis of the suffix -ŋ(i) in terms of
marking alienable possession is warranted by the Negidal data. As will be seen from
the label POSS (standing for ‘non-canonical possessive construction’) with which we
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gloss this suffix, and as is laid out in detail in Section 4, we provide an analysis in
which the function of -ŋ(i) is not to mark alienable possession, nor does this suffix
have various different functions as postulated for the Udihe cognate by Nikolaeva
and Tolskaya (2001: 135–141). Rather, the seemingly diverse uses of this suffix in
Negidal can all be subsumed under a single function, namely toflag the occurrence of
non-canonical possessive constructions. These data illustrate how apparently
straightforward examples of the so-called alienability contrast might upon close
examination turn out to have very different underlying motivations, thus raising the
possibility that other cases of supposed (in)alienability might in actual fact also have
different causes (see also Rose, this issue).

We extend our discussion to the closely related suffix -ŋi, which marks posses-
sors in constructions with elided head nouns (hence the gloss PSR “possessor of elided
head”). As will be detailed in Section 7, such constructions are non-canonical from a
syntactic perspective and thus complement our understanding of non-canonical
possessive constructions not only in Negidal, but also in other Tungusic languages.

The remainder of the article is structured as follows: after a brief introduction to
the language and the data that form the basis of this investigation (Section 2), we
introduce possessive constructions in Negidal in Section 3. In Section 4we discuss the
uses of the suffix -ŋ(i), which was previously considered a marker of alienable
possession. In order to situate the Negidal data in a broader context we provide a
brief overviewof the cognate suffixes in other Tungusic languages (Section 5). Section
6 is devoted to the description of the suffix -ŋi, which marks the possessor in pos-
sessive constructions with elided possessee in Negidal as well as in other Tungusic
languages. The article concludes with a discussion of the different non-canonical
possessive constructions that are marked by these two clearly cognate suffixes
(Section 7).

2 Negidal: the language and the data

Negidal is a critically endangered Northern Tungusic language spoken in the Far East
of the Russian Federation on the Lower Amur river and one of its major tributaries,
the Amgun’. At least two dialects used to be distinguished: Upper Negidal and Lower
Negidal (Cincius 1982: 3). However, Lower Negidal appears to be extinct by now, and
only a handful of speakers of Upper Negidal remain (Pakendorf and Aralova 2018),
among whom only two elderly women are still fluent in the language.

Like its relatives, Negidal is a fairly agglutinative language with rich, exclusively
suffixing morphology. It has nominative-accusative alignment, with obligatory
indexation of the S/A argument on the verb; objects, in contrast, are not cross-
referenced on verbs. Nevertheless, both S/A and object (pro)nominal arguments are
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commonly omitted if their referents are retrievable from the context. Due to vestiges
of vowel harmony and consonant assimilation at morpheme boundaries, the surface
forms of suffixes show some variation (Pakendorf and Aralova 2020).

This study is based exclusively on a fully annotated corpus of oral speech of
Upper Negidal (Pakendorf and Aralova 2017). This comprises about 200 texts of
diverse genres (folklore, autobiographical anecdotes, procedural texts, and conver-
sations) numbering approximately 76,500 words in total. Nine elderly speakers –
four of whomare by now deceased – are represented in the corpus, eightwomen and
one man. Of these, the man and four women (a mother and three of her daughters)
were/are fluent speakers, while the others, including another daughter, show
differing levels of attrition (Pakendorf and Aralova 2018; corpus description1).

For our analysis of the contexts of use of the suffixes -ŋ(i) and -ŋi (cf. Section 6 for
details on the distribution and morphonological behavior of these suffixes) we
extracted all the examples found in the corpus, namely 656 for -ŋ(i) and 31 for -ŋi, and
coded them for host (class of lexeme, such as human, animal, plant, mass noun,
demonstrative, adjective, or numeral) and specific lexeme (e.g., ‘person’, ‘wood’,
‘good’, ‘this’, etc.); whether the item carrying either of these suffixes carried further
derivational, case, or possessive marking and if so, which kind (cf. Section 3.1); the
context of use of the suffixes; and the syntactic position of the item carrying them (see
coding sheet: Aralova and Pakendorf 2023). We furthermore investigated all the
lexemes belonging to particular semantic classes (kinship terms, body parts, animals,
plants, food, personal names) to assess to what extent they occur with or without
possessive marking in the corpus, and we scanned concordances of the possessive
suffixes to gain an understanding of their functions in Negidal.

3 Possession in Negidal

Since an understanding of possessive marking is necessary in order to understand the
function of -ŋ(i) and -ŋi, in this sectionwe continuewith a brief description of possessive
constructions in Negidal (3.1) and the possessive classes (3.2) observed in the corpus.

3.1 Types of possessive constructions

In Negidal, adnominal and predicative possession are expressed with two different
constructions. Predicative possession is expressed with the proprietive suffix -ʨi.
This suffix marks the possessee, and the possessor is not overtly indexed. While the

1 http://hdl.handle.net/2196/b644db81-725c-4031-935c-f33c763df152 (accessed on 25 July 2021).
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proprietive mainly occurs in predicative possessive constructions (2), it can also
mark possessees in attributive and adverbial position.

(2) bajan hutə-ʨi bi-ʨa-n
many offspring-PROP be-PST-3SG
‘He had a lot of children.’
(APN_DIN_teadrinking: 48)

Adnominal possession is characterized by possessive suffixes on the head noun
which index the person and number of the possessor (Table 1); the preposed
possessor remains unmarked and is frequently dropped. The reflexive possessive
suffixes index a possessor who is coreferential with the subject of the clause.

As is crosslinguistically common (Creissels 2006: 141–144; Koptjevskaja-Tamm
2001), the possessive suffixes in Negidal have several different nominal functions,
namely tomark: (i) ownership (3a)–(3b); (ii) part-whole relationships (3c); (iii) the head
in nominal modifier constructions (in which the ‘possessor’ characterizes the pos-
sessee, cf. Creissels 2006: 142 andKoptjevskaja-Tamm2001: 964; [3d]) and iv) associative
possession (3e). Notably, the marking of prototypical possession, i.e., ownership of
items that can bebought, sold, or given away, is relatively infrequent,making up only a
small proportion of the occurrences of these suffixes in the corpus. As canbe seen from
(3b), the (pro)nominal possessor, which precedes the possessee (3a), can be freely
omitted from such possessive constructions, since it is cross-referenced on the pos-
sessee with the possessive suffixes. In discourse, overt possessors are relatively rare.

(3) a. bi suːn-mə-β təti-βka-kəl gun-ə-n
1SG coat-ACC-PX.1SG to.dress-CAUS-IMP.SG say-NFUT-3SG
‘Dress it in my coat.’
(TIN_swine: 90)2

Table : Possessive suffixes in Negidal (showing major allomorphs/variants).

SG PL

 inclusive -lti, -t
 exclusive -β/-mi -βun
 -s -sun
 -n/-nin -tin
reflexive -j/-mi -βaj

2 All examples are taken from the Negidal corpus (Pakendorf and Aralova 2017). Note, however, that
in some cases we have slightly modified the glosses and translations for clarity. The translation does
not always reflect the Negidal text word for word; citation markers like gunən ‘he/she says’, in
particular, are often omitted in the translation.
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b. hola-sun=kə eːkun gun-ə-n
blanket-PX.2PL=FOC what say-NFUT-3SG
‘“What is your blanket made of?” – he says.’
(DIN_chevkan_tale: 50)

c. moː niŋtə-nin ɟukə-dukkəj ju-ʨe-ja-n
tree root-PX.3SG ice-ABL exit-RES-NFUT-3SG
‘…the root of a tree sticking up out of the ice’
(APK_spirits: 24)

d. i-dukin=da baka-ŋaːti-s taj lam ɟolo-βa-n
INTERR-ABL=ADD find-DEONT-2SG DIST sea stone-ACC-PX.3SG
‘ … where can one find a stone from the sea (lit. ‘sea stone’)?’
(DIN_APN_fighting: 141)

e. samoxodka-β iltən-ə-n aːʨin
?steamer.R-PX.1SG pass-NFUT-3SG NEG

{A woman is driving a boat upriver and is unsure about where to go. She
has been following a steamer, but then} ‘The steamer (lit. my steamer)
passed [the riverbend] and disappeared.’
(GIK_chertovy_zuby: 21)

The notion of associative possession is very important in the context of our study, since
it is this type of possessionmarking that triggersmost of the productive occurrences of
the suffix -ŋ(i) (Section 4.1.2).3 In this kind of construction, possessive marking high-
lights a relationship between two participants that is salient in discourse or in the
speech situation (cf. Creissels 2006: 143 and in particular Nikolaeva 2003; Pakendorf
2007). These participants are the ‘possessee’ and the ‘possessor’ cross-referenced with
the possessive suffixes.

Thus, in Example (3e) above, the woman driving the boat had been hoping to
find her way through the tricky Amgun’ channels by following the steamer
(with which she otherwise has no relation at all); the importance that the steamer
has for her at this moment of the narrative is expressed by the 1SG possessive
marking (‘my steamer’). Similarly, in (4) below, the little girl says it is her needle
that broke, but in fact the needle belongs to an evil spirit. The salient relationship
that is highlighted by the 1SG possessivemarking (‘myneedle’) is the fact that it was
very important to return the needle to the spirit, but it broke while the girl was
using it.

3 Evenmore frequent in number are lexicalized forms referring to ‘husband’ and ‘wife’ (see Section
4.1.3 for examples).
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(4) uli-l-laːn gun-ə-n kilgədgə-jə-n inma-β…
sew-INCH-SS.ANT say-NFUT-3SG break[INTR.SMLF]-NFUT-3SG needle-PX.1SG
{The evil spirit is asking for its needle, and the little girl answers:} ‘As soon as
I started to sew, the needle (lit. my needle) broke.’
(DIN_APN_needle: 48)

3.2 Possessive classes

Our perusal of theNegidal corpus leads us to identify three different possessive classes
of lexemes based on their morphosyntactic behavior: (i) obligatorily possessed nouns
that practically always occur in a possessive construction; (ii) non-possessible items
that generally do not occur in possessive constructions: these comprise semantically
non-possessible nouns on the one hand, and formally non-possessible numerals, de-
monstratives, adjectives and participles on the other; and (iii) all other nouns which
can occur both with or without possessive suffixes (including the proprietive),
depending on the context. With respect to the function of -ŋ(i) it is the first two
possessive classes that are relevant, since in the corpus data -ŋ(i) tends not to occur
with optionally possessed nouns; we, therefore, provide more information on oblig-
atorily possessed nouns and non-possessible items. In the following, we will use the
term ‘direct possession’ to refer to possessive constructions in which the possessive
suffixes attach directly to the head noun (following case suffixes where pertinent, cf.
[3a], [3e]), and ‘indirect possession’ to refer to constructions in which the suffix -ŋ(i)
intervenes between the root and the possessive suffixes.

The obligatorily possessed nouns comprise kinship terms on the one hand (5a) and
body parts on the other (5b). (We exclude from consideration spatial/temporal relation
nouns– these arenominals thatmostly function as theheads of possessive constructions
and are marked with one of the spatial cases and possessive suffixes which agree with
the ‘possessor’, e.g., uskə daga-du-n [door near-DAT.ESS-PX.3SG] ‘next to the door’.).

(5) a. tiːnu min-dula əmə-jə-n okin-mi
yesterday 1SG.OBL-LOC come-NFUT-3SG older.sister-PX.1SG
‘My older sister came to me yesterday…’

(GIK_shuka: 1)
b. biː si dəl-βə-s hoŋna-sin-ɟiŋa-β bosɑːktə-βə-s

1SG 2SG head-ACC-PX.2SG chop-TAM1-FUT1-1SG kidney-ACC-PX.2SG
talaka-ɟiŋa-β gun-ə-n haːkin-mə-s juː-β-ɟiŋa-β
eat.raw.meat-FUT1-1SG say-NFUT-3SG liver-ACC-PX.2SG exit-VAL-FUT1-1SG
‘I will chop off your head, I will chop your kidneys finely and eat them, I
will take out your liver.’
(DIN_Emeksikan: 97)
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Aswill be seen in Section 4.1, these two subcategories of obligatorily possessed nouns
differ in whether they occur with -ŋ(i) (body parts) or not (kin terms). There are only
two contexts in which kin terms are found without possessive marking: in the
vocative case (expressed by final vowel lengthening), and when carrying the com-
itative suffix -ʨil. This occurs only with kinship terms and expresses both a reflexive
possessive relationship and a joint action (6).

(6) bu akina-ʨil ɟuː-ji taj amban-ɟi kusi-ɟa-βun
1PL.EX older.brother-COM two-COLL DIST devil-INS fight-FUT2-1PL.EX
‘We, my brother and I, will fight with that devil the two of us.’
(DIN_Emeksikan: 249)

As to the lexical group of body parts, since prototypically these are in a very tight
relation to their inherent possessor, most of these items in the corpus are indeed
directly possessed, and the possessor is easily retrievable from the context. However,
we observe some exceptions to this rule in the data: body parts in an extended sense,
such as the integument, bodily effluvia, and bones, do not carry possessive marking
when they refer to disembodied entities whose original ‘possessor’ is not identified.
This includes examples of meat or fat used as food, hide used as fabric, pieces of fur
caught on branches, or bones scattered on a battlefield.

The class of non-possessible items is heterogeneous and consists of different parts of
speech. It comprises certain nouns referring to humans4 (proper nouns, but also com-
mon nouns such as ‘person’), wild animals, plants, other environmental phenomena
(such as ‘sun’) and nouns referring to largemasses of uncountable entities (for instance,
‘wood’, ‘water’, food items) – this list is similar to, though not entirely overlapping with,
Ainu non-possessible items (Bugaeva et al. 2022: 55). It also contains demonstratives,
numerals, and modifiers such as adjectives and participles. Non-possessible items can
occur with possessive markers in three cases: the nouns are (i) directly possessed when
they function as the head in a construction with ‘characterizing’ nominal modifier (7)
and (ii) indirectly possessed when their associative relationship to a discourse partici-
pant is highlighted for pragmatic reasons or when reference is made to a particular
subset of anuncountable entity. (iii) As for the demonstratives, numerals, andmodifiers,
these are indirectlypossessed for different reasons (described indetail in Section4.2), for
instance when they take the place of an elided head that would carry possessive
marking. In all instances of indirect possession, the suffix -ŋ(i) is inserted before the
possession marker, as will be shown in detail in Section 4.

4 There are two exceptions to this rule: directly possessed asi ‘woman’ occurs with a reading of
‘(someone’s) wife’ – though this is far less common than the use of indirectly possessed atikaːn ‘old
woman’with thismeaning (see Section 4.1.3) – and there are a few examples of directly possessed bəjə
‘human’ with a reading of ‘people, tribe’.
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(7) siŋəjə gun-mi oɟaːβi gun-ŋati-s ɟoː bəjŋaː-nin
mouse say-SS.COND taboo say-DEONT-2SG house animal-PX.3SG
‘Saying “mouse” is a taboo, you have to say “domesticated animal” (lit. ‘house
animal’)’. (DIN_taboo: 1)

4 The suffix -ŋ(i) in Negidal

As mentioned in the preceding section, the suffix -ŋ(i), which we gloss as POSS, ‘non-
canonical possessive construction’, occurs with two categorically opposed classes of
items: the obligatorily possessed body part terms and the heterogeneous class of non-
possessible items. It always precedes a possessive marker,5 either the possessive
suffixes summarized in Table 1 or the proprietive suffix -ʨi. Below we provide a
detailed discussion of the contexts of use of the suffix, making a distinction between
the possession of nouns (Section 4.1) and the possession of formally non-possessible
parts of speech (Section 4.2). The use of -ŋ(i) with such disparate classes of items can
be explained by viewing it as a flag of non-canonical possessive constructions, as we
argue in Section 4.3. Our analysis contrasts with that of Pevnov and Khasanova (2006:
503–504), who discuss the suffix -ŋ(i) in semantic terms, as a marker of alienable
possession, as is common in descriptions of Tungusic languages (cf. Cincius 1982: 20);
they contrast it with “not-indirect possession” (nekosvennaja prinadležnost’) that
occurs with body parts, kin terms, domestic animals and cultural artefacts.

A word of caution is in order: as pointed out in Section 2, we are basing our study
purely on our analysis of the Negidal corpus. Given the nature of the corpus (sponta-
neous oral speech produced by individuals for whom Negidal has ceased to be the
primary language of everyday use and who show differing degrees of attrition), coun-
terexamples to our generalizations do occur, and not all of the examples are clear (∼4%
were coded as ‘unclear’ for various reasons, see coding sheet). Nevertheless, since our
database of examples is quite extensive, we feel confident in our overall analysis.

4.1 The suffix -ŋ(i) marking nouns

The vast majority of the tokens of -ŋ(i)marking nouns occur in adnominal possessive
constructions which carry personal possessive suffixes, as will be illustrated

5 In actual fact, we find six examples of privative constructions where the -ŋ(i)-marked nominal is
the argument of the negative existential noun aːʨin and carries the indefinite accusative casemarker
instead of possessive marking. Of these, three comprise the phrase atikaː-ŋ-ɲa aːʨin ‘unmarried’,
literally ‘without a wife’, which we consider to be a lexicalization.
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throughout this section. However, in 19 cases the possessive phrase is in predicative
position, and thus the ‘possession’ is indexed by the proprietive suffix -ʨi ([8]; see
Section 4.3.1 on use of the noun ‘year’with possessive marking). The possessor tends
to be animate, generally a human being or an anthropomorphized character in a
fairy tale.

(8) ɑːŋ taj əmən nəkun-tin tonŋa anŋani-ŋi-ʨi
yes DIST one younger.sibling-PX.3PL five year-POSS-PROP
‘And the youngest is five years old [lit. has five years].’
(APN_tri_soseda: 56)

We first describe the use of -ŋ(i) with body parts (Section 4.1.1) before turning to the
discussion of one of the most salient contexts of use of this suffix, namely the asso-
ciative possession of non-possessible nouns (Section 4.1.2). Furthermore, certain non-
possessible nouns acquire a reading of particularization in the context of possession,
as we describe in Section 4.1.3.

4.1.1 Body parts

Asmentioned in the introduction, one of themost frequently cited uses of the suffix
-ŋ(i) is with body parts that have entered the possession of an individual who is not
the inherent possessor. This is the use that has led to its previous identification as a
marker of alienable possession (e.g., Pevnov andKhasanova 2006: 504). However, in
the corpus we find hardly any examples of this type. In total, we have only four
examples of nouns referring to body parts marked with -ŋ(i) (less than 1 % of all
examples). Furthermore, rather than -ŋ(i) occurring with detached body parts that
are in the possession of someone other than the inherent possessor (cf. [1] above),
three of the four examples concern ‘extended’ body parts (‘hide’, ‘blood’, and
‘excrement’), with somewhat unclear contexts, complicating their interpretation.
In the remaining example of an indirectly possessed body part this refers not to the
part of an animate being, but to the part of a boat. In (9a) the ‘nose’ of the boat
(i.e., its prow) is marked by -ŋ(i) plus plural reflexive possessive suffixes refer-
encing the non-inherent possessors, namely the sisters whomade it.6 In contrast, in
(9b) the ‘nose’ is associated with the boat, its inherent possessor, and is directly
possessed.

6 Note that in this example the possessive marking is of an associative nature, highlighting the
relationship that is established between the sisterswho aremaking the boat and its parts, rather than
marking any form of ownership.
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(9) a. kaltaka oŋokto-ŋ-ŋəj tulə-ʨa[-l] kaltaka-ŋ-ŋaj
half nose-POSS-PRFL.PL attach-PST[-PL] half-POSS-PRFL.PL
tulə-ji-du-tin ərroj ədi-l-ʨa umnat
attach-PRS.PTCP-DAT.ESS-3PL INTERJ.EVK blow(of.wind)-INCH-PST INTS

‘They had attached one half of the nose, as they were attaching the other
half, suddenly the wind started to blow.’
(APN_two_sisters: 10)

b. hul-mi hul-mi ɟaɟa-βa βaː-ʨa taji-ŋ-ŋi βaː-jaːn
go-SS.COND go-SS.COND uncle.R-ACC kill-PST DIST-POSS-PRFL.SG kill-SS.ANT
nɑː-ʨa lodka-j oŋokto-du-n
put-PST boat-PRFL.SG nose-DAT.ESS-PX.3SG
‘Going and going he killed a bear; having killed it he put it on the nose of
the boat.’ (GIK_bear: 19)

In contrast to body parts, which do occur with -ŋ(i), no examples of the obligatorily
possessed kinship terms carrying this suffix are found in the corpus.

4.1.2 Associative possession of non-possessible nouns

By far the largest proportion of productively used tokens of -ŋ(i) are found with non-
possessible nouns when these occur in associative possession constructions. For
example, in (10a) the person referred to by the 1PL possessive-marked noun bəjə
‘person’ is a human who has entered the hut of foxes who are holding a shamanizing
session. The possessive marking indicates the relationship established by his having
sat down among the foxes (who are here the speakers) andmight, in addition, express
a certain respect or awe on their part, since they assume hemust be a shaman. In (10b)
the associative relationship between the 2SG ‘possessor’ and the fox lies in the fact that
the fox has tricked the addressee, a flying squirrel, into giving him her children one by
one, which he then ate. Finally, in (10c) the setting of the sun has a direct impact on the
two female protagonists cross-referenced by the 1PL possessive marking since they are
lost in the forest and clearly will not be able to find their way home in the dark.

(10) a. gə əj bəjə-ŋi-t [ …] samaːn=mal bi-ɟiŋa-n
DP PROX person-POSS-PX.1PL.IN.ARCH shaman=INDEF be-FUT1-3SG
gun-ə
say-NFUT[3PL]
‘“Oh, this person (lit. this person of ours) is probably a shaman”, they say.’
(APK_fox: 127)

b. solaki-ŋi-s olɑːk gun-ə-n
fox-POSS-PX.2SG deceiver say-NFUT-3SG
‘Your fox is a liar.’
(APN_omki: 39)
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c. gə ŋənə-jə-βun ŋənə-jə-βun siβu-ŋi-βun tik-ʨa
DP go-NFUT-1PL.EX go-NFUT-1PL.EX sun-POSS-1PL.EX fall-PST[3SG]
‘We go and go, the sun (lit. our sun) set.’
(APN_zabludilisj: 27)

An associative relationship flagged with possessive marking can also be of a more
stable nature, such as that uniting a mother and her son in (11a), whom she refers to
as ‘myVova’ (a hypocoristic form of Vladimir), or that between a river and the person
living on it (11b).

(11) a. i vova-ŋi-β ɟo-tki-j əmə-jaːn taja-βa
and.R PERS.NAME-POSS-PX.1SG house-ALL-PRFL.SG come-SS.ANT DIST-ACC
ves ulguʨaːn-a-n
all.R tell-NFUT-3SG
‘AndmyVova camehomeand told all about it.’ (talking about her son)
(AET_bear: 35)

b. ɟepu-βkan-na-ji-du-j iʨe-je-n beja-ŋi-n
eat-CAUS-AM-PRS.PTCP-DAT.ESS-PRFL.SG see-NFUT-3SG river-POSS-PX.3SG
bad-gida-li-n solaki noŋan-duki-n seːŋa-ja-n
opposite-SIDE-PROL-PX.3SG fox 3SG-ABL-3SG ???-NFUT-3SG
‘While she was going to feed [her puppy] she sees, on the opposite side of
the river [where she lives] a fox is ??hiding from her.’
(APK_1chindakan: 20)

In all of these cases, it is the possessive suffixes on the noun that express the prag-
matically or situationally salient associative relationship, as shown for the directly
possessed ‘steamer’ and ‘needle’ in (3e) and (4) above. Yet since the entities in Ex-
amples (10) and (11) belong to the class of non-possessible items, -ŋ(i) is necessary to
license the possessive marking. Whereas in many cases the membership in the non-
possessible class is semantically motivated (i.e., nouns denoting the landscape, wild
animals or natural objects), the use of -ŋ(i) with proper nouns is a formal and not a
semantic requirement. This is demonstrated by (11a): the same individual Vova could
have been referred to by the speaker with directly possessed kin terms, such as
omolgi-β ‘my son’ (boy-PX.1SG) or hutə-β ‘my child’ (offspring-PX.1SG).

4.1.3 Particularization via possession of non-possessible nouns

Non-possessible nouns referring to uncountable masses of an entity, such as wood,
water, money, or food items, can carry possessive suffixes to pick out a particular
subset of the entity that is in the possession of an individual and that is intended for
their personal use. In this case, the suffix -ŋ(i) is required to license the possessive
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marking. Thus, ‘your water’ in (12a) refers to a particular subset of water that you
need in the house for drinking, cooking, or washing. Possessivemarking on the noun
moː ‘tree, wood’ can result in two different readings: it can refer either towood that is
going to be used in the fire of the ‘possessor’ (12b), or to a piece of wood that is in
someone’s possession for use as a staff or a stick. Similarly, the bread that is being
sought in (12c) is only a very small and particular subset of all bread, namely the
individual ration that was allocated during the war.

(12) a. ineŋ-ti muː-ŋ-ŋi əmə-β-ŋati-s
day-ADVR water-POSS-PRFL.SG come-VAL-DEONT-2SG
‘You must bring the water (lit. your water) during the day.’
(DIN_rite: 12)

b. ŋonu-jə-n moː-ŋ-ŋi hena-dgi-je-n
to.leave-NFUT-3SG wood-POSS-PRFL.SG carry.load.on.back-REP-NFUT-3SG
‘He goes and carries the firewood on his back.’
(DIN_starik_staruha: 24)

c. əmna xlepu-ŋ-ŋaj ulguma-mi ŋənə-ʨa-βun
once bread.R-POSS-PRFL.PL ask-SS.COND go-PST-1PL.EX
‘Once we went to ask for our (ration of) bread, …’

(APN_DIN_conversation: 152)

This ‘particularization’ function of possessive marking of non-possessible nouns can
also be found in some special cases, namely to refer to an individual’s age [(8) above
and (14) below], to single out a particular individual from a larger set, and to derive
the terms for ‘husband’ and ‘wife’ from nouns meaning ‘old man’ and ‘old woman’
(13a), (13b), respectively.7 The terms for ‘husband’ and ‘wife’ can be interpreted as
referring to one particular individual among all the possible ‘old women/men’ (who
in the case of spouses, of course, do not necessarily have to be old) who has a
particular relationship with the ‘possessor’. These terms are already lexicalized,8 as
can be seen from the fact that they serve as the base for the derivation of the verbs ‘to
marry’ (13c), (13d). A similar case of particularization via possessive marking can be
found in Udihe, where indirect possessive marking of the nouns meaning ‘girl’ and
‘boy’ results in a meaning of ‘daughter’ and ‘son’, respectively (Nikolaeva and Tol-
skaya 2001: 139–140).9 The language-specific nature of this kind of possessive

7 As mentioned in Footnote 4, directly possessed ‘woman’ can also be used with reference to
someone’s wife, but the use of indirectly possessed ‘old woman’ in this function is more than three
times as frequent.
8 Nevertheless, in some fairy tales in which the protagonists are old spouses, the words otikaːŋinin
and atikaːŋinin are variably translated as ‘oldman’ and ‘oldwoman’ rather than ‘husband’ and ‘wife’.
9 Note that Nikolaeva and Tolskaya (2001) analyse this case of particularization as a function of the
so-called alienable suffix -ŋi, not of the possessive marking.
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marking can be seen in the fact that in Negidal the word for ‘son’ derives from
directly possessed ‘boy’ [without addition of -ŋ(i)], while in Udihe the direct addition
of possessive suffixes, without -ŋi, to the term for ‘old man’ results in a meaning of
‘husband’ (Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 127).

(13) a. otikaː-ŋi-nin b. atikaː-ŋi-nin
old.man-POSS-PX.3SG old.woman-POSS-PX.3SG
‘her husband’ ‘his wife’

c. otikaːŋ-laː- d. atikaːŋ-laː-
husband-VR wife-VR
‘to marry (from a woman’s
perspective)’

‘to marry (from a man’s
perspective)’

With respect to a person’s age, it is the particularization via ‘possession’ of the noun
meaning ‘year’ that has this function ([14], see also [8] above). As will be discussed in
the following section, a reading of particularization is also attained when numerals
carry possessive suffixes.

(14) …min-du bi-ʨa-n ɲuŋun anŋani-ŋi-β
1SG.OBL-DAT.ESS be-PST-3SG six year-POSS-PX.1SG
‘… I was six years old.’
(GIK_olan: 3)

4.2 The suffix -ŋ(i) marking non-possessible parts of speech

As mentioned in Section 3.2, apart from non-possessible nouns the suffix -ŋ(i) occurs
widely with other word classes. Here its use does not have any semantic motivation but
is required for formal reasons. The possession of numerals (Section 4.2.1) can be
analyzed as an example of particularization, similar to that described for nouns in
Section 4.1.3. Another class of formally non-possessible items is demonstratives. We
discuss thediverse contexts inwhich theyoccurwithpossessionmarking inSection4.2.2.
We also find -ŋ(i) with modifiers such as adjectives or participles in adnominal pos-
sessive constructions with elided possessee (Section 4.2.3); in these cases, the possessive
suffix transfers from the head to the modifier, thus triggering the insertion of -ŋ(i).

4.2.1 Particularization via possessive marking of numerals

Possessive marking on numerals has a similar particularization effect as that seen
for certain nouns (e.g., wood, water, years, or spouses), namely, it serves to single out
a particular individual from a group (15a). With numerals higher than one the
resulting reading is that of an ordinal numeral (15b).
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(15) a. omoŋ-ŋi-βun dəlbəni-ɲɟa-βa aja-t ə-ʨə aː-ja
one-POSS-1PL.EX night-AUG-ACC good-ADVR NEG-PST sleep-NEG.CVB
uŋum-mi
freeze-SS.COND
‘One of us didn’t sleep well all night, freezing.’
(GIK_2tatarskoe: 62)

b. taji=gda ton-ŋi-tin dolin-du təgə-t-ʨa
DIST=CONTR five-POSS-PX.3PL middle-DAT.ESS sit.down-TAM2-PST.PTCP
bəjə-l-βa iʨe-je-n
person-PL-ACC see-NFUT-3SG
‘That one, the fifth that sat in the middle, saw the men.’
(DIN_kidnap: 41)

4.2.2 Possessed demonstratives

Another highly frequent use of the suffix -ŋ(i) is with the distal and proximal
demonstrative pronouns taj ‘that’ and oj ‘this’. These demonstratives are very
frequent in Negidal speech: in the corpus we find 4975 instances of taj and 1386
instances of oj.10 Mostly they are used without any possessive marking, and when
they do take possessive suffixes, these are always preceded by the marker of non-
canonical possessive constructions -ŋ(i).

There are 147 examples with indirectly possessed demonstratives in the corpus,
both distal and proximal, i.e., these constitute about one-fifth of all the examples
carrying the suffix -ŋ(i). As found for some proper nouns, the use of -ŋ(i) with
possessed demonstrative pronouns can be shown to be formally rather than
semanticallymotivated, as illustrated by example (16): here the demonstrative refers
to an inherently possessed body part, namely the foot of the person who is doing the
bandaging, which takes direct possessive marking as seen in the phrase added as an
afterthought. The fact that taj carries -ŋ(i) can thus only be explained by the fact that
demonstratives are formally non-possessible and cannot be directly possessed.

(16) taji-ŋ-ŋi […] kaβsa-ja-n bogdi-j
DIST-POSS-PRFL.SG wrap.up-NFUT-3SG leg-PRFL.SG
‘He bandaged all this, his foot.’
(DIN_starik_staruha: 62)

10 This count does not differentiate between nearly lexicalized adverbial uses like ta-du ‘there’ (DIST-
DAT.ESS), o-du ‘here’ (PROX-DAT.ESS), or ta-duk ‘then’ (DIST-ABL), attributive uses, and proper pronominal
useswhen a demonstrative pronoun functions syntactically as a verbal argument. However, the case-
marked forms of the distal demonstrative, which are likely to have an adverbial reading, make up
only ∼16 % of all the instances in the corpus.
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Possession of the distal demonstrative pronouns is very often associative, as seen in
(17) with the following context: two women saw someone in a boat who they thought
was a relative, so they called him, but when he got closer, they saw hewas a stranger.
The possessivemarking here underlines the salient relation between thewomen and
the man they were talking about and whose attention they were trying to draw.

(17) taji-ŋi-βun ali-l-laːn gun-ə-n ja=ka
DIST-POSS-PX.1PL.EX be.angry-INCH-SS.ANT say-NFUT-3SG 1SG.R=FOC
otkuda gun-ə-n nemec-duk priexal li
from.where.R say-NFUT-3SG German.R-ABL come.PST.R Q.R
‘He [lit. ‘that one of ours’] got angry and said: “So where do I come from”, he
said, “from the Germans, or what?”’
(APN_anecdotes: 27)

In addition, the distal demonstrative frequently occurswith possessive suffixeswhen
it substitutes for a noun that would take possessive marking. For example, in (18) the
distal demonstrative replaces the word nuptinman ‘lining’, which takes 3SG posses-
sive marking since it stands in a part-whole relationship to the implied ‘possessor’, a
fur rug. In its function as an anaphoric pronoun, taj takes the same 3SG possessive
marking. As in (16), the possessive marking on the demonstrative has to be licensed
with the suffix -ŋ(i), even though the noun referred to is directly possessed.

(18) nuptin-ma-n o-si-n man uli-jə o-si-n iʨe-je
lining-ACC-PX.3SG NEG-NFUT-3SG self sew-NEG.CVB NEG-NFUT-3SG see-NEG.CVB
bi taji-ŋ-ŋa-n uli-m
1SG DIST-POSS-ACC-PX.3SG sew[NFUT]-1SG
‘She doesn’t sew the lining herself, she doesn’t see, I sew that.’
(DIN_komalan_prixozhka: 12)

The proximal demonstrative oj is used in deictic rather than anaphoric functions. It is
frequently accompanied by a co-speech gesture, independently of its use with or
without possessive markers. The possessive marking of the proximal demonstrative
pronouns appears to have subtle pragmatic nuances that we as outsiders cannot
access, since possessive-marked forms do not differ intonationally or gesturally from
non-possessed forms. For instance, in (19), which is taken from a procedural expla-
nation, the speaker does not emphasize the possessive-marked demonstrative into-
nationally, nor does she point while producing it, but she emphatically points and
pronounces the final unpossessed demonstrative əj-gaʨin. It is thus not clear why she
chose to add a possessive suffix to the first demonstrative. However, independently of
the reasons why in some cases demonstratives receive possessive marking, formally
they belong to the class of non-possessibles; thus, addition of possessive suffixes needs
to be licensed through addition of the specialized marker -ŋ(i).
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(19) uː-li-dgi-s oji-ŋi-nen oː-ŋati-nin počti
scrape.hide(uu)-INCH-REP-2SG PROX-POSS-PX.3SG become-DEONT-3SG nearly.R
əj-gaʨin
PROX-SML

‘You again start to scrape, so that this side becomes nearly like this.’
(DIN_preparing_hide: 97)

Furthermore, both the distal and the proximal demonstrative occasionally function
as a placeholder, substituting for a noun that cannot be immediately retrieved.When
the delayed noun carries possessive marking, whether for semantic or pragmatic
reasons, the demonstrative functioning as a placeholder carries the same possessive
suffix, and -ŋ(i) is required to license this marking (see [16] above with the distal
demonstrative as a placeholder and [20] with the proximal demonstrative in this
function).

(20) oɲi-m oji-ŋ-duli-n ɟaβa-ja-n del-duli-n
mother-PX.1SG PROX-POSS-PROL-PX.3SG grab-NFUT-3SG head-PROL-PX.3SG
‘My mother grabbed it by this, by its head.’
(DIN_rybalka: 25)

4.2.3 Modifiers of an elided possessee

The suffix -ŋ(i) also occurs on modifiers in constructions with an elided head noun.
In the corpus, we find eight examples of -ŋ(i) occurring on a modifier: it marks
participles, adjectives, and the term geː, which is polysemous between an adjectival
reading ‘other’ and an ordinal numeral ‘second’. Furthermore, some of the
examples of indirectly possessed demonstratives, especially the distal demon-
strative, could potentially also be analyzed as modifiers with elided head nouns. It
is important to note that themodifier in these constructions is not a possessor, since
Negidal uses a dedicated, albeit clearly related, suffix to mark the possessor when
the head of an adnominal possessive construction is elided (see Section 6). The
examples below illustrate the use of -ŋ(i)with an adjective and a participle (21a) and
the term geː (21b). In these cases the modifier carries the possessive and case
marking that would have been found on the head noun, and -ŋ(i) is required to
license the possessive marking on parts of speech that are not possessible. This
requirement is again of a formal, and not semantic, nature: for example, ‘bucket’ is
a noun that can take possessive suffixes directly (21c), so that the occurrence of -ŋ(i)
on the modifier ‘second’ in (21b) cannot be explained by it having been copied from
the omitted head.
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(21) a. gə tar əjəki biʨa uŋun keːruken-ŋ-ŋi mani-n ɟep-pa-n
DP DIST.EVK frog BI.PTL HESIT unripe-POSS-PRFL.SG self-3SG eat-NFUT-3SG
uŋun-mi iː-ʨa-ŋ-ŋi okin-du-j
HESIT-PRFL.SG ripen-PST.PTCP-POSS-PRFL.SG older.sister-DAT.ESS-PRFL.SG
nɑː-jə-n
put-NFUT-3SG
‘Well, as for the frog, it eats the unripe (berry) himself, and the ripe one he
keeps (lit: puts) for his older sister.’
(APK_frog_tale: 37)

b. geː-ŋ-ŋəj kaltaka-(βa)-n təsi-ja-(βun)
second-POSS-PRFL.PL half-ACC-PX.3SG gather-NFUT-1PL.EX
‘We had gathered half of our second (bucket) [i.e., it was half-full].’
(APN_cheremsha_brodjaga: 68)

c. vedro-βaj ɟaβa-gaj təβli-nakan ŋənə-gaj …
bucket.R-PRFL.PL take-HORT.PL pick.berries-SS.SIM go-HORT.PL
‘Let’s take our bucket, let’s go picking berries …’

(APN_cheremsha_brodjaga: 88)

In summary, the suffix -ŋ(i), which was previously analyzed as a marker of ‘indirect’
or ‘alienable’ possession (e.g., Cincius 1982: 20; Pevnov and Khasanova 2006:
503–504), occurs with nouns denoting entities that are impossible to reconcile with
alienable possession, and it also occurs with items belonging to very distinct pos-
sessive classes, both obligatorily possessed body parts and a variety of non-
possessible items. Thismight appear to indicate that this suffix has a diverse range of
functions, as was proposed for Negidal’s sister language Udihe by Nikolaeva and
Tolskaya (2001: 135–140; 634–635). However, as we will outline in the following, it is
indeed possible to subsume all the diverse uses under one single function, namely the
marking of non-canonical possessive constructions.

4.3 Analysis in terms of non-canonical possessive
constructions

To recapitulate, in Negidal the suffix -ŋ(i) is found in the following possessive con-
structions: (i) when the possessee is a body part that is in the possession of an indi-
vidualwho is not the inherent ‘possessor’ (i.e., what hasup tonowbeen analyzed as the
marking of alienable possession); (ii) when the possessee is a noun that denotes a non-
possessible entity, such as a human being or an entity pertaining to nature or a noun
that denotes an uncountable and unpossessible mass, where the possessive marking
serves to highlight a pragmatically salient relation or to pick out a particular item or
individual; and (iii) with different formally non-possessible parts of speech, such as
numerals, demonstratives, adjectives, or participles. In this third category we find
possessive-marked numerals that pick out an individual froma group, demonstratives
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that carry possessive suffixes to highlight a salient relationshipbetween the ‘possessor’
and the possessee or because they substitute for a possessive-marked noun, and ad-
jectives or participles that take on the possessive marking pertaining to the head noun
in constructionswhere the possessee is elided.What unites all of these constructions is
the fact that they are non-canonical: body parts are prototypically attached to the body
they were born on, so that ‘possession’ by a non-inherent possessor is unexpected and
out of the ordinary. Similarly, non-possessible items such as humans, wild animals,
plants, the sun, trees,water, numerals, demonstratives, adjectives, or participles are by
definition not expected to be possessed; possessive marking for pragmatic or
discourse-based reasons is thus clearly unexpected and non-canonical. The seemingly
diverse contexts of use of -ŋ(i) can thus be explained by this suffix carrying a single
function, namely to flag non-canonical possessive constructions. That these non-
canonical possessive constructions occasionally comprise examples involving body
parts that appear to showa distinctionbetween inalienable and alienable possession is
merely a secondary effect of the actual function of -ŋ(i).

The use of -ŋ(i) in Negidal is not necessarily a semantically driven feature but is
often governed by formal requirements, as is shown in various instances. Thus,
associative possession of proper nouns such as Vovaŋiβ in (11a) triggers indirect
possessive marking, even though the same individual could be referred to by a
directly possessed kinship term. Similarly, in some examples, a modifier (21b) or a
possessive-marked demonstrative (16, 18) stands in for a possessee that would either
obligatorily or optionally take direct possessive marking. Furthermore, possessive-
marked proximal demonstratives occur in parallel with unpossessed forms without
any easily discernible difference in use. Nevertheless, all the examples of possessive-
marked demonstratives carry -ŋ(i).

To date, the suffix -ŋ(V) found in Tungusic languages has been treated as a
marker of ‘alienable’, ‘indirect’ or ‘relative’ possession (e.g., Boldyrev 2007 for
Evenki, Novikova 1960 for Even, and Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001 for Udihe; cf.
Nichols 1988; Nichols and Bickel 2013), with analyses of its occurrence couched in
semantic terms. Whereas Novikova (1960: 141–152) and Boldyrev (2007: 122–139)
attempt to explain – not always successfully – all occurrences of the suffix -ŋ(V) by
referring to a single function, namely that of marking ‘indirect’, ‘relative’, or ‘sym-
bolic’ possession (kosvennaja, otnositel’naja, or uslovnaja prinadležnost’), Nikolaeva
and Tolskaya (2001: 135–141) attribute five different types of functions to this suffix:
“(i) temporary ownership […]; (ii) alienable possession […]; (iii) an abstract asso-
ciative relationship through a certain activity […]; (iv) a substitutional meaning
‘instead of something’ […]; (iv – sic) the predicative function” (p. 135). These de-
scriptions thus differ considerably from our analysis of -ŋ(i) in Negidal, for which we
identify a single function based in part on formal grounds. We, therefore, turn to
descriptions of several Tungusic languages to investigate to what extent our analysis
of the function of -ŋ(i) in Negidal might be valid for the cognate suffixes in its sisters.
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5 The marking of non-canonical possessive
constructions in other Tungusic languages

We here summarize information on possessive constructions in four relatives of
Negidal: Evenki, Even, Udihe and Nanai. Even and Evenki, which are spoken by small
speech communities dispersed over the length and breadth of Siberia, are very
closely related to Negidal, while Udihe and Nanai, which are spoken in geographical
proximity to Negidal, are genealogically distant (Atknine 1997; Janhunen 2012). Our
discussion is based on our interpretation of published descriptions and does not
necessarily reflect the analysis of or the terms used by the original authors.

Judging from the available sources, the suffix -ŋi in Evenki functions in a very
similarmanner to -ŋ(i) in Negidal. As in Negidal, kinship terms and body parts appear
to be obligatorily possessed, since they practically always occur with possessive
suffixes, whereas terms denoting humans, environmental features, plants, wild
animals or birds, and nouns denoting uncountable entities (‘water’, ‘bread’, ‘wood’)
cannot carry possessive suffixes directly. Associative possession of such entities has
to be licensed by the suffix -ŋi (Boldyrev 2007: 126–133; Nedjalkov 1997: 145).
Furthermore, when adjectives, participles or demonstratives carry possessive suf-
fixes because the head noun is elided, this possessive marking also has to be licensed
with -ŋi (Boldyrev 2007: 133–136).

In Even, too, the suffix -ŋ occurs in the same contexts as -ŋ(i) in Negidal: with
proper nouns, terms referring to people, the environment, wild animals and food, as
well as adjectives, numerals, participles and demonstratives when the head noun is
elided (Novikova 1960: 147–150). Interestingly, Novikova (1960: 141, 147) provides
examples of this suffix attached to kin terms, with a reading of social rather than
biological kinship (22).

(22) Even
timin kuŋakan hutə-ŋ-ə-n ɵliki-ŋ-ge-j
next.day child offspring-POSS-EP-PX.3SG squirrel-POSS-DEST-PRFL.SG
gel-ne-n nɵkiʨi-l-rəkə-n iret-le ʨukaʨan
search-AM[NFUT]-3SG shoot.arrow-INCH-COND-3SG young.larch-LOC bird
doː-n gɵːn-ni kuŋa-ŋ-təki-j:
to.land[NFUT]-3SG say[NFUT]-3SG child-POSS-ALL-PRFL.SG
amə-ŋ-ə-s ekən-ɟ-i atikaŋ-rə-n
father-POSS-EP-PX.2SG older.sister-INS-PRFL.SG marry-NFUT-3SG
‘The next day the boy, the one who is considered his child, went to hunt
squirrels (lit. went to look for squirrels for himself). When he started to
shoot, a bird landed on a young larch and said to that boy: “The one who is
considered your father is married to his older sister.”’
(Novikova 1960: 148, our glossing and English translation)
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In Udihe, too, possessive constructions are similar to those found in Negidal: while
kinship terms and body parts tend to be obligatorily possessed, ownership of a body
part by someone other than the inherent ‘possessor’ is marked by -ŋi, as is ‘posses-
sion’ of ‘land’ and other landscape terms, terms denoting humans, thewords for ‘tree’
and ‘money’ (and, somewhat unexpectedly, ‘cow’), as well as substantivized adjec-
tives (Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 135–141).

As in Negidal, in Nanai body part and kinship terms (except in vocative use) are
obligatorily possessed, while proper nouns andmeteorological terms as a rule do not
occurwith possessive suffixes (Avrorin 1959: 119–127). The ‘indirect possession’ suffix
-ŋgo/-ŋgu occurs frequently with non-possessible nouns that are associatively
possessed, and can also be added to adjectives and interrogative pronouns (Avrorin
1959: 160–161).

In summary, the types of nouns and other lexemes that require addition of the
suffix -ŋ(V) to license possessive marking overlap to a large extent across Negidal,
Evenki, Even, Udihe, and Nanai: kinship and body part terms are obligatorily
possessed, while terms denoting humans, environmental features, uncountable
masses and materials cannot take possessive suffixes unless these are preceded by
-ŋ(V). Adjectives, participles, and demonstratives that take possessive marking
because they substitute for an elided head noun need -ŋ(V) to license the possessive
marking. From this perspective, the analysis we propose for Negidal could be
extended to -ŋ(V) in other Tungusic languages, namely that this suffix has as its single
function the marking of non-canonical possessive constructions. Like the possession
of a body part by an individual who is not the inherent possessor, a kinship rela-
tionship that is not a true biological relationship is unexpected and not canonical,
explaining why such a relationship is flagged with -ŋ in Even (22), resulting in an
apparent marking of alienable possession.

6 Possessor marking in constructions with elided
possessee in Negidal and other Tungusic
languages

The description of non-canonical possessive constructions in Negidal would not be
completewithout describing another suffix, namely -ŋi, whichwas brieflymentioned
in the introduction. As opposed to -ŋ(i), which is found on the possessee and its
modifiers, -ŋi occurs exclusively on possessors in adnominal possessive construc-
tions with an elided head noun; hence we gloss it PSR, ‘possessor of elided head’. This
suffix differs slightly in form from that foundwith possessees:while in the latter case,
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the base form is -ŋ with -i added as an epenthetic vowel in certain morphonological
environments,11 the suffix that occurs with possessors has the base form -ŋi. This
difference can clearly be seen when comparing two accusative-marked forms, one a
possessee (23a) and one a possessor with an elided head noun (23b). In (23a) the
bilabial fricative of the accusative case marker assimilates to the velar nasal of -ŋ(i),
whereas in (23b) the accusative suffix retains its original shape following the vowel of
-ŋi. Nevertheless, the two suffixes are clearly diachronically related (cf. Sunik 1982:
65) as well as functionally similar, as will be discussed in Section 7.

(23) a. ʨoːka-ŋ-ŋa-s b. daβa-ŋi-βa
grass-POSS-ACC-PX.2SG chum.salmon(autumn)-PSR-ACC
‘your grass’ ‘chum salmon’s (skin)’

Our analysis of -ŋi is based on 24 clear examples in the corpus (see coding sheet,
which also contains several examples with calques from Russian and several un-
clear cases). This suffix is attested in those caseswhen the possessee is omitted from
an adnominal possessive construction: compare (24a) with the overt head noun
sobgo ‘fish skin’ with (24b), where -ŋi substitutes for the head of the possessive
phrase ‘skin of a catfish’. Although in examples such as (24c) the possessee is
present in the sentence, the possessor having been added as an afterthought, it is
not present in its canonical position in the possessive construction, namely
following the possessor.12

(24) a. som sobgo-nin kak uŋun sapjan=da
catfish.R fish.skin.NAN-PX.3SG like.R HESIT morocco.leather.R=ADD
‘The skin of a catfish is like morocco leather.’
(APN_DIN_rybjakozha: 25)

b. som-ŋi kak sapjan-gaʨin
catfish.R-PSR like.R morocco.leather.R-SML

‘A catfish’s [skin] is like morocco leather.’
(APN_DIN_rybjakozha: 27)

c. …ɲan əmən dəl-βa-n ʨeka-ja taj amban-ŋi-βa
again one head-ACC-PX.3SG cut.off-NFUT[3PL] DIST devil-PSR-ACC
‘… they cut off another head of that devil (lit. they cut off another head of
his, of that devil).’
(DIN_Emeksikan: 110)

11 -ŋ occurs before syllabic morphemes: overt case markers, the verbalizer -laː and reflexive pos-
sessive markers when the nominal is in direct object position; -ŋ-i occurs before the nonsyllabic
plural suffix and with nominals in nominative case and before the proprietive suffix.
12 The canonical form of the possessive construction in (24c) would be amban dəlβan.
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Since possessive noun phrases are not restricted to any specific position in the clause
we find -ŋi-marked possessors in subject (24b), direct object (24c), and predicate
position (25), although the latter are rare in the corpus (see coding sheet).

(25) babuška nikolaeva tože kazarov-ja-ŋi
granny.R PERS.NAME also.R PERS.NAME-ASS.PL-PSR
‘Granny Nikolaeva was also one of the Kazarovs.’
(DIN_APN_za_chaem: 140)

Interestingly, the split in marking a modifier depending on whether it is a possessor
(markedwith -ŋi) or another type ofmodifier [markedwith -ŋ(V)] is found not only in
Negidal, but is also present in some, albeit not all, other Tungusic languages. For
Evenki, Bulatova and Grenoble (1999: 14) postulate a formal distinction of the suffix
that marks possessors from the so-calledmarker of indirect possession: they analyze
the morpheme that attaches to possessors as having a long vowel (-ŋiː) as opposed to
the short vowel they determine for the suffix that marks possessees. However, this
distinction is not mirrored in Nedjalkov’s (1997: 123–125) analysis, which appears to
identify the two suffixes as one and the same form, an analysis that also seems to be
taken by Boldyrev (2007: 122–139).

In contrast, in Even there is a clear formal distinction between the suffix that
attaches to the possessee, which consists solely of the velar nasal -ŋ (26a), and the
suffix that attaches to possessors in constructions with elided head, which takes the
form -ŋi (26b); Cincius 1947: 144, 148; Novikova 1960: 147–152). The latter can occur in
subject, predicate, direct object, and attribute position and is called a “special pos-
sessive form of nouns” by Novikova (1960: 150–152).

(26) a. Even
hun buju-ŋ-ə-sən
2PL.OBL wild.reindeer-POSS-EP-PX.2PL
‘your wild reindeer’
(Novikova 1960: 147, our glossing and English translation)

b. Even
…taduk hin-ŋi-β man-riɟur ɲan min-ŋi-β ɟeb-ɟi-p
…then 2SG.OBL-PSR-ACC use.up-SS.ANT.PL also 1SG.OBL-PSR-ACC eat-FUT-1PL.EX
‘(Let’s first eat your stored fish), then, when we have eaten yours, we will
eat mine.’
(Novikova 1960: 151, our glossing and English translation)

For Udihe, Nikolaeva and Tolskaya (2001: 141, 634) analyze the suffix -ŋi that occurs
with possessors as clearly being identical to the “alienable possession suffix” and
analyze it as expressing predicative possession: “The suffix -ŋi- here signifies that the
possessive relationship is themain predication in the sentence. For obvious semantic
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reasons, only the alienable possessive relationship can be predicated by the con-
struction in question.”

In contrast to Udihe, and like Even and Negidal, Nanai, too, makes a formal
distinction between the suffix that marks possessees (-ŋgo/-ŋgu, [27a], [27b]) and that
which marks possessors (-ŋgi, [27c], [27d]; Avrorin 1959: 155–163, 186–192), which
Avrorin calls the “predicative-possessive form”. The same split is furthermore found
in Uilta, a close sister of Nanai (Ozolinja 2013: 128–133, 253). In Nanai, possessors are
marked with the suffix -ŋgi when they occur in predicative position, when they are
postposed to their head (as an afterthought), or when the head is elided because it is
retrievable from the preceding discourse (Avrorin 1959: 187–189).

(27) a. Nanai b. Nanai
miː naj-ŋgo-i miː eŋgur-ŋgu-i
1SG human-POSS-PX.1SG 1SG wolf-POSS-PX.1SG
‘my human’ ‘my wolf’
(Avrorin 1959: 160, our glossing and English translation)

c. Nanai d. Nanai
naj-ŋgi soli-ŋgi
human-PSR fox-PSR
‘belonging to a human’ ‘belonging to a fox’

(Avrorin 1959: 186, our glossing and English translation)

Unlike the Tungusic languages spoken in Russia, Written Manchu (attested in
northern China) has a genitive case form that marks the possessor in adnominal
possessive constructions, but it lacks suffixes that attach to the head noun in such
constructions, having neither the direct possession markers nor the suffix -ŋ(V).
However, it does have a suffix -(n)iŋgə13 that marks the possessor in predicative
position or when the possessee is elided (Avrorin 1956: 99, 2000: 74, 86) and that thus
corresponds to the suffix -ŋi found in Negidal.

In the Tungusological tradition, the suffix -ŋi is often considered a marker pre-
dominantly of predicative possession (Avrorin 1956: 94, 1959: 186–188; Nedjalkov
1997: 123–124; Nikolaeva and Tolskaya 2001: 634–635). In contrast, we analyze the
function of this suffix as marking possessors of elided head nouns, with the predi-
cative position of the NP being a secondary aspect that emerges from discourse. Our
analysis is fully compatible with the data presented by Avrorin (1956: 99) onManchu,
Avrorin (1959: 186–189) on Nanai, and Novikova (1960: 150–152) on Even; a paren-
thetical insertion by Avrorin (1956: 97) indicates that the samemight hold for Evenki.

13 Avrorin (1956: 99) analyzes this suffix as a combination of genitive suffix –(n)i and the predicative-
possessive suffix -ŋgə.
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We are thus facedwith formally similar (andmost probably related), yet distinct
suffixes in at least three Tungusic languages that appear to have distinct functions,
namely the marking of possessees on the one hand and the marking of possessors on
the other. Nevertheless, as we discuss in the concluding section, these discrepancies
can be reconciled under a unified analysis as markers of non-canonical possessive
constructions.

7 Discussion and conclusions

To summarize, the Tungusic languages have one (Evenki in one analysis, Udihe) or
two (Evenki in an alternative analysis, Negidal, Even, and Nanai) formally very
similar suffixes that occur in possessive constructions. One of these has the form -ŋi
in all the languages except for Nanai, where it is -ŋgi, the other is -ŋ in Even and
Negidal (with insertion of an epenthetic schwa or [i], respectively) and -ŋgo/-ŋgu in
Nanai. These suffixes are most probably cognate (cf. Sunik 1982: 65), with the pro-
toform arguably being -ŋi – and, as shown by theManchu data – the original function
possibly being the marking of possessors in adnominal constructions in which the
head noun is omitted. In the languages that have two formally distinct suffixes, the
formal distinction corresponds to a syntactic distinction, since the suffix -ŋi occurs
exclusively with possessors in constructions with elided head nouns, while the suffix
-ŋ(V) occurs with possessees. However, while the formal split corresponds to the
syntactic split between possessor- and possessee-marking, there is also non-
correspondence between form and syntactic function, since like -ŋi the suffix -ŋ(V)
occurs with modifiers of elided possessees. Thus, in some languages, two distinct
suffixes are found in adnominal possessive constructions with an elided head noun.
A diachronic analysis of these suffixes in the Tungusic languages might help eluci-
date how these distinct functions evolved but has to be left for a later stage.

In addition to the shared origin of these suffixes, they can also be analyzed as
sharing an overarching function, namely the FLAGGING OF NON-CANONICAL POSSESSIVE CON-

STRUCTIONS. In Section 4.3, we argued that the suffix -ŋ(i) that occurs in possessive
constructions in Negidal has erroneously been analyzed as a marker of alienable
possession, following a Tungusological tradition. As our analysis shows, this suffix
signals either the possession of a body part by a non-inherent possessor, or the
possessive marking of non-possessible items, both semantically non-possessible
nouns and formally non-possessible parts of speech, such as proper nouns, numerals,
demonstratives, and adjectives. The suffix -ŋi that marks the possessor seems to have
a similar flagging function, though with a different type of non-canonical construc-
tion. As pointed out in Section 3.1, it is quite common to omit the POSSESSOR from
possessive constructions, since in adnominal constructions this is indexed by the
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personal possessive suffixes, and its identity can thus be retrieved fairly straight-
forwardly. The canonical Negidal adnominal possessive construction can thus be
taken to consist of a head noun carrying possessive suffixes and an optionally
expressed possessor; the inverse, namely an overt possessor and an elided head noun
is unexpected and non-canonical. Therefore the function of -ŋimarking possessors of
elided head nouns can be subsumed synchronically under the overall function that
we propose for -ŋ(i), namely the marking of non-canonical possessive constructions.
Judging from the available descriptions, this analysis could be extended to the
cognate suffix(es) in Negidal’s sister languages.

Non-canonical possessive constructions are clearly a complex, multilayered and
interlaced phenomenon, with semantic, formal, and syntactic factors playing a role
(Figure 1). Regarding nouns, possession can be seen as non-canonical mainly for
semantic reasons: the suffix is used either with body parts that are possessed by a
non-inherent, i.e., non-canonical, possessor, or with nouns that refer to entities that
cannot be possessed, such as humans or different natural entities. In the case of other
parts of speech, the use of the non-canonical possession marker has purely formal
reasons: all non-nouns aremarkedwith -ŋ(i) in possessive constructions, irrespective
of whether they are associatively possessed, refer to particularized individuals, or
stand in for a directly possessed noun. Syntactic considerations are important with
respect to constructions that are structurally non-canonical. Although possession of
formally non-possessible modifiers such as adjectives and participles needs to be
licensed with -ŋ(i), while possessors carry -ŋi, these seemingly disparate construc-
tions share the omission of the head noun of an adnominal possessive construction.
We summarize the different types of non-canonical possessive construction in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: Types of non-canonical possessive constructions in Negidal.
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Our study thus demonstrates that descriptions of the (in)alienability distinction
supposedly found in Tungusic languages should be treated with caution. While this
distinction appears to emerge straightforwardly from the oft-cited examples
involving ‘alienably possessed’ body parts, close examination of all the contexts of
use of the ‘alienable possession’ marker shows that this interpretation is merely a
secondary result of the particular type of non-canonical construction involved.While
it would of course be rash to conclude from this single case that all instances of
inalienable versus alienable possession identified worldwide are erroneous, our
study does indicate a need for caution when interpreting such data (cf. the intro-
duction to this special issue, and in particular Rose, this issue).
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Abbreviations

ABL ablative
ACC accusative
ADD additive
ADJR adjectivizer
ADVR adverbializer
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ALL allative
AM associated motion
ANT anterior
ARCH archaic form of suffixes
ASS associative
AUG augmentative
BI.PTL particle derived from the copula bi-
CAUS causative
COLL collective
COM comitative
COND conditional
CONTR contrastive
CVB converb
DAT.ESS dative-essive
DEONT deontic future
DEST destinative
DIST distal demonstrative
DP discourse particle
EP epenthetic vowel
EVK Evenki borrowing
EX exclusive
FOC focus
FUT future tense
HESIT hesitative
HORT hortative
IMP imperative
IN inclusive
INCH inchoative
INDEF indefinite
INS instrumental
INTERJ interjection
INTERR interrogative root
INTR intransitive
INTS intensive
LOC locative
NAN Nanai borrowing
NEG negative
NFUT non-future
OBL oblique
PERS personal (name)
POSS non-canonical possessive construction
PRFL reflexive possessive
PROL prolative
PROP proprietive
PROX proximal demonstrative
PRS present
PSR possessor of elided head
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PST past
PTCP participle
PX nominal possession
Q question
R Russian borrowing
REP repeated action
RES resultative
SIDE derivation suffix meaning ‘side’
SIM simultaneous
SML similative
SMLF semelfactive
SS same-subject converb
TAM tense-aspect-mood
VAL valency-changing suffix
VR verbalizer
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Abstract: In the adnominal possessive construction of Mandinka (a West Mande
language spoken in Gambia, Senegal, and Guinea Bissau), the possessor NP may be
simply juxtaposed to the possessee or flagged by the postposition lá. This coding
split shows unusual properties in comparison with most of the languages having
formally similar coding splits. Crucially, any noun can be modified by an unflagged
possessor, depending on the semantic nature of the possessor and of its relation to
the possessee. The present-day distribution of the two constructions cannot be
analyzed as reflecting an alienability contrast, nor can the alienability contrast
account for the emergence of this coding split. The data analyzed in this study
suggest that the lá-construction initially referred to situations where the possessor
determines the LOCATION of the possessee, but is grammaticalized differently
depending on the grammatical nature of the head noun and the semantic nature of
the modifier. The Mandinka data also show the limits of explanations in terms of
discourse frequency, and the need to admit that semantic features such as ANIMACY

and CONTROL may play a crucial role in the genesis of coding splits in the adnominal
possession construction.

Keywords: adnominal possessive construction; alienability; animacy; control;
discourse frequency effects; Mandinka

1 Introduction

Mandinka, spoken by approximately 1.5 million speakers in Gambia, Senegal, and
Guinea Bissau, is the westernmost member of the Manding dialect cluster, included
in the Western branch of the Mande language family:

Mandinka ⊂ Manding ⊂ West Mande ⊂ Mande
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The Mande language family was included by Greenberg in the Niger-Congo phylum,
but the evidence for a Niger-Congo affiliation for Mande is rather slim; Dimmendaal
(2011), for example, argues that Mande is best treated as an independent language
family.1

The literature on Mandinka is relatively small, but includes a comprehensive
reference grammar (Creissels and Sambou 2013), with a chapter describing the
coding split in the adnominal possessive construction. The present article discusses
theoretical issues raised by the facts described in their chapter devoted to adnominal
possession.

Two variants of the adnominal possessive constructionmust be distinguished in
Mandinka. In the direct construction, the possessor NP immediately precedes the
possessee noun, without any interveningmorphological material, as in (1a), whereas
in the indirect construction, the possessor NP is flagged by the postposition lá
(glossed GEN when it fulfills the function of possessor flag in the adnominal pos-
sessive construction), as in (1b).2

(1) a. Jàatà-kúndáa kòlóŋò
Jaata-neighborhood well.D
‘the well of the Jaatakundaa neighborhood’

b. Jàatà-kùndà-nkôo-lú lá kòlóŋò
Jaata-neighborhood-inhabitant.D-PL GEN well.D
‘the well of the Jaata family’

This article addresses the question of the validity of the alienability contrast as a
functional explanation for this coding split.3 As developed by Rose and Van linden in
the introductory chapter of this special issue, to which readers are referred for more
references on alienability, inalienable possession is usually conceived as involving
“either inextricable, essential or unchangeable relations between possessor and
possessee” (Chappell and McGregor 1996: 3), in contrast to alienable possession
conceived as involving less permanent or inherent types of associations (Chappell
andMcGregor 1989: 25). In the particular case of Mandinka, a superficial observation

1 It is commonly accepted that themost ancient branches of theMande language family go back over
5 millennia, whereas the Manding dialect cluster no more than 8 centuries. For the classification of
Mande languages, see Vydrin (2009).
2 Jàatá is a family name, ormore exactly a clanic name. Traditionally, Mandinka villages are divided
into neighborhoods grouping families that belong to the same clan.
3 The situation described here for Mandinka is general within theManding dialect cluster, although
the postposition used to flag the possessor NP in the indirect construction varies from one variety to
another. Outside Manding, coding splits in the adnominal possessive construction have been re-
ported in many Mande languages, but the available descriptions are not precise enough to enable a
real discussion of the validity of the alienability contrast as a possible functional explanation.
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limited to the possessive relations commonly considered prototypical (ownership,
kinship, and part/whole relationships) may suggest analyzing the coding split in the
adnominal possessive construction ofMandinka as straightforwardly conditioned by
alienability. However, a comprehensive description of the uses of the adnominal
possessive construction leads to the opposite conclusion and suggests that the crucial
notions in the historical development of the coding split observed in present-day
Mandinka were location, control, and animacy, rather than alienability.

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the necessary background
information about Mandinka morphosyntax. Section 3 provides basic data about the
coding split in the adnominal possessive construction. Section 4 describes the
contrast between direct and indirect adnominal possessive constructions with or-
dinary nouns in the role of head, and discusses the historical scenario that may have
resulted in the situation observed in present-day Mandinka. Section 5 describes the
contrast between direct and indirect adnominal possessive constructions with ver-
bal lexemes used as event nouns in the role of head. Section 6 discusses the contri-
bution ofMandinka to the discussion about the possible explanations of coding splits
in the adnominal possessive construction.

2 The basics of Mandinka morphosyntax

2.1 Nouns and verbs

Nominal lexemes are characterized by their ability to project NPs whose possible
functions include those of subject and object. Verbal lexemes are typically found in
the V slot of the verbal predication construction (see Section 2.2), but with the
exception of sǎa ‘die’ (which nominalizes as sàayáa ‘death’), they can also be used as
event-denoting nouns without any specific morphological marking, with modifiers
representing their core arguments. However, as will be developed in Section 5,
verbal lexemes used as event-denoting nouns do not behave exactly like ordinary
nouns in the adnominal possession construction.

2.2 Verbal predication

A brief overview of verbal predication is in order for a proper understanding of the
particularities of adnominal possessive constructions with verbal lexemes used as
event-denoting nouns in the role of head (Section 5).

The most striking characteristic of clause structure in Mande languages is the
extreme rigidity of the typologically unusual S-O-V-X constituent order in verbal
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clauses, and Mandinka is no exception. No operation, such as focalization or ques-
tioning, can trigger change in constituent order, andwith the exception of some types
of adjuncts, noun phrases or adpositional phrases cannot occur in topic position (on
the left edge of the clause) without being resumed by a pronoun occupying the
position they would occupy if they were not topicalized.

In transitive clauses, as illustrated in (2), both the subject and the object oblig-
atorily precede the verb, and the subject obligatorily precedes the object. Assertive
and interrogative transitive clauses always include an auxiliary-like element
inserted between the subject and the object, called a predicative marker in the
Mandeist tradition. Predicative markers are portmanteau morphemes encoding
aspectual and modal distinctions and expressing polarity.4 Obliques follow the verb
and are standardly encoded as postpositional phrases (2c)–(2d). The subject and the
object bear no mark of their syntactic role and are not indexed on the verb (or
elsewhere in the clause).5

(2) a. Jàtôo yè dánóo bàràmá.
lion.D CPL.TR hunter.D hurt
‘The lion hurt the hunter.’

b. Dánòo yè jàtóo bàràmá.
hunter.D CPL.TR lion.D hurt
‘The hunter hurt the lion.’

c. Ì yè bànkôo-lú táláa kàbíilòo-lú lè têemá.
3PL CPL.TR land.D-PL divide clan.D-PL FOC between
‘They divided the lands between clans.’

d. Kèê kà à téerímáa máakóyì kódòo tó.
man.D ICPL 3SG friend help money.D LOC
‘The man helps his friend financially.’

In intransitive clauses, exemplified in (3), the subject precedes the verb. Like tran-
sitive subjects, intransitive subjects bear no mark of their syntactic role and are not
indexed. Obliques behave in exactly the same way in transitive and intransitive
clauses. With the exception of the completive positive (encoded by the predicative
marker yè in transitive clauses, and by the verbal suffix -tá ∼ -tà in intransitive
clauses), aspect, modality, and polarity are encoded by the same predicativemarkers
as in transitive clauses.

4 In the glosses, negative predicative markers are explicitly signaled as ‘.NEG’; the predicative
markers whose gloss includes no indication of polarity must be understood as expressing positive
polarity.
5 In some Mande languages, subjects are indexed on the predicative marker, but this is not the case
in Mandinka and other Manding varieties.
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(3) a. Yíróo bòyí-tà sílòo kâŋ.
tree.D fall-CPL.ITR road.D on
‘The tree fell down on the road.’

b. Nèê kà kómôŋ jíyòo kónò.
iron.D ICPL rust water.D in
‘Iron rusts in water.’

c. Kèê mâŋ kúmá mùsôo yé.
man.D CPL.NEG talk woman.D BEN
‘The man did not talk to the woman.’

Pronouns occupy the same positions as NPs consisting of a nominal lexeme and its
modifiers, and show no variation related to their syntactic roles.

2.3 Noun phrase structure

The structure of Mandinka noun phrases can be schematized as follows, with two
possible positions for determiners. The position labeled ‘Det.₁’ is occupied by de-
monstratives, whereas all other types of determiners occupy the position labeled
‘Det.₂’:

(Adnom.poss.) (Det.₁) N (Attr.) (Num.) (Det.₂)

Mandinka has no agreement mechanism between nouns and their modifiers, and
apart from a classifying suffix -maa optionally found with kinship terms and a few
other nouns denoting interpersonal relationships, Mandinka has nothing similar to
the phenomena described cross-linguistically as classifiers, noun classes, or gram-
matical genders.

Mandinka has a determiner -ò, sometimes labeled ‘definite marker’, which is
better characterized as a DEFAULT DETERMINER. It originates from the grammaticalization
of a demonstrative, and at some stage in the history of Manding languages, it
probably acted as a definite article. However, synchronically, in most contexts, it
carries no particular semantic specification, and must simply be present if the
speaker does not consider it useful to select a determiner with a more specific
meaning. The combination of nouns with the default determiner tends to behave as
the default form of nouns, whereas the absence of the default determiner must be
licensed by grammatical features of the noun phrase or of the clause in which it
occurs. In particular, Mandinka speakers invariably use the ò-form of nouns for
citation.
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2.4 Personal pronouns

The emphatic versus non-emphatic contrast distinguishes personal pronouns from
all other nominals (Table 1).

As illustrated in (4), the third-person pronouns encode no gender or animacy
distinction.

(4) a. Kèê yè kódòo díi mùsôo lá.
man.D CPL.TR money.D give woman.D POSTP
‘The man gave the money to the woman.’

b. À yè à díi à lá.
3SG CPL.TR 3SG give 3SG POSTP
‘He/she gave it/him/her to him/her.’

As also illustrated in (4), personal pronouns share with the other nominals the
absence of any morphological encoding of their syntactic role, nor do they occupy
positions distinct from those occupied by other nominals fulfilling the same functions.
The only differences in the syntactic behavior of emphatic and non-emphatic forms
are that non-emphatic forms (i) cannot be focalized, and (ii) are prosodically
dependent on the following word, which prevents them from accessing positions in
which they would necessarily be followed immediately by a pause (in particular, they
cannot feature as left-dislocated topics, nor can they be used in the vocative function).

3 The adnominal possessive construction: first
observations

3.1 Direct versus indirect adnominal possessors

NPs in adnominal possessor function invariably precede their head. Mandinka has a
distinction between DIRECT adnominal possessors, simply juxtaposed to their heads,

Table : Emphatic and non-emphatic forms of personal pronouns.

n.emph. emph.

SG ŋ́ ń-tè
SG í í-tè
SG à à-té
PL ŋ ̀ ǹ-tè-lú ∼ ǹ-tò-lú
PL álí ∼ álú álí-tè-lú ∼ álú-tò-lú
PL ì ì-tè-lú ∼ ì-tò-lú
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and INDIRECT adnominal possessors, flagged by the postposition lá. At first sight, one
might think that this is a standard case of the alienability distinction at work, since
with prototypical possessive constructions, the choice between the two variants of
the adnominal possessive constructions is compatible with an explanation in terms
of alienability (Nichols 1988; Rose and Van linden this issue). As illustrated in (5), the
relationships between individuals and their body parts or blood relatives (proto-
typically inalienable) are among those requiring the direct construction (5a)–(5b),
whereas the indirect construction is obligatory when the head noun refers to a
concrete object that the referent of the possessor has at his/her disposal (5c).

(5) a. mùsóo kùŋôo
woman.D head.D
‘the woman’s head’

b. díndíŋó màmàmúsòo
child.D grandmother.D
‘the child’s grandmother’

c. kèê lá sàmàtôo-lú
man.D GEN shoe.D-PL
‘the man’s shoes’

However, as will be discussed in detail in Sections 4 and 5, the notion of alienability
does not provide a GLOBAL explanation of the choice between the two variants of the
adnominal possessive construction.

Before turning to this question, several general properties of the adnominal
possessive construction areworthmentioning: the lack of pronoun versus noun split,
the lack of choice between flagged and unflagged possessors in some conditions, the
distinction between the adnominal possessive construction and N + N compounds,
and the fact that no Mandinka noun can be characterized as either obligatorily
possessed or non-possessible.

3.2 No pronoun versus noun split

There is no pronoun versus noun split in the adnominal possessive construction of
Mandinka. As mentioned above, in predicative constructions, pronouns occupy the
same positions as noun phrases and show the same form in subject, object and
oblique roles. The same applies to the adnominal possessive construction, in which
pronouns fulfill the role of modifier exactly like noun phrases. For example, as
illustrated in (6), the second person singular pronoun occurs as í (n.emph.)/ítè
(emph.), not only in subject, object and oblique function, but also inmodifier function
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in the adnominal possessive construction, and combines with the postposition lá in
the same conditions as a noun fulfilling the same function.

(6) a. í / íté kùŋôo
2SG (n.emph. / emph.) head.D
‘your head’

b. í / íté màmàmúsòo
2SG (n.emph. / emph.) grandmother.D
‘your grandmother’

c. í / ítè lá sàmàtôo-lú
2SG (n.emph. / emph.) GEN shoe.D-PL
‘your shoes’

3.3 Configurations with no possible choice between flagged
and unflagged possessors

In the following three configurations, there is no possible choice betweenflagged and
unflagged possessors.
(i) When the role of head is fulfilled by the proprietive pronoun tâa ‘that of X’,

‘what belongs to X’ (exclusively used in the role of head in the adnominal
possessive construction), the direct construction is invariably used, whatever
the understood noun and its semantic relationship to the possessor – Example
(7);

(7) a. í lá sàmàtôo-lú
2SG GEN shoe.D-PL
‘your shoes’

b. í díŋò-lú
2SG child.D-PL
‘your children’

c. í tàa-lú
2SG PROPR-PL
‘yours (pl.)’, whatever the understood noun: shoes, children, etc.

(ii) When the noun in the role of head in the adnominal possessive construction
combines with fánsúŋ- or súndíŋ- ‘own’, the direct construction is invariably
used, whatever the head noun and its semantic relationship to the modifier –
Example (8);
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(8) a í là búŋò
2SG GEN room.D
‘your room’

b. í (*là) fánsúm-búŋò
2SG own-room.D
‘your own room’

(iii) When the noun in the role of head in the adnominal possessive construction is
also modified by a demonstrative, the indirect construction is invariably used,
whatever the head noun and its semantic relationship to themodifier –Example
(9).

(9) a. í díŋkèe
2SG son.D
‘your son’

b. í *(lá) ñǐŋ díŋkèe
2SG GEN DEM son.D
‘this son of yours’

3.4 Adnominal possessive construction and N + N compounds

A brief mention of N + N compounds is in order here, since in some languages the
distinction between N + N compounds and the adnominal possessive construction is
problematic.

Generally speaking, compounding is a very productive type ofword formation in
Mandinka. In particular, nouns may be modified not only by noun phrases referring
to specific entities in the role of modifier but also by bare nominal lexemes
expressing generic reference to kinds, with which they form compounds. Moreover,
contrary to the adnominal possessive construction, the formation of compounds
involves specific tone rules that modify the tonal contour of the lexemes that
combine into a compound. Example (10c) shows that the distinction is ensured by
tone in cases where the segmental form is ambiguous. Moreover, N + N compounds
show no coding split comparable to that found in the adnominal possessive con-
struction: in general, the two terms of the compound are simply juxtaposed, and the
same tone rules apply, whatever the semantic relationship underlying the formation
of a compound.
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(10) a. mùsôo lá sàmàtôo vs. mùsù-sámátòo
woman.D GEN shoe.D woman-shoe.D
‘the/a shoe of the/a woman’ ‘woman’s shoe’

b. ñàŋkúmòo féñòo vs. ñàŋkùmà-féñòo
cat.D tail.D cat-tail.D
‘the/a tail of the/a cat’ ‘cat’s tail’

c. bàtànsée fàtôo vs. bàtànsèe-fátòo
eggplant.D peel.D eggplant-peel.D
‘the/a peel of the/an eggplant’ ‘eggplant peel’

In the perspective of the hypothesis according to which the original function of the
indirect construction of adnominal possession was to specify the locational nature of
the relationship between Possessor and Possessee (as developed in Section 6 below),
it is interesting to mention that Mandinka also has N + Postposition + N compounds
in which the postposition specifies the locational nature of the relationship between
the two nouns, such as wúlá-kónó-séewòo /bush-in-pig/ ‘warthog’.

3.5 Obligatorily possessed nouns, non-possessible nouns

Mandinka has neither obligatorily possessed nouns nor non-possessible nouns, in
the sense defined and commented on in Rose and Van linden (this issue). On the one
hand, relational nouns (i.e., nouns that are prototypically possessed) can be used
without any modifier, and are then interpreted as expressing reference to unspec-
ified possessors, as ‘foot’ in (11) and ‘mother’ in (12), or to specific possessors whose
identity can be retrieved from the context.

(11) Sìŋôo bé dǔumà, sàâ bé dǔumà,
foot.D LCOP on.the.ground snake.D LCOP on.the.ground
‘The foot is on the ground, the snake is on the ground,
wǒo ñóodáŋò mâŋ díyâa.
DEM avoiding.each.other.D CPL.NEG be.easy
they can hardly avoid each other.’ (proverb)

(12) Álà lá kànôo hádámàdíŋò yé,
God GEN love.D human.being.D BEN
‘God’s love for mankind
wǒo lè wàrá-tà bâa lá díŋ-kánòo tí.
DEM FOC be.great-CPL.ITR mother.D GEN child-love.D POSTP
is greater than a mother’s love for (her own) children.’
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On the other hand, inMandinka, the nouns that are not prototypically possessible are
found quite commonly as heads of adnominal possessive constructions expressing
relationships other than prototypical possession, for example, í là lúŋò ‘your day’ in
the sense of ‘the day that has a special significance for you’, í lá sàâ ‘your snake’ in the
sense of ‘the snake that frightened you’, í lá nìŋkínànkôo ‘your dragon’ in the sense of
‘the dragon you mention in the story you are telling’, etc.

4 Direct and indirect adnominal possessive
constructions with ordinary nouns in the role of
head

In the analysis of the contrast between flagged and unflagged possessors, adnominal
possessive constructions with a verbal lexeme used as an event noun in the role of
head must be treated apart, since they put into play a very straightforward rule
which at the same time cannot be deduced from the general regularities about the
choice betweenflagged and unflagged possessors. The special behavior of adnominal
possessive constructions with verbal lexemes used as event nouns in the role of head
will be analyzed in Section 5, while this section will focus on ordinary nouns in the
role of head.

4.1 Factors determining the variation between direct and
indirect adnominal possessive constructions

The following three types of relationships are commonly considered prototypical for
possessive constructions (see Rose and Van linden, this issue, and references
therein):
– the relationships between human individuals and their body parts;
– the relationship between human individuals and their blood relatives;
– the relationship between human individuals and the objects they possess ac-

cording to the rules that regulate individual property in a given society.

Within the limits of these three types of relationships, as shown by Example (5)
above, the notion of alienability correctly predicts the distribution of direct and
indirect adnominal possessive constructions. However, the adnominal possessive
construction is far from being limited to the expression of prototypical possession. In
fact, it encodes nothing more than the existence of a privileged relationship OF ANY

KIND between the referents of the head noun and of the NP in the role of modifier. The
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point is that, for the relationships other than those commonly considered as
constituting the semantic core of the linguistic notion of possession, it immediately
turns out that alienability cannot explain the distribution of flagged and unflagged
possessors in the adnominal possessive construction of Mandinka.

For example, it is difficult to imagine how the notion of alienability could explain
the contrast in (13).

(13) Sènèkáalì pérésídáŋò vs. Sènèkàalì-ŋkôo-lú là pérésídáŋò
Senegal president.D Senegal-inhabitant.D-PL GEN president.D
‘the president of Senegal’ ‘the president of the Senegalese’

Conversely, if the notion of alienability were crucial in the distribution of direct and
indirect adnominal possessive constructions, it should not be possible to use the
same construction for ‘the country where he was born’ (unbreakable relationship)
and ‘the country over which he reigns’ (breakable relationship), as in (14).

(14) à lá bàŋkôo
3SG GEN country.D
‘her/his country’, with reference to any conceivable relationship between a
human individual and a country: ‘the country where s/he was born’, ‘the
country over which s/he reigns’, etc.

Similarly, with léetáròo ‘letter’, à lá léetáròo (where à is the third person singular
pronoun) can refer to any conceivable relationship between a person and a letter:
‘the letter s/he wrote’, ‘the letter s/he asked me to write for her/him’, ‘the letter s/he
received’, ‘the letter s/he is holding in her/his hands’, ‘the letter s/he delivered’, ‘the
letter s/he is waiting for’, etc. In fact, with léetáròo ‘letter’, the direct construction is
only possible with an inanimate modifier: à léetáròo ‘the letter that goes with it’.

Such examples could be multiplied indefinitely. A crucial observation is that,
regarding the productivity of the two variants of the adnominal possessive con-
struction, there is a striking contrast between Mandinka and most of the languages
that code, for example, ‘my bicycle’ differently from ‘my head’ and ‘my brother’. In
most of the languages in which such a contrast can be observed, as a rule, the nouns
that can fulfill the role of head in the construction used for ‘my head’ and ‘my
brother’ constitute a small closed class. By contrast, inMandinka, both variants of the
adnominal possessive construction are productive. In fact, any noun can fulfill the
role of head in the direct adnominal possessive construction, depending on the
nature of the modifier.

In Mandinka, the best predictor of the choice between direct and indirect
adnominal possessive constructions is animacy of the modifier. With some excep-
tions that will be examined in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, the default rule is that inanimate
possessors require the direct construction, whereas animate possessors (including
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non-human animates) require the indirect construction. What creates the illusion of
an alienability contrast is that, for reasons that will be discussed in Section 4.3, the
default rule does not apply to constructions referring to body parts or kinship terms.

4.2 The adnominal possessive construction with inanimate
possessors

When an ordinary noun in the role of head of the adnominal possessive construction
combines with an inanimate modifier, the general rule is that irrespective of the
head noun and the semantic nature of the relationship between the two terms of the
construction, the direct construction is the only possible option. The only exception
to this rule is that the presence of a demonstrative determiner invariably triggers the
use of the indirect construction, as in (15b).

(15) a. à kótòo
3SG meaning.D
‘its meaning’ (speaking of a proverb)

b. à lá ñǐŋ kótòo
3SG GEN DEM meaning.D
‘this meaning it has’ (speaking of a proverb)

4.3 The adnominal possessive construction with animate
possessors

When an ordinary noun in the role of head of the adnominal possessive construction
combines with an animate modifier, the default choice is the indirect construction.
There are, however, two important groups of exceptions to this rule. Possible ex-
planations will be discussed in Section 6.

4.3.1 Nouns referring to body parts and related notions

The direct construction is used when the head noun refers to a body part of the
referent of the modifier, giving rise to contrasts such as (16).

(16a) sàajíyòo kúlòo
sheep.D skin.D
‘the skin of the sheep’
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(16b) à lá sàajìi-kúlòo
3SG GEN sheep-skin.D
‘his/her sheepskin’

The same behavior is observed for fùrée ‘corpse’.

(17) a. à fùrêe
3SG corpse.D
‘his/her corpse’

b. à lá fùrêe
3SG GEN corpse.D
‘the corpse of the person he/she killed’

The direct construction is also foundwith animate possessors of the following groups
of nouns:
(a) nouns denoting physical characteristics of individuals, such as sémbòo ‘force’,

tímínòo ‘endurance’,
(b) nouns denoting bodily emanations or excretions such as nìiníyòo ‘shadow’,

sìnnôo ‘footprint’, táròo ‘sweat’, ñáajíyòo ‘tears’, dáajíyòo ‘saliva’, séeròo ‘smell’,
(c) nouns denoting non-physical constituent parts of animate beings such as níyòo

‘soul’, hákílòo ‘intelligence’, sóndómòo ‘conscience’, jíkòo ‘personality’, fàlôo
‘destiny’, tànôo ‘taboo’, and nouns derived from verbs referring to individual
behavior, such as táamá-ñàa ‘way of walking’ < táamà ‘walk’,

(d) nouns denoting social characteristics of individuals such as tôo ‘individual
name’, kòntóŋò ‘family name’, síyòo ‘ethnicity’,

(e) yàâ ‘residence’,
(f) jàmáanòo ‘time when s.o. lived’

However, the behavior of some of the nouns expressing such notions is difficult to
explain. For example, dáajíyòo ‘saliva’ requires a direct construction, but kàarôo
‘sputum’ requires an indirect construction. Similarly, it is difficult to explain the use
of the direct construction for nìnsôo kéekèe ‘themilk of the cow’, contrasting with the
use of the indirect construction for sìisêe lá kílòo ‘the egg of the hen’.

4.3.2 Kinship terms and nouns referring to other types of interpersonal
relationships

Kinship terms (including those referring to kinship based onmarriage), are the other
group of nouns with which animate noun phrases in the role of modifier occur in the
direct adnominal possessive construction. InMandinka, kinship terms are optionally
marked by the classifying suffix -máa, whose presence excludes definiteness
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marking. With kèê, which has the non-relational meaning of ‘man’ and the relational
meaning of ‘husband’, this gives rise to the contrast illustrated in (18).

(18) a. à kèê ∼ à kèe-máa
3SG man.D 3SG man-KIN
‘her husband’

b. à lá kèê
3SG GEN man.D
‘his/her man’, i.e., a man having with him/her a relationship of any kind,
except marriage (for example, ‘the man he/she is speaking about’)

Interestingly,mùsôo ‘woman,wife’ behaves differently from kèê ‘man, husband’, and
constitutes in fact the only possible exception to the rule according to which kinship
terms, including those referring to kinship based on marriage, require the direct
construction. With mùsôo, the direct construction is obligatory if the classifying
suffix for kinship terms -máa is used (à mùsù-máa ‘his wife’, exactly like à kèe-máa
‘her husband’). However, when the form mùsôo is used, the indirect construction is
required (à lá mùsôo ‘his wife’ or ‘his woman’).

Grégoire (1984) showed that the explanation lies in the grammaticalization
process that resulted in the creation of the postposition lá and the extension of its use
to the adnominal possessive construction. In present-day Mandinka, lá is a multi-
functional postposition, but historically, it is cognate with nouns attested throughout
the Mande family with meanings such as ‘mouth’, ‘opening’, ‘edge’. Consequently, it
can safely be concluded that lá grammaticalized first as a spatial postposition, and
that the indirect adnominal possessive construction results from a process of se-
mantic bleaching that has affected lá in a constructionX lá Y, whose originalmeaning
was ‘the Y located near X’. Starting from that, the crucial observation is that, in
traditionalMandinka society (as is often the case in sub-Saharan Africa), when aman
and a woman marry, the wife moves to the family residence of her husband.
Consequently, it makes sense for a Mandinka man to designate his wife as ‘the
woman who is at my place’, whereas the reverse would not make sense. Conse-
quently, the fact that mùsôo ‘wife’ is the only kinship term requiring the indirect
adnominal possessive construction can be explained as a retention of the original
meaning of the postposition used in this construction.

In addition to kinship terms, the direct adnominal possessive construction is also
required by nouns referring to symmetrical interpersonal relationships, such as
téeròo ‘friend’, jáwòo ‘enemy’, fúláŋò ‘peer’, and co-participant nouns derived from
verbs such as táa-ñòo ‘fellow traveler’ < táa ‘go’.

Finally, there are three pairs of nouns referring to interpersonal relationships
that show the same behavior as ‘husband’ and ‘wife’, and for which the same
explanation can be considered:
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(a) jìyàatíyòo ‘host’ requires the direct construction, whereas lúntáŋò ‘guest’ re-
quires the indirect construction;

(b) kàràmmôo ‘teacher, professor’ requires the direct construction, whereas
kàràndíŋò ‘pupil, student’ requires the indirect construction;

(c) màaríyòo ‘master’ requires the direct construction, whereas jòŋôo ‘slave’ re-
quires the indirect construction.

In the case of ‘host’ and ‘guest’, it is obvious that a host can designate his/her guest as
‘the guest who is at my place’, but not the other way round. Similarly, at the time
when slavery existed, slaves used to live at their master’s place. In the case of
kàràmmôo ‘teacher, professor’ and kàràndíŋò ‘pupil, student’, the explanation is that
in traditional Koranic teaching, pupils live in their teacher’s home. Interestingly,
kàràmmôo ‘teacher, professor’ and kàràndíŋò ‘pupil, student’ behave in the same
way when used with reference to European-style teaching, in spite of the fact that, in
the context of European-style teaching, the original motivation of their behavior in
the adnominal possessive construction is lost.

All the other nouns that refer to interpersonal relationships, including those
referring to superiors in hierarchical relationships, follow the general rule for
adnominal possessive constructions involving animate modifiers. For example,
kìntáŋò ‘circumcisee’s mentor’ requires the indirect construction, contrary to
kàràmmôo ‘teacher, professor’, jìyàatíyòo ‘host’, ormàaríyòo ‘master’. The behavior
of kìntáŋò may surprise, given the hierarchical relationship between a circumcisee
and his mentor, but it is consistent with the fact that circumcisees do not live at their
mentor’s place. This confirms that what matters for the asymmetrical pairs
(‘husband’/‘wife’, ‘guest’/‘host’, ‘master’/‘slave’, and ‘teacher’/‘pupil’) is not hierar-
chical superiority, but the determination of residence.

5 Direct and indirect adnominal possessive
constructionswith verbal lexemes used as event
nouns in the role of head

When verbal lexemes used as event nouns fulfill the function of head in the adno-
minal possessive construction, the choice between direct and indirect construction is
determined by a very straightforward syntactic rule in which, contrary to the gen-
eral case, animacy plays no role.

Contrary to ordinary nouns, which can fulfill the role of head in adnominal
possessive constructions expressing any possible kind of semantic relationship be-
tween head andmodifier, verbal lexemes used as event nouns can only combinewith
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possessors corresponding to the subject and/or the object of the corresponding
clause. The rule, which suffers no exception, is that subjects (irrespective of the
transitive vs. intransitive distinction, and of their possible semantic roles) are
transposed as flagged possessors, whereas objects are transposed as unflagged
possessors. No difference is made between intransitive subjects whose referent is
relatively agent-like or relatively patient-like. Example (19b) illustrates the use of a
transitive verbal lexeme as an event noun.

(19) a. Ñǐŋ kèê yè díndíŋò-lú dóoyâa kúnùŋ.
DEM man.D CPL.TR child.D-PL scold yesterday
‘This man scolded the children yesterday.’

b. Ñǐŋ kèê lá díndíŋò-lú dóoyàa mâŋ díyáa ŋ́ yè.
DEM man.D GEN child.D-PL scold.D CPL.NEG be.pleasant 1SG BEN
lit. ‘This man’s scold(ing) of children is not pleasant for me.’
→ ‘I don’t like the way this man scolds children.’

Example (20) illustrates the fact that even inanimate subjects are transposed as
flagged possessors, in spite of the general rule according to which the indirect
adnominal possessive construction is normally impossible with inanimate
possessors.

(20) a. Sáñjí-fólòo ké-tà lè.
rain-first.D occur-CPL.ITR FOC
‘The first rain has arrived.’

b. sáñjí-fólòo lá kêe
rain-first.D GEN occur(ring).D
‘the arrival of the first rain’

6 Discussion and conclusions

The aim of this article was to discuss the possibility of a functional explanation of the
coding split in the adnominal possessive construction of Mandinka on the basis of a
comprehensive description of the choice between the direct and the indirect
construction.

As already discussed, the locative origin of the postposition lá and the particular
behavior of the four pairs of nouns ‘husband’/‘wife’, ‘host’/‘guest’, ‘master’/‘slave’,
and ‘teacher’/‘pupil’ in adnominal possession constructions suggest that the lá-con-
struction was used initially with reference to situations where the referent of the
modifier (the possessor) DETERMINES THE RESIDENCE of the head (the possessee). Crucially,
determining the residence of the possessee can be viewed as a particular case of a
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broader notion of control exerted by the possessor in its relation to the possessee. In
order to explain the situation observed in present-day Mandinka, one may imagine
an intermediary stage in which the use of the lá-construction was extended to
situations characterized by the more abstract feature of CONTROL exerted by the
possessor on various aspects of its relationship to possessee, i.e., on aspects of the
relationship between the possessor and the possessee not limited to location. Starting
from that, apart from a few pairs of nouns referring to interpersonal relationships
that have maintained the original situation, the distinction grammaticalized differ-
ently depending on the grammatical nature of the head noun and the semantic
nature of the modifier.

With verbal lexemes used as event nouns in the role of head, the choice is
conditioned now by the syntactic role of the modifier in the corresponding clause,
and the fact that objects are transposed as unflagged possessors, whereas subjects
are transposed as flagged possessors, is consistent with the lack of control that
characterizes the semantic roles typically expressed by objects, contrasting with the
control that characterizes the semantic role of agent, prototypically associated with
the syntactic role of subject.

With ordinary nouns (i.e., nouns other than verbal lexemes used as event-
denoting nouns without any morphological marking) in the role of head, inanimate
modifiers (i.e., modifiers whose referent is conceived as inherently devoid of the
ability to control anything) have continued to occur exclusively in the direct con-
struction, except in the presence of a demonstrativemodifier, whichmay perhaps be
explained by the high degree of individuation implied by the demonstrative.

Finally, with ordinary nouns in the role of head and animate modifiers, the fact
that animates are inherently characterized by their ability to exert control on other
entities resulted in that the lá-construction has become the default construction,
with, however, two groups of exceptions, for which two kinds of explanation can be
considered. On the one hand, configurations in which the head noun is particularly
prone to fulfill the role of head in the adnominal possessive construction by virtue of
its lexical meaning, which is the case for body part terms and kinship terms, may
tend to resist innovation. On the other hand, the situations with reference to which
animatemodifiers do not require the lá-construction typically involve lack of control
on the part of the referent of the modifier. In fact, these two explanations are not
exclusive of each other.

According to Nichols (1988):

There is no invariant semantic content to ‘alienability’. It is simply a formal split in themarking
of adnominal constructions, with themore fused or archaic of the twomarking types associated
with exactly those nouns that are most often possessed. (1988: 31)
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The analysis of the Mandinka data confirms that coding splits in the adnominal
possessive construction are not always analyzable as a reflection of the alienability
contrast, but at the same time shows the limits of explanations in terms of discourse
frequency (as proposed by Haspelmath 2017), and the need to admit that semantic
features such as animacy and control may play an important role in the genesis of
coding splits in the adnominal possession construction.

As regards the possible role of discourse frequency in the development of the
coding split observed in the adnominal possessive construction of Mandinka, it is
true that discourse frequency may have favored the maintenance of the direct
construction with head nouns referring to body parts or kinship terms. However,
discourse frequency effects cannot be invoked to explain that, in Mandinka, the
direct construction was also maintained with inanimate modifiers, irrespective of
the head noun. Quite obviously, adnominal possessive constructions with inanimate
modifiers are much less frequent in discourse than adnominal possessive con-
structions with animate modifiers. Consequently, the fact that they have maintained
the direct construction is clearly an exception to the trend towards heavier
morphological marking in configurations characterized by a relatively low discourse
frequency.
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suggestions, which greatly helped improve the final version of this article.

Abbreviations

Adnom.Poss. adnominal possessor
Attr. attributive adjective
BEN benefactive
CPL completive
D default determiner
DEM demonstrative
Det. determiner
emph. emphatic
FOC focalization
GEN genitive
ICPL incompletive
ITR intransitive
KIN classifying suffix optionally added to kinship terms
LCOP locational copula
LOC locative
N noun
NEG negative
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n.emph. non-emphatic
NP noun phrase
Num. numeral
O object
PL plural
POSTP postposition6

PROPR proprietive pronoun
S subject
SG singular
TR transitive
V verb
X oblique
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Abstract: A well-known pattern in the encoding of adnominal possession crosslin-
guistically involves splits in the use of overt and zero marking for alienable and
inalienable possession. Overt marking may be restricted to alienable possession, but
it is not usually restricted to inalienable possession. Zero marking may be restricted
to inalienable possession, but it is not usually restricted to alienable possession.
This has been explained in terms of principles pertaining to general properties of
alienable and inalienable possession, such as the relative degree of conceptual
contiguity between possessor and possessee or the relative need to disambiguate the
possessive relation. These principles, however, have generally been formulated
based on the synchronic crosslinguistic distribution of overt and zeromarking across
alienable and inalienable possession, rather than diachronic phenomena that shape
this distribution from one language to another over time. This paper discusses
several developmental processes that have been shown to recurrently give rise to the
possessive markers involved in the alienability splits in question crosslinguistically.
Thesemarkers develop throughmetonymization processeswhereby various types of
pre-existing elements take on a possessive meaning originally associated with their
context of occurrence, independently of alienability. The distribution of these
markers across alienable and inalienable possession follows from restrictions in the
distribution of the source construction, unrelated to possession. Principles pertain-
ing to alienability may possibly play a role in the extension, retention or loss of
particular markers across alienable and inalienable possession contexts once they
are in place in a language, thus ultimately contributing to the relative crosslinguistic
frequency of particular alienability splits. This, however, remains to be investigated.
These facts call for a new, source-oriented approach to alienability splits and
recurrent crosslinguistic patterns in general. In this approach, individual patterns
and their relative crosslinguistic frequency are explained in terms of the properties
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of multiple source constructions and diachronic phenomena that give rise to the
pattern and shape its crosslinguistic distribution over time, rather than particular
synchronic properties of the pattern in themselves.

Keywords: alienability splits; diachrony; overt marking; typology; zero marking

1 Introduction

A well-known pattern in the encoding of adnominal possession crosslinguistically
involves splits in the use of overt and zero marking for alienable and inalienable
possession. The notions of alienable and inalienable possession are used here, in a
maximally general sense, to refer to a semantic opposition between non-inherent
and inherent possessive relations between two entities (e.g., ‘John’s house’, ‘John’s
books’ vs. ‘John’s mother’, ‘John’s hand’, or ‘the branch of the tree’), independently of
how these relations are encoded in particular languages.1 While these two relation
types can be treated in the sameway in terms of overt and zeromarking (both overtly
marked, both zero marked, or both overtly or zero marked in different cases),
languages also recurrently display splits where overt marking is restricted to
alienable possession, or zero marking is restricted to inalienable possession.2

Some of these patterns are illustrated in (1) and (2) below. In the Imonda
construction in (1), both alienable possession (‘father’s house’) and inalienable
possession (‘my father’) are encoded by the possessive marker -na.

1 These notions are also often used in the literature not only in a semantic sense, but also in a
structural sense, that is, to identify particular constructions that encode relations of alienable or
inalienable possession in individual languages. Sometimes, there is an assumption that the use of
these constructions is determined by some semantic notion of alienability that is psychologically
relevant for speakers. In other cases, the relevant constructions are described in terms of alienable or
inalienable possession because they encode at least some types of alienable or inalienable possession,
regardless of whether this reflects some psychologically relevant notion of alienability. This
approach to alienability is not directly relevant to the arguments developed in this paper,
but the reader is referred to Chappell and McGregor (1989), Chappell and McGregor (1996),
Heine (1997: Chap. 1), and Nichols (1988) for detailed discussion and exemplification.
2 By overt marking is meant here any overt form that may be used in a language to encode a
possessive relation between two entities. This definition includes both forms that encode the
possessive relation only (possessivemarkers proper, such as adpositions, case marking or possessive
classifiers), and forms that also encode the possessor or the possessee (e.g., possessive pronominal
forms or the construct state of the noun in Afro-Asiatic languages). The latter forms, however, are
usually not taken into account in the literature on alienability splits, and will not be discussed here.
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(1) ka-na aia-l-na ièf
1-POSS father-NOMLZ-POSS house
‘the house of my father’
(Seiler 1985: 63) (Imonda, Border)

In the Manam constructions in (2), on the other hand, alienable possession
(‘the chief’s garden’) is encoded by the possessive marker -?aná, whereas inalienable
possession (‘their father’) is zero marked.

(2) a. tanépwa úma ?aná-na-lo
chief garden POSS-BF-in
‘in the chief’s garden’

b. táma-di
father-3PL.ADN
‘their father’
(Lichtenberk 1983: 310) (Manam, Oceanic)

Languages, however, do not usually display splits where overt marking is restricted
to inalienable possession, or zero marking is restricted to alienable possession.

A classical and very influential explanation for this phenomenon, originally
proposed by Haiman (1983, 1985), is in terms of iconicity. Relations of inalienable
possession are determined by inherent properties of the possessee, and hence
involve higher conceptual contiguity between possessor and possessee than
relations of alienable possession. This will be iconically reflected by the relative
linear distance between possessor and possessee in the constructions used to encode
these two relation types, as well as by the relative degree of morhosyntactic
complexity of these constructions. The use of overt marking will be avoided in
inalienable possession constructions, both because overt markers are often
placed between possessor and possessee, thus increasing the linear distance between
the two (as in (1)), and because they increase the morphosyntactic bulk of the
construction, even when they are not placed between possessor and possessee
(as in (2a)).

Alternatively, the distribution of overt and zero marking across alienable and
inalienable possession has been explained in terms of the relative need to
disambiguate the possessive relation (Dahl and Koptjevskaja-Tamm 1998, 2001;
Haspelmath 2008, 2017; Koptjevskaja-Tamm 1996; Nichols 1988). The semantics of
inalienable nouns implies that their referents are in a specific relation with some
other referent, so this relation does not need to be overtly specified, and can be zero
marked. By contrast, the referents of alienable nouns need not be involved in a
relation with other referents, so this relation is more difficult to identify and hence
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more in need to be specified through overt marking. This explanation involves a
principle of economy whereby speakers will use overt marking only when this is
really necessary, that is, for meanings that are more in need of disambiguation.3

Both of these explanations imply that alienability splits are motivated by a
functional match between the use of overt versus zero possessive marking and
general properties of alienable and inalienable possession, either in the sense that
this use matches the relative degree of conceptual contiguity between possessor
and possessee, or in the sense that it matches the relative need to disambiguate
the possessive relation. These matches favor overt marking in alienable possession
contexts over inalienable possession ones, and zero marking in inalienable
possession contexts over alienable possession ones.

These explanations, however, are generally based on the synchronic distribu-
tion of overt and zero marking across alienable and inalienable possession
crosslinguistically, not diachronic phenomena that shape this distribution from one
language to another over time (though some grammaticalization processes involved
in the development of overt marking have been assumed to be triggered by the
higher need to disambiguate the possessive relation: Dahl and Koptjevskaja-Tamm
1998; Heine 1997: Chap. 3; Koptjevskaja-Tamm 1996). In this paper, a number of
crosslinguistic developmental processes will be discussed that have been shown to
recurrently give rise to the possessive markers involved in the alienability splits in
question, that is, splits where the use of possessive markers is restricted to alienable
possession, or zero marking is restricted to inalienable possession. Such processes,
it will be argued, provide no evidence that these splits reflect general properties
of alienable and inalienable possession.

As will be shown in Section 2, data from grammaticalization studies and studies
of possessive constructions in individual languages worldwide show that the
relevant possessive markers are derived from elements originally used for other
functions (attributive or appositive demonstratives, various types of appositive
nouns, indefinite pronouns, locative elements). These elements evolve into
possessive markers as they take on a possessive meaning originally associated with

3 In some of these accounts (Haspelmath 2008, 2017; Nichols 1988), the relation between the
semantics of alienable and inalienable nouns and the use of overt and zero marking is mediated by
the frequency of these nouns occurring in a possessive construction. Due to their semantics,
inalienable nouns are typically used in possessive constructions, so they will usually be expected to
be in a possessive relationwith a co-occurring nominal, and this does not have to be overtly specified.
Alienable nouns, on the other hand, do not typically occur in possessive constructions, so, if they are
in a possessive relation with a co-occurring nominal, this is not expected and should be overtly
specified.
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their context of occurrence. This is basically a metonymization process triggered by
the co-occurrence of the source element and the possessive meaning, independently
of alienability.

The distribution of individual markers across alienable and inalienable
possession is also plausibly a result of factors other than alienability, aswill be shown
in Section 3. The fact that particular markers are not used for inalienable possession
ultimately reflects the distribution of the source construction, which is also not used
in inalienable possession contexts, for reasons unrelated to possession. This is
confirmed by the fact that, in several languages, possession is or is not overtly
marked depending on factors that cut across alienability distinctions and are related
to the distribution of the constructions that gave rise to the relevant possessive
markers, such as the animacy of the possessor. In addition, possessive markers may
develop in inalienable, rather than alienable possession contexts, which goes against
the idea that the use of overt marking is favored in the latter contexts as opposed
to the former. This phenomenon too can be explained in terms of the distribution of
the source constructions that give rise to individual markers.

In this scenario, as will be discussed in Section 4, the attested differences in the
crosslinguistic frequency of different alienability splits can be a possibly combined
result of several distinct factors, which need not be related to alienability and
whose role remains to be investigated. These include the relative crosslinguistic
frequency of the source constructions or the developmental processes that can
give to possessive markers in alienable and inalienable possession contexts, as well
as how often existing possessive markers are extended, retained or lost across these
contexts.

These facts, as will be argued in Section 5, call for a new, source-oriented
approach to alienability splits and recurrent crosslinguistic patterns in general
(as discussed, for example, in Cristofaro 2013, 2017, 2019). In this approach, individual
patterns and their relative crosslinguistic frequency are explained in terms of the
properties of several distinct source constructions and diachronic phenomena that
can give rise to the pattern and shape its crosslinguistic distribution over time, rather
than particular synchronic properties of the pattern in themselves.

2 On the diachronic origins of overt marking

If particular alienability splits reflect general properties of alienable and inalienable
possession, as assumed in classical explanations, these properties should play a
role in the diachronic phenomena responsible for the presence of these splits in
individual languages, for example, phenomena that give rise to overt marking and
shape its distribution across alienable and inalienable possession. In what follows, a
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number of recurrent crosslinguistic developmental processes will be discussed that
have been shown to give rise to the possessive markers involved in the alienability
splits in question, that is, splits where overt marking is restricted to alienable
possession, or zero marking is restricted to inalienable possession. These processes,
it will be argued, provide no evidence that the relevant markers arise because of
principles pertaining to properties of alienable and inalienable possession, such as
the relative degree of conceptual contiguity between possessor and possessee, or the
relative need to disambiguate the possessive relation.

2.1 Crosslinguistic developmental processes

Possessive markers are known to usually develop from elements originally used for
other functions (see, for example, Heine 1997; Heine et al. 1991). This has been shown
to also be the case for markers involved in splits where overt marking is restricted
to alienable possession, or zero marking is restricted to inalienable possession.
A recurrent source for such markers are elements that are originally part of a
possessive construction, but do not encode a relation between possessor and
possessee. Instead, these elements are used to refer to the possessee, or, in some
cases, some other entity involved in the situation being described, and they take on
the possessive meaning associated with the construction as a whole as their original
meaning is bleached.

Sometimes, the source is a demonstrative element, that is, constructions of the
type ‘X that/this Y’, where X and Y are a possessee and a possessor respectively,
become ‘the X of Y’. While the exact syntactic structure of the source construction
cannot always be reconstructed for individual languages, it is generally assumed that
the original function of the demonstrative is to single out the possessee, either by
modifying it, e.g., ‘that X (of) Y’, ‘(of) Y, that X’, or by denoting it in an appositive
expression, that is, ‘X, that (of) Y’, ‘that (of) Y, X’ (see, for example, Eksell Harning 1980;
Pennacchietti 1968 for Arabic and Semitic in general; Schuh 1983, 1990 for
Chadic; Hoch 1997: 152 for Ancient Egyptian; and Yap et al. 2010 for Mandarin
Chinese).

As illustrated in (3) and (4), for example, a number of Chadic languages display
a pattern where possession is overtly marked for alienable nouns and some
inalienable nouns ((3a), (4a)), and zeromarked for other inalienable nouns ((3b), (4b);
these nouns are sometimes quite limited in number). The possessive markers often
agree in gender with the possessee, and are ultimately derived from demonstrative
roots (Schuh 1977, 1983, 1990).
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(3) a. a᷄ku᷄-tk-îi; mii-tk-ja
goat-POSS.F.SG-2SG mother-POSS-1.PL.EXCL
‘your goat; our mother’ (cf. -tku᷄ ‘this’)
(Schuh 1977: 72, 1990: 603)

b. bâ-ana᷄i
co-wife-1SG
‘my co-wife’
(Schuh 1977: 42) (GashuaBade,West Chadic)

(4) a. ɓili ma lowoi

horn POSS.M.SG boy
“the boy’s horn” (cf. me ‘this’)

b. ɓil kimne; mɔ Miyim

horn buffalo wife Miyim
‘buffalo’s horn; Miyim’s wife’
(Schuh 1983: 183–184) (Kanakuru, West Chadic)

In Ancient Egyptian, pronominal possession is either zero marked or marked by the
elements pɜy/tɜy/nɜy, which agree with the possessee in gender and number and are
derived from the demonstrative forms pɜ/tɜ/nɜ. The use of these elements is strongly
favored in alienable possession contexts such as the one in (5a), whereas inalienable
possession contexts such as the one in (5b) strongly favor zero marking (Gardiner
2017; Kammerzell 2000).

(5) a. nɜy=sn ḥkɜ-w
POSS.PL=3PL sorcerer-M.PL
‘their sorcerers’
(Gardiner 2017: 645)

b. sn=j
brother=1SG
‘my brother’
(Gardiner 2017: 645) (Ancient Egyptian, Afro-Asiatic)

In Mandarin Chinese, the possessive marker de can be used for both alienable and
inalienable possession. As illustrated by the contrast between (6a) and (6b), however,
its use is disfavored by particular types of inalienable nouns, such as kin terms
(Chappell and Thompson 1992; Li and Thompson 1981: 113–116; Shi and Li 2002). The
marker is derived from the demonstrative element di illustrated in (6c) (Shi and Li
2002; Yap et al. 2010).
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(6) a. xuéxiào de jiào
school POSS teach
‘school’s teaching staff’
(Li and Thompson 1981: 114)

b. nǐ (de) mèimei
2SG POSS younger.sister
‘your younger sister’
(Li and Thompson 1981: 116)

c. Di shi cang chun chu
that be store spring place
‘This is a warm and pleasant place.’
(Mo shan xi ci, c. AD 900)
(Shi and Li 2002: 8) (Mandarin Chinese, Sinitic)

In other cases, the source of the possessivemarker is a noun in an appositive relation
with the possessee, which is used to specify some semantic property of the latter. For
example, constructions of the type ‘X, food/drink/tree/thing/property Y’, where X and
Y are a possessee and a possessor respectively, become ‘the X of Y’. This process has
been found to be at the origin of the possessive classifiers attested in a number of
Oceanic languages, as illustrated in (7)–(9) below (Lichtenberk 2018, among several
others). The use of these classifiers is limited to alienable possession (see the cases
of inalienable possession in (7e), (8b), and (9b), where no classifier is used), and
individual classifiers generally occur in contexts directly related to the meaning
of the source, so that different classifiers are used depending on whether the
construction encodes general possession, possession of a food item, a drink item,
a vegetable item, and so on, as can be seen from (7a)–(7d). Sometimes, for example,
in (7d), the classifier is derived from the noun encoding the possessee, so that this
noun is actually originally used in apposition to itself. The same nounmay ormay not
take classifiers depending on whether the referent is alienably or inalienably
possessed, as illustrated by the contrast between (8a) and (8b).

(7) a. ropi-qi niu
POSS.CLASS-1SG.POSS coconut
‘my coconut for drinking’ (cf. ropi ‘drink’)
(Ross 2001: 157)

b. uma-qi uri eteba
POSS.CLASS-1SG banana SG
‘my banana plant’ (cf. uma ‘soil’ from Proto-Oceanic * quma ‘garden’)
(Ross 2001: 157)
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c. ane-qi uri eteba
POSS.CLASS-1SG banana SG
‘my banana to eat’ (cf. ane ‘food’)
(Ross 2001: 157)

d. ai-qi ai
POSS.CLASS-1SG tree
‘my (tall) tree’
(possessive classifier derived from possessed noun, lit. ‘my tree, the tree’)
(Ross 2001: 157)

e. tama-qi
father-1SG
‘my father’
(Ross 2001: 156) (Mussau, Oceanic)

(8) a. aɲi-n jəə
POSS.CLASS-3SG bone
‘its bone’ (dog playing with a bone, possessive classifier derived from noun
meaning ‘thing’)
(Ozanne-Rivierre 1976: 159)

b. jeie-n
bone-3SG
‘its bone’ (anatomical)
(Ozanne-Rivierre 1976:
159)

(Iaai, Oceanic)

(9) a. ā mwà tɛ-n
the house POSS.CLASS-his
‘his house’ (cf. tɛ ‘property, goods’)
(Moyse-Faurie and Ozanne-Rivierre 1983: 119)

b. pūnı̄-n
head-his
‘his head’
(Moyse-Faurie and Ozanne-Rivierre 1983: 118) (Cèmuhî, Oceanic)

DeLancey (1986) assumes that a similar process gave led to the use of the marker -gu
for alienable possession in Newari. This marker, he submits, is derived from an
element meaning ‘thing’, so that the source construction was ‘Y’s thing, X’. The
marker (usually described as a nominalizer) may or may not used with the
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same nouns depending on whether they are alienably or inalienably possessed, as
illustrated by the contrast between (10a) and (10b).4

(10) a. ram-ya-gu tasbir
Ram-GEN-NOMLZ picture
‘Ram’s picture’
(a picture belonging to Ram; originally, ‘Ram’s thing, a picture’)
(DeLancey 1986: 6)

b. ram-ya tasbir
Ram-GEN picture
‘a picture of Ram’

(DeLancey 1986: 7) (Newari, Tibeto-Burman)

In yet other cases, the possessivemarker is derived froman indefinite form. This pattern
has been described for languages where particular referents can be alienably or
inalienably possessed, and overt marking is used in the former case but not in the latter
(Thompson 1996; Young and Morgan 1980). In Navajo, for example, the construction in
(11a) involves alienable possession, ‘mymilk (from the store)’. In this case, as can be seen
from (11b), possession is encoded through amarker derived from the indefinite form ’a-,
so that themeaning of the construction is, literally, ‘mysomething(’s)/somebody(’s)milk’.
This reflects the fact that, in such cases, there actually are three entities involved, the
possessor, the possessee, and the unknown source of the latter, which is encoded by the
indefinite form (YoungandMorgan 1980: 7).When the referent in question is inalienably
possessed, as in (11c), ‘my milk (from my breast)’, on the other hand, the possessor and
the source of the possessee overlap, and the marker is not used.

(11) a. she-′a-be
1SG-3INDEF-milk
‘my milk’ (from a secondary source, as milk purchased at the store)
(Young and Morgan 1980: 7)

4 InNewari, as can be seen fromExample (10), both alienable and inalienable possession aremarked
by the genitive case affix, and alienable possession is further marked by -gu. Thus, the use of overt
marking involves an alienability split in the sense that alienable possession is marked by more
morphemes than inalienable possession, not in the sense that alienable possession is overtly marked
whereas inalienable possession is zero marked. While alienability splits in the use of overt marking
are usually defined in terms of an opposition between overt and zero marking, this pattern is in line
with classical explanations of these splits in terms of iconicity and economy. If the use of overt
marking is related to the lower conceptual contiguity between possessor and possessee, or the higher
need to disambiguate the possessive relation, then it is to be expected that individualmarkers should
be used for alienable, rather than inalienable possession, even when both possession types are
overtly marked already (see on this point Croft 2003: Chap. 4).
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b. ′a-be
3INDEF-milk
‘something’s milk’
(Young and Morgan 1980: 7)

c. shi-be
1SG-milk
‘my milk’ (from my own breasts)
(Young and Morgan 1980: 28) (Navajo, Na-Dene)

Another recurrent source for the possessive marker are elements that encode a
relation between two entities, but not one of possession. In such cases, the elements in
question develop a possessive meaning as a result of context-driven inferences. A case
inpoint are constructions that describe the locationof some entity X in relation to some
other entity Y, of the type ‘X atY’, ‘X at the place/home (of) Y’. The relevant constructions
can be reinterpreted as possessive ones, plausibly because an entity described in terms
of its location with respect to some other entity can be inferred to belong to the latter
(Claudi and Heine 1989; Heine 1997: chap. 2). As a result, a locative element within the
construction becomes a possessive marker, ‘the X of Y’. This is illustrated in (12)–(14)
below for Ngiti, Acholi, and Kabyie. In these languages, the relevant markers are
limited to alienable possession, and they may or may not be used with the same noun
depending onwhether the referent is alienably or inalienably possessed. This contrast
is illustrated by (13a) and (13b), as well as by (14a) and (14b).5

(12) a. àba bhà ɨdzalí-nga
father POSS courtyard-NOMLZ
‘my father’s courtyard’ (cf. ibhà ‘at home’)
(Kutsch Lojenga 1994: 154)

b. ɔtsʉ-du
hand-1SG.INAL.POSS
‘my hand’
(Kutsch Lojenga 1994: 202) Ngiti (Nilo-Saharan)

5 Elements encoding a relation between two entities have been shown to be a recurrent source for
possessive markers crosslinguistically. This is the case not only with locative elements, but also, for
example, with ones marking beneficiaries, recipients or sources (‘the X for Y’, ‘the X to Y’, ‘the X from
Y’: see Heine 1997 for a detailed overview). These elements, in fact, also function as possessive
markers in many languages, but in many cases there are no alienability splits, or descriptions of the
language do not establish a link between the different functions of individual elements. The cases
discussed here have been selected both because they involve alienability splits, and because de-
scriptions of the language make explicit hypotheses about how the relevant elements developed a
possessive function.
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(13) a. wiìc pā láte᷄e
 n
head POSS child
‘the head of the child’ (e.g., a sheep’s head belonging to the child, cf. pā
‘house’)
(Claudi and Heine 1989: 5; Crazzolara 1955: 47)

b. wiìc láte᷄e
 n
head child
‘the child’s (own) head’
(Claudi and Heine 1989: 5; Crazzolara 1955: 47) (Acholi, Nilo-Saharan)

(14) a. kólú tɛ ́ píya
blacksmith POSS children
‘the blacksmith’s children’ (typically those living in his compound but not
his own, cf. tɛ́ ‘home’)
(Heine et al. 1991: 148)

b. kólú píya
blacksmith children
‘the blacksmith’s (own) children’
(Heine et al. 1991: 148) (Kabyie, Niger-Congo)

2.2 On the motivations for individual processes

The various processes just discussed provide no evidence that the development of the
relevant possessivemarkers is related to alienability. Sometimes, the source element
is used in a possessive construction, but it does not encode a relation between
possessor and possessee. Instead, it is used to refer to some entity involved in the
situation being described (the possessee, or sometimes, as in the Navajo example
in (11), its source), and it takes on the possessive meaning associated with the con-
struction as a whole. Alternatively, the source element encodes a relation between
two entities, but not one of possession, and it takes on a possessive meaning that can
be inferred from the context. In both of these cases, the evolution of the source
element into a possessivemarker is a result of a process ofmetonymization (Traugott
and Dasher 2005): some form takes on a meaning associated with its context of
occurrence, in this case a possessive meaning. Metonymization has been shown to
play a pivotal role in processes of constructional reiterpretation, particularly
grammaticalization, and it is usually assumed to be triggered by the contextual
co-occurrence of particular forms and particular meanings, not properties of the
resulting grammatical patterns (see, for example, Bybee et al. 1994; Heine 2003;
Slobin 2002; Traugott and Dasher 2005). Under this analysis, there is no reason to
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assume that themetonymization processes that give rise to the possessivemarkers in
question reflect principles pertaining to the use of overt marking for alienable
and inalienable possession. Instead, these processes are triggered by the contextual
co-occurrence of the elements undergoing metonymization and the possessive
meaning.

In principle, alienability could play a role in the use of the source elements, in
the sense that these elementsmight ormight not be used depending on the relative
degree of conceptual contiguity between possessor and possessee, or the relative
need to disambiguate the possessive relation. In this case, alienability would
ultimately still be responsible for the development of the relevant possessive
markers. This could be the case when the semantics of the source element involves
the notion of possession, for example, ‘X, property (of) Y’, as in (9a) above. This
does not apply to other source elements, however. Some of these elements denote
possessors, but they are used to single out the relevant referents (‘X, that (of) Y’
or ‘that X (of) Y’) or to specify particular semantic properties of these referents
(‘X, thing/food/drink … (of) Y’), not to signal their possessor status. Other source
elements denote additional participants involved in the situation being described,
as in the Navajo example in (11). Yet other elements are used to encode relations
other than possession (such as locative relations). While the relevant construc-
tions are possessive ones, or may acquire a possessive meaning as a result
of context-driven inferences, these various functions are unrelated to possession,
so it is difficult to see how they could be affected by principles pertaining to
alienability.6

In fact, the idea that such principles are responsible for alienability splits is
crucially based on the fact that they provide an explanation for two synchronic
distributional patterns. The first pattern involves the synchronic distribution of
overt and zero marking in particular alienability splits, that is, the fact that overt
marking is restricted to alienable possession, or zero marking is restricted to
inalienable possession. The second pattern involves the synchronic distribution of
these splits crosslinguistically, that is, the fact that they are significantly more
frequent than splits where overt marking is restricted to inalienable possession, or

6 In the case of locative constructions (e.g. ‘the X at Y’) or other constructions used to encode a
relationship between two entities (‘the X from Y’, ‘the X to Y’), one could assume that these con-
structions are actually used by speakers in order to convey the idea that the entities in question are in
a possessive relation, so that the use of these constructions might ultimately depend on properties of
alienable and inalienable possession. In this case, however, it is not clearwhy speakerswould not use
constructions that explicitly convey the notion of possession, e.g., appositive constructions such as ‘X,
property (of) Y’ or the like.
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zero marking is restricted to alienable possession. In the following two sections, it
will be shown that neither of these patterns can actually be taken as evidence for
such principles.

3 Explaining the distribution of individual
markers

If the development of particular possessive markers is indeed independent of the
properties of alienable and inalienable possession, as argued in the previous section,
the question arises as to why the distribution of these markers is constrained by
alienability, in the sense that they are restricted to alienable possession, or are not
used for some cases of inalienable possession. The literature on the origins of these
markers is based on a general (if often implicit) assumption that this is a result of a
diachronic scenario where they develop in alienable possession contexts and are
either not extended or only partially extended to inalienable possession ones (rather
than being initially used and then lost in the latter contexts: see, for example, Claudi
and Heine 1989; Creissels 2001; Koptjevskaja-Tamm 1996; Schuh 1983). In this case,
explanations for the distribution of individualmarkers should ultimately account for
why they develop in alienable, rather than inalienable possession contexts. In what
follows, it will be shown that this is a direct reflection of the distribution of the source
construction, which is usually not used in inalienable possession contexts due to
various types of incompatibilities unrelated to possession.

3.1 Alienability splits follow from the distribution of the source
construction

In some cases, inalienable possession contexts are relatively incompatible with the
function of the constructions that give rise to particular markers. As observed by
Schuh (1983, 1990) in regard to Chadic, for example, constructions of the type ‘that X
(of) Y’, ‘X, that (of) Y’, which are at the origin of the possessive markers illustrated in
(3)–(6), are not usually used with inalienable nouns, that is, expressions such as ‘that
mother of John’, ‘that arm of John’, ‘the mother, that of John’, ‘the arm, that of John’
are usually anomalous, except in highly particularized contexts. A possible
explanation for this is that these constructions are used to single out particular
referents. The referents of inalienable nouns such as kin terms and body part terms
do not usually need singling out, in the case of kin terms because they are highly
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individuated, and in the case of body part terms because they are not salient
discourse referents (Dahl and Koptjevskaja-Tamm 1998; Koptjevskaja-Tamm 1996).

A comparable example is represented by constructions such as the Navajo one
in (11). These constructions are originally used to encode both the possessor and
the external source of some item (e.g., ‘my something(’s) milk’ in the sense of ‘mymilk
fromsomeexternal source’). This is incompatiblewith inalienable possession contexts,
because in these contexts there is no external source for the possessee, for example, in
(11c), ‘my milk (from my breast)’, the possessor is also the source of the milk.

In other cases, there are incompatibilities between inalienable possession
contexts and the lexical semantics of the construction. The various appositive nouns
illustrated in (7)–(10), ‘thing’, ‘food’, ‘drink’, ‘tree’, ‘property’ and the like are all
semantically incompatible with kin terms, body part terms, and other terms
designating parts of a whole, as these terms do not display the relevant semantic
properties. For example, kins and body parts cannot be characterized as objects
belonging to somebody or as somebody’s food or drink. Locative constructions
such as the ones in (13)–(14), ‘the X at Y’, ‘the X at Y(’s) place/home’, are incompatible
with body parts, as these cannot be described as being located at the possessor’s
home (so that constructions of the type ‘the head at the child’s place’, for example,
will be interpreted as referring to some alienably possessed item, as in (13a)). These
constructions are in principle compatible with kin terms, e.g., ‘the mother at John’s
place’, but it is to be expected that theywill usually not be usedwith these terms, both
because kins are often not located at the possessor’s place (though see the discussion
of Example (16) below), and because location is immaterial to the characterization
of kinship relations anyway.

These incompatibilities provide a ready explanation for the alienability splits in
the use of the relevant markers. Individual markers will initially be used in contexts
compatible with the distribution of the source construction. This phenomenon has
been shown to be pervasive in grammaticalization processes, and is often referred to
as persistence: the distribution of the source construction determines the initial
distribution of the resulting grammatical markers (Hopper and Traugott 2003).
If some source construction is not used in inalienable possession contexts, it is to
be expected that the resulting possessive markers will not be used in those contexts
either, at least initially. These incompatibilities, however, originate from properties
of inalienable possession contexts unrelated to possession, such as the fact that
inalienable nouns do not usually need to be singled out in discourse, the fact that
there is no external source for the possessee, or a contrast between the semantics of
particular inalienable nouns and that of various types of appositives.

Over time, the use of individual markers may gradually be extended beyond
their original contexts of occurrence (see, for example, Eksell Harning 1980;
Koptjevskaja-Tamm 1996; Schuh 1983). This explains both why some markers are
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also used in some inalienable possession contexts, and why the distribution of
these markers across such contexts often varies in a seemingly arbitrary fashion
crosslinguistically. As discussed in relation to Examples (3)–(6) above, for instance,
some markers can be used for inalienable possession in general, but this use is
disfavored, while others are used for a subset of inalienable nouns, which varies
from one language to another.

Extension could be influenced by various properties of the relevant contexts,
potentially including general properties of alienable and inalienable possession.
For instance, given that inalienable nouns inherently convey the concept of
possession, specific inalienable nouns might resist the extension of an existing
possessive marker. This resistance could arise because these nouns are typically
used with a possessor, resulting in the entrenched use of the old possessive con-
struction with zero marking (Dahl and Koptjevskaja-Tamm 1998; Koptjevskaja-
Tamm 1996).7 In this case too, however, the fact that the relevant markers are not
used in particular inalienable possession contexts ultimately stems from the fact
that the source construction was not used in those contexts, for reasons unrelated
to possession.

3.2 Some further distributional evidence

Some further facts about the crosslinguistic distribution of possessive markers also
support the idea that this distribution depends on the distribution of the source
constructions that give rise to individual markers, rather than general properties
of alienable and inalienable possession.

In several cases, the use of specific markers is influenced by semantic factors
that cut across alienability distinctions. This results in patterns where the same
type of possession (either alienable or inalienable) is either overtly marked or not in
different contexts. Additionally, some instances of inalienable possession are overtly
marked, while certain cases of alienable possession are not. These patterns contrast
with both the assumption that overt marking depends on general properties of
alienable and inalienable possession and the assumption that overt marking
inherently favors one possession type over the other.

7 This hypothesis resembles explanations of alienability splits in terms of economy, in that it pre-
supposes that the fact that inalienable nouns imply the notion of possession plays a role in the use of
zero possessivemarking with these nouns. In contrast to these explanations, however, the semantics
of inalienable nouns is assumed to ultimatelymotivate the entrenchment and retention of an existing
zero marking strategy, not the use of this strategy in the first place.
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The first assumption implies that all instances of alienable or inalienable
possession should be treated uniformly in terms of overt marking. The second
assumption implies that if overt marking is employed for inalienable possession at
all, it should be employed in all cases of alienable possession as well. However, these
patterns find their explanation in the distribution of the source constructions that
give rise to the relevant possessive markers.

In Old French, for example, the possessivemarker dewas used in contextswhere
the possessor was inanimate (Palm 1977). Inalienable possession with inanimate
possessors was overtly marked, as illustrated in (15a), whereas inalienable and
alienable possession with animate possessors were not, as illustrated in (15b) and
(15c).

(15) a. ele vint au mur del castel
she came to.the wall of.the castle
‘She came to the wall of the castle’
(Aucassin et Nicolette XVI) (Old French, Romance)
(Palm 1977: 108)

b. Les os Eumon et Agolant
the bones Eumon and Agolant
‘The bones of Eumon and Agolant’
(La chanson d’Aspremont, 4391)
(Palm 1977: 43)

c. La maison l’ emperor
the house the emperor
‘The house of the emperor’
(Le roman de la rose, 1038)
(Palm 1977: 54) (Old French, Romance)

This distribution is consistent with the origin of the possessive marker, as de
originally encoded motion away from some point of origin (‘from’, ‘away from’, ‘out
of’: Heine 1997, among others), and points of origin are usually inanimate entities.

In Mandinka (see also Creissels, this volume), possession may or may not be
overtly marked for different nouns involving the same type of relation between
possessor and possessee, for example, as illustrated in (16), ‘slave’ versus ‘master’,
‘wife’ versus ‘husband’, or ‘pupil’ versus ‘teacher’.

(16) a. à la jòŋo
3 POSS slave
‘his slave’
(Creissels 2001: 446)
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b. à màario
3 master
‘his master’
(Creissels 2001: 446)

c. à la mùsoo
3 POSS wife
‘his wife’
(Creissels 2001: 446)

d. à kèe
3 husband
‘her husband’
(Creissels 2001: 446)

e. à la kàrandiŋo
3 POSS pupil
‘his pupil’
(Creissels 2001: 446)

f. À kàrammoo
3 teacher
‘his teacher’
(Creissels 2001: 446) (Mandinka, Niger-Congo)

This pattern is explained by the fact that the possessive postposition, la, was
originally a locative postposition (ultimately derived from a non meaning ‘mouth’,
‘opening’, ‘edge’). The postposition is used for possessees that can be described as
being located at the possessor’s place, for example, slaves, wives, or pupils, as these
live at the master’s, husband’s or teacher’s place respectively, but not masters,
husbands, or teachers, as these do not usually live at the slave’s, wife’s, or pupil’s
place (Creissels 2001; Grégoire 1984).

In Ngiyambaa, kinship relations are marked by the dative affix -gu, also used for
alienable possession, goals, and purpose. Other cases of inalienable possession, on
the other hand, are zero marked (Donaldson 1980). This is consistent with the fact
that, in kinship relations, the possessee can be conceptualized as performing a
specific function for the possessor, for example, being a parent, child, or sibling
to someone. This is, in fact, paralleled by English expressions such as ‘mother/brother
to John’, ‘secretary to the minister’, or ‘queen to Henry the Eight’.

(17) a. bura:y- gu ba:ba:
child-DAT father
‘child’s father’
(Donaldson 1980: 230)
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b. ŋadhu giyanhddha-nha ŋidji-la: winar-gu-dhi miri-dji

I fear-PRES this.CIRC-EST woman-DAT-CIRC dog-CIRC
‘I am frightened of this woman’s dog’
(Donaldson 1980: 107)

c. ŋani-la: mayi waɽaŋun

that-EST person waɽaŋun
‘that person’s waɽaŋun (spirit)’
(Donaldson 1980: 231) (Ngiyambaa, Australian)

Some languages also display patterns where the use of particular markers is
restricted to inalienable possession, whereas alienable possession is encoded by
different markers. In Faroese, for example, the dative preposition til ‘to’ is mostly
used for kinship relations, whereas alienable possession is encoded by the locative
preposition hja ‘at’ (Stolz et al. 2008: 231).

(18) a. mamma til Kjartan
mum to Kjartan
‘Kjartan’s mum’

(Stolz et al. 2008: 223)
b. eg havi […] gamla gandastavin hjá Charlie

I have:1SG old:ACC wand:DEF at Charlie
‘I have got Charlie’s old wand’
(Stolz et al. 2008: 222–223) (Faroese, North Germanic)

From a synchronic perspective, such patterns are entirely consistent with the
hypothesis that there are general principles that favor the use of overt marking for
alienable rather than inalienable possession. This hypothesis allows for overt
marking to be used for inalienable possession as well, as long as it is also used
for alienable possession. Diachronically, however, one possible scenario for the
emergence of these patterns (to be investigated in each particular case) is one where
distinct developmental processes give rise to possessive markers in alienable and
inalienable possession contexts, respectively. If there were some general preference
for the use of overt marking for alienable possession, one would expect new
possessive markers to originate in alienable possession contexts and possibly
be extended to inalienable possession ones, rather than originating in the latter
contexts.8 The fact that some marker develops in inalienable possession contexts,
however, may be a result of the distribution of the source construction. For example,

8 Another possible diachronic pathway for such patterns is one where some marker is originally
used for both inalienable and alienable possession, but becomes restricted to the former as a new
marker develops for the latter. This scenario would be fully compatible with the assumption that the
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as observed earlier in regard to Ngiyambaa, the use of dative markers for kinship
relations is consistent with the semantic nature of these relations, so it is to be
expected that dative markers may be used for these relations even if they are not
used for alienable possession, as in Faroese.

4 Accounting for the crosslinguistic frequency of
different alienability splits

The idea that the distribution of possessive markers across alienable and inalienable
possession reflects the distribution of the source construction provides no specific
explanation for the attested differences in the crosslinguistic frequency of various
alienability splits. As described earlier, splits where overt marking is limited to
alienable possession or zero marking is confined to inalienable possession are
significantly more frequent than ones where overt marking is restricted to
inalienable possession or zero marking is restricted to alienable possession. These
frequency differences are traditionally regarded as evidence for principles favoring
the former splits because they comply with general properties of alienable and
inalienable possession.

Diachronically, however, the crosslinguistic frequency of different alienability
splits will be a result of the frequency of those splits arising in particular languages,
or being retained across different generations of speakers once they are in place in
a language. As illustrated in Figure 1, alienability splits can arise as zero marking is
replaced by overt marking either in alienable possession contexts but not in
inalienable possession ones (diagram (i)), or vice versa (diagram (ii)). This may be a
result of the development of a new possessive marker, or the extension of an
existing one (for example, in a situation where alienable and inalienable posses-
sion are both zero or overtly marked in different cases, some marker may be
extended to the cases of alienable possession that are zero marked, leading to zero
marking becoming restricted to inalienable possession). Another possible devel-
opmental path for alienability splits is the replacement of overt marking with zero
marking either in inalienable possession contexts but not in alienable possession
ones (diagram (iii)), or vice versa (diagram (iv)), as a result of the loss of existing
possessive markers.

use of overt marking is favored for alienable, as opposed to inalienable possession, but it too should
be investigated on a case-by-case basis.
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Existing splits will be retained or lost depending on whether overt marking or
zero marking continues to be used in their respective contexts, as illustrated in
Figure 2. Overt marking will be lost when existing possessive markers are replaced
by zero marking, either in alienable possession contexts (diagram (i)) or in
inalienable possession contexts (diagram (ii)). Zero marking will be lost as a result of
the development of a possessive marker or the extension of an existing one, either in
inalienable possession contexts (diagram (iii)) or in alienable possession contexts
(diagram (iv)).

These facts mean that any differences in the crosslinguistic frequency of
different alienability splits will be a result of how frequently possessive markers
develop in alienable and inalienable possession contexts, or are retained, lost or
extended across these contexts. The relative crosslinguistic frequency of these
phenonena is logically independent of the properties of alienable and inalienable
possession, and should therefore be investigated in its own right.

In particular, one possible diachronic scenario that may explain the observed
differences in the crosslinguistic frequency of different alienability splits is one
where possessive markers develop more frequently in alienable possession contexts
compared to inalienable possession ones. This results in zero marking being more
frequently replaced by new possessive markers in the former contexts than in the
latter. To achieve this, two possibilities exist: either the source constructions giving
rise to possessive markers are more frequently employed in alienable possession
contexts than in inalienable possession ones, or the developmental processes
whereby these constructions actually give rise to suchmarkers are more frequent in
the former contexts than in the latter.

Figure 1: The development of alienability splits (Ø = zero marking; X = overt marking).

Figure 2: The loss of alienability splits (Ø = zero marking; X = overt marking).
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As discussed in Section 3, whether a source construction is used in alienable
or inalienable possession contexts can be linked to properties of that construction
that are independent of possession. In such cases, alienability will not influence
the crosslinguistic distribution of individual constructions across these contexts.
Similarly, if specific developmental processes are unrelated to alienability, as argued
in Section 2, this factor won’t affect how these processes are distributed across
alienable and inalienable possession contexts.

Consequently, understanding the relative crosslinguistic distribution of partic-
ular source constructions or developmental processes across alienable and
inalienable possession contexts should rely on an analysis of the properties of those
constructions and processes themselves, rather than general properties of alienable
or inalienable possession.

As detailed earlier, for example, in several cases where a possessive marker is
not used for inalienable possession, this is explained by the fact that the marker is
derived from an appositive or a locative construction relatively incompatible with
inalienable possession contexts, of the type illustrated in (7)–(10) and (12)–(14)
above. Other types of appositive or locative constructions, however, could in
principle be used in such contexts, e.g., ‘the mother, the parent of John’, ‘the arm,
the body part of John’, ‘the heart in John’, or ‘the cover on the book’. These con-
structions could give rise to possessive markers used for, or possibly restricted to
inalienable possession.

If possessive markers consistently develop from the former type of appositive or
locative constructions but not from the latter, this can be because the former type of
constructions aremore frequent crosslinguistically, or because theymore frequently
give rise to possessivemarkers. Yet, the relative crosslinguistic frequency of different
locative or appositive constructions and that of the developmental processes in
which they are involved need not be related to alienability, so these phenomena
should be investigated independently.9

Another possible diachronic scenario that may explain why specific alienability
splits are significantly more common than others crosslinguistically involves

9 For instance, a possible hypothesis about why particular appositives are not used with semanti-
cally compatible inalienable nouns could be that the meaning of the appositive is implied by the
meaning of the inalienable noun, as is the case in constructions such as ‘the mother, the parent of
John’ or ‘the arm, the body part of John’. Appositive expressions, however, are often redundant
crosslinguistically. As illustrated in (7)–(10), for example, expressions meaning ‘thing’ are used in
apposition to nouns denoting objects, and expressions meaning ‘food’, ‘drink’, or ‘tree’ are used in
apposition to nouns denoting food, drink, and vegetable items respectively (to the point that
particular nouns can be used in apposition to themselves, as in (7d)). Thus, the explanation of why
particular appositive constructions fail to give rise to markers used for inalienable possession re-
quires a more precise understanding of the function of appositive constructions in general.
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changes in the distribution of existing possessivemarkers, either through extension or
loss. For instance, it’s possible that existing markers are more frequently extended
from inalienable to alienable possession contexts than the reverse, resulting in zero
marking being more frequently replaced by these markers in alienable possession
contexts than in inalienable possession ones. Alternatively, existing markers might be
more commonly lost in inalienable possession contexts than in alienable possession
ones, leading to zeromarking emerging more frequently in the former than the latter.

The extension, retention and loss of existing markers are much less investigated
than the development of new ones, and they are arguably independent of the origins
of individual markers. It is possible, then, that these phenomena are related to
general properties of alienable and inalienable possession, such as the relative
degree of conceptual contiguity between possessor and possessee, the relative need
to disambiguate the relation between the two, or the relative degree of entrenchment
of an existing possessive construction, as mentioned in Section 3.1 in regard to
extension.

These properties, for instance, could favor the extension of an existing marker
to alienable possession contexts, or its loss in inalienable possession ones. This
resembles the concept of natural selection in biological evolution: the distribution of
genetic traits in a population is influenced by a preference for certain traits, driven
by their adaptiveness to the environment, regardless of the processes that initially
gave rise to those traits. Nevertheless, this idea should be thoroughly investigated
through an examination of actual instances of extension, retention, and loss of
existing possessive markers crosslinguistically.

The two scenarios just outlined have not really been investigated so far, so there
is no evidence about which of the two is actually the case. The data discussed in this
paper show that possessive markers recurrently develop in alienable possession
contexts and fail to be extended to at least some inalienable possession ones. This,
however, does not tell anything about the relative crosslinguistic frequency of these
phenomena compared to the development of possessive markers in inalienable
possession contexts, the extension of existing markers from these contexts to
alienable possession ones, or the loss of existing markers in both types of contexts.

Ultimately, differences in the crosslinguistic frequency of different alienability
splits cannot be taken as evidence for principles that favor or disfavor these
splits because of general properties of alienable and inalienable possession. These
differenceswill be a possibly combined of several different phenomena that need not
be related to alienability, namely the differential development, extension, retention
or loss of possessive markers across alienable and inalienable possession contexts.
These phenomena remain largely unexplored, and their respective role should
be disentangled in order to account for the relative crosslinguistic frequency of
individual splits.
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5 Concluding remarks

Classical explanations of alienability splits in the use of overt and zero possessive
marking imply that this use reflects principles of optimization of grammatical
structure, either in the sense that it iconically matches the relative degree of
conceptual contiguity between possessor and possessee, or in the sense that it
economically matches the relative need to disambiguate the possessive relation.
These principles are assumed to be responsible both for the distribution of overt and
zero marking across alienable and inalienable possession in particular languages,
and for the relative crosslinguistic frequency of different alienability splits.

Diachronic evidence about the origins of the relevant alienability splits shows,
however, that the possessive markers involved in these splits recurrently arise
through the reinterpretation of pre-existing elements originally performing other
functions in various types of source constructions. These constructions are all
associated with the notion of possession, either inherently or contextually, so they
recurrently give rise to possessive markers from one language to another.

The development of such markers, however, is a result of metonymization
processes triggered by the contextual co-occurrence of the source element and the
possessive meaning, independently of the assumed optimization principles. The
distribution of individual markers across alienable and inalienable possession
ultimately reflects the distribution of the source construction, also independently of
such principles. When particular markers are not used for inalienable possession,
the source construction is one not used in inalienable possession contexts, for
reasons unrelated to possession. When the source construction is used in particular
alienable or inalienable possession contexts, the resulting possessive markers are
used in those contexts, irrespective of whether possession is zero or overtly marked
elsewhere in the language.

This is in line with standard accounts of grammaticalization processes and
processes of constructional reinterpretation in general, in that the development
and initial distribution of the constructions resulting from such processes are
usually assumed to be driven by the properties of particular source constructions
and their contexts of use. Similar source constructions and developmental
processes will recurrently give rise to constructions with similar distributions
crosslinguistically, but this is independent of the synchronic properties of the
resulting grammatical patterns (see, for example, Bybee 2006; Bybee et al. 1994).

This analysis makes it possible to account for a number of synchronic patterns
that go against the assumed optimization principles, for example, patternswhere the
same possession type (either alienable or inalienable) is not always treated in the
same way in terms of overt or zero marking, ones where overt marking is used for
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inalienable possessionwhile zeromarking is used for at least some cases of alienable
possession, or ones where possessive markers may have originated in inalienable,
rather than alienable possession contexts.

This analysis also provides an explanation for the notorious difficulties in
defining crosslinguistically valid grammatical categories of alienable and inalienable
possession (Chappell and McGregor 1996; Nichols 1988, among many others).
Possessivemarkers are not used for the same range of alienable or inalienable nouns
crosslinguistically, which makes it difficult to define some general category of
alienable or inalienable possession that could account for the synchronic distribu-
tion of such markers in different languages. This is naturally explained by the fact
that individual markers continue the distribution of the source, and are gradually
extended to more andmore contexts over time. Markers with different distributions
will be derived from different sources, orwill be at different stages of extension from
one possession context to another.

In this analysis, the explanation of the emergence of particular alienability splits
is distinct from the explanation of why some splits are significantly more frequent
than others crosslinguistically. Particular splits can be a result of the properties
of multiple source constructions and their contexts of use, rather than general
properties of alienable and inalienable possession. The attested differences in the
crosslinguistic frequency of different splits will reflect differences in the frequency
of multiple source constructions, multiple developmental processes whereby these
constructions give rise to possessive markers, or multiple processes of extension,
retention or loss of these markers once they are in place in a language. The latter
differences may or may not be related to alienability, and they remain to be
investigated.

In accordance with prior diachronically oriented typological research (Bybee
2008; Claudi and Heine 1989; Creissels 2001; Aristar 1991), these facts call for a
novel, source-oriented approach both to alienability splits in the use of overt and
zero possessive marking and recurrent crosslinguistic patterns in general (for
detailed discussion, see Cristofaro 2013, 2017, 2019; Schmidtke-Bode and Gross-
mann 2019). This approach is similar to Evolutionary Phonology and other
diachronically oriented approaches to crosslinguistic phonological patterns
(Blevins 2004; Ohala 1993, 2003). In language typology, recurrent crosslinguistic
patterns are generally assumed to be a result of recurrent diachronic phenomena
that give rise to the pattern and shape its crosslinguistic distribution (Bybee 1988,
2008, 2009; Givón 1975, 1979; Greenberg 1969, 1978). Yet, explanations for indi-
vidual patterns and their relative crosslinguistic frequency are usually framed in
terms of synchronic properties of these patterns, such as whether they comply
with some assumed principle of optimization of grammatical structure. This
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implies that the development, retention or loss of particular patterns crosslin-
guistically will ultimately depend on their synchronic properties. These
phenomena, however, can be a result of several distinct diachronic factors, often
unrelated to the synchronic properties of the pattern. Explanations of individual
patterns and their crosslinguistic frequency should then be informed by an
understanding of these factors, rather than particular synchronic properties of
the pattern in themselves.
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Abbreviations

ADN adnominal
BF buffer
CIRC circumstantive
EST established reference
EXCL exclusive
F feminine
INAL inalienable
M masculine
NOMLZR nominalizer
PL plural
POSS possessive
SG singular
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